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as principal 87-98, 

245, 248 
ancestry and aristocratic philosophy of   93 
photo of . 248 

Gates, E. 
remarks on Ixil Indians (see also bibliography)  ... 43 
note on Balan Quiche   44 

Gato del Monte (see Wildcat) 
Geraniums (see Flowers) 
Ghost (see Espanto, Fright) 
Gladioli (see Flowers) 
Godparents (see Compadre) 

Goitre 
prevalent disease among Ixil   165 

Golgotha, Christ of (see Christ) 

Government 
of 19th century Ixil (Nebaj)  62 
chief local officers drawn from outside area . . . . .69 
organization of in Ixil area 71-3 
ceremonial and governmental center ....   231 

Guadalupe (Nuestra Señora de) 
fiesta of 37 
cofradía of . 135 

Guzman (see bibliography, Fuentes y Guzman) 
on population and kind of people in Ixil area ....  45 

H 

Habilitador (Habilitación) 
ladinos function as  68*3 
first recruiting of Ixil labor In 1894  64 
ways of cheating Indians  67-8 
changing functions of  70 
begun 1894—ends with cancellation of Indian debt and 
slump in coffee market  74 
effect of debt law  74 
Indians as ruthless Habilitadores  74, 88 
role during Indian fiestas .  131 

Hammooks 
used by Ixil 169 

Harpole (see bibliography) 
on hemophilia 22 

Hats 
made by Ixil Indians 29-30 

H (cont.) 

Holom Konop 
"Santo"  (Image) former 1; 
worshipped at Santa Euli 

Holy Week 
celebration of . . . 

Honoab (Xonca) 
aldea in Ixil area , 

Honduras 
in Ixil prayers . , 

Honey 
as baby food (Ixil) 

Hospitality 
of Ixil   

calculated returns of 

Hostility 
of Ixil to outsiders • 

Houses 
photographs of 

Huatzlkin 
a day name .   . 

Huehuetenango 
included in province of 
1776  
former population of ir 
buys Ixil apples • • . 
as source of Ixil womer 
pottery from; visitors 

Huípiles 
worn by Ixil women . . 
quality of in Cotzal • 
exorbitant prices of • 
thread for is  commercii 
photos of      
kinds of   

Huiscuiles 
as presents • . . • • 
boiled for children's j 
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Holom Konop 
"Santo"  (Image) formerly belonged to Horn;  now In and 
worshipped at Santa Eulalia      14, 49 

Holy Week 
celebration of 136-7 

Honoab (Xonca) 
aldea in Ixil area 46 

Honduras 
in Ixil prayers 126 

Honey 
as baby food (Ixil) - 176 

Hospitality 
of Ixil 19, 26, 28, 

38, 52, 53, 
161 .. 

calculated returns of 161 

Hostility 
of Ixil to outsiders 11, 14-5, 

45, 50-51, 
61 

Houses 
photographs of •  218 

Huatzlkin 
a day name 104 

Huehuetenango 
included in province of Totonicapan in royal census of 
1776 42, 47 
former population of in 1776 47 
buys Ixil apples  159 
as source of Ixil women* s skirts I 159 
pottery from; visitors to market from 242 

Huípiles 
worn by Ixil women   8 
quality of in Gotzal 36 
exorbitant prices of  36 
thread for is commercial bought  159 
photos of 222 
kinds of  240 

Huiscuiles 
as presents 30 
boiled for children's food , 171 
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Huitz 
aldea in Ixil area 46 

Hunahpu 
divine hero of Popol Vuh 44 

Hunting 
necessary preliminary ritual    205 

Huracán 
possible relation of God Huracán to present Dios Mundo 17 

Huyl (Cumbre de) 
aldea of Ixll area  46 
hidden city believed visible from Huyl  52 
most sacred shrine of Ixil area there; often visited . 163 
pre-conquest ceremonial site  238 
romería, as celebrated there   238 
worship at  238, 241 
zahorines sent to worship at ...  242 
looal mountain deities  242 

Hydrangeas (see Flowers) 

I 

IJ Yab 
as synonym for Yearbearer Days  103 

Horn 
on map of Ixll area  5 
altitude at    .....   .         7 
aldea of Chajul  8 
relations with Santa Eulalia   14 
general facts about   19-28 
relations with Ameloo (Chuj)  48 
missionaries interfere with religion   48-9 
former ownership of Holom Konop  48-9 
settled by land-troubled Indians of Chajul  53, 58 
place in Ixil language stock  53 
unexoavated sites  54-5 
inhabitants (Ixil) know calendar name  . 104, 108 
photographs of  . .  218 

Immaculate Conception 
fiesta of  100 
Indian role in ....  106 

Imports 
pottery  242. 
red thread  242 

Impuestos 
or taxes  251 
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Indians 
Ixil  all of Ms. 

Indian Self Conception 
In Ixil area  84-6 

Informers 
Indians betray other Indians  29 

Injury 
of children, Ignored by parents  178 
magical injury, days favorable for and mode of causing 125 

Insurrection 
in Ixil area  67-9 
Ixil area 1925  69 

Intendente 
as Justice of the Peace  24 
Mayor of Guatemalan pueblos  ............. 71 
behavior of imported Intendentes  73 
rapidity of change of Intendentes  73 

Intendencia 
photograph of (Nebaj)  210 

Ixcan river 
. on Ixil map  5 

Ixil 
all of ms. is on the Ixil people and area. 
on origin of name  40 
value of study of  43, 56 
as link between jungle and highland ways  56 
as Spaniards found them  56 
form of conquest  36-8 
only one priest for  127 
population of (in Nebaj parish book)  134 
meaning of word Ixil  240-41 

J 

Jaoalteca 
. relations with Chuj and Santa Eulalia language .... 48 

Jefe político 
military and civil head of Departments of 71 

Jesus, The Black, of Esquipulas 
image of on Ixil altar 169 

Juarros, D (see bibliography) 
. on Ixil history 40 
on Spanish conquest of Ixil (1530) 46 
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Juarros (cont.) 
on 18th century Ixil 46-7, 53-5 
on royal census of Ixll (1776) §7 
on early Ixll history 53-4 
on bull roarers  206 

Juzgado 
functions and personnel of In Tzotzll  13-16 
decorated for reception of priest  20 
converted into church  16, 22, 29 
photographs of  218 

K 

Kan 
calendar day meaning "snake" 207 

Kekchi 
relations with Ixil Indians   9 
also called I.anquin; descendants of Lacandones .... 48 

Kidneys 
in Ixil diet 148 

Koochoochim 
name of Yearbearer cross 140 
legend of fire of crosses there 208 
grotto of 14 little crosses there 208 

L 

Labor 
communal housebuilding among Ixil . -. . • 65 
motives for, in old Ixil  84 
as caste tribute  101 

Labor recruiting (see Habilitador) 

Lacandones 
(all of Ms., esp.) •  1-58, 

48-58 
not builders of Ixil stone edifices  . . 54 
differences between ancient and modern Lacandones . . 55 
conquest of in 1695 . 55 

Lacantun River 
drainage in Ixll area  7 
site of old Horn rites  48 
discovery of villages on -ver in 1695  55-56 
as route of old Choi Lacandones , • 54 
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Ladino 
only one, military captain, Tzotzil  16 
definition of  59 
residence in towns in Ixil area  59-60, 226 
first ladino in Nebaj  60 
early entrance of  60-63, 227 
as habilitadores  62-3 
reputation with Indians  63 
1893 census of .  63 
attitude toward Indian custom  64 
attitude toward Indians in general   64 
as thieves of Indian land  64 
as beginners of aguardiente trade  64 
knowledge of Indian life  65 
treatment of Indian labor • 65 
reputation with Indians  66 
self-organization and conception   ..... 66 
history of maltreatment of Indians  66-7 
as provokers of insurrection  67-9 
attitude of officials to Indian religion  69 
roles in Nebaj social organization  69-70 
as most of the criminals in Ixil area  69, 82 
class attitude divisions (to Indians)  70 
modes of social control and influence  70-71 
in control of local government  71 
monopoly of finca ownership  73, 231 
as skilled workers on fincas  74 
as show owners  74-5 
hypocrisy of  75 
as former distillery owners  . 76 
social relations with Indians . . 77-86 
as compadres for Indians . • .  78 
and Indian hospitality  78 
and miscegenation  78-9 
and Immorality; prohibition  79 
and Indian intermarriage  ....... 79 
and role in Indian fiestas  79 
and religion .  79-81 
attitude to Indian religion  81, 91 
their literacy and education  82 
and sickness and medicine  82 
and etiquette  82 
as distinct from Indiana  83 
compared with Agua Escondida ladino  83 
attitude toward ladlnoized Indian  85, 101, 109 
effect on Indian life  85-6 
as parents.  86 
as source of conflict  86 
as mistresses of Indian principal  99 
absence from Indian religious reunion  132 
one cofradía  135 
attend only December 8 mass  138 
lack of understanding of Indian way of life ..... 150 
feared by Indians for calling costumbre "brujería" . . 154 
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Ladino (cont.) 
treatment of Indian mozos  161 
attitude toward Indian women  172 
as land grabber and estanco owner . .  238 
as commercial chancle  249 

Ladino-Indian Differences 
urban^rural in Ixil area  59-60 

Ladinoi zation 
of Ixil principales  87-100 
genesis of  91-8, 101 
mode of  99 
per cent of  101 
acceptance of by ladinos  101 
a parallel of former upper caste status?   101 

La Farge (see bibliography) 
on Holom Konop image  14 
on distribution of Ixil language  48 
manuscript on Santa Eulalia   48 
on dating of Indian history  58, 86 
fails to confirm Termer's day names  23, 104 
on Quiche Yearbearers  107 

Land 
.   disputes over  53, 69 

modes of dishonest acquisition  74 

Landa 
and Maya calendar  106 

Language 
Ixil speaking Indians  227 
Quiche speaking peoples  227 
Ixil speaking region  233 
what it is called  240 
local differences  • • 

Lanquin (see Kekohi) 

Las Gasas, Bartolomeo 
founded Church of Saoapula 128 

Laxi-Pap 
as reverend salutation . 34 

Lent 
pilgrimage to Christ of Golgotha on 2nd Friday in 

Leon, Diego de 
Indian Gobernador of Nebaj 

Lice 
prevalence of      

9 

60 

165 
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Lincoln, Jackson Steward 
author of manuscript 
picture of  4 
field methods  1-38 
on primitive dreams  119 
correspondence with Robert Redfield . 226 ff. 

Livestock 
kept by Ixil 169 

Llave del Mundo 
woodpecker is believed to be 206 

Loneliness 
as sickness 27 

Loom 
used by Ixil  169 

"Looking and Thinking" (see Ohiapanecos) 

Lord I'ti (see Cubal) 
yearbearer day celebrated 35 

Lothrop, S. K. (see bibliography) 
on Rabinal Achí (Baile del Tun)  . 44 
on Momoatenango Maya calendar  106, 113, 

116 
Lying 

Indian children generally do not 178 

H 

Mam 
as equivalent of Ixil (Ojaiche-Mam)  40 
as related to Ixil  40, 42 
Wisdom's vocabulary shows little relation to Ixil • . 41-2 
as cousins of Ixil according to Gates  43 

Mamas (medicine men) 
as specialists in Maya calendar  18, 29, 108 
as prayermakers  18 
bilingualism of  18 
price for consultation  19 
as keepers, of calendar count  23 
and calendar  105 

Marimba 
as ceremonial muslo  20, 28 
ladino vs. Indian  76 
at funerals 179 
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Markets 
history of in IxLl area    .     64 
Nebaj as market nucleus for Chajul and Cotzal    ....  163,  241-2 
photograph of 211 

Marriage 
time of, as object of divination 124 

Masa 
used in cooking (Ixil) 149 

Mass 
only Indians present   (Ixil)     .   .  138 
paid for by cofradías  ($10.00 a month)  138 
ladinos attend only on December 8  138 
varying prices of  138-9 
for dead  179 

Matchmaking 
among Ixil . 173 

Maudslay 
his version of hidden city • 15, 19 

Maundy Thursday (see Holy Thursday) 

Mayordomos 
chosen from principal families 98 
role in cofradías (10 for each) 129 
some women out of 120 in Ixil area ¿" .... . ; w . . 129 
feet washed, and -kissed by priest in Easter celebration 136 
role in Éaster celebration 137 

Medicine 
knowledge of cure of hemorrhage by Ixil • 22 

Mestizos 
as one of 3 types of ladinos  59 
living as Indians  60 
as lower class ladinos • 69 
as quasi-Indians  . 70 
attitudes to Indians  70 

Metates 
used by Ixil 147, 169 

Midwives 
fee 25 cents (Ixil)  . 172 
feed children . 176 

Milla, J. 
on Maya calendar 113 
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Milpa 
location of, in Ixil area  . 146-8 
preparations of and planting  149 
ceremonial associated with  149 
temporary shelter at  149 
principals  153 
in back yard silos (Ixil)  158 
location of those of urban Indians  163 
location of those of rural Indians  163 
of 20 cuerdas, in sitios 
photographs of (IxTT)  T  209, 212 
photos of handing out seeds preparatory to planting • 213 
photos of communal planting  213 
photos of preparation by burning . .  213 

Missionaries (see specific denominations; esp. Domini- 
cans) 

Mol 
a day name 104 

Momostenango 
its language understood by Ixil  42 
its modern Quiche day names related to Ixil  43, 106 
its rural zahorines know the calendar  107 
in Ixil prayers  126 
its people visit Chajul on August 15  158 
as source of Ixil blankets  159 

Money 
Interest of Indians in  35 
lavish spending of by Indians  66 
as aid in ladinoization   98-9 
consciousness of many Ixil  158-62 
and preoccupation with  158-62 

Monkeys 
howling heard by Lincoln • 205 

Montalban, Leonardo (see bibliography) 
on Rabinal Aohi (Baile del Tun)  43 
on drama called Xahotun  44 
on liquid oalledTxt at zunun  44 

Monte 
milpa in monte (Ixil) 158 

Moon 
Indians make noise to keep new moon from "being burned" 207 

Mop 
Laoandon village discovered 1696   56 

  ..... 44 
Morley, 3. G. (see bibliography) 
on Copan inscriptions . . . . 
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Mountalns 
as objects of Ixil prayers 19,  119, 

124,  205 
must be propitiated by hunters 205 

Municipios 
post-conquest formation of    •    57 
the three Ixil  226 
census of    .   .  251-2 
economically interdependent    .   .   .  253 

N 

Nagual 
represented by carved roof riders in Ixil area .... 51 
appearance of . . _ 38 
forms-of 38 
attitudes of Indians toward    38 
and Maya calendar 105 
beliefs associated with    92 
as object of divination 124 
definition of 124 
role in Injury doing 125 
knowledge of ? 155 
name given to child at birth 177 
determined by ocote—mark' made on child's back . . • 177 
evil able to do 207 
lots in Nebaj who believe thay can change into animal3 207 
only principals have higher animals for naguales 
(lions,  tiger) 207-8 
lower classes have low animal naguales  (anteatera, 
pigs) 208 
story about fight between 2 naguales   208 

Naguala 
yearbearers used these 107 
on Ixil prayers    . ' • 126 

Natividad 
cofradía of 135 

Nebaj   (all of manuscript) 
photographs of   209-23 
map of 224 
as municipio of Ixll 226 
oensus of 231 
main market center • 226, 233 

Neoklaoes 
of coin used by Ixil women 171 

Negro river 
as southern boundary of Ixil area   7 

N  (cont.) 

Nets 
of pita i 
photograj 

Nine 
as magici 

Numbers, mi 
nine and 

0b ser vat or; 
plan of 

O'ki  (see ; 
name of • 

Ollas 
used by 

Oranges 
raised b 

Osborne 
photogra; 

Outhouses 
extent o 

Padrino 
ladinos 
rights f 

Pain 
of child 

Palenque 
its vaul 

Palob (on 

Pamela 
an Ixil 

Parish reg 
of Nebaj 

Patron Sal 
mode of 
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Nets 
of pita (ixil), said In Chichi cast enango 159 
photographs of them being made 219 

Nine 
as magical injury number 125 

Numbers, magical 
nine and thirteen  125 

0 

Observatory,  Sun 
plan of (Nebaj) 225 

©•fci  (see supernumerary days) 
name of 5 supernumerary days 103 

Ollas 
used by Ixil 169 

Oranges 
raised by Ixil 158 

Osborne 
photographs done by 25 

Outhouses 
extent of use of; number of 164-5 

P 

Padrino 
ladinos for children but not vice versa; no special 
rights for Indian compadres 77-8 

Pain 
of children ignored by parents .   .  178 

Palenque 
its vaults resemble those in Ixil area 54 

Palob (on Ixil map) 

Pamela 
an Ixil product 158 

Parish register 
of Nebaj   133-4 

Patron Saints Day 
mode of celebration '. . . • 130 
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Pearl 
in bracelet, worn as protection against evil eye . . . 206 

Pelaez, Garcia (see bibliography)     46 

Peta 
Lacandon village discovered 1696    56 

Petates 
of reed used by Ixil .147, 169 

Peten 
as northern boundary of Ixil area       7 
viewed from hill in Horn 19 

Pilgrimage 
Chajul as nucleus for 2nd Lenten Friday  163 
of men  163 
2nd to Esquipulas  242 

Pine 
needles as floor decorating   165, 169 

Plaza 
Photographs of (Nebaj) 210 

Pokoman (Eastern)—(all of ms. relevant) 

Posóle 
use in test of marriage future 174 

Pottery 
Ixil get theirs from San Pedro Jooopilas 159 
photographs of 211 

Poverty 
effect on celebrations (Ixil) 151 
evident among Ixil  157 
institutionalized complaints of 160 

Poxwole 
in Ixil diet  . .  145 

Prayers 
oontent of, in Ixil area 19, 119, 

124-6, 
181-204 

length of 19 
as Pagan-Christian mixture 19 
as cure for fright 31 
by divinators, during disease ....   125 
half in Spanish among Ixil 125 
at planting time . . 149 
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Prayers (cont.) 
as "business deal" with God  162 
should be made before hunting  205 
always done after big storm?  2Q6 
to woodpecker  205 
photograph of people praying in churches  216 
in church  220 

Prices 
effect of tourist and finquero trade    36 
effect of high coffee prices on prominence of saloons 
and drinking •  66 
prevalence of bargaining over 161 

Priest (see Dominican) 
Lincoln's guide .... *  11-38 
reception of, by Ixil  13, 20 
attitude toward native customs  24, 30, 138 
bargains over price of mass  28, 138 
deception of, by Indians  31, 138 
attitude toward Pagan custom  127, 138 
attitude of Indians to  127, 138 
role in Easter celebration  136-7 

Principales 
relations to Catholic priest     13-4, 20 
as alcaldes, exploit other Indians  65, 88 
have customs of ladinos; accepted as equals by mesti-. 
zos  70 
process of changing to ladino  73, 87-10}. 
as owners of small fincas and as labor recruiters • • 74, 99 
use telephone and telegraphy  76 
hostility and fear and Jealousy for ladinos  77, 89 
as upper-status Indians  77, 89 
treated better than ordinary Indians  83, 89, 99 
and Maya calendar  91, 105 
attitudes towad ladinos   77, 94 
maltreatment of Indian workers  77 
definition of  87 
ladinoizatlon of  87-101, 236, 

246 
as government officials  87, 95 
as exploiters of Indians and la*>or  88-9, 94,  99 
mode of living  88-9 
secular roles of  88 
attitudes of populace to  93,  99 
attitude toward native tradition   90-100 
relations with ladino  SO, 95, 

101-2 
treatment by ladinos  90, 99, 

10Q-101 
attitude towards brujos ....   91 
and dream interpretation  92 
attitude toward other religious specialists  93, 95, 98 
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Principales   (cont.) 
and philosophy   93-4 
and class distinctions 94 
and Catholicism 94-5 
and Protestantism   94-5 
and marriage 94 
process of ladino i zat ion of 97-8, 101 
intermarriage with ladinos 99 
and child adoption 100-101 
privileged position of   98 
privileges a reflection of old caste? 98 
as interpreter for government 99 
vie for cofradía house, to sell liquor . . .' 137 
help ladinos to remove Indian sacred cross 155 
special tax and contraband privilege of 155 
do not do manual work 159-60 
as richest Indians 160 
as "yes-yes" men for ladino officials  166 
have higher animals (lion, tiger) for naguales ...» 207-8 
correspondence about     245-8 
and other officials •  251-2 

Prostitution 
among Ixil women 172 

Pueblo 
post-conquest formation         57 

Quiche, Department of 
contains  Ixil area  7 
referred to by Gates  43 
early census figures of  47 
buys Ixil apples  159 

Quiche speaking Indians 
relations with Ixil  9-10, 43, 

227 
understood by Ixil Indians  42 
drama about early kind of Quiche  44 
dialect spoken in Ganen • 44 
people at Fiesta of Santa Maria *  242 

Quintal 
Indians carry loads of one quintal 159 

Rabinal Aohi 
old dance drama of Baile del Tun  43, 45 
oontains clues to history of Ixil (sig. Termer) . . . 55-6 
pottery from • ..* 242 
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Redfield, Robert 
on division of labor in Agua Escondida  83 
on Maya calendar  Ill 
correspondence with  226-251 

Regidor 
role in local government of Guatemala  71 
as rezadores (prayermakers)  . 23/28 
behavior when drunk  37 
rounds up Indian tax evaders . . .  73 
Indian becomes ladino    73 
may or may not be rezadores  155 

Rezador 
combined prayermakers and local government officials . 23, 28, 72 
as calendar priests  105 
may or may not be regidores?  155 

Rio Grande Pueblos (of S. W. United States) 
contrast with Guatemalan municipios • 10 

Road Tax 
how it operates 72-3 

Rockets 
as offering to calendar priest   
use in oofradla celebration 136 
shot off,  after eollpse 206 

Roman Catholicism 
outward acceptance by Ixil 138-9 
considered as extension of native religion 139 

Romeria (see Huyl) 

Roof Riders 
cited by. Termer . . .  51 
when seen.by Linooln  51 
as "naguales"  51 

Rosario, del 
oofradla of (men and women) • 135 

Rose leaves 
as religious offering . 36, 40 
ceremonial use of 132 

Ruda 
used in Ixil cure for Evil Eye  

Ruins 
reports of in Horn 24 
in Ohel valley . 32 
at Pino a La Perla 32 
at San Miguel Uspantan 54-56, 140-1 
report of treasure buried    . -  56 

Sacapulas 
as south 
people XL 
only one 
its peop 
as sourc 

Sacrifice 
in yearb 
of chick 
period . 
made by ' 
as propi 
as neces 

Saints 
in praye: 
days  (se 

Saloons (s 
paucity i 
abundano 
best one 
attached 

Salquil (G: 
on map o: 
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unexcava 

Salquilito 
low cast 

Salt 
Indians < 
mines of 

San Andres 
Roof rid 

San Antonii 
oofradla 

San BartoL 
pottery j 

San Francis 
on map o: 
has larg 
in Ixil ] 
its peop: 
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Sacapulas 
as southern boundary of Ixil area  7 
people understood by 1x11  42 
only one priest for  127 
Its people visit Chajul August 15  158 
as source of 1x11 salt  120, 159 

Sacrifice (see Rose leaves) 
In yearbearer celebration      31 
of chickens, turkeys and bulls during supernumerary 
period  118-9 
made by brujos or alcalde days?  154 
as propitiation of offended spirit (black swan)  ... 205-6 
as necessary to success of electric light  206 

Saints 
In prayers of 1x11 ...... 
days  (see Patron Saints Days) 

19,  119 

Saloons  (see Estancos) 
paucity of In late 1800*8  64 
abundance of Spanish owned In 1915-29      66 
best ones owned by ladino  69 
attached to most shops In 1x11 area • 75 

Salqull (Grande) 
on map of Ixil area ,  5 
as Important Ixil aldea  8 
unexcavated sites ....   54 

Salquilito 
low caste canton of NebaJ 101 

Salt 
Indians of Ixil get theirs from Sacapulas ...... 120, 159 
mines of, in Ixil prayers • 126 

San Andres Sajoajaba 
Roof rider figures on horses 51 

San Antonio de Padua • •  
cofradía de 135 

40 San Bartolomé 
pottery from 242 

San Francisoo 
on map of Ixil area       5 
has large coffee fincas    •       8 
In Ixil prayers    ." 126 
its people visit Chajul August 15 158 

•56, 140-1 
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San Miguel Acatan • 
and Maya calendar 122-3 

San Miguel Uspanton 
on map of Ixil area  5 
on ruins  37 
on dialect .  37 
accidents of superstition  38 
on belief s in "naguales"  38 
its people visit Chajul August 15    ....         158 

San Pedro Jocopilas 
as source of Ixil pottery 159, 242 
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Foreword 

Dr. Lincoln's work in  IXIL  was cut short when he was 

taken ill in the village and died soon after in Guatemala City. 

This publication on results of his last field trip has been 

put together by his wife from notes and manuscripts, and we are 

fortunate to have this study of a little known corner of Guat- 

emala* It does not however represent his full interests or plan"' 

8f work and it is fitting that this, his last publication, should 

be prefaced by some word on the problems for which he had pre- 

pared himself and in which his work was cut short by his untimely 

death. 

After his graduation from Harvard twooevents shaped his 

life, work» he was in the Rocky Mountains for t^'o years and came 

into cóiac-t with various Indian tribes,  and he was psychoanalyzed. 

He never again lost sight of either of these interests. He went, to 

"Europe for a couple of years of training, studying with Piaget • 

and with Stekel but especially with Jung. He found much.of in- 

terest in the problems of ontogeny they discussed but he believed 

that if he devoted himself to the study of preliterate. peoples 

he should meet, the standards of the anthropologist too. He there- 

fore spent a pouple of years studying anthropology atfche Univer* 

sity of California, during which time he spent six months with the 

Návaho Indians'. For his M.A. thesis he used his (tyjn collections 

as well as already printed material, taking as his subject,; 

"American Indian Dreams, their Significance to the Native and 

their Relation to the Culture Pattern." 

His ambition was to take his Ph.D. degree under ProfessorCS 



Seligman at the London School of Economics of the University 

of London, and out of this realized plan developed what was 

probably the most valued close association of his professional 

life. The thesis he prepared fsxxktx was published in England 

and in this country as '•The Dream inPrimitive Culturew. 
His  .•;•:       > \ ;, . /. • ;•.;     ,..•-. -•. ••• 
Mm workwbori: with Professor Seligman was most congenial and 

the latter turned over to him his fielfl notes that dealt with 

psychology in native cultures. 

When Dr. Liii Co In returned to America he undertook a 

trip tpt the Ohinantecos of Óaxaca, Mexico but this field work 

was cut short by illness. For several years he lived in Hew 

York City devóténg himself to his family and to library research* 

Then in   193$  he made his plans to go to Guatemala for intensive 

field work. He wanted to study a village long enough and int'iinaté] 

enough so that  it would satidfy at the same time the demands of 

the anthropologist and of the psychoanalyst. He took wwth him 
of 

official letters from the Department of Anthrojology $fc. Col- 

umbia University but he had no/ financial baoking except his- 

, aira .funds-wifth wh^e^ef additional he' had himself; beett able to 

w 

^B,e'^orJBat^n, onihe'&afraiL ^calendar and on the arrangemen* 

presented were to-,'' %-'. 

attitudes and eval   . 
1 '.*, , Dnl^ncolri 

v1- vC*' i*f • ^^JIQÍ tíri^ráibial culture, to had *• Yi«in of worthwhile '"    -x 

!* \'?>',^T»**^#*oh\anct bi'^ad devoted hiaself^ as few.others, have totob- 



problem.  Time does not lessen the regret of his friends that 

he was not spared to carry out his plans. 

Ruth Benedict 

Columbia University 

U*t 

g»e^í'I:,'v 
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Fart I Introduction 

A Preparation for FitId Work. 



, ^     In the Ñorthe/'most inhabited section of the Departamento de Quiche 

in Guatemala over two mountain passes,the second of which reaches a height 

of 8,600 feet,which rise up from the Quiche speaking town of Sacapulas 

on the Rio Negro, is an area of approximately 500 square miles. It is a 

;llé corn, sugar, coffee, vegetable, and fruit (apples and peaches) producing 

land, which ranges in altitude from 3,500 feet at I lorn in the.^orth to 

6,500 feet in„the gouth. at Nebaj.This area is aegg^utphycal ly sharply set 

off on the South, £ast, and West, by a high tropical cloud forest, which 

•ncloses a region of markedly different fauna and flora and climate from 

those on the other sides of the high divide. 

The Northern end of the region scopes gradually down to meet the 

Jungles of Chiapas and the Peten, and it is in this direction that all 

the rivers drain, either via the Lacantun to the East or the Chixoy to 

the West, bot^ of which eventually end in the Usumacinta. In the North- 

east and East the land slopes down through the lower lying half jungle 

finca country of the Zona Reina and the Rio Copon. Mists and clouds arise 

from the jungle regions and blow up to the high cloud forest which marks 

the Southern boundary^between the region and the arid Rio Negro country 

around Sacapulas. As a result rains abound throughout the year. The/West 

is bounded by the Cuchumatanes mountains of which the ranges within the 

area are offshoots and continuations. 

Within these clearly set off natural boundaries are three agricul- 

turally prosperous municipios or townships, NebaJ, Chajul, and Cotzal. 

These contain Uialc.princi-p-Le^towns of the same name and their subsidiary 

aldeas or rural hamlets and caseríos (also called cantones) or rural 

i)^   1.  Termer - Maps of the region all wrong 
^<     2.  1940 Census. 
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collections of farms. The most important aldeas which are really small 

towns are Salquil Grande pertaining to Nebaj/ liom, Choi and Zotzi1 which 

pertain to Chajul. The large coffee finca of San Francisco in the munici- 

pio of Cotzal with its 2000 or more mostly Ixil speaking inhabitants.is 

practically a small town in itself. A few small fincas, many owned by 

Indians, are scattered through the three townships. 

A motor highway is in construction from Sacapulas via Cunen to 

Nebaj, but this will probably not reach the region for another year or so, 

any more than will the proposed hydraulic electric plant for Nebaj, As a 

result approach to the towns is only by horse or mule over steep mountain 

trails, and the encroachments of the machine age on the lives of the inhab- 

itants J^s* very slight. 

To arrive for the first time at the top of the second mountain pass 

8,600 feet high on the way over from Sacapulas and look down from the 

strip of tropical cloud forest, occasionally filled with the roars of 

howling monkeys, into the beautiful open valley with the town of Nebaj 

3000 feet below is an unforgettable experience. Guarding this pass is a 
2 

pagan- shrine -i-tt»"a (grotto/ containing/crosses,*né strewn with rose leaves 

and the ashes of pom incense. No less an experience is the descent into 

town passing clear running streams, green pastures, luxuriant corn fields, 

and attractive wooden or adobe whitewashed houses with red tiled roofs 

and outside verandahs,set back in fenced-in sitios. The Indians working 
are 

in their fields/dressed in redi  the women with halo-like head band or 

cinta, animal and human figured hulplles or blouses, same colored and 
of red 

designed faJa or sash, and p«* tight wrap-around skirts/with a thin yellow 

stripe; Vbe  men ace éFetoaud in short, red,black braided Jackets,and broad 

brimmed flat crowned straw hats and white cotton trousers. Arrival in 
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NebaJ with its central /laza and great church and populous and numerous 

houses, gives an impression of at least former prosperity and civilization 

with what appears to be an all Indian ¡population, no ladinos or non-Indians 

being in evidence until the centre of town is reached. The "Shangrila" 

aspect of the valley and town is almost too beautiful to be true. 

The latest censuSjOf April 1940;gives the population of this region 

as follows: 

NebaJ - 3, 636 urban inhabitants and 9,353 rural inhabitants in 
8 aldeas and 69 caseríos. Of this total of 13,552 inhabit- 
ants about 650 are ladinos or non-Indians. All the rest 
are Indians. There are 9 fincas 3 of which are owned by 
Indian principales. 

Chajul- About 8,000 inhabitants divided in the same proportion as 
above between urban and rural and of whom approximately    * 
300 are ladinos. 

Cotzal- About 7,000 inhabitants divided similarly of whom 400 are  * 
ladinos.* 

Hence thepopulation is divided into approximately 25,000 Indians 

and 1300 ladinos the latter of whom live with a few individual exceptions 

in the towns.^ Three quarters of the Indians live permanently in rural 

districts away from ladinos^and one quarter in the towns. 

Even at the present time this district is little visited by travel- 

lers others than Indians going to market and fiesta to and from the region, 

and to the great annual pilgrimmage to the Christ of Golgotha at Cha July crv\ 
•v.v • 

the second Friday i^r Lentjand by occasional local ladinos connected with 

the few fincas and shops in the townships. The Indians differ from the 

surrounding Quiche, Uspanteca, Kekchi, and Aguacateca speaking peoples, 
3 

and from the natives of the Cuchumatanes mountains, not only in language 

1. Still unpublished - Recorded in Nebaj after census agents 
returned from aldeas. 

2. In Ilom is one family of ladinos consisting of three people. 
In Zotzil is one family. 
In Chel is 1 ladinoized Indian who helps "costumbre". 

3. Stoll - See p,<\\wU    Etnographla de la República de 
Guatemala, p. 182. 
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but in physical appearance, temperament, costume, and "costumbre". 
it • ;  : •• 

Particularly s t r i k i ng¿j»r i t h r o gar d—'fco-the- -laJttep- is the retention of a 

pagan religious calendar, which preserves more Old Mayan and Old Quiche 

features than any other living Mayence calendar of Guatemala,including 

those of the remote Cuchumatanes peoples. 

Although the people of this region are divided into three distinct 

municipios or townships, with slight cultural and linguistic differences 
3 

between each , they regard themselves as all closely related to each 

other,and as jointly different from other peoples. The municipios, there- 

fore, though they have certain features exclusive to each other are not 
4 

separate cultural units as in other parts of Guatemala , and certainly 

much less so than] sayythe Rio Grande Pueblos of the Southwest of the 

U.S.A.,who in spite of many differences Jointly form a branch of the 

Southwast Indian culture. Likewise" as will be shown throughout this 

monograph, the municipios of Nebaj, Chajul, and Cotzal with their towns, 

aldeas, and rural districts Jointly form a cultural or subcultural unit 

of Indian life. 
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1. Ch* on calendar and religion. 
2. H and La Farge -Ms. on Santa Eulalia. 
3. Stoll, p.182 -Ethnografía de la República de Guatemala. 
4. See Tax -S. The Municipios of the Midwestern Highlands of 
/ .Guatemala. Amer. Anthrop. Vol.39, Nu 3, Jul.-Sept.,1937. 
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PREPARATION FOR FIELD WORK IN THE IXlL REGION. I 

Priests, travellers, the few ethnologists (Bernoulli!, Stoll, TermerM 

and lately finqueros who have been in the Ixil speaking region are all • 

agreed on the reserved, unfriendly, suspicious, and difficult temperament • 

of the natives. So far nobody has more than scratched the surface of the I 

ethnology of the region. I 

Forearmed with this knowledge I approached the region expecting I 

that it would take many months before I would be able to win the confidence» 

of enough natives to even begin ethnological work. By a stroke of good 1 

luck two events occurred which shortened considerably the introductory I 

period. One was the result of a letter from the Jefe Politico of the I 

Departamento de Quiche to Gaspar C, leading Indian principal and I 

citizen of Nebaj, ordering him to take me about the region. This le^id ¿/ 1 

to a riding trip with him to Chajul and Cotzal where we stayed in Indian  1 

houses and collected much information on the native calendar, and through I 
•vA • " I 

his--a-ttp"sTc~&s I got an introduction of the greatest value. The other event I 

was an 18-day ride with the priest to all the outlying hamlets of this I 

region and to villages in the Quiche speaking section during which time I 

I acquired added prestige with the natives. I 

This tour of the church militant through a purely native region is 

worth describing. The priest with three mozos carrying his baggage and 

church vestments and vessels for mass^and A with one mozo left Nebaj on   j 

Nov. 20 about 7 A.M. I was well mounted on a fast walking mule and the 

Padre had a large and plodding horse*** which he was afraid to mount for 

any distance. He went mostly on foot leading his horse, smoking a cigar 

and talking the whole time in fast Asturian Spanish. The Padre was a 

pure Spaniard from Spain, and an ardent orthodox Catholic who believed 

that the chorch was a mystical body that could do no wrong whatever human 

mistakes were made by priests or personnel of the temporal church. Salvatjlor 

1 See ch. on calendar* 
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by sacra/ment was the essential teaching. He would not admit that the   /' ü 

Indians of the region were really religious and regarded their practices 

as pure superstition. A man of fairly wide though bigoted education, he 

was very learned in church scholarship and theology. He believed it was 

important to study social science, and natural history, and the customs 

of the natives, but the latter only for the purpose of being able to 

convert them better and suppress all pagan practices. Protestants he 

regarded as degenerate and no real ¿hristians. He admitted that the Church 

of England and its Episcopaiean branch in the U,£vA. was the nearest thing 

to real satholicism.and thought it would eventually join u£ with Rome. The 

real reason it could not be accepted by Romejeven as a schismatic branch 

of the true church.was because  it had lost the continuity of the apostolic 

succession which would have to be reacquired. The Anglicans of course still 

claim to have the true apostolic succession as well. Because 1 could 

qualify as an Episcopaiean, the Padre was willing to have me accompany 

him on his annual and purely pastoral journey arrong the Indians. /Vü-fett"/ //(^c\ 

regards myself he had two aims, one, to convert me to the true faith, and 

the other to make use of any information I might collect about native 

custom in order to stamp out paganism. 1 in turn got the benefit of being 

a close associate of the priest whom the Indians everywhere regarded with 

great veneration, and once and for all the trip dispelled any suspicion 

that 1 might be connected in any way with the local evangelist whom they 

regarded as an instrument of the devil* 

In his relations with people the Padre was very much the Mgood 

fellow" type. Indians, ladinos, foreigners all were equally treated with 

Jovial greetings and back slappings. Although required by the church to 

charge for baptisms, marriages, masses, etc. he always met the price that 

could be payed and never held out for the official amount. Everything he 

9 
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earned from this source he gave back in charity before the end of a year;  I 

and he invariably lent money to anybody who asked him. Many ladinos took 

advantage of his generosity and were constantly borrowing from him/general- j 

ly never intending to repay J/t • 

He was fond of the bottle in a moderate way, and the first day's 

journey from Nebaj to Zotzil, a ride of twelve hours over steep mountain^ 

trails, through mud, fog and rain, was punctuated every few hours by halts 

to take swigs of aguardiente to keep from getting cold. The bottle was 

invariably passed around to all the mozos as well, and by the end of the 

day they were singing and laughing as they ran along with their heavy 

loads on their backs secured by  tump/line straps around their foreheads. 

Aguardiente is one of the most potent drinks ttteY'V ,-fs, but I have found 

from experience in Mexico as well^that it is a most hygienic drink if 

taken during periods of strenuous exercise in tropical regions. I taught 

all the mozos to say "bottoms up" in English, and one who could write, 

wrote it down, and the next day taught it to many natives of the village 

of Zotzil. Possibly it may pass into the native language for future 

ethnologists to record. 

After fording two rivers in the dark we arrived by moonlight at 

the hamlet of Zotzil, About a half a mile outside of town the Padre was met 

by a delegation of men carrying pine torches and of women in full regalia 

(Women's (huip^í^SffaTcostume here same as Chajul), The Padre dismounted and 

walked to town in procession accompanied by drum and plaintive Indian 

chirimía or wooden pipe. At the Juzgado all the principales received us, 

and ushered us inside the one/roomed thatched town hall, which had been all 

cleaned up and decorated with palm leaves. While we were there^this room 

served as dining, sleeping, reception room and church. We were placed at 

a long wooden table and all the principales came up and spoke to the padre 
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who blessed them by patting them on the head and afterwards they came to 

me to do the same, thinking I was another priest. The room was crowded with 

onlookers while the Padre and I sat in silence eating the food (chicken, 

coffee, tortillas, chile), which our hosts brought us. Afterwards he 

explained to them that I was a writer whose only reason for being there 

was to visit among them, study their language and acostumbren for the 

purpose of recording valuable things from the past. He also explained 

that I was his travelling companion and friend and a Christian, though 

having certain faulty doctrinal differences from the true catholic which 

were due entirely to erroneous instruction. This announcement was followed 

by an attitude of suspicion; they all drew back from our table and there 

was much whispering and consultation in groups, accompanied by unfriendly 

exclamations and pointing at me. Suspicion was increased and a shock went 

through the assemblage when the half,'Mexican halfl/'Indian Auxi liar Municipal 

suddenly imparted a* historical fact of the greatest interest. He asked us 

if we knew that a "Santo" called the Holorn Konop many years ago had belonged 

to the village of I lorn and had been taken away to Santa Eulalia where it 

remains today. In reality the Holom Konop is a piece of wood which at the 

present time is kept in a locked shack at Santa Eulalia and worshipped by 

the Prayermakers of this Chuj village in the CuchumatanesM ountains several 

days Journey away. The auxiliar 's statement confirmed other information 

in my possession showing a migration of the Ixil of llora to Santa Eulalia 

in the past.^ At this point an Indian whom I had noticed looking at us 

with a peculiarly penetrating stare without once taking his eyes off us, 

was introduced to us as a Santa Eulalian. He refused to converse with us 

vand for the yrjb 

1 See La Farge and Byers - Yearbearer's People, and 
La Farge - Santa Eulalia Ms. 

See ch. on calendar, p. Since Horn was founded 150 years ago 
as an offshoot of Chajul. This dates the Holom Konop «s probably 
not over 100 years old. It may be a worn down statue of the Christ, 
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vand for the w>o"Te~Yest of the evening he continued to stare as if he was 

concentrating all his mind on us. I recognized this as an example of"looking 

and thinking", a practice described in La Farge's Santa Eulalia manuscript, 

which is either a method of trying to do harm to others or to avert harm. 

The "watchers of time" or Chiapanecos from Santa Eulalia concentrate their 

gaze on people and "represent the highest development of the power of 

looking used for beneficent purposes". It was impossible to tell whether 

this Santa &uiaiian was looking at us beneficently or harmfully, but it 

seemed mor;; likely that he was trying to ward off possible harmful influences| 

to himself. 

After a while, the Padre and 1 ignored the large group around us and 

talked to each other for some time and eventually the attitude of suspicion 

seemed to relax and gave way to one of curiosity. The discussions among 

themselves subsided and they had apparently decided that there was nothing 

harmful about my presence, because from then on for the yiiKSTe~ rest of our 

visit in the village their friendliness and hospitality left nothing to be 

desired. 

The Padre lectured them on the purpose of his visit and discussed 

the details of mass to be held the next day. The price to be payed for this 

was settled and the auxiliar promised to get up a collection. Once the 

Padre gjjt ^tarted talki*§-he was likely to continue for hours until most 

of his listeners practically dropped with exhaustion. He began a theological 

discussion explaining many essential points of the mass. We sat ata long 

table, he with liis Latin breviary, and 1 not to be outdone got out my 

Episcopalian New Testament. I decided to hold out for Episcopale'ans being 

true catholics and pointed out that much of the Mass and Morning Prayer 

were identical, the main difference being one of language. He had not 

realized that Episcopaleans had both the Apostle's and Nicene Creeds and 
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was very surprised to learn it. The Auxiliar sat at table with us and he 

claimed that all the Indians were of the true faith and actually believed 

that all of the ..-"costumbre^ practiced at  the mountain crosses was pure 

Catholicism. A large part of his attitude was merely to impress the Padre 

and he well knew that much of Indian ^costumbre* was not catholic. We 

finally ended the discussion all claiming to be true Christians and all 

agreeing that the Protestant evangelists were ignorant and dangerous. By 

the time we had finished, the room had gradually emptied and all our red- 

coatéd listeners' had gone home. 1 went to bed exhausted on a wooden bench, 

and before retiring to his especially built palm and petate canopied bed, 

the Padre spent an hour or so performing his evening devotions before a 

candle. Even after a physically and mentally exhausting day he never once 

missed his last hour of devotion. The mozos had long since fallen asleep and 

were rolled up in their blankets on the floor. 

Early the next morning we were awakened by the two Indian Regidores 

who came in with other companions and sat opposite us on a wooden bench 

talking and spitting on the floor, and waiting for us to get up in order 

that the room could be converted into a church for mass. From this time on 

1 had to get used to getting up, going to bed, washing and eating in public. 

There was a complete absence of privacy at all times. Our mozos brought us 

water to wash with and 1 asked for some coffee and oranges because the Padre 

could not eat until after mass, and I had decided not to attend on this day. 

Since we were to remain in Zotzil only three quarters of the day 

I decided to see the village and to glean what information 1 could. The 

only ladino, the military Captain under the Comandancia of Nebaj, Simon 

jAr^""!,,' x    took me on a tour of the village while mass was going on in the 

.juzgado. The village is at an altitude of 3,500 feet in a shut-in-hoi low 

valley. Houses are palm thatched on wooden pole structures. The population 
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is about 500 and the natives are all associated with the town of Chajul. 

The men wear the same red, black braided jackets and flat wide brimmed straw 

hats and the women the same white and red striped huípiles with red skirts 

with yellow stripe as in Chajul. The village is an a_ldea of Chajul and all 

go y6  there for fiestas and ¿ofradia celebrations. In the aldeas of Zotzil, 
r     i 

I lorn, and Chel there are no CofradjLajs  of their own, but some of the men 

and women belong to Cofradías in Chajul, about a day's journey away. Climate 

is cloudy and rainy with practically no dry season at any time of the year. 

Oranges, and bananas abound and in nearby fincas excellent Arabian coffee 

is raised. Pigs, turkeys, and chickens are the main domestic animals. 

Throughout the village and all around in the mountains are crosses 

where the natives worship. The ones in the village are all wrapped tightly 

in banana leaves. Simon /L., Up took me to two groups of two crosses each 

Z 
in town, one on a little mound where prayers to Dios Mundo were'offered, 

and the other where prayers were said to las animas or souls of the dead. 

Next to the latter were a flew graves with grave stones shaped like hooded 

cradles. In the hood were ashes from pom incense. I got photographs of all 

these. Simon told me of the courting custom of young men who play a tune by 

blowing through a piece of banana leaf outside a girl's house. He asked a 

young man to demonstrate this, which he promptly did. The tune played was 

a 4 note plaintive little air resembling very much the chirimía 4a—a pipe. 

Two others came up and joined him and there was much laughter and amusement 

at the performance. 

1 told Simon what I already had learned about the native calendar 

on my trip with Gaspar feStttTtg in Nebaj and Chajul, and asked if he knew 

1 
Religious brotherhoods in charge of the image of some Saint and 
a sort of primitive men's club 

* World god or Just World. Possibly old Indian god huracán. 
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whether there were any names for the 20 day periods or months. Like all    I 

ladinos he barely knew that there was a native calendar, but he said he    I 

would ask two old medicine men or mamas (in Ixil) who specialized in the   I 

calendar. We went dov/n to the Auxiliar's house and he brought in two old   I 

men whom 1 had seen the evening before while the Padre was holding forth   I 

in the Juzgado. We all sat down with the Auxiliar's wife and son and       I 

passed cigarettes around. I found that one of the old mamas spoke unders-   I 

tandable Spanish and the Auxiliar's wife and son spoke both Ixil and       I 

Spanish. I began by telling them that the day was 12 Karael (Nov. 21, 1959)  I 

and recited the twenty day names and numbers which 1 had learned in Nebaj   I 

and Chajul. I then read off from my note book the meanings and significance I 

of each day including the 4 Yearbearer days or alcaldes del Mundo. Occasion-! 

ally they corrected me, but by the time 1 had finished they were laughing   I 

and approving with complete amazement . I then asked if there were any 

names for the 20 day months, but they did not seem to understand this and 

grew very serious and puzzled. 1 left the subject and asked if they would 

recite me a prayer to Dios Mundo, or what they said when they prayed at 

the crosses in the monte. Without any hesitation they both recited jointly 

a long prayer in Ixil with many gestures and signs of the cross. It was 

very difficult to get them to repeat it slowly enough for me to write it 

down because every time they started they would go right on through to the 

end and not pause long enough. With the assistance of the Auxiliar's wife 

and son I finally got the Ixil text written down and read it back repeatedly 

as well as the Spanish translation given by the Spanish speaking mama.  In 

all other villages after this I read off the Ixil version until it was as 

correct as 1 could make it, and although there is a slight dialectal dif- 

ference from the Nebaj version, it was understood in Nebaj and Chajul and 

the aldeas. The prayer turned out of the greatest value in understanding:; 
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the native religion of this region. The deities petitioned in it were Dios 

Mundo, Jesus Christ, Saints, Angels, the Yellow Corn, the White Born, the 

Holy Earth, the Carpenter Bird, the fountains around Zotzi1 by name, the 

previous 13 days of the calendar as Day-Lords and called the 13 Kings, the 

20 days of the Calendar and the Sun. It was a wonderful amalgam of Christian 

and pagan. It took a good three hours to get this prayer down and we were 

all throroughly tired at the end. I gave each of the mamas 10 centavos, the 

official price for a consultation, and they went to their homes. 

After mass at the juzgado all participants stayed on for some time 

consulting with the Padre,and when they came out 1 got photographs of large 

groups of men and women dressed in their Sunday best. In no Ixil village Is 

there any fear of being photographed, in fact they often came up and asked 

to be photographed and would be very surprised when I refused payment for;It, 

After lunch and baptisms of many infants we packed up and started on 

the trail for I lorn, about an hour's ride further on. We said good bye to all 

Dur hosts whose hospitality and kindness were unrivalled. They would not 

let me pay a cent for my food or board and said I would be welcome any time 

[ came, either with or without the Padre. While mounting,my mule nearly 

sucked me off because I had forgotten to blindfold him, much to the amusement 

>f the assembled village whose shrill laughs could be heard all the way up 

;he hill on the trail leaving town. 

About 40 minutes ride further on from the top of a high hill, the 

hatched village of Horn could be seen way down in the valley below. From 

his same height it was possible to get a glimpse through a pass, divided 

y the Rio Xacbal, of the vast lowland tropical plains which stretch out to 

hiapas and the Peten. It was from Just such a height in this region that 

he mysterious gleaming white pre-Columbian city was seen, according to the 

Id story reported by Stephens, Mauds lay and others. From the height near 
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Horn it was impossible to see anything but heat mist over the jungle. 

During the steep descent into I lorn 1 stayed behind so as not to get 

mixed up in the procession which came out from town to escort the Padre. 

The reception was the same as the one on the day before only much more 

elaborate.and suited to a town of 1,500 inhabitants. At all the roadside 

crosses and in many doorways incense was being burned. The procession 

consisted of men and women in brilliant red dress regalia accompanied by 

drum and chirimía. As we entered town.all ran up to the Padre to be.blessed, 

and although 1 tried to keep out of it they insisted in coming to me for 

the same, and *• had to dismount and tap men, women, and children on the 

head all the way into the town hall or juzgado. Here the Padre went in 

first to greet the assembled principales and the leading women of the 

village who were all seated in rows on benches inside while an excellent 

marimba played. The juzgado was beautifully decorated with palm leaves and 

flowers. 1 stayed outside until the Padre sent for me and introduced me to 

the Secretario Municipal, the only ladino (with his family) in town, and 

to the two Indian Regidores. He gave them a brief explanation of why 1 was 

there which they accepted without question, and we both sat down at the 

large table prepared for us. We sat there in silence and in state for some 

time facing rows of principales and women, while the marimba played. *t 

was a scene of beauty and color and the marimba played with much gaiety. 

The marimba played on and on, and dinner was brought to us consisting of 

the usual tortillas, coffee, eggs, and chicken with chile sauce. Before 

eating, a cup of water was brought and poured over our hands. After eating, 

all our mozos of whom several had been added as an escort from the village 

of Zotzil, would come up to the table with hats in hand and bow down before 

the Padre and then to me and we wuld tap them on the head. They would ask 

formally for permission to go out and get their dinner which the village 
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leaders had prepared for them in another house. 

While we were sitting unable to talk because of the marimba, suddenly 

there was a commotion outside and everyone in the juzgado rushed out and 

left the Padre and myself and marimba alone to finish our meal. In a few 

minutes we could hear a crowd of people bringing into the adjoining room a 

woman who was crying and moaning as if in the greatest pain. A man came in 

and told us that she had been robbed in her house and severely cut up with 

a machete; the criminal, an Indian from a nearby finca, had been caught and 

thrown into jail on the other side of the juzgado. We could hear the crowds 

In the other room around the poor woman, all talking and saying "Ojalá que 

no va morir" (May it be that she will not die) over and over. Many were 

saying that there was nothing that could be done for her. In the meanwhile 

the marimba struck up again until the Padre dismissed the players and we 

went on with our meal. The Padre started talking about all kinds of 

extraneous matters and paid no attention to what was going on in the next 

room, I had the feeling that he would prefer to give extreme unction to 

the woman and have another soul safe in heaven rather than to see whether 

she could be cured or not. 

Finally, I could not stand doing nothing any longer and 1 went in 

to where the woman was, taking along a jar of iodex ointment, a bandage 

roll, and a box of bandaids. 1 found the poor woman seated on a low stool 

moaning and crying with great numbers of people around her talking and 

Jabbering at her. Her face was covered with bloodjano' there were two inch 

cuts on her forehead, and her arm was bound up with filthy rags. A bandage 

I string was tied so tightly around her arm below her elbow that her hand was 

almost mortified. I was told that it was to stop the bleeding from an 

elbow cut from which the bone was protruding. They said her arm was broken 

and that there was~a huge cut on her lower arm. 1 made them clear a space 

I and told the Secretar io's wife to get some warm water and wash her face 
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and all the smaller wounds. 1 applied iodex ointment and band aids on 

all the wounds, took off the" tight cord and bound her hand. All the wounds 

were clean and bleeding had stopped, because they had applied white of 

egg which is a very effective agent for clotting blood. It is interesting 

that they knew of this remedy which is part of that used In the most 

modern treatments to clot blood in haemophilies.  After binding her, the 

poor woman tried to kneel down and pray to me and she besought me to do 

everything 1 could do to cure her. I gave her some aspirin to help her 

sleep if possible and told the people to let her be quiet. She could not 

lie down because of the wounds /n her back. 

I rejoined the Padre. Instantly by reflected glory from being with 

the Padre and because of helping the woman, I was regarded as being a 

medicine man and something extraordinary. Many came in to ask me for 

medicines and several women brought me their children to bless. At this 

point both the Padre and 1 were so exhausted from the events of the day 

that we cleared everybody out and went to bed, he after performing his 

usual devotions. I slept soundly on a hard wooden bench, and the Padre 

on a wooden table. 

On the next morning the juzgado was turned again into a church for 

mass. The Secretario came and asked me to take an official photograph of 

the wounded woman, the criminal, and himself. They dragged the poor 

creature out, and she tried to kneel to me and thank me for dressing her 

wounds. The criminal, a puny little Indian who looked completely crazed 

with terror was brought out in chains. The Secretario, the military 

Captain from Zotzil, the Regidores, the woman crying, and the criminal 

all posed. The Secretario pointed a pencil in an accusing manner at the 

1 See J. Harpole, The Surgeon's Case Book, p. ZZ, 
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criminal, the bloody machete was stuck in the ground, and all officials 

struck important attitudes. The woman crying and praying turned to the 

criminal and said, "Que Dios te castiga para tu pecado?'.. Afterwards I had 

her main wounds dressed again. She blessed me and her little boy offered 

me five cents for helping her. 

I got into conversation with the first Regidor who is also first 

Regador or prayermaker about the native calendar, and mentioned the day 

names and Yearbearers which he said were called Alcaldes del Mundo and 

represented la justicia. He seemed to be impressed with my knowledge and 

after já  preliminary reserve was quite willing to talk. I read to him the 

18 alleged Uinal or 20 day month names collected by Termer from Santa Eu- 

lalia which were not confirmed by La Farge in his study of the latter 

village. He appeared to recognize what they were but said that these names 

belonged to another language which he did not understand, until I got to 

the word mol which he said was also of his language. The names he said 

represented the toj amak or "tiempo del año de los antiguos". Finally he 

said that the year was divided into 16 main costumbres and gave me a list 

of 8 names. He then became confused and said that there were nó more. He 

couldn't remember any more. He wasn't certain whether the year began in 

March or April and did not know the exact day on which the new Yearbearer 

came in. The day counts he said were kept by special mamas who kept them 

from day to day and did not count very far ahead. The Yearbearers were 

E. NoJ, Ifq and Tche and special costumbre was performed as these days 

recurred, (See Ch. on calendar.) all of which is the same, as in Nebaj 

and Chajul. He concluded the discussion by saying he would promise to 

consult an old mama and find out the names of the 16 or 18 costumbres or 

month names, and left. To me this would be highly important information 

because so far nobody has recorded any month names trh6tt-a-rc still in use. 
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If discovered and correlated with old Maya ones and with the Gregorian 

calendar it would be possible to date with accuracy a-fl the old Maya dates 

found in hieroglyphs in the ruined cities of the jungle. 

There were rumours of many old ruins around I lom»~\and Old llom 

which formerly had a church, was supposed to be a mile or so away down the 

Rio Xacbal. There were also supposed to be ruins on the finca of Las Pilas 

just on top of the divide. In the afternoon the Padre and I set out on 

foot accompanied by the 1st/ principal and our mozos to look for Old I lorn. 

Because of the deep mud and rain we got no farther than the farm of Don 

Lisandro Gr^Si a Mexican who aJtéo  resided at Nebaj. We stayed there for 

several hours discussing the agricultural possiblities of this very fertile 

region. Later the Padre went to the cemetery for services for the dead, 

and 1 stayed hoifie in the Juzgado. 

In the evening the Intendente who was also1 Juez de Paz arrived from 

Chajul with an armed soldier to investigate the -ea-se—of"The attempted 

murder of the woman. Later on he thanked me for taking photographs and 

treating the woman. 

On the fourth day out from Nebaj on Nov. 23 it was still rainy, 

cloudy, and muddy. The Padre went off in the fog to spend a couple of days 

at the finca of Las Pilas and I decided to stay behind with my mozo. I 

found it very difficult to discuss any ethnological questions when the 

Padre was around because he would always interfere and make suggestions 

and stop all conversations. He invariably showed his lack of sympathy 

with any native customs and this attitude was not conducive to building 

up an atmosphere of confidence. I found after a while that I had to assure 

the natives that everything they told me was to be in the strictest 

confidence and would not be told to the Padre. This confidence I kept and 

I never showed the Padre anything that I did not want to. This made a 

difficult diplomatic situation and I had to play a double game keeping in 
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with both the natives and the Padre. 1 eventually convinced him that I 

could not pass judgement on the information 1 collected and if native 

custom was pooh-poohed before it was collected it would be impassible to 

get anywhere. I also convinced him if he waited until my work was finished 

and 1 had left the country he could make any use of it that he wanted. 

On this same morning the Juez who was also Intendente from Chajul 

set out with his official report and the soldier took the prisoner on a 

rope to be walked all the way to Quiche and eventually to Guatemala where 

he would get either ten years in prison if the woman lived or be shot if 

the woman died. He left with a heavy pack on his back and shaking all over 

like a leaf. Before leaving the Juez asked me to take another set of 

photographs which I did. 

By now I was regarded by the natives as patron, mama and almost 

bishop and the atmosphere was one of the greatest friendliness and interest. 

In the morning 1 had a few discussions about the calendar with the regido- 

res and other principales.  1 also checked on Stoll's Ixil vocabulary most 

of which is the same as when he recorded it. I was waiting for the Rezador, 

to come and tell me if he had any information on the ulnals from the old 

mama whom he said he would consult. He finally came in the afternoon and 

said that the old mama didn't know any more about the month names than he 

did. He said that they were mostly lost and were known by only a few old 

men. Many principales gathered around and long and heated discussions took 

place over tne correctness of the ulnal names that the rezador gave me the 

day before. One young boy about 16 was very eager to learn everything he 

could and asked me numerous questions on what 1 knew about the calendar. 

I showed them the archaeological symbols of the old Maya day names from E. 

Thompson, Spinden, and pictures of native life from Mrs. Osborne. They 

were all intensely interested especially in the identity of many of their 

own and old Maya day names. A real technical discussion of the calendar 

was started wl 
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was started which went on for several hours, none of which I could under- 

stand except what was translated to me by my mozo Jacinto t=ss. Finally tl 

gave me the name of an old medicine man in Chajul called Tectus in Ixil and 

Diego 'M^&&.  in Spanish who/h they said would know everything that there 

was to be known about the calendar and costumbre of the region. After this 

they said; it is finished, (se acabó) and left the juzgado for other occup- 

ations. Before leaving the rezador said that they were all young and didn't 

know as much as the old men, and/few of the young men now wanted to learn 

too much costumbre because they were afraid people would laugh at them and 

call them brujos. This statement was later denied to me by Gaspar C: JJ 1 W 

of Nebaj. 

Rain, fog, cold and damp still prevailed the next morning. 1 read 

and waited for people to come in to the Juzgado. All meals were brought to 

me and my mule fed regularly with corn and zacate for which they refused 

to accept a cent. The hospitality, kindness, and a sort of simple sweetness 
vv • 

of my hosts was. I think.a result not only of the Padre's recoramendation_) 

but because they liked me and were impressed by my interest in their 

/•'costumbre1'. This day I spent some time with the ladino Secretarlo and his 

wife and they were amazed and somewhat annoyed because I spent most of my 

time with the Indians and seemed to get on well with them without their 

assistance. Tc appease them I ordered a chicken and bread for the next 

day's trip. They were very poor and needed *i^-HttrKe"""*some extra cash. Neither 

of them knew anything of or were interested in native customs. 

The wounded woman was taken home to her house and before leaving she 

sent for me to help her again. 1 told her, of course^ she would live, but 

her cure would be slow. The wounds were clean and there was no bleeding. 

She was suffering, however, from severe shock and exhaustion. I told those 

looking after her that she would live only if cared for properly, her 
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wounds kept clean and infection prevented, and gave them some zinc oint- • 

ment and bandages, all that 1 had left. They all exclaimed again in front • 

of her "Ojalá que no va mor iA"«; I 

Every day 1 found that I was regarded more and more as a curer and I 

a mama and later, on this day, a man from a Mam speaking village called I 

Concepción near San Martin Chile Verde came in and asked me how to cure I 

loneliness. No woman at Ilom would look at him and he was very miserable. I 

He said that at llom the women had to be captured and taken away by force, I 

whereas in his village you could enter a house and ask permission to see I 

a girl. Here you were not allowed in a woman's house. He expected me to I 

prescribe some love potion, but all I was able to do was to advise him I 

to conform to the custom of the village and to be patient. 1 

In the evening the Padre returned- again accompanied by drum and j 

chirimia.and the marimba played once more while he and 1 ate our dinner I 

formally in public. 

The next morning, the last in llom, an elderly looking man came in, 

handed me a bunch of bananas as a present, put his head down for me to 

bless and sat down. He had come to consult me aad asked me to tell him 

what day of the calendar was Lord of cows (Dueño de las vacas). 1 looked 

In my notes and found it was the day T1Jax which would occur in eight 

days. He also wanted to know what Saint was patron of cows and thought it 

was San Antonio. I found out from the Padre that this was so. So definitely 

I was being consulted as a*mama. I had arrived. 

As 1 was saying good bye to the principales a boy came in from the 

wounded woman's family with a large fat live hen as a present (this I 

gave to my poverty stricken mozo who carried it on top of my baggage load 

all the way to Nebaj. After/f^dJ^Ajé  it for several months, it was caught 

and eaten by a coyote). He asked me to help again, but all I could do 
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was to say that I had left medicine with the Secretario's wife. He went    I 

away. I 

1 was deeply touchedy by the kindness, simplicity, friendliness and I 

endurance of these people^ once they were convinced that you were their I 

friend. 1 went out and rode off alone on my mule ahead of the Padre towards I 

Zotzil in order not to get mixed up in his farewell procession. I 

I reached Zotzil very quickly on my mule and waited about an hour   I 

before the Padre arrived. On the way in to the hamlet I saw a boy hiding   I 

in the bushes with a long wooden blow gun or cerbatana. He was hunting     1 

birds and ran away as soon as he saw me. When the Padre arrived we set 

out for the hamlet of Chel about three hours ride farther on. Half way 

there we led our mounts down a steep trail and crossed the Rio Xacbal on 

a thatched covered bridge resembling in many respects the covered bridges 

of New England. The river here was a raging torrent passing through high 

stone walls. 

The arrival at Chel was similar to those of Zotzil and 1 lorn with 

drum and chirimia procession and marimba reception at the town hall. This 

village was at a lower altitude than the others with much more tropical 

vegetation. Its appearance was more primitive and there was not a single 

ladino. ~bat>y,of 4.he inhabitants were sickly looking and i soon found that 

many had malaria. Many were suffering from worms and had distended stomachs. 

I dispensed quinine and all the medicines I could. At the juzgado there 

were two Regidores, the first one being first rezador or prayermaker as 

well, and we were treated with the same hospitality as in the other two 

villages. It was rainy, muddy, hot and unhealthy in this village. There 

was much bargaining over the price of mass to be held the following morning. 

The Padre expected $  4.50, but accepted their offer of $ 3.00. 

1 attended mass in the morning because our mozos who had accompanied 
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us from Nebaj were beginning to wonder whether I was of the true faith I 

after all. The table on which the Padre had slept the night before was I 

used as altar, and with the aid of altar cloths, candle sticks, flowers, I 

and the local image of the Saint made a very professional looking altar. I 

The table on which I slept was rushed out from under me very early in the I 

morning to be used for resting a corpse. They said it was the table always I 

used for this purpose. I 

After mass 1 went over to the tienda of P.A. He was a natural I 

by blood and he kept all the costumbre and prayed at the crosses in the I 

monte, but at the same time he was becoming ladinoized, lived like a I 

ladino and kept a shop. I heard later that he and his family were accepted I 

as Indians by Indians, but they were deceitful and double-faced and would 1 

denounce the Indians to the Government while pretending to be their I 

friends«,and the Indians never suspected them. The brother of this man was I 

fa bad bru.lo who-was»supposed to indulge in evil practices. I noticed that I 

most people were afraid of him. I started talking to P.A. about the month I 

names of the calendar, and he called in a mama by the name of Baltasar M. I 

He knew what 1 wanted right away and he gave me 14 names some of which 

were the same as those I got at I lorn. He couldn't remember more than these 

and he was not sure of their order in the year, but three of the names were | 

the same as old Maya. He also referred me to the old man Tectus in Chajul, 

who$ he said would know all that there was to be known. I collected other 

bits of information from Aft, • a. which 1 have recorded elsewhere along 

with all that I found out about the calendar. He said he liked to talk 

to me about the ^costumbre*' because I was really interested,provided it 

was privately, but he did not like extraneous people listening in. He 

was apparently on good terms with the bad Kru.1o who sat In on our conference< 

The afternoon I spent at the Juzgado watching the men weaving and 
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sewing the palm fiber wide brimmed straw hats, while the Padre performed 

baptisms inside. 

That evening on Nov. 27 occurred the entry of the Main Yearbearer 

day 'E with the number 5, for the first time since the opening day of the 

year 5'E on March 12, 1939. This represented the end of the 260 day 

tzolkln cycle of the native calendar. After dinner in tbe Juzgado the bad 

brujo brother, of P.A. came in to—s-ee—«-s with an exaggerated ingratiating 

manner. He brought presents of several cooked huisquiles OJ sort of green 

squashes". He instantly engaged the Padre in a long winded discussion by 

asking him if it was wrong to burn candles in front of the outdoor crosses 

and also if it ever was right to kill. The Padre launched forth <.r-¿-gM 

«way explaining what &e-rt~~of worship, was right and what was idolatry, and 
E 

made sveral jokes about certain Indian practices., such as regarding sacred 

beans used in divination with veneration, a practice'which- he discovered 

when he was priest in the Quiche town of Santa Catarina Ixtahuacan. He 

said that there wr.s nothing sacred about a few "frijoles escondidos" (hid- 

den beans) and roared with laughter. The brujo tried to draw me into the 

discussion, but I sat in a corner where I could see through the cracks 

outside. Right next to the Juzgado was the main centre of Indian worship, 

which consisted of 5 crosses, 2 large ones and 3 small ones arranged in 

this order (&• +++„ 4-) and covered with a thatched roof. I could see a 

firein front of the crosses, clouds of incense smoke and a group of men 

praying. I knew that important "costumbre" was going on in connection with 

the Main Yearbearer day 'E,and maybe for the beginning of a new 260 day 

cycle. 

The Padre noticed nothing, however, even after the door of tte juzgado 

was slammed and two men stood in front of it, and he was completely taken 

in by the obvious ruse to prevent him from knowing what was going on out- 
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side. They knew that once he jitífce- started talking he would go on for Z 

hours and he actually did talk for that long, delivering a sermon on true 

and false religion. I decided to try to get out of the situation, and went 

to the door with my flashlight as if going out for a stroll. I pushed by 

the two men at the door and went out. I saw clearly the people standing up 

outlined by the fire, praying at the crosses and strongly suspected that 

a sacrifice was going on, but I didn't  dare approach too near without 

invitation. The Regidor came out and said that the Padre wanted to see me 

and 1 had to go back and be drawn into the discussion for a. while. The 

brujo gave me some nasty looks and acted as if I had insulted him. After 

a while I trired to escape again, but three men were leaning against the 

door. I felt certain that a sacrifice was taking place. The first and 

second Regidores sat in attentive silence next to the Padre, and the 

atmosphere was very tense. I was furious not to be outside. Finally a boy 

at the door gave a signal to the brujo apparently meaning that all was 

well. 1 saw through the cracks a procession of women carrying ocote 

torches, and ran out, but it was too late. The fire in front of the cros- 

ses was out and all was over except for fires seen on all sides at the 

mountain crosses. 1 went up the street in the rain and mud with my flash 

light to the tienda to try and find out exactly what was going on. I found 

that the brujo was following me in the dark. He came into his brother's 

tienda at the same time as 1, and they all said that nothing was happening. 

On my vjáy back to the Juzgado I got lost in a black side street and what 
/ T 

seemed like a hundred screaming dogs rushed at me,and L  was almost fright- 

ened. ¿I finally got back a»é>the Padre couldn't understand my behavior at 

all, 1 didn't even bother to explain. I found out from my mozo later that 

a bird or other animal had been sacrificed that night, but he would not 
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tell me any details. 

1 spent one more day at Chel alone while the Padre went on to a 

finca. All were very friendly and apparently nothing that had happened the 

night before made any difference. The brujo, however did not turn up again. 

1 worked on vocabulary and gathered some information on marriage and other 

customs. All day I was besieged by people asking me for medicines, but my 

supply had dwindled to practically nothing. 

In the evening the Padre returned full of information about ruins 

supposed to exist down the unexplored Chel valley. It was impossible to 

cross from the Rio Xacbal to the Rio Chixoy except by foot. The country 

was practically unknown except by a few Indians. There were still two very 

small caseríos of Chajul down the valley called San Antonio and Caba and 

Gaspar Qn^^SSo   later told me that a lot of escaped criminals lived in them. 

On the last day of the trip before returning to Nebaj we stayed at 

the finca La Perla at Chamac near Zotzil, owned by a Swiss. It was a relief 

to get a bed and some decent food after the diet of tortillas and frijoles 

we had been living on. The finca employed about a lOOQIndians from Santa 

Eulalia who observed their own special customs and had their own language 

which differed from the surrounding Ixil spllalect.-*"-*» I talked with a 

few of the brujos and found that the day names and Yearbearers of their 

calendar were the same as those used at Santa Eulalia. None of them knew 

what Termer's list of ulnals meant and they said that they were not from 

Santa Eulalia. The finca attitude of the workers toward their Patron made 

any ethonological work impossible. 

On this finca were some very large archaeological sites, especially 

the stone temple with steps about 30 x 60 metres in the middle of the 

cafetal. There were many rumours of gold, Jade and mummies being found 
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nearby. 

We spent two nights at this finca in the greatest luxury of food and 

wine, and returned to Nebaj in a day by the way we had come. On the way 

back we passed close again to the top of the Cumbre de Huyl from which the 

Old Maya city is supposed to be seen, but again clouds and mist prevented 

us from seeing anything. 

At Nebaj 1 temporarily said goodbye to the Padre and went to my 

quarters there. I spent another ten days in town writing up notes and to 

my surprise 1 found that the attitude of the natives toward me had changed 

considerably since my last stay. Before, they were suspicious and occasion- 

ally insolent in manner although generally outwardly respectful. They 

never could be induced to talk about their customs and always were silent 

if I tried to get any information. This time I did not try to go to them, 

but news of my trips with the Padre had spread and many were inquisitive 

and came to seek me out. Some had heard it said that I knew a lot about 

the calendar and the toj amak or old customs and came to consult me. 

Several took me out to the mountain crosses and told me about them and 

gave me much information. 1 was asked by several if on my return I would 

continue talking with them. The atmosphere had changed to one of at least 

temporary friendliness and interest. Gaspar C.^the leading Indian citizen 

assumed an attitude of increased respect toward me and told me he would 

give me any information I wanted, but he is a past master in pretending 

to tell all while giving away very little. 

He agreed to go with me to Chajul to consult Tecjjus, the old medicine 

man whom they told me to see at 1 lorn and éUt  Chel. Gaspar also knew him 

and believed that he would know everything about the toj amak or uinals. 

Gaspar and 1 had ridden to Chajul several months before on my first visit 

to the region to consult with the mamas there about the calendar. We set 
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off about ten days after my arrival in Nebaj on fast mounts and made Chajul 

In about 2 hours and a half. Gaspar as head citizen of Nebaj (was greeted 

everywhere en route with laxi-Pap or "Hail, Uncle!" In town he was always 

very formal but as soon as we got on the trail he would relax, ask me lots 

of questions and tell long allegorical folk tales in Spanish which were 

generally in illustration of some point in our conversation. We agreed 

that most ladinos of the region were no good, and he said that among a 

hundred you might find one good one. 

On arrival at Chajul we went straight to the house of Tectus. Gaspar 

went in and emerged again in a few minutes and said that the old man was 

asleep, but his wife would send him over to our lodgings when he woke up. 

We went on to the house of Juan A., a pure Indian where we had stayed on 

our last trip. It was a large whitewashed tile roofed house with three 

rooms and a covered verandah set in back of the enclosed sitio. The clean 

guest room or sala was a^f furnished with plain wooden benches and tables 

and a wooden bed covered with a petate. The house altar with the usual 

three crosses and a Saint was in the back. We deposited our baggage and 

valuables such as flash light and thermos were placed on the altar for 

safety. Juan A was a friendly host and his wife brought us coffee and food 

whenever we wanted it. 

Soon Tectus, a very old man, all bent over, tottered in with his 

cane, sat down, and asked what we wanted. Gaspar told him we wanted the 

list of the month names or toj amak. He began giving a list of day names 

which were not in the right order, got all mixed up about the Main Year- 

bearer for the current year and when the year began, and gave us 9 ulnaIs 

some of which were the same as the ones in Chel. He could not remember the 

order or when they came in the year and he contradicted himself several 

times. In fact he was so old he could hardly speak and clearly was in his 
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dotage. In a short time he asked for his 10 cent fee and "tottered home. This 

performance was very disappointing because all villages had referred me 

to him as the one authority on Uninals. 1 had got there too late and maybe 

this ancient knowledge has gone for ever unless some other old man can be 

found who has preserved his memory. 

Gaspar and 1 spent the rest of the day talking and joking with 

Juan A. as well as discussing different aspects of costumbre. I checked 

with them all of Stoll's Ixil Vocabulary In which many mistakes were n 

found. 

We went shopping for huípiles for a collection 1 was making and 

after much hunting I found one. 1 also bought a hand loom with an unfinish- 

ed red sash or faja^ in it. The people from Chajul have no interest in 

money and it was very difficult to get them to part with anything. 

We asked Juan A. about the rumours of old documents and painted 

books supposed to be held by the Mayordomos of the Cofradías and he 

admitted it might be true. Since there is always the possibility of 

another Maya codex 'turning up jl asked him to send for one of the Mayor- 

domos. He did so but the man was away, Gaspar promised to trace these and 

have them sent to his house in Nebaj to be held until my return for ins- 

pection. 

In the evening before going to bed, my mozo came in and lit candles,, 

burned pom incense and prayed at the house altar to Cubal or Lord I'q, 

the Yearbearer day which entered that evening. The room was so filled 

with smoke that It was impossible to get to sleep for a long time. 

On the following morning we rode off early for Cotzal. On the way 

we passed lots of men, women and children dressed in their best, going up 

to the crosses in the mountains. Gaspar said they were going up to pray to 

Cubal I'Q. (He asked me if in my religion the Sim was just the Sun or 
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whether it was God as well and wanted to know what God was called in my 

religion. I replied that God was called, "Luz del Mundo", and he said, 

"That is just what we call him, Dios Mundo".  ) 

At Cotzal which has many varieties of some of the most beautiful 

huipjles and weaving in Guatemala, we stopped at the town hall to bargain 

for some. Because several finqueros had been through there often and had 

bought at exorbitant prices, the town has become very tourist conscious 

and prices were so ridiculously high that 1 soon left after having bought 

only one. We returned to Nebaj the same day. 

I stayed only a few days talking to two Indians who were definitely 

interested in discussing costumbre with me, and left town for another week's! 

trip with the Padre, this time to Cunen and San Miguel Uspantan, both 

villages outside the Ixil speaking region. I started out ahead on my mule 

with a new mozo, Luis S. At the cross in a grotto on the top of the divide 

we stopped and he told me that the name of this place of worship was 

Vilajam and every time any ceremony was performed at the crosses in or 

near town »a delegation made the long climb to Vilajam and offered incense, 

rose leaves, and prayers at this place of worship. Luis wanted to know 

if all the people in my country knew as much of his costumbre as 1 did. 

and why was 1 so interested in it. No ladinos in town knew much.although 

a few did perform "costumbre" at the crosses. He went on to tell me 

that his father was an important zahorin who knew all about the calendar 

and other customs and moreover he could read and write, and he wanted very 

much to see me and work with me when I returned. All through our trip 

Luis kept reiterating that his father wanted to see me and he kept telling 

me exactly where his father's house was in Nebaj. 

We spent the first night in the convent at Cunen. The people of 

this town were Quiche speaking and of an entirely different temperament 

1 See section on ladinoized Principales. 
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from the Ixil. In the first place they had a sort of sullen bigoted streak I 

and did not like at all the fact that 1 was travelling with the priest.    I 

The fiesta and procession of Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe was going on,     I 

and while mass was taking place in the church, one of the Regidores,who    I 

was dead drunk came up to me threateningly and screamed out that I had ñO  I 

right to be there at all unless I was in the church singing mass with the 

Padre. I ignored him as much as possible. Later the other Regidor apologized 

to the Padre and me and said that the convento was "lugar muy sagrado,y    | 

no todos penetran aquí", nevertheless, any time 1 came there in the future 

with or without the Padre 1 would always be welcome, although it was a 

curious "modo" for the Padre to be travelling with a foreigner who did 

not attend mass. This Regidor then gave me a broken watch and asked if 1 

could mend it. When I could not, he requested that 1 send him another 

from Guatemala, which ^ promised to do. 

On my return to Cunen a week later, the Regidor who had been drunk 

and insolent to me had in t^re meanwhile sobered up and was in a very 

contrite state. He apologized to me, and said 1 would always be welcome, 

and told the Padre he had a confession to make. 

We stayed several nights at San Miguel ^spantan, a day's ride further 

on. Here 1 visited the ruins of the Pre-Columbian town destroyed by the 

Spaniards in 1530.and 1 discovered that the Uspantecan dialect still was 

spoken in spite of the fact that most of the women are from the Quiche 
• village 

speaking/Santa Maria Chiquimula. Stoll called attention to this situation 

some time ago and thought that eventually the Uspantecan dialect would die 

out. This is not yet the case. 1 checked his Uspantecan vocabulary and 

found it just as he recorded it.(See also Termer). 

While the Padre was away 1 stayed behind alone in the convento. 

During the night,Luis my mozo who was sleeping on the floor .woke up and 
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jumped up with a violent start, saying "Señor,Señor, there is an espanto 

(ghost) in the roonift-,) which was trying to kill both me and himself. He 

said he had a great susto (fright). The. ghost, he said, looked like a 

ladino from Nebaj who made rockets. Jfé* hovered over my bed first and 

shouted, "Come with me", after which he went for Luis and tried to kill 

him. Luis tried to grab the flashlight but couldn't find it. He said the 

place was full of ghosts. I told him it was a dream.-T-e-eoffTf-art-hiTn^ at 

his suggestion we said out loud three Padres Nuestros and Luis with a 

sign of relief murmured that now the Ghost, "se fue para juntarse con 

las an i ma si'-. 

The Padre's mozo, also from Nebaj, later told us that the night we 

all slept in the convent at Cunen, he saw something come through the 

locked door and circle around the room, stopping first at the Padre's 

bed, then at mine. Afterwards it h&vered over the mozos sleeping on the 

floor. It was a small animal, he said, like a dog but not one. 1 suggested 

as a joke that maybe it was my nagual, but nobody thought that this was 

funny. It seemed to frighten them. 

On one of the evenings at San Miguel Uspantan it was very cold and 

damp and I bought a small bottle of aguardiente for Luis and myself. He 

let loose and admitted that in Nebaj there were naguales .or men who claimed 

that they could change into animals at night and go about the country 

killing people's chickens and turkeys. I pretended to be indifferent to 

this bit of information, hoping that he would impart more on tjre subject, 

but he suddenly got frightened and said he meant that there were naguales 

in Momostenango not in Nebaj. 

We returned ttith the Padre to Cunen where I left him and proceeded 

to Sacapulas where this trip ended. Before leaving to return to Nebaj, 

Luis came to me and said,"I want you to realize that you will always be 

welcome among us and in my father's house." 
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PART II History ¿H; 

A. UntiTNthe Coming of %hé  Ladinos.- Up to 1887 

B. From the Coming,of the Ladinos to the Present Day. 
X 

C. Two   ladinoL€eX Principales. 

Part 1 Prior to 1887 

Historical and ethnological information on the region is very 

scanty, but all existing literature refers to the language of 

the inhabitants as Ixil. How this word originated it Is impossible| 

to sayl. Natives do not call their language by this name, but in 

the three towns they call it merely "cuy olbal" or "nuestra lenguaj 

as also mentioned by Stoll in 1906. The word "Ixil", they use 

today to describe the shapes of their mountains which in English 

would be called saw-toothed. In Spanish, informants say that "Ixil] 

means "barbas de la chamarra" or the fringes of a rough woolen 

blanket. Local ladino government officials who do not speak the 

native language, obviously following Stoll who visited the region, 

call the language Quiché-Mam If they call It anything. Stoll calls1 

the Ixil a Mayance speaking people with very slight and mutually 

understandable dialectical differences between their villages. 

The latter I also found to be still true with the slight differ- 

ences being mainly In a few words and In intonation but not In 

structure. Stoll relates the language to Mam, but the evidence 

given In his comparative vocabulary which 1 checked carefully and 

1 Refer to Chi lam Bal am de Ixil, and the town in Yucatan 
callee Ixil. 

Z  Stoll, cit. p. 182. 
^.Juarros, D. - Compendio de la Historia de Guatemala, 1808, 

p.91, Vol. 1. 
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tested in all the main villages, seems to show that it resembles Quiche 

but has hardly any likeness to Mam. 

The following table shows the very few differences found when 

checking Stoll's Vocabulary. 

Stoll Lincoln                       I 

Father Bal su-bal (tata most usual)        1 

mother chuch chuchuch                       I 

mouth si tzi                          1 

neck Jul kul                           1 

leg 0 oj (Horn)                     1 

string chi sa'chi and sa'quil             1 

deer quié tché                           1 

ant sanie cachú'c                       1 

scorpion cachú'c no word                      1 

spider no word am 

wood tick »  « sip 

earth ch'awá ch'avá 

day before 
yesterday 

paxfc set tzan cabltzán 

year yab ha1lap 

lake nimia á (means small pond - no word found 
for lake) 

hot tza la vitz 

hard atiyaquf1 ayuqu Í1 

pretty tzuque 1 tzumel 

he or she avué ak 

yours maéx ax 

(the word "maéxw in reality "hijo del sol" or the blonde one. Stoll 
himself or someone of his party must have been blonde). 

when 

1COO 

jutú 

lávval 
toxlane'álal 

jatu 

oc'átol 

Another fact of sign! 
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ual) 

no word found 

3 one. Stoll 

Another fact of significance is that present day natives understand 

the Quiche speaking people of Sacapulas, Chichicastenango, and Momostenan- 

go easily in spite of the dialectical difference between these, and they 

have more contact with them than with any other linguistic group. They 

have no contacts witifpresent day Mam and there Is no historical 

evidence t^^T'they ever had close relations with them. Possibly the 

designation Quiche-Mam arose from the fact that in Spanish Colonial days, 

3 
according to the Royal Census of 1776  , the Province of Totonicapan 

included Huehuetenango as well as the whole Ixil region, and in this 

great area the main Indian languages were Quiche and Mam. The lxil have 

always been apart from both of these but geographically closer to the 

former. 
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. day natives understand 

:astenango, and Momostenan- 

f between these, and they 

linguistic group. They 

Is no historical 

i them. Possibly the 

. in Spanish Colonial days, 

>vince of Totonicapan 

I region, and in this 

I  and Mam. The lxil have 

>hically closer to the 

Gates, referring to the Ixii speaking Indians in the MOT thermost 

section of the Departamento de Quiche states that, "culturally, histor- 

ically and linguistically our knowledge of this branch is almost a blank, 

save for just enough to make linguistic comparisons." He goes on to call 

the Ixiies cousins of the Mams, basing his statement on ^toll's conclusion! 

and comparative vocabulary which he, nevertheless, admits remains too 

scanty and poorly done to be of great value. He does not believe that 

ethnological studies of these "degenerated modern peasants" can throw 

any light on the Maya past.1 Field studies, however, of the people of 

this region do show .many old Indian ftefcxtftsL historical survivals as well 

as rich material for the student of cultural dynamics, to say nothing of 

acculturation. 

Further proof that the lxil speaking villages were closely connec- 

ted with Quiche speaking peoples is shown in certain features of the 

native calendar such as the names and positions of the Yearbearer days 

and the 20 day names. The former are identical with Old Quiche as 

compared with three recorded calendars of the past, but now are lost 

to many Quiche calendars of today2. The day names are almost identical 

in language and meanings with both old and modern Quiche from Momostenango,| 

Chichicastenango, Santa Catarina Ixtahuacán and other Quiche speaking 

2 
pueblos. 

Other clues to the past of the lxil speaking peoples are given in 

the Rabinal Achí, the old dance drama of the Baile del Tun, recorded 

from an old Indian from Rabinal in the Quiche language by Brasseur de 

Bourbourg in 1856. The action of the drama Is stated to go back to an 

epoch prior to the foundation of the Kingdom of Quiche.3 

1.  Gates, W.E. - Mayance Nations and Languages - Maya Society 
Quarterly. Vol. I, pp. 98-101. 

2.- See calendar chapter pp. 
3. Rabinal Achí - Historia de la Literatura de la America Central 

- by Leonardo Montaibán, San Salvador, Aug., 1929» 
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This Baile has been given in Chajul until very recently and possibly is 

given secretly, even today. It was forbidden all over Guatemala in the 

mid-nineteenth century.* Natives of Chajul told me that it was still 

given on January 6 at the Fiesta de los Reyes, but others said that 

although it was called the Baile del Tun or Tzunun  it really was no 

longer the same, and was also called the Baile de Los Canastos. At all 

events in the written argument of this drama one of the main personages 

is Cavek-Queche-Achi, "Príncipe de los Yaquis3 de Cunen y de Chahul e 

hijo de Balam-Achi-Balam Queche4, Rey de los Quichés." In other words 

the Prince of Chajul and Cunen was the son of the King of the Quichés. 

Today Cunen, a town just over the divide, from Cotzal and Chajul speaks a 

dialect of Quiche in contradistinction to the Ixil language of the other 

two villages and its costumbre and calendar are quite distinct. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Lothrop,**./**>- i>/.; ¿ée*»*'p> rJvh'u'tfi?'"y^ 
It is interesting that in Chajul the word Tzunun should be 
used as well as Tun. Tun was a musical instrument, a round 
log sounded by a little stone or stick. Drama called Xahotun 
(Montalbán, p.67). Natives of Chajul and Nebaj use word Tun"~ 
for drum. Ixtatzunun was the intoxicating liquor  called for 
by the Prince of Chajul in the drama. A name used for liquors 
which "tenían la pérfida propiedad de producir borracheras 
fuertes en extremo."(Montalbán, Note 41). Drink today prevails 
in Chajul dances.Tzumun'ki is one of vestigial ulnal or month 
=9£=HPtt»«Mfcto»t>e***iwter names still known by a few keepers of 
the day counts in Chajul (See p.  Chapter on calendar) 

Yaqui meant maza or hatchet. Meant all that was foreign and 
culto. Meant the langosta or (insecto migratorio)"all nations 
of Toltec origin""! (Montalbán, Note 3). 

Bal am Quiche was the 9th/ Kin*g of Utatlán and under him were 
united the Kingdoms of Chiquimula (Copan) and Utatlá'n, eleven 
generations before the Spanish conquest. He was probably the 
lst¿ historical personage since before him came Hunahpu, the 
divine hero of the Popol Vuh. Hence at about the date of 1200 
A.D. the Ixil towns of Chahul and Nebaj were ruled by the son 
of the Quiche King of Utatlán (see Distribution of the Several 
Branches of the Mayance Linguistic Stock, by William Gates in 
Appendix XII of The Inscriptions at Copan by S.G. Morley, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington Pub. N° 219, 1920, pp. 
615, 605-606). 
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In the drama the Prince of Chajul shows himself a very royal perso^B 

nage,and constantly refers to his beautiful mountains of Nebaj and ChaJul^B 

and his final request before being sacrificed as a captive of the King ^M 

of Rabinal,is that he be allowed to return to his mountains for 13 x 20 ^M 

days and nights. ^M 

Historically there is practically no early information about the ^m 

Ixil speaking people except mention of the conquest of Nebaj and Chajul ^B 

in 1530 by the Spanish under Francisco de Castellanos, These villages H 

are described as very populous and the inhabitants as aggresive, warlike,^! 

rebellious and fierce. The conquest of Nebaj and Chajul was only incid- • 

ental to the campaign against the town of San Miguel Uspantan beyond H 

Cunen. The Spaniards had been in the country for five years before • 

thinking of conquering the Indians of Uspantan, who were aggresive • 

mountaineers who sniped at Spanish expeditions. In 1529 they forced back • 

a Spanish army and took captives whom they sacrificed to the God Exbal- • 

anquen. In 1530 Francisco de Castellanos set out again against Uspantan • 

with 40 infantry, 52 horses, and 400 Tlaxcalan4 and Mexican Indian allies.! 

They went to Chichicastenango and Sacapulas where they crossed the deep • 

Rio Negro on a wooden bridge constructed by themselves. They climbed the I 

steep ascent to the pass above Nebaj and met four or five thousand I 

Indians from this town with allies from the Verapaz. They soon got to    I 

1. This period represents the 260 day cycle or tzolkln which I 
still occurs in the Quiche and Ixil calendars of today.      I 

2. Fuentes y Guzmán, Recordación Florida. Tomo III Biblioteca I 
"Goathemala" de la Sociedad de Geografía e Historia, Vol.VIIl,! 
pp. 56, 63* I 

3. Stoll recorded an Uspantecan dialect from this town in 1906 I 
but thought it would eventually disappear because the men I 
mostly married women from the Quiche speaking Santa María I 
Chiquimula (Stoll-o Etnografía de la Rep. de Guatemala, pp. I 
141-143). Termer in 1926 visited Uspantan and said the dialect I 
was not as much in use as when Stoll recorded it because I 
marriage with Chiquimula women had been killing it off (Termer,! 
op. cit.Bd.39 pp.12-13). I spent four nights in this town in I 
April 1940 and found that the dialect still existed and Stoll'sl 
vocabulary still applied. The Santa Maria Chiquimula abound  I 
and are more and more giving their language to the tvwn but   I 
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the town, burned much of it until the defense was abandoned and the prin- 

cipal persons were taken prisoners. This event was sufficient to cause 

Chajul #6  surrender without a fight. 

The conquerors went on over the mountains towards Uspantan 

and were met by an army of 10, 000 defenders from Verapaz, Cunen, Cotzal, 

and Sacapulas. These were finally conquered by cavalry and the town was 

reached and sacked in Dec. 1530. 

In these early records it is significant to those interested in 

the origin of municipios that Nebaj, Chajul and Cotzal were all mentioned 

as towns already in existence. Mention is also made of the names of the 

numerous hamlets or rural districts that were later united to form new 

towns or townships (municipios) in the highlands of Chajul and Nebaj on 

petition of the founding Dominican priests of the convent of Sacapulas. 

Many of these names such as Horn, Huyl, Honcab (Xonca), Chaxa, and Huitz 

still exist as aldeas and caseríos of the region,and belong to one of 

the three present day municipios.^ 

Little further historical information on these towns is known 

between the conquest in 1530 and the end of the 17th. century when the 

first church records appear. This first century was a period when the 

Dominican missionaries settled in the region, partially converted the 

natives to Christianity, built churches (one in each of the 3 towns) and 

organized new town centres. At this time "Santa María de Nebah", . 

T% 

still without extinguishing the Uspantan language. 
4.  Mexican survivals possibly shown in words calpul for barrio 

of town, tenam  for pueblo, 13 year calendar period, Mazat 
for deer when not using calendar word Tché. 

1. Juarros,D. Compendio de la Historia de Guatemala, 1808, Guat. 
Vol.lI,Ch. 13, pp.3ü7-311.jrwcll defined ruins of the early 
town are visible today with stone outlines of house/and Z 
sacrificial temples). ' 

2. Peláez, García - Memorias para la historia del antiguo reino 
de Guatemala, Vol. I, p. 174. 
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"San Gaspar Chahul", and "Cozal" are listed under the "Curato de Nebah", 

the "Partido de Totonicapan", and the "Obispado of Guatemala". The Bishop 

of Nicaragua at the end of the 17th- century lists for "Nebah", the head 

of the Parish, 3 churches (which include Chahul and Cozal), 3,363 parish- 

ioners (approximately same town population of Nebaj today), 0 haciendas, 

o trapiches or sugar and aguardiente* mills, the language as Ixil, and 

the area as 8 leagues  52 N.E. 

The next record known to me is the Royal Census of 1776 which 

includes Nebaj, ^hajul and Cotzal under the large Province of Totonicapan 

and Hueheetenango, both being one at that time and still under the 

tutelage of the Dominicans. For this whole area which now comprises the 

Departamentos of Ouichá and Huehuetenango are listed 58, 200 inhabitants 

of which 55,450 are Indians, 2,750 ladinos, 48 pueblos, 2 ladino aldeas, 

and 11 curatos or parishes.*3 

1 found an interesting but undocumented note^ on the covers of 

the oldest known parish register of Chajul, dated. 1676, written by Father 

Baltasar Valdivia in the mid «19thy century. He quotes from ^n old Spanish 

manuscript of the time of Philip II, dated 1575, which the present priest 

says should be in the convent but cannot be iound, and he makes many 

interesting comments about the natives of the region. He states that 

only four known villages speak the Ixil language, Chajul, Nebaj, Cotzal 

1. The absence of plantations and sugar and aguardiente mills 
testify to the absence of ladinos who later £¿r*t~ introduced 
these new ways of life. 

2. Juarros - op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 99-iCO, 108. 

3. Juarros -op. cit. Vol. 1, p.91 and pp. 60-61. 

4. Complete quotation in my possession. 
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and a part of the natives of Santa Eulalia.  1lom which today speaks 

Ixil and is an aldea of Chajul, he classes linguistically with Amelco 

in the now chuj  speaking section of the Cuchumatanes mountains in 

Huehuetenango,not far from Santa Eulalia. He also suggests that the Indian] 

of llom (now Ixil), Amelco (now Chuj), and Chajul (Ixil) as well as those 

Cahbon (old spelling) and Lanquin (Kekchi) are all mixed descendants of 

the Lacandones, because there are many words common to these widely 

scattered villages which overlap the old Lacandone area. Among words 

referred to are bat_z, mo, lcom, anay, pop, Xac, Tzu, Xiniblh. In connects 

with word comparison among the scattered peoples of the large Maya linguis* 

tic family, Termer shows that many of the same words occur without neces- 

sarily proving any other results of contact among the groups. 

Father Valdivia goes on to add that the old books pertaining to 

the pueblo and former church of llom were moved to Soloma (Chuj), the 

altar of the Saviour to Chajul, and the bells to Santa Eulalia (Chuj)4. 

This was done by the early missionaries, "para impedir que no continua- 

ran los neófitos de llom remontándose a los bosques y soledades inmensas 

de los territorios del rio de la Pasión a la confluencia con el de 

Chixoy o Lacantun".* No date is given as to when the attempt was made to 

prevent the people of llom from reverting to their pagan customs. In 

connection with the statements that the bells of Horn went to Santa 

Eulalia, and that a part of this Chuj speaking village with its different 

"costumbre" formerly spoke Ixil, I found strong corroboration of the 

latter when I was at Horn. The inhabitants believe that long ago the 

*"}>. ÍVr\> I 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

La Farge ms. on Santa Eulalia, See. Ch. on Calendar. 
batz is one of the day names common to many native calendars, 
mo is the same—as one of the unchecked ulnal names given by 
Termer a© Chuj. Pop Is one of the old Maya uinals. 
Termer - op. cit. pp. 390-391. 
Santa Eulalia language is strictly speaking not Chuj, but 
related to it and Jacalteca. Termer calls it Chuj, and I shall 
do so until a wojMTfor this dialect is decided on. See Lafarge 
Ms. 
"in order to prevent the converts of Horn from continuing 
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Idol or Saint known as the Holom Konop was taken from their village to 

Santa Eulalia by a group of their own Ixil speaking people who stayed 

there and never returned to 1 lorn. Today the Holom Konop meaning, "Head 

of the Village" in Santa Eulalia dialect, is a log of wood or plank kept 
2 

in a locked shack, and is still worshipped by the Prayermakers,  and 

guarded carefully at Santa Eulalia. Santa Eulalia at the present time 

has its own Chuj speaking dialect, and there are no longer any Ixil 

speaking inhabitants; I lorn today is pure Ixil in language and its customs 

and calendar differ completely from those of Santa Eulalia.0 

Bewailing the strength and endurance of native custom in this 

region, the Father goes on to write on the cover of the first Chajul 

parish register 

"Que aguanten los Misioneros apostólicos en estas pobla- 
ciones que después de trescientos años de evangelizadas 
se hayan en peor estado que en el primer siglo marchando 
atrás hasta la antigua barbarie mezclada de los vicios e 
Irreligión de otras castas." 4 

And the same can be, and is, said today as 1 can testify after al tour of 
5 

the region with the present parish priest. 

So far the only ethnologists to work in the region have been Dr. 

Bernoulli! who visited I lorn in 1877 and made some linguistic studies 6; 

Irw. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

Some think it merely a worn down wooden image of the Christ. 
La Farge and Byers - The Yearbearer% People -op.cit.p. 228. 
See La Farge Ms. on Santa Eulalia, ^\ j,»^ 
Hfclajp the apostolic missionaries In these towns éfñTltrre the fact 
that after 300 years of evangelization they are found in a 
worse state than in the first century, regressing toward the 
old barbarism, mixed with the vices and irreligión of other 
races."v 
I  travelled for   11  days\o Horn, Chel,  Zotzi 1 with Padre 
Jordán Fernández. (See ch\von this). 
Termer - Op. cit. p. 391 and Berichte Uber Reisen in Mittel- 
amerika. Mitteilungen der Geographischen Gesellschaft in 
Hamburg. Bd. XXXIX pp. 
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Stoll, who visited NebaJ and Chajul in 1906 and wrote a short note on the 

language and vocabulary of the Ixil*, and Termer who travelled twice throughj 

the whole region making ethnological notes. He refers to traits that still 

prevail today, such as the Spanish type plastered houses in one section 

and the wooden and tiled houses in another, the familiar clay and wood 

animals and human figurines on the roof gables in Nebaj and Chajul, the 

men's red and black braided jacket„and costume derived from 17th/ and 

18th.- century Spanish officers", and he is aware that there are brujería 

practices. He ends with the statement that information is lacking on the 

ethnology of the Ixil district.2 Both Stoll and Termer refer to the dif- 

ficult and reserved temperament of the Ixil f€fj8¿^ej¿mgjjp_gicaI work, and the 

latter speaks of "der wenig freundliche Ixi lbevb" Ike rung."  • 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Stoll - Op. cit.- There is also Arte y Vocabulario de la 
lengua 1x11. Pub. 14 for the Maya Society which is not avail- 
able to me in Guatemala. 
Termer - op. cit. p. 462. 
Stoll - op. cit. & Termer - op. cit. p. 413 

l' I"- 
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In a later trip,Termer again refers to the carved roof riders on the 

houses of Chajul, Cotzal and Nebaj, such as crosses, plants, human and animal 

figures and states that these are never found in other parts of Guatemala. 

This i"S not a true statement, because I have! seen identical figures on the 

roof tops of the Quiche speaking towns of San Andrés Sajcajaba, and Rablnal, 

as well as in Tactic in the Alta Verapaz. In Nebaj some informants say that- 

these animals represent the "nagual". Others deny it. 

In the record of Termer's last trip in Dec. 1926 2 through the 

Cuchumatanes mountains and the Ixil region, he mentions that the Indians of 

Nebaj, Cotzal, and Chajul are mainly devoted to agriculture and hi£i«g*-them- 

selves out as plantation workers on the coast. He again states how unfriendly 

and disagreable the people are towards foreigners, and he calls attention 

to the sharp ethnological division between the Ixil and the ChuJ speaking 

peoples of the Cuchumatanes>. Indians from both sieffB not wanting to cross 

Q,vef I the mountain Sumal which separates thea-from the othe-rs' territory. 

Several times he tried to climb Sumal, the highest mountain in the 

region, but he was always prevented by bad weather or the passive resistance 

of the Indians, who have many superstitious beliefs about the mountain. With 

regard to Sumal  1  fotMtd~jwí^ft^-n•Uie-.xeg4-Ofi from both  ladinos and Indians 
vvvlf / 

that this mountain>aTno*irg' one or two others,was supposed to be the site from 

which an inaccessible large city with gleaming white towers was visible in 

the tropical lowlands far below. ^—- 

Pre-Columbian City Legend C 

Berendt, Stephens, Stoll and Maudslay all refer to the reports of 
an inaccessible large city which is visible from the top of a high mountain 
near Chajul. It was traditional among the Indians of Chajul that no white 
nan ever reached this city; that all who attempted to were killed. This cit 
which is in the region of the occidental Lacandones (not the Yucatecan ones T 

1.  Termer - cit. on p. 13, Ref. 1. 
2.- Termer, F. Berichte Uber Reisen in Mittleamerika. Mitteilungen 

der Geographischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg. Bd.XXXIX,pp.15-33, 
1928. 
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is supposed to preserve intact all Pre-Columbian Maya customs. 
In December 1939, 1 found that this story is still believed by the 

natives of Chajul. From the top of a cumbre today one is said to be able-»- 
to see a city with gleaming white towers which no white man has ever reached, 
Father Jordán Fernández of Nebaj and Chajul told me that he made inquiries 
from an Indian who said that from the top of the Cumbre de Huyl such a 
white towered city could be seen. On my return journey from I lorn with the 
Padre, we passed close to the top of the Cumbre de Huyl but did not «-§«4" ^    - 
th«-whole way up. It was raining and 1 did not know at tljat'tt'iite that this ¿. 
was the mountain. The Cumbre de Huyl is the most import amustie 'among the  *:< 

Ixi 1 *fe-r perf-orm-i-ng-their re 1 iglmis. rites-. I did get a glimpse of the vast " 
tropical plains stretching out to Chiapas and the Peten in the direction 
of the alleged city. 

Gaspar Cedillo, leading Indian principal of Nebaj said to me that 
maybe such a city could be seen from a cumbre on the other side of I lom, 
but not from the Cumbre de Huyl, probably Sumal. 

Coronel Arturo Guzmán, ladino Comandante of Nebaj, however, complete- 
ly corroborated the original story. He described the city with all the 
details as mentioned in Stephens, and said that it was either Sumal or> 
the Cumbre de Huyl from which the city can be seen. He had never seen the 
city himself, but said that many natives of Chajul claim to have done so. 
Several have tried to reach it, but always get lost before arriving there, 
and none have ever found it. He advised taking binoculars next time I went 
up the Cumbre de Huyl or Sumal. 

On Jan. 30, 1940 I was on the first flight ever made across the 
Ixil region, with the British Minister the Hon. John Leche, Mr. Lowell 
Yerex of the Taca Air C° and Mr. Ledyard Smith, archaeologist for the 
Carnegie Institution. 1 mapped the course first and we went over Nebaj, cut 
across to llom and went down the Rio Chachal and the Rio Lacantún into 
Chiapas and returned across the unexplored Xorthermost tip of the Depto. 
de Quiche between the jpios Chacbal and Cotzal. Clouds prevented seeing „ >' 
much but glimpses of JQngle in this section, which is the old Lacandoné ""; > - 
region - we were unable to spot any ruins - cloud formations at one point , 
looked very much like the city with gleaming white towers described above. 

In April, 1940 I decided to make an attempt to climb Sumal to 

investigate whatever truth there might be in the legend of the inaccessible 

city. At the Intendencia of Nebaj both ladinos and Indians said I could 

never reach the top; there were no trails and It would take at least two 

days on foot from the caserío of Sumal Grande. I neverthelessy decided to 

make an attempt and rode with the Indian regidor of Sumal up to the caserío 

and spent several nights in the house of his father where I was most hosp- 

itably received in this a11*Indian family.1 There were no ladinos living 

tteilungen 
i,pp.15-33, 

1.  Ytstvnefe  "d'escr i bed fn=i 

\ ' 

chapter."Life in the aldea 
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there, only Indians who were full of tales of how dangerous it was to 

attempt to reach the top of Sumal. They admitted it was possible by sheep 

trails and on top was a cross and native place of worship. The country on 

the way, however, they said was full of dangerous Indians who cut travellers 

throats unless well guarded. These were said to be largely evaders hiding 

from the road tax or work service. Not because of these reasons, but because 

I did not feel up to going on foot for two days across very rough country, 

I postponed the trip until later and decided to make the attempt from 

Salquil Grande from which, an Indian principal assured me, one could reach 

almost to the summit of Sumal by horse.1 (Second approach from other side). 

Termer on his trip visited the aldeas of Ilom and Chel and he 

refers to Chel as one of the remotest settlements in the mountains of 

Guatemala. 1lom and Chel he states were supposed to be settled 150 years 

ago by Indians from Chajul who had escaped from their home town because of 

land troubles. For many years they lived alone untroubled by foreigners. 

Now several fincas have grown up and there are many disputes about land 

between Indians and the finca owners. He did not find the Indians here as 

unfriendly as their reputation although they were not overly hospitable 

with—ttfm". My own experience in Horn and Chel was one of great hospitality 

and kindness on the part of the Indians largely because 1 was travelling 

with the priest,2 

Termer found the vocabulary at Horn phonetically little different 

from other Ixil dialects. He quotes Ximenez» then unpublished history as 

saying that from the beginning of the 18th/ century Chajul,was the most 
f 

outlying settlement of the settled Indians, and North from them in the forest 

1,  I finally reached the summit of Sumal on Nov. 20, 1940. Clouds 
again obscured the view and no traces of the city were seen. 

Z,       See ch. 
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were only nomadic Lacandones who made rapacious invasions as far as 

Chajul and Cotzal.1 

Referring to the numerous archaeological mounds and remains of 

this region, he says that these Lacandones who were of a very primitive 

culture, cannot be considered the builders of the stone edifices whose 

construction, many of which hap  Maya vaults/ resembled those of Palenque. 

Possibly here he may be confusing the primitive and present day Lacandones 

with the old Choi Lacandones who lived in this region and were more 

civilized. These old Maya peoples probably came up the Usumacinta and 

Lacantun rivers. 

Archaeological investigation is still in the future, the only 

work so far having been done by Mr. Robert Burkitt^who has visited most 

of the important sites, but as yet he has published nothing about this 

region and it is impossible to get any information from him. At Nebaj, 

Salquil Grande, Acul, Sumal, I lorn, the Chel valley and Chajul are £euad- 

important unexcavated sites most of which I have visited and photographed. 

All the sites show the record of a highly developed pre-Columbian people, 

and include stone temples with steps, a Sun observatory*, stone statues 

of human figures, jade necklaces, red and orange pottery painted with 
tv..« ^.-t-i    •:• s : _        . i.- 

scenes and sculptured heads,much-of ~whTch according to Termer *s—of"-the 

Chama type. 

In the 16th.< century the Ixil were confined to a region in large 

part bouiided by the Quiche speaking peoples in the South, and by the 

Lacandones in the North. At the end of the 17th. and in the 18th/ centuries 

Juarros, D.Compendio de la Historia de Guatemala.1808.Vol.11, 
See Note 3 next page. Thompson.      $pp.130-139,1857 Ed. 
Have, drawings of this from Nebaj. 
Also unpublished field notes - March and April 1941 of 
Dr. Mary Butler - Work done for the Carnegie Institution. 
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they expanded as far as the Rio Xacbal and Rio Lacantun to territory 

formerly occupied by pre-conquest Lacandones who were conquered or 

rather converted, since there was no fighting, by the Spanish in 1695- 96.' 

These historic Lacandones should not be confused with the modern Lacandones| 

in Chiapas and on the Usumacintla. The former were a branch of the Choi 

Mayas and the latter descendants of people from Yucatan. Today the Ixil 

speaking Indians still extend to the Rio Xacbal to the edge of a practical-] 

ly unexplored section of country, uninhabited but full of archaeological 

sites according to reports of Indians from I lorn. 

Although Termer states that the Lacandones could not have built 

the highly developed buildings found at numerous sites, nevertheless/ a 

great number of these are found in territory occupied entirely by Lacan- 

dones until the Ixil moved into it in the 17th» century, after the conquest) 

of the latter by the Spaniards. In the territory extending from NebaJ to 

beyond I lorn,archaeological sites appear to have the same type and construe-] 
other 

tion and there is no historical record of any «Ww peoples/than the Lacan-j 

dones and the Ixil living in this area at the time of the conquest. If the 

historical Lacandones did not build the sites the only other historical 

clue is in the hint that the Ixil were tributary to or a branch of the 

highly civilized Quiche kingdom of Utatlán as mentioned in the Rabinal 

1.  Termer, F. lbero-Amerikanisches Archly. Bd.IV Heft.3 0ct.Í930. 
Z,      Juarros,D, Compendio de la Historia de Guat. Vol. 11, pp.130- 

139, 1857 Ed.(See also Tozzer's letter on the Dolores Lacan- 
dones)» 
In 1695 a party of 50 Spanish soldiers and 15 Indians, and 
several priests left San Mateo Ixtatán in the Cuchumatanes and] 
encountered the first Lacandon village after a six day march. 
They named it Dolores because found on Good Friday. They found] 
the village abandoned. It had 100 private houses, Z  large 
communal ones and a temple of worship. Soldiers captured 
several Lacandones and soon the whole village of 400 returned 
with the Cacique Cabnal. They were peacefully converted and 
baptized. Party returned to Guatemala leaving only a small 
garrison of soldiers and a few priests. In 1696 village found 
in perfect peace but when the house of idols was torn down to 
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Achí.* Possibly the sites were constructed by the ancestors of present    I 

day Ixil speaking people under the influence of Utatlan. An interesting   I 

legend in the same connection is still believed in today by ladinos who   I 

Z I 
are interested in pot hunting and digging up buried treasure. They       I 

believe that just before the destruction of Utatlan by the Spaniards, the I 

gold and treasure of this city was taken away and is today buried in a I 

cave near I lorn which is guarded by Indians who will kill anybody who tries j 

to approach it. Fihqueros near llom swear that this treasure is buried I 
)}•;••. 

in an archaeological site and several people, both Indians and ladinos;have I 

been killed in the attempt to approach the cave. 

Whatever archaeologists may eventually conclude with regard to 

the pre-history of this district, at all events here is a region of the 

greatest ethnological and archaeological importance, facing jungle Old    i 

Maya country on the North and the highland Old Quiche speaking peoples on 

the South. Consistent joint ethnological and archaeological field studies 

should find/this region an important historical link between the jungle 

and highland Maya peoples. 

A summary, therefore, of the sketchy historical data on the Ixil 

speaking region from the Spanish conquest in 1530 to the coming of the 

ladinos in 1887 and 1894 shows at least the following: 

At the time of the conquest,the Spaniards found these Indians 

living in three main towns and many scattered rural districts, most of 

which preserve the same names today. The archaeology of the region indicates 

make way for a church the Cacique and his followers fled to 
the mountains. This same year the Lacandon villages of Peta 
and Mop were discovered on the Rio Lacantun and also 4 other 
little villages, 

3.  Thompson, J.Eric- 16th. and 17th Century Reports on the Choi 
Mayas,American'Anthropologist Vol.40 N° 4, 1938. 

1. See p.6,Note 3, 
2. Don Francisco Egger-Finca La Perla-Chamac. Don Gli.Gord. Nebaj 
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well defined remains of towns with ceremonial centres at Nebaj and at 

Chajul. The population was dispersed largely In small rural districts and 

the towns were probably priestly and government centres. 

The Dominican priests came in right after the conquest accompanied 

by the usual garrison of Spanish soldiers, and reorganized the three towns 

on the same sites and attempted 4©--draw--in without much success/the scat- 

tered rural population,, to the towns. It was at this time that new town- 

ships or municipios were formed on the Spanish pattern with main pueblos 

and subsidiary rural districts known as aldeas or hamlets and caseríos 

.or small groups of farms for each municipio. The priests had churches built 

in each town and wanted to keep the Indians in town in order to prevent 

them from practising pagan rites in the mountains. They converted the 

Indians in part to Christianity, but never succeeded in making them 

surrender most of their pagan religion. 

The early priests and soldiers stayed long enough to convert them, 

reorganize their towns, and to glue--them Spanish types of tiled house^ 

and Spanish costumes—fcnr-perrt. The men today still wear the red black- 

braided Jacket derived from 17th^ century Spanish off icers^n ...;.-.-.--,, , 

During the 17thi and 18th^ centuries, the only Spanish residents 

were probably a few soldiers and a resident priest at Nebaj whe^wa*~.pis4«asjt 

for all three towns, Nebaj being the head of the parish. The agricultural 

self-sufficient/ economy of the region was probably left untouched and no 

outside systems were introduced, although domesticated animals such as 

horses, cattle and sheep, and pigs were brought in and raised. The Royal 

Census of 1776 shows that no ladinos were living in' the region, and there 

were no fincas or trapiches1 or non-Indian types of business. About this 

1.  Sugar or aguardiente factory. 
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date the remote hamlets of 1 lorn, Chel, and Tzotzil were founded by Indians 

as offshoots of Chajul in the country of the Choi Lacandones. @*fcpssfcs«£ 

By the 19thy century the soldiers haxUÍei't-- eut-irely and the only 

non-Indian living in the region was the resident priest. The people lived 

self-suffIciently without outside contact in an urban and rural agriculture 

culture in which original pagan Indian and Spanish catholic traits had 

combined to form a historic mosaic. They were nominal Christians but kept 

the old pagan religious calendar with its mountain and day worship and 

sacrifice of animals; there are hints that they may have preserved the 

old Indian endogamous caste system with payment of tribute by the lower to 

the X&P  caste; they controlled the local government without outside inter- 

ference, and they spoke only their native language w-Kfi a few individual ¿ 

exceptions who learned to read and write Spanish under the instruction of 

' the priest . Field studies oí  the survivals of these ways of life form 

the main body of this treatise. 

The-result of the Spanish conquest was a case of acculturation by 

adapt action., but the pattern of life *rerd> developed 4-ft-W, a true Indian 

cultural integration evolved by growth out of itself, rather than in 

response to further or continuous alien pressure. This "Recent Indian*1 

culture continued without interference until the coming of the first 

ladinos to Nebaj in 1887 and much of it survives even today.2 The hi-ytoi*y 

atttr* influence of the ladinos w*rire*r»is resulting/in a different kind of 

acculturation, and details of the sort of life they found on first arrival 

»,»••§ i m t m-iw*wtk»»uMatopfe*py  f o 11 ows • 

1. Information from first ladinos. See ch. on ladinos. 
2. I accept La Farge's terms for describing the post-conquest 

pre-.ladino Indian life. Seey h-i-s—hirs-koricalsequence mjh. 

I i Í 
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YThe Coming of the Ladinos. 
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Any study of the culture of a living, largely Indian community 

undertaken from a historical and functional standpoint should take into 

consideration the non-Indian minority, known throughout Guatemala as 

ladinos, which in the towns of Nebaj, Chajul, and Cotzal plays an 

Important and in some ways a controlling role in the municipios or 

sociological units. Throughout the Ixil speaking region and especially 

In Nebaj„ladino impact has influenced and changed much of Indian life. 

The word "ladino" is applied locally to all individuals of pure or 

mixed blood whether Indian or Spanish, who have not been conditioned by*"' 

and do not (with a few individual exceptions) observe Indian "costumbre". 

This category includes the pure-blooded Spanish who maké"up most of the 

leading non-Indian families of Nebaj, the mesti zos of mixed Indian and 

Spanish blood, and occasional pure-blooded Indians who have dropped the 

customs of Indians, and live, act, and work like other town»dwelling non- 

Indlan Guatemalans. Foreigners who settle in the country are also included. 

This classification is somewhat confused by the fact that there are mixed* 

blooded ladinos who actually have taken up some of the Indian custom and 

pray and offer candles at the mountain crosses. This is done, however, only 

by a few individuals among a poor and largely Illiterate group, by 

conversion, superstition, or long association with Indians, not as a result 

of being brought up in the framework of Indian religious tradition. 

Practically al 1 the ladinos live in the towns, there being about 

500 in Nebaj, 300 in Chajul, and 400 in Cotzal. Many aldeas and caseríos 

have no ladinos; others w-t-H- have one or two resident ladino families, 

but on the whole the rural areas are practically 100 %  Indian. The Indians 

on the other hand are divided in each municipio into one-fourth town 
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dwellers, and three»fourths rural dwellers) hence the rural dwellers have 

little contact with ladinos except when they come to town for market, 

fiesta, or political business. 

Because all of the first ladinos to come to Nebaj and settle there 

or in the region, are still there, it is possible to reconstruct at first 

hand the history of their activities and influence on the Indians^who 

prior to their coming had lived, without alien contact or pressure after 

the conquest, for several centuries in the amalgamated culture of pagan- 

Indian and Spanish-Catholic elements. 

In 1887 Doña Juana B, who today is very old and occasionally visits 

Nebaj, was the first non-Indian to come to this town with a view-.-towards 

settlirrg* there. She came from the Quiche speaking town of Sacapulas a 

hard day's ride away across two high mountain passes. She arrived in 

Nebaj in this year to see about the opening of a school, but only stayed 

several weeks," because of a smallpox epidemic^ a«t4 did not return to 

establish the school until two or three years later under the administration! 

of President Barillas. When she settled in 1889 or 1890 there were absolute-] 

ly no non-Indians in town or in the whole region^Including the towns of 
¡/vX ;s'vL, ••''>•'••',  ---' i-v-tM- 

Chajul and Cotzal to which she also travelled! except1 the priest, who was 

pj^est for all three towns, and two or three mestizos who lived with and 

as Indians. 

Nebaj at the time was under the domination of strong Indian Gobernador 

named first Juan Brito and afterwards Diego de Leon both descendants of 

old Indian warrior or top caste families according to Doña Juana, The 

latter had a special agreement with President Barillas by which the town 

of Nebaj did not have to pay tribute to Guatemala and could import contraban< 

from Mexico. At the same time he and other warrior-caste individuals 
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extracted tribute from the lower caste Indians of the region.* She said 

the old Indian caste system was still in existence and the Indians were 

divided into Warriors, Priests, Merchants, and Workers.  Tflpe"re-"w&s,^v 

endogamy at least ImMwifln tlv Inrl'T caste and the top caste,j and the 

workers lived in the barrio or canton of Salquilito and wore a special 

blue.skirted and blue-jacketed costume as they do to a large extent even 

-('"}  today. There was no social mixture either between these castes. Several 
   • ' ¿-...-¿^       ?"/"* 

leading top-caste Indians had 50 or more workers who\worke^X»e«--ft>r" them 

in payment of tribute due them. Indians did not pay taxes to Guatemala 

until 1899. The town of Nebaj was divided into Barrios or Cantones each 

of which had its Indian jefe. 

When Doña Juana first built her house3 the Indians tried to stop 

It, and several times burned the wood which she had assembled for build- 

ing. They were very surly and told her to return to her own village, and 

said if she settled, other ladinos would follow and spoil their life and 

interfere with their costumbre. All of which she admitted was perfectly 

true. 

The Indians in those days drank comiteco from Comita^Mexico, a 

milder drink than the present day aguardiente, and did not drink half as 

much as they did later when the ladinos came and introduced the latter 

drink. 

There was always lots of praying and costumbre by the zahorines at 

all the crosses and mounds in town and especially at the great cross in 

front of the church.4 

See notes on Gaspar and Diego.(Notes on two ladinoized Principales 
_ of Nebaj). . 
Gaspar C. Indian principal says there were only three classes 
Warriors, Priests and workers. 

3 According to Doña J. Denied by Indians. 

4 Removed five years ago. Now no costumbre in the centre of town. 
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The cerbatana*- or blow gun for hunting birds was constantly in use. 

In the houses, all of which were of the same probably early Spanish, 

type as today, meat hung drying over the fire and altars. 

There was no milk, but some cattle, sheep, and many pigs. 

In the government there were jio ladinos only Indian Alcaldes and the 

town was virtually ruled by the Governor assisted by his top-caste 

associates who were very ruthless with lower caste or poorer Indians.^ 

«Qn-ty &ne or two Indians could read or write Spanish as taught by 

the priest, but most could neither read, write, nor talk it and they did 

not want to learn. 

Doña Juana finally got her house built, won their confidence, got 

a small school started and eventually opened a boarding house for the 

ladinos who began to come up to visit from 1891 on. 

The next ladino who came to settle was Don Isaías P~'   • i IT¡ r   a pure 

Spaniard from Spain who is still in Nebaj. He was sent up by the Government 

as Secretarlo and was the first ladino in the local government. Later he 

became a habilitador and rounded up Indian labor for fincas on the coast, 

and still later became a landowner in the region and a shop-keeper in 

town. After him other ladinos served as secretaries and alcaldes in the 

government» 

Next to come was Don P., an Italian, who came to Guatemala as a 

child. Today he owns a famous coffee finca near Cotzal with a labor colony 

of 2000 mostly Ixil speaking Indians from Cotzal and Nebaj. He came as 

habilitador for the Finca Chocóla and is responsible for sending the first 

group of Indian labor ever to leave the region to this finca in 1894, 

Still in use, mostly in the rural districts. 

* It is still impossible to say how much was really caste and how 
much was economic status. 
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Around the same time came Don Guillermo & (Spanish) and Don 

Lisandrc <3(£ 3=4 (Mexican), and others. All of them came as habl litadores 

and today these remain the leading citizens of the region,who-' acquired 

lands from the Indians, built houses in town, and set up shops. 

When they came, they stayed in Doña Juana's house and she was inst- 

rumental in getting labor caporales for them. The Indians have always, 

liked her, and today all speak of her with great affection, contrary to 

their attitude towards the other ladinos who have a reputation for 

exploitation and corruption amongst them. 

Doña Juana and her grandson are the only ladinos in town who have 

any interest in, knowledge of, or affection for, the Indians and both 

were eager to give me the information they had on ladinos and Indians. 

Her grandson was brought up in Nebaj¿ made many close friends amongst 

the Indians and interested himself In studying their costumbre. Today he 

lives in Guatemala and teaches Spanish, but returns to Nebaj for his 

vacations where his intelligence and understanding of the Indian and 
«•o 

ladino history ha&be^n invaluable   to me. 

According to Doña Juana no ladinos besides herself actually 

settled in Nebaj until 1894, but for three or four years previously many 

came up and stayed in her house mostly for the purpose of examining a 

virgin labor territory. Her statement does not quiW-f-Hr-tnto the 

published census of 1893 which lists 66 ladinos in Nebaj, 11 in Chajul, 

and 21 in Cotzal. Undoubtedly being very old, her dates are not ab«alutej,y 

exact, but at all e^veHft*^*frt>ra~#very source-* she was the first to arrive 

in 1887 and all the others came after her. Her ager also makes it very 

difficult to extract much detailed information from her, and it was 

impossible to get her to tell more than that which I have just recorded. 
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Don Pedro B., on whose beautiful coffee finca near Cotzal I have 

stayed several times -hasy ne-ve-Ptrhe-less-y conf irmerd" most of Doña Juana 's 

statements. He told me he first visited Nebaj in 1894 and during the same 

year as habilitador he took the first group of Ixi1-speaking Indian labor 

to the Finca Chocóla, He described how he and his companions, when they 

used to see the zahorines praying in front of the great cross in the Plaza, 

threw oranges at them and poured water on them. 

He said that a few Indians already spoke and wrote Spanish, especial- 

ly Diego de Leon, the governor and later alcalde. Most of these were the 

ones not to be trusted, and he felt very strongly that they were cases of 

a little learning being a dangerous thing. Prior to the period when export 

of labor became the main product of the region, the Indians worked entirely 

for themselves on their lands, and trade consisted mostly of pigs and 

cattle which were exported to Huehuetenango, Cobán and Quiche. They had 

'more money than today when their trade is weak and their labor no longer 

goes to fincas. They nevéT went far afield for their trade and no weekly 

markets were held anywhere in the region. The only local market was once 

^ <a year at the big fiesta of Santa Maria at Nebaj on August 15. The weekly 

or bi-weekly market is a very recent institution, only 15 years old in 

Nebaj and one year old in Cotzal. Today Chajul still has no market. 

Don P. admitted that some of the early ladinos stole Indian lands 

and began the aguardiente trade. When he first arrived in Nebaj there were 

only two estancos and not much drinking. 

He believes that the Indians on fincas were better off before the 

recent cancelling of the Indian debt under the present administration, and 

had more money which was advanced to them to buy anything they wanted. Now 

$  2,50 Is all the Üebt allowed them by law and they never have any money 

to buy clothes or to perform ceremonies. 
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The Indian principales who got rich -such—are- Gaspar and Diego were 

generally alcaldes who knew when people couldn't pay up debts and when to 

get hold of their lands. 

The mail's-and women's costumes were identical with today's, but 

there were no exceptions or concessions to ladino dress. Men wore the red 

jacket and the women the same red» and-white-figured hulpi les. 

In the first days there was a lot of communal house building which 

was a festival occasion. A bull was killed, women cooked and ground corn 

for the workers who worked without pay for each other*, and the roofs 

were put on at night to keep off evil influences. 

In all his years in the region he never saw a sacrifice, only normall| 

killed meat which was eaten on ceremonial occasions such as milpa planting. 

He admits that he never had any interest in Indian "costumbre" and he 
s 

treats It with an amused contempt. He belittled' the idea of the caste 

system and he never knew of the existence of the native calendar. Indians 

were very unfriendly at first and it was almost impossible to get food or 

lodging with them. 

In running his great finca, however, he i-s—a'B'solutely 1 iBe"ra-l-~i-n 

allowi-tt<j-~any costumbre thetf want. He manages it in an orderly, paternal, 

and strict way, and the 2000 colonos ^mostly from Cotzal and NebaJ ^seem 
o 

better off than in many fincas I have visited. They have their own houses, 
* ¿ 

private and communal lands^live stock and are given liberal rations of 

food. They have a bi-monthly Sunday market, their zahorines keep the 

calendar and pray at mountain crosses, burnnincense, and sacrifice animals 

2 
secretly , all without interference. 

1 Still occurs today but not frequently. 

2 According to Tomas M., "brujo" at San Francisco. 
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Don Pedro has always had .the reputation for justice, fair dealing, 

and honesty both among ladinos and Indians. He is the great success and 

exception among all the other pioneer ladinos of this district. The large 

tract of land amounting to 135 caballerías which he has acquired is in 

a territory where practically nó Indians were living, and all was acquired 

by fair purchase without first indebting them to himself. 

Present day ladinos among themselves have strong class distinctions, 

yet all regard themselves as a class superior to all Indians. Don P. is 

regarded as the leading individual of the region. Those who regard them- 

selves as tops are mostly of pure Spanish blood and had emigrated from 

Spain. Of the heads of the 10 leading families of ladinos in Nebaj, 8 are 

pure-blooded Spanish emigrants of shopkeeper class, 1 is a Mexican from 

Oaxaca, and 1 a pure-blooded Italian. 

Other ladinos, being mostly Guatemalan more or less mestizos, are 

treated as workers, servants, and social inferiors. At one period around 

1915-1929 there were a great many more pure Spanish estanco owners and shop 

keepers, who, according to Don Pancho Ity'——!-(Spaniard who came in 1907), 

only stayed during good times. Some of these went on to Guatemala, Quiche, 

Huehuetenango and other larger towns. At one time there were nearly 80,„©f 

the-ee bars or drink shops in town/. That was in the days when coffee prices 

were high, much Indian labor went to fincas, and large sums of money were 

advanced to them which was mostly spent in drink and ceremony. During the 

August 15 annual fiesta, there would be 50 or 60 marimbas and private 

parties whereas today there may be 2 or 3. 

Don G., the grandson' of Doña Juana who is as intelligent a ladino 

as there is in Nebaj, with a first hand experience and understanding of the 

Indians and recent history of the region, told me that nobody would ever 

1 
1 caballería = 111*5 acres (approx.) 
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know how badly the Indians have been treated by the ladinos. They have 

been robbed, exploited, and corrupted in every possible way, from taking 

away lands by dishonest methods, getting them into virtual slavery, 

corrupting them sexually, tricking them out of money through faulty 

contracts, and making them into confirmed drunkards. What he told me was 

confirmed by Don P. and some of the more honest older ladinos. Others 

admitted the same situation but tried to justify it from the standpoint 

of Indian stupidity and viciousness. 
,.;..>  new 

In 1936 at the time/the/national law cancelling the Indian debt 

was about to go into effect, a misunderstanding which led to an insurrec- 

tion of Indians in Nebaj took place, largely because of the tactless 

handling of the situation by the local Comandante. Several versions of 

what actually happened were told to me by ladinos who were eyewitnesses 

or were in the Intendencia at the time. The following outline is assembled 

from the points on which all are in agreement. 

When the ladinos knew that the Indian debt was to be cancelled, they 

tried every trick possible to collect what was owed them before the dead 

line date, after which they could not even force them to work off the 

debt. For many years previously, Illiterate Indians would be indebted by 

offerring them sums of money they could never repay. A habilitador or 

ladino would say, "Here are 300 pesos; now you owe me 300 pesos, 300 more 

In Interest, which makes 900 altogether; sign here." The confused Indian 

overcome by  the large amount made no distinction between 300 and 900 and 

would make his mark. 

When the dead line was approaching for cancelling the Indian debts, 

ladinos contrived various tricks to collect what was"owed"them or to 

extend it by getting the Indians to sign contracts. Even after the dead- 

line day several tried to force Indians to pay. They also told them that 

Peso is old style currency. 60 pesos made 1 quetzal or dollar. 
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if they didn't no more money would be forthcoming for them in the future, 

and the new law was designed to keep them poor for ever. 

Hence a group ofllndians from the aldeas t headed by regidores and 

principales came to Nebaj to protest to the Comandante, unarmed. On the 

same day a delegation from Guatemala had been sent up to explain the new 

law to the Indians, and the Comandante had been requested to summon the 

village in conference. Instead of calling for the leaders and principales, 

he called the whole town together. They assembled by the thousands in 

different parts of town and the Comandante Hrstanfri-y- became frightened 

and thought they might be holding seditious meetings. He left the Inten- 

dencia on the Plaza and walked down to the end of town to break up a 

meeting and returned to his office. When he got there the Indian deleg» 

atlon from the aldeas was there as well as the Guatemalan delegation. 

Wtvt4e- the spokesman for the Indians approached, the Comandante suddenly 

turned on them and called them a bunch of dirty savages or words to that 

effect. This infuriated them and one picked up a broom and struck the 

Comandante in the face with it and knocked him down. Other members of the 

delegation instantly disarmed the garrison of 7 soldiers who had come to 

the aid of the Comandante. It was on a Sunday market day and soon, fehc- who4e~ 
4r-efc. 

/Plaza o£ men and women] advanced picking up stones on the way. Those who 

had captured the guns did not know what to do with them and stood around 

with them. A few/were returned voluntarily a few days later. No other 

violence occurred; no shots were fired; aad-e-tehei- ladinos walked through 

the milling crowds of Indians without being interfered with in any way, 
ffctú 

Soldiers were/sent up from Quiche and 7 ringleaders were caught and shot. 

After this event, which, according to most ladinos could easily 

have been avoided, many Indians fled to the mountains and stayed there. 

Many agree that it was the Comandante*s fault and ever since the Indians 
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have been afraid of him and even say that he will kill them if they burn 

candles and pom at their mountain crosses. On several occasions he did 

interfere with their worship, calling on the national law a.qainsL..-biuiJ-eria 

(witchcraft). He never made any distinction between native pagan religious 

worship and witchcraft, much to the annoyance of the Indians, who among 

themselves make a strong distinction between the two. 

Since this insurrection there has been complete order in the region 

among Indians. Doña J.-said that under Cabrera, the region was extremely 

dangerous for travellers, which is a complete contrast to the present 

situation. Practically all individual cases of violence, crime or disorder 

which occur today are among ladinos . In 1925 an insurrection occurred in 

Ilomwhich led to fights and bloodshed between Indians and finqueros and 

arose because of land disputes. . 

The story of the Nebaj insurrection illustrates how the unscrupulous 

qualities of the ladinos by playing on Indian ignorance and credulity can 

lead to a stupid situation to the complete detriment of the Indian. Just 

recently this Comandante has been deposed by government order from Guatema- 

la and it is rumored that this action was instigated by a petition of 

Indians who went to Guatemala to present it to the President. 

Ladinos today aaoa^-^hem'sretves play/different roles in the social 

organization of Nebaj. The top group of pure Spanish or foreign blooded 

take part (or did until recently) in the government^, are -landowners with 

fincas in the rural districts, own town houses as well as the best estancos 

and shops selling machine-made goods. Two own tanning establishments and 

another a hotel. The lower-class group .many of whom are mestizos .are 

See p 24 

Formerly these were local alcaldes and intendentes. Now these 
offices are filled by non-residents appointed from the capital. 
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regidores in the government along with Indians^own smaller shops which sell 

local fruits and vegetables, knickknacks, occasional local handicrafts, and 

the lowest grade liquor. These are regarded by the small top group as 

servants, workers, and social inferiors. Another group, consisting of only 

a few individuals, are those pure blooded Indian principales who in varying 

proportions live, dress and act, like non-Indians. These are accepted as 

equals by the mestizo group and treated with outward respect by the top 

group. 

A last group consists of a few lower class, mostly mesti zo, (1 from 

Huehuetenango) illiterate; ladinos who have not been brought up and do not 

dress as Indians yet have associated with them closely for many years. Some 

of these have been converted in part to Indian religious costumbre and pray 

and burn pom incense at the main outdoor erosses and shrines. According to 

a zahorin informant none of them, however, know the sacred native calendar» 

Some of these formerly set themselves up as brujos largely for the purpose 

of exploiting the ignorant. 

All these four groups including the latter, and regardless of dif- 

ferences among themselves, consider that they are apart from and socially 

superior to the true costumbre-keeping Indian, reared in his own traditions. 

Formal social control and influence of the ladinos is today 

mainly in the spheres of government, fincasjand lands as employers of 
they acted 

Indian labor within the region,  ^ Until a few years ago/as habilitadores 
now many run 

who indebted and exploited Indian labor to coastal fincas,and/businesses 

connected with outside machine culture which brings non-handicraft goods 

to the Indian and hybridises his own crafts. (Red cotton thread formerly 

Diego $<3±s^ 

Z  Zat Chel, 
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spun locally is now imported from abroad and is used in hand loom woven 

huipiles). 

As already mentioned, the first ladino in the local government was 

don I.P. who came in 1891 as Secretario. Prior to his coming Indian alcaldes 

and"gobernadores" ruled the region largely independent of Guatemala, and 

the pagan priests or zahorines exerted theocratic control in the government 

as alcaldes. After the ladino invasion got started".many ladinos assumed 

government office along with Indian alcaldes , and gradually they acquired 

government representation all out of proportion to their numbers and the 

large Indian population. It was not until the whole government organization 

was changed under the present administration that the old Indian office of 

alcalde was abolished and that of ladino Intendente substituted. * :£SWe 

fte%eu~uil,-^haftg69 i-n. OutfitTimawt). 

Today in Nebaj the government is divided into military and civil 

branches^ consi-SÜJig--e£ the Comandancia and the Intendencia. The Comandante 

is a military man and ladino appointed by the President and directly under 

the Jefe Politico of the Departamento de Quiche. He has a garrison of 

seven soldiers, all ladinos from other towns. The Comandante also has 

jurisdiction over the municipios of Chajul and Cotzal with their aldeas, and 

asertos. He has a ladino Capfcalrf assistant in the aldea of 2otzi1 and a 

oldier or two in the other towns. His function is to keep order in the 

egion, arrest criminals, and have them brought to trial in Quiche. 

The Intendencia has a ladino Intendente or Mayor from Qua tema l-a-'tii1 

not native to the region, appointed by and directly responsible to the 

military Jefe Politico in Quiche. Under him are 6 Regidores. 3 ladinos and 

5 Indians, each iny6ffice two years but half of whom are elected every year. 

The alcalde Mayor - Intendente 

r¡     other alcaldes - regidor 
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The first Regidor is a ladino, the second an Indian, the third a ladino, 

and so on alternately for the six. The ladino Regidores are generally       t 

local residents. There is a ladino Sindico Municipal, and a Tesorero. The 

municipal police force consists of i ladino and 5 Indians. The towns of 

Chajul and Cotzal are organized exactly along the same lines. 
(Justice of the Peace) 

The Intendente is also Juez de Paz/as well as civil administrator 

and executive. All disputes between Indians, between ladinos, and between 

Indians and ladinos are brought to him for judgement. 

Hence in these towns the ladinos obviously are the controlling 

factor in the ;overnment, which, however, no longer represents much of the 

local population either ladino or Indian (only the 6 Regidores). It is 

mainly an arm of the strong centralized Government of Guatemala. The Indian 

element In government now has very little power or influence except through 

direct petition to the President of Guatemala where they always get a 

hearing and fair treatment. This applies mainly to the towns. In the rural 

;piMMPfttt9ffcl all-Indian aldeas and their caseríos, each one has one or two 

Indian Regi dores who are responsible to the Intendente of the town to which 

they belong. These rural Regidores who exert considerable influence in 

their large regions are often Rezadores or professional prayermakers as 

we 11,a, situation which Is undoubtedly a survival of the old dual theocratic 

control of government. 

Government control over Indians is also exerted in the law which 

applies to all individuals in Guatemala which requires them to either work 

on the roads twelve days a year without pay or else pay a fine of one quetzal. 

If not payed by a certain datejthe fine is doubled. Since only Indians do 

jnot pay the fine they are the ones who work on the roads. The government - ,-• 

also requires them to work 150 days a year for others. Data on road tax and 

Personally know Regidores of aldeas, Horn, Tzotzil, Chel - aldeas 
of Chajul. Also those of Acul, Tzalval, and Sumal aldeas of NebaJ- 
all are also rezadores» 
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work service are entered in the books of each individual known as Boletos 

de Vialidad and Boleto de Ornato. In the aldea of Sumal under the jurisd- 

iction of Nebaj.is hidden in the almost inaccessible mountains^a colony 

of Indian evaders from the road tax and work service. A few years ago, the 

Indian Regidor from Sumal rounded up a lot of these, and alone, on his 

own authority brought them down to Nebaj to be dealt with by the govern- 

ment. 

Most of the Intendentes who come from the outside have no interest 

in or knowledge of the region or local affairs, become desperately bored 

and lonely and rarely stay more than a month or two. During an eight months' 

period in 1939-1940 there have been no less than 6 Intendentes in Nebaj, 

and 4 in Chajul. For a short period during this time between a change of 

Intendentes from Guatemala, the highest Indian Regidor acted as temporary 

Intendente. He dressed partially as a ladino on this occasion, but kept 

bare feet and other Indian features. Shortly afterward he changed completely 

to ladino dress with shoes, smartly tailored suit, and fedora. He was 

another example of a pure Indian principal suddenly deciding to change to 

ladino Wctys. 

All fincas of the region date from after the arrival of ladinos. 

Their number and acreage is small with two or three exceptions. Today 

there are 9 in the municipio of Nebaj, 6 in Chajul, and Z  in Cotzal all 

scattered about the widespread rural districts. They are all coffee, and 

panela fincas although San Francisco de Cotzal, the largest one In the 

region, Is practically a great self-suffcicient community employing and 

housing 2000 Indians, and produces mainly coffee, but also raises cattle, 

sheep, horses, pigs, and produces corn, sugar, fruits and vegetables. Most 

1 
See notes on ladinoized principales. 
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fincas large and small are owned by the top ladinos although a few Indian • 

principales own several smaller ones. The latter generally acquired them I 

by copying early ladino methods of land seizures. On all fincas only I 

Indian labor is employed, except for skilled crafts such as ladino I 

carpenters and technicians employed by the big fincas. I 

Habilitación or rounding up of Indian laborers and transporting them • 

to coastal fincas began in 1894 and continued until the cancelling of I 

the Indian debt and the recent slump in coffee. The exporting of labor I 

during these years was the main product of the region (formerly 6000 a I 

year, now 600), but today it is hard to get Indians to leave the district' I 

aw±~th«y gertera-lly giive as an excuse that it is too unhealthy to work I 

on the coast. The real reasons are the new debt law which forbids finqueros I 
Xí                  ü- I 

f-p-om advanct+Fg*-4a-cge sums of money as an inducement and the present relative! 

lack of demand for labor because- of the absence of a good coffee market. I 

It is hard to say which of these situations is the main reason, but it I 

seems likely that the absence of money inducement is the greatest deter- I 

rent to acquiring labor. Hab iXi tac i on was started and carried on by I 

;f > ladinos, but several Indian principales also became habi li tadores and I 

very ruthless ones at that. I 

With one exception (Don P¿)  the local finca lands were acquired from I 

the Indians, generally by tricky and dishonest methods, amounting in I 

many cases to practical robbery. The largest ladino landowner in NebaJ I 

got many lands by sleeping with Indian women of property, advancing them I 

money, and afterwards seizing the land if they could not pay up. This I 

method was only one of b&e  ways of getting lands, all of which were owned I 

by Indians prior to the coming of ladinos. I 

In NebaJ with a few Indian exceptions all the shops and main businesses 

See note on principales, 
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are owned by ladinos. Indians seem to have a monopoly on the butcher 

shops. The better general stores sell machine-made and imported goods 

such as dry goods, hardware, and medicines, from Guatemala. Most of the 

shops have estancos in connection with them where aguardiente is sold. A 

large number of the lower class ladinos own liquor shops which also sell 

bread, a few fruits and vegetables, and pottery importer4 from other pueblos 

and purchased in the market. In all the shops most of the money is made 

by selling aguardiente and ceremonial paraphernalia such as candles and 

rockets to the Indians. Pom incense is bought from Indians in the market. 

Ladinos also have stalls in the market where cheap machine-made knickknacks 

are sold. In Chajul and Cotzal there are only a few of the second class 

ladino shops with the usual estanco attached. 

One prosperous Spanish shopkeeper who had been selling aguardiente 

all day during the August fiesta was looking on at a procession of ceremon- 

ially drunken cofradía women, and he turned to me and said, "el Indio es 

muy vicioso", i replied, "Isn't it the fault of those who sell them the 

vicious aguardiente?" He shrugged his shoulders and said, "Business is 

business". 

Liquor isa government monopoly and the ultimate fault In not control- 

ling the amount and quality sold, lies in this direction. Of course even 

prior to the coming of ladinos, Indians drank on all ceremonial* occasions 

as they do todayj ©n-iyHhe ladinos,are responsible for increasing the 

amount and strength of the liquor for the purpose of enriching themselves* 

»»é--i(iri^h^t"h«^res-tH^^l»a-t drunkennes has increased to such an extent that 

it has become chronic amongst large numbers of Indians. Ladino witnesses 

agree that in the early days Indians drank much less, and the milder 

1 
Doña J., Don P. 
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comiteco.  Practically every ladino in town at one time or another has 

owned and run a liquor shop particularly in the days when habilitadores 

were advancing the Indians large sums of money. Many of them formerly had 

their local trapiches or distilleries which are now forbidden by law. 

The best and most sophisticated marimbas are ladino ones, although 

on every market day, at Indian parties and celebrations in the cofradía 

houses, Indians play the more plaintive marimbas of their own. Drum and 

chirimía playing, however, is confined exclusively to Indians.- 

Most of the skilled trades such as blacksmiths, leather workers, 

carpenters, adobe masons, and tile makers are ladinos although there are 

a fair number of excellent Indian carpenters and masons .''and wood-workers. 

The proposed motor highway now being built by Indian labor conscripted 

by the government, will be completed within a year or so, and undoubtedly 

ladino influences on native life will be further increased. Surveys have 

also been made for a hydraulic electric light plant which will bring more 

of the machine age to the Indian. Incidentally the Indian fears the coming 

of the light and thinks it will interfere further with his costumbre t much 

of which takes place at night. One Indian inquired whether I was there in 

behalf of the light, and if 1 killed people, because surely somebody 

would have to die as a sacrifice before the light could come. 

Telephone and telegraph connect NebaJ with Sacapulas, and Nebaj with 

Cotzal, but this has no effect on, and is never used by.Indians except a 

few of the principales. The town of Chajul is isolated from all telegraphic 

connection with the outside world. 

Social relations between ladinos and Indians are marked by strong 

class consciousness on the part of both. Ladinos regard themselves as a 

superior class 
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superior class, and Indians of the present day are in a mixed state of 

mind. The principales or leading Indians when not trying to pass as 

ladinos regard themselves as superior to ladinos, the professional priests 

or zahorines regard their cult as a superior truth not held by ladinos, 

and to b" kept '.idden from them, and the mass of Indian workers have a 

humble and inferior attitude toward ladinos often mixed with surliness. 

Although there are individual cases of trust, mutual respect, and friend- 

ship between Indians and ladinos, it is rare to find them. Practically all 

the Indians 1 have known have an open or concealed hostility or fear of 

ladinos and this applies to principa les, zahorines, and workers. 

With the exception of principales who have shared in government and 

are treated socially 4£tf sti11'without real equality, and some of the 

rural Indians who work for themselves and rarely come to town, most 

Indians when in contact with ladinos are in the status of mozos, servants, 

and laborers for them. Ladinos have a special kind of baby talk Spanish 

which they use to their Indians which in many instances is entirely 

uncalled for. Some are affectionate and paternalistic to them, but general- 

ly servants and mozos are ordered about in dictatorial fashion and meekly 

obey without complaint. Incidentally Indian principales such as Gaspar C. 

who employ much Indian labor, treat their workers with even more ruthless- 

ness than ladinos, hence this pattern of behavior is not one foreign to 

the Indian worker even among his own people.* 

On the other hand, ladinos of all classes are godparents to Indian 

children, hence have Indian compadres, the term applied between parents and 

godparents. The relationship does not extend much beyond the baptism 

ceremony and is shown only by greeting the Indian in an outwardly friendly 

way and calling him "compadre" when meeting him on the street. I was told 

1 
See notes on Principales. 
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that the main reason Indians want ladino compadres is because they pay 

for the baptism. Ladinos rarely visit their godchildren or compadres 

because a present is generally expected if they enter the Indian's house. 

In the early days Indians were very inhospitable to ladinos and 

rarely gave them food and lodging in their houses, but if they did accept 

them, their hospitality was unlimited. No payment was ever asked, and a 

woman of the family would be offered to the guest merely as a hospitable 

gesture.This custom still occurs today as I can testify after spending 

several nights in the house of the Indian Regidor and Rezador of the 

remote aldea of Sumal. The host was kindness itself, and said his house 

was mine, and everything I wanted would be provided including one of the 

women. I expressed thanks but excused myself on the grounds of being 

married. 

Ladinos generally took advantage of this hospitality as many have 

told me, and as can easily be seen among the mixed blooded Indians who are 

often in evidence. All the first ladinos have numerous bastards among the 

Indians and admit it readily and often with pride. One early settler is 

reputed to have 72 children scattered from Nebaj to Mexico, and 32 of them, 

both ladinos and mestizos are in Nebaj. 

Don P. M. the head of a top class Spanish family, asked me if I had 

seen the beautiful girl who had Just gone out of the house, and said with 

the greatest pride that that was his hija natural, and he hadn't seen her 

for years. His own legitimate daughters were on very friendly terms with 

her, but always in the mistress-servant relation. 

Undoubtedly the many natural offspring of ladinos and Indians was 

a result of the old Indian custom of hospitality. Today Indian men often 

take a certain pride in having their wives have children by ladinos. In 

fact I was witness to several invitations by Indian men to foreigners, 
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asking them to have offspring by their wives. Twice this was presented 

on the grounds of sterility and the inability to have children on the 

man's part. 

Another situation, however, is more the result of ladino immorality 

than Indian custom. All the younger ladinos* in town boast of being able 

to have relations with Indian women for 10 cents, and generally they visit 

them in the middle of the day secretfely when the husbands are away working 

in their mllpas. According to Gaspar this has resulted in a lot of 

commercialized prostitution, particularly in hard times when the women 

will do anything to make some extra change. At all events the ladinos 

have increased promiscuous sexual customs among the Indian women ,  and are 

responsible for diluting much of the pure blooded Indian s>tpck» t ? en. 

Formal intermarriage either in the church or intendencia between 

Indian men and ladino women has occurred among a few we 11»off principal 

families. One such Indian has a ladino wife and two ladino mistresses. 

The younger generation of these families in several instances have married 

ladinas. This Is because they want to become ladinos themselves or bring 

up their children as such.2 There are no formal marriages between ladino 

men and Indian women. 

During fiestas, ladinos never mix in Indian celebrations, processions, 

or dances, except as onlookers. At these times most of them are coining 

money selling drink and ceremonial paraphernalia. Socially they remain 

completely apart. 

In religion, ladinos all claim to be catholics, but this means that 

they generally go no further than having their children baptized. With 

the exception of a very few individuals of the top families who are 

According to M.S. and brothers. 

2 See notes on principales. 
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really practising catholics, they rarely attend mass except on the feast 

of the Immaculate Conception and at Easter, and they never take part in 

the sacraments of the church such as communion and confession. Practically 

none are married in the church, but occasionally they are buried by it. The 

usual reason they give for not being married in the chucch Is that it i$ 

too expensive. They generally are married either civilly at the Intendencia 

or don't bother with any kind of civil or religious formality. The great 

majority of ladinos in Nebaj are of illegitimate birth, and it is literally, 

with a few exceptions a town of bastards as far as the non-Indian element 

is concerned. 

They are offended if you deny that they are catholics, yet they hold 

the church and priest mostly in contempt, and in conversation say that they 

serve no purpose whatsoever. This attitude does not prevent them, however, 

from using the very generous Spanish priest as a kind of liberal bank from 

whom to borrow money, v/hich he is always ready to lend although he knows 

that he is rarely repayed. The ladinos are the despair of the priest who 

cannot get them to attend services and sacraments, and he regards them as 

a depraved, degenerate and outcast lot, and says they have no right to call 

themselves catholics. He told me that in all his experience in Guatemala 

[and other countries he had never been in such a completely "immoral" town. 

There is one all-ladino Cofradía or religious brotherhood In contrast 

[to 13 Indian ones of both men and women.1 This one is that of the Immaculate 

¡Conception which has charge of the Saint's image, and on the annual fiesta 

In April has processions from the church to the cofradía house chosen for 

|one year in some individual's house, where the Saint is kept until the 

following year. There Is a novena of 9 nights with evening service In the 

:hurch every night. This is attended solely by ladinos especially on the 
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last two nights. The only Indian element is the accompaniment of the proces- 

sion on the last night by Indian drummer and chirimía player. The contrast 

between the lives of the ladinos and this annual worship of purity is a 

very interesting example of psychological compensation. 

With regard to Indian pagan worship and other custom, their attitude 

is one of ridicule and contempt, and they always attempt to supress it if 

it interferes with any commercial or public project. They refer to it all 

as brujería tand threaten to invoke the law against witchcraft if the Indians 

perform costumbre in public. They have no knowledge of or interest in 

Indian practices and say that the Indians don't even know themselves what 

they are doing. I could not find a single ladino in the whole region who 

even knew that the ancient Indian calendar was in existence, to say nothing 

of its being the ruling factor in Indian life.^ This applies even to Don P. 

the 1st/ finquero and the most Intelligent and liberal minded man in the 

country and even to Doña Juana and her grandson. Several Indians told me 

they were afraid of the Intendencia ladinos who on all occasions tried to 

destroy their crosses and prevent them worshipping at them. A zahorin went 

on to add that they would merely continue to perform their dacred rites 

privately without ever telling the ladinos. 

As already mentioned z  a few illiterate ladinos took up pagan worship 

at the crosses. One such individual who lives in the remote aldea of Chel 

is supposed! to be doing this for ulterior motives. He pretends to be an 

Indian with Indians, and appears largely so, although he dresses as a ladino, 

ut at the same time he spies on them and denounces them to the government 

ithout their knowing it. He owns the usual small ladino shop. His brother 

as the reputation of being a brujo, but as Gaspar says, this is done purely 

o exploit, make money and play on the credulity of the people. 

See chapter on cofradías. 

2 See chapter on calendar. 
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Don P. and others admit that most crimes that have occurred in the 

region are by ladinos, although a drunken Indian may run amuck, rob and 

become violent. Occasionally ladino groups have planned and successfully 

carried out the robbery of a ladino shop.1 

During three visits to the region, of the 5 major criminal offenses 

that occurred, one was by an Indian and 4 by ladinos. The Indian robbed and 

badly cut up an Indian woman with a machete. One ladino had a secret aguar- 

diente distillery, and was undercutting legal estancos; another was caught 

hiding in the mountains after having killed several Indians; another had 

killed another ladino; and the fourth was caught breaking through the roof 

of the treasury of the Intendencia with intent to rob. The latter man was 

nearly 80 years old and the brother of the first ladino to settle in 
IT** 

NebaJ after Doña Juana and/lst/ ladino secretary in the government. He 

had been in the penitentiary several times before and was regarded as 

somewhat crazy. 

As to education, there is a ladino school in Nebaj which all ladino 

children attend, and occasionally a few Indians. Most ladinos are ; literate 

if only barely so. Cotzal and Chajul also have ladino schools but the school 

master at the latter is generally drunk and rarely attends classes. 

There is no doctor, or trained nurse in the region and no attempts 

are made to spread a knowledge of hygiene or simple medicine. Medicines are 

sold in one or two of the better shops but ladinos do nothing to teach the 

Indians how to use them. 

i     Etiquette among ladino follows old Spanish forms but at present these 

have become mere formulas empty of all content. Excessive politeness may be 

[followed by denunciations to the authorities or attempts to put over a 

[dishonest business deal. Every time a ladino meets a ladino on the street, 

Ithey greet each other witji , "Buenos dias, Doña Elvira, or Don Guillermo. 

1 Don Augusto T's shop 
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Qué tai amaneció? Tengo mucho gusto en saludarle, para servirle a sus 

ordenes, igualmente, etc, etc.", whereas an Indian principal will be spoken 

to only occasionally. Two Indian exceptions in Nebaj are the principales. 

Gaspar and Diego.who are often called Don by ladinos. 

All the above was written prior to seeing Dr. Redfield's article 

on the ladinos of Agua Escondida in the Lake Atitian district. It is obvious 

that the situation in the Ixil speaking region is quite different. Ladinos 

and Indians here are more clearly distinguished, and this is one of the com- 

munities where the Indians retain more "primitive" traditions, and the 

ladinos are commercial chancles rather than agricultural workers as they 

are at Agua Escondida as mentioned by Dr. Redfieldi 

In the towns of Nebaj, Chajul and Cotzal, the only common ways of 

life for Indians and ladinos are, 1) the same formal centralized government 

control in which the Intendente settles all disputes between Indians, 

between ladinos, and between Indians and ladinos; Z)   the same commercial 

habit of mind among Indian principales who have absorbed ladino methods 

of trade, bargaining, and land seizures, moro thfrrrTTCTTeTriTTdia;^ 3) the 

same outward acceptance of the Catholic church, with Indians more genuine 

in their acceptance of Saints, candles, masses, baptism, compadres, and 

pilgrimmages. Both ignore other sacraments but the ladinos are notoriously 

more lax than the Indians who support the church and priest entirely from 

their own contributions. 

Differences between ladino and Indians' behavior are very sharp and o-iA 

not confused as in Agua Escondida, except among a few of the lowest class 

ladinos who don't wear shoes, speak Indian language, and absorb a few pagan 

beliefs and practices* These are generally poor and illiterate, and though 

they may seem in many ways closer to the Indians, they do not dress as 

such, do not belong to the Indian cofradías, or take part in Indian masked 

dances; they do not work as agricultural workers or for Indians, or 

^^:^^l^^**'fl|»fiW«,ÍP J**y 194° l found a few individual e*««f**e«s 
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handicrafts such as weaving. The women of this class haul water from 

the pila, and men gather wood. Community washing of this class is done with 

the Indians, and occasionally they take a temazcal in an Indian's house, 

and some believe in the evil eye. This poorer class of ladino often lives 
of and 

in the Indian style house/whitewashed adobe/tiled roof with outside 

verandah, but the great majority of Nebaj ladinos have the regular modern 

grilled-windowed, pastel-coloured house with patio as seen in all urben 

parts of Guatemala. 

This class of ladino is class conscious in regard to Indians and 

employs Indian servants when they can afford them. I know of only one case 

2 
of a ladino working for an Indian , although ladinos will often be servants 

along with Indians and both together work for other ladinos. 

There is no formal objection among ladinos to Indians becoming 

ladinos, but until very recently few of them attempted to do so. The case 

of principales who have done so, or are attemting to do so are accepted, but 

still with reserve even though these may live, dress, and act outwardly 

3 
like ladinos , and have openly abandoned "costumbre". When more Indians do 

change to ladino ways, there will undoubtedly be no ethnic barrier any 

more than in other parts of Guatemala. Historical information, such as 

it is, shows that until recently Indians in general had no desire to 

imitate ladino ways. They regarded themselves as a strong group with their 

own satisfactory way of life, which possibly included vestiges of a caste 

system, a working pagan-Christian religious compromise, and a rich agricult- 

ural life. Labor was petformed either as a tribute to top caste Indians 

or communally amongst themselves for planting, harvesting, and housebuilding.! 

«•*-ladino agricultural workers who had ranchos in rural districts 
and worked their own^ small fincas of land. L at ¿>uchum, 1 on road 

_ to Chajul, 1 at Acul. 
* The ladino wife of an Indian principal weaves, but in poor imitation 

of the true Indian weaving. 
2 A ladina cook in the household of one of the two richest Indian 
trincipales. 
ection on Ladinoized Principales. 
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They decidedly did not accept the inferior status accorded them by the 

ladinos and they regarded the latter with great hostility. 

The ladino invasion, however, gradually made them into debtors, 

enforced laborers, servants and social inferiors whenever possible. Ladinos 

and Indians in this region today regard themselves as ethnic groups apart 

from each other, but the Indians are gradually beginning to accept the 

ladino superior evaluation of themselves, and they are developing an 

inferiority complex which is still in evidence among those individuals 

who try to pass as ladinos. 

Most Indians when in contact with ladinos are the hewers ofv wood 

and drawers of water for a small local minority of them» As yet this has 

not much affected their pagan beliefs and observances and way of life on 

their lands except to drive it under cover and away from the destructive 

acts of the ladinos. 

In conclusion, in view of what has been presented, I think it is 

fair to say that the impact of ladino behavior since their arrival in the 

region in 1887 until the present day, tends to be disruptive and destruc- 

tive to the pre-exiating Indian-Spanish culture, and will result in a 

totally different type of acculturation, as this gradually takes place, 

than that which occurred with the early Spanish conquest and conversion. 

The former was an acculturation in which original and foreigh traits 

combined to form a new historic mosaic which endured and evolved until 

the coming of the ladinos, and still endures in large part even today. 

At least the early Spanish brought elements of a strong religious 

and civil culture, which could amalgamate with the pre-Columbian pagan 

culture in spite of the many destructive tendencies of the early conquerors 

and priests. The ladinos so far have brought no social benefits such as 

education, medicine or hygiene, and no cultural contributions in religion, 
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agriculture or improved ways of life. Their sole contribution has been 

a few machine-made goods, their influence has been destructive to native 

self-respect and their aim and result have been commercial and personal 

exploitation. For this reason 1 believe that they can be described as 

parasitic on the Indian Body politic, as described by Bunzel in her study 

of Uiichicastenango. The Indian has acquired nothing but increased 

commercialism and an inferior social status. 

It is possible to understand the difficulties of ladinos attempting 

to earn a living in a hostile community, but it is not possible to be 

sympathetic with the unscrupulous commercial motives of a culturally 

inferior people (as compared with pre-ladino Indian, old Spanish, or the 

best of modern Guatemalan), or their assumption of superiorty towards a 

hitherto strong, integrated, self-sufficient community. Their influence 

has resulted in hostility and culture conflict, which can result eventually 

only in the destruction of Indian culture, although the Indian is still 

a long way j^flTírom giving up his vital beliefs for an alien way of life. 

With the further encroachments of the machine age the Indian, however, will 

not be able to hold out •for ever. 
of Indians 

Examples/who have become ladinos show that the ladino invasion of 

this region will probably end in the gradual acceptance of the behavior 

pattern and inner values or lack of values of an alien accentuated 

culture at the expense of the older, "Recent Indian" cultural heritage* 

1 La Farge. 

-iHfe 
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l~ «NOTES ON TWO LAD1NOIZED PRINCIPALES OF NEBAJ 

( A Principal Is an Indian who at present has.or formerly had, a part in 
the civil government such as former alcaldes or present regidores. Natives 
also speak of principal families or descendants of the old Indian top 
caste. Since members of these families sooner or later hold government 
office, the first definition holds. Newly rich Indians who have acquired 
lands and later hold government office are also principales even^hough 
not descendants of top caste families.) 

1) Gaspar C. 

According to his own statement and the opinion of both Indian and 

ladino informants of Nebaj, Gaspar is a pure blooded Indian and is the 

descendant of an old upper caete Indian family. I have not-»»-y#t been 
i.'   • 

able to get him to give me his ancestry, but he tats-Hst-dmHrfce-e that he 

knovs the names of all his forebears for at least M a thousand years", 

and-has—pi»©mi-&ed--tha-t h«-~wIlL~teJLL.tiiem-to-me- eventuaHy. He is known 

by all the inhabitants as á principal and a leading citizen of Nebaj, and 

he was born and brought up there. He was educated entirely in the frame- 

work oj£ Indian culture and has always lived in this municipio with the 

exception of occasional trips to Guatemala and other nearer towns for 

business or fiestas. At present he is in his middle fifties, hence he was 

10 to 12 years old when the first ladinos settled in Nebaj in 1894. When 

a considerable number of ladinos had settled in town he held the office of 

alcalde and associated with ladino government officials who assumed office 

shortly after their arrival. Prior to 1887 or even later all officials 

had been Indians,according to the statements of first ladino settlers who 

still reside in or near Nebaj and of Indians. 

*    ' * in 1887 yie first ladina visited Nebaj as a school teacher. She 
did not iettle until 1889. Others settled in 1894. 

'       Gaspar p. Diigo S. Vicenta C. 

£-. 
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While holding the post of alcalde Gaspar became very familiar with 

ladino methods of habilitación or "rounding up" Indian labor to work on 

fincas by means of getting them into debt, and acquiring Indian lands by 

advancing cash to impoverished land owners and foreclosing on the mortgage. 

Using the facilities of his office he systematically looked up 

Indians whose lands were mortgaged or who were otherwise hard up, got them 

into debt to himself and foreclosed on the properties. As a result today h# 

is the largest Indian landowner in NebaJ and surrounding country, and Is 

considered very rich. He owns two large houses in Nebaj on opposite sides 

of the street, a block from the central Plaza, One is partially an Indian 

type of house with no windows on the street and having two large rooms 

containing Indian furniture in one of which live in pure Indian style an 

Indian wife and his mother, some of his children, daughters**in-law, and 

grandchildren. On the outside this house is painted In pastel color like 

many ladino houses. On the opposite side of the street is his ladino house 

in which he sometimes stays alone but never with his family. This house 

has windows and a large entrance on the street, and contains three large 

rooms furnished in European style with beds and mattresses, armchairs, etc. 

He has a small shop in this house where he sells corn, coffee, and panela, 

the produce from his fincas of which he owns several small ones in or near 

aldeas. He also keeps and runs a successful butcher shop on the other side 

of the Plazaba 11 the milPt being from his own livestock. He has an Indian 

wife who lives and dresses as an Indian at every finca and property he 

owns outside of t*wn. 

According to Don P. who was ladino alcalde at the time Gaspar held 

government office about 1910, he dressed as an Indian with red Jacket and 

bare feet, but in the last five years he has adopted a modified ladino 

Costume with shoes, a woolen or cotton "sack" coat, and a stetson hat, 

"i Inolan houses described in^ather notes» 
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but he keeps the white cotton home woven Indian trousers and silver topped 

alcalde cane. He carries and is very proud of a large fat gold watch the 

General, the Jefe Politico gave him. 

When Alcalde, his reputation among ladinos was that he always drove 

a hard bargain and was very tyranical to his own people, but at the same 

time he was considered scrupulously honest and to be trusted with commissions 

and money. He later won the approval of the Jefe Politico who today regards 

him as the most worth while Indian in Nebaj. He and one other are the only 

Indians in twwn whom the middle and lower class ladinos address as ^on and 

treat more or less as equals, although he has never learned to read or 

write except to sign his name. His Spanish, however is very fluent. He 

employs a lot of Indian labor, both in town and on his properties, to whom 

he pays the lowest possible wage which is 2 c a day less than many others 

pay. He always rides on well groomed horses and never indulges*in manual 

labor himseIf. 

His association with ladinos has given him a peculiar and dual point 

of view. He has often said to me that out of 100 ladinos you might find one 

good one, but at the same time he expects to be treated as one by them, and 

the non-Indian he admires most has the reputation of being the most 

notorious land swindler and exploiter in town. He Is envious of their 

relatively^.- recent position as controlling top caste and has a decided 

inferiority complex which he compensates for by a somewhat pompous and 

formal manner» He likes to be seen standing around with ladinos listening to 

the only radio in town and discussing the European war news although his 

ideas as to the location of the warring countries are very hazy. What fills 

him with great jealousy is the ability of his 90 %  ladinoized rival Diego 

1 
On good authority I was told that this man used to solicit the 
graces of Indian women with property, afterwards offer them money 
and later when they could not pay he would get them to sign over 
their lands to him. 
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to marry and acquire ladino mistresses, as well as the latter's ability 

to read and write. Gaspar struggled for some time to learn to wfite but 

apparently he was never able to learn. 

His greatest disappointment is that no ladina woman will have any- 

thing to do with him and a large part of his efforts are to make himself 

attractive in their eyes, but all to no avail. Undoubtedly one reason why 

he decided to dress more like a ladino and to build his ladino house was 

because of this frustrated wish which is a great blow to his pride and 

prestige among ladinos. Several of his sons, however, are married to ladina 

women. 

His greatest admiration is for the General whom he also fears. He 

regards him as a man of great justice and he is always on the lookout to 

fulfill his orders or slightest wish. Because of my letter from the General 

[to Gaspar, the latter will ride with me anywhere I want to go in the region, 

[and his assistance and introductions have been invaluable to me in my field 

Ivork, which he, nevertheless, regards with suspicion and believes must have 

Isome ulterior commercial or othermotive. 

I      Indians treat him outwardly with great respect, greet him with 

Ehalaxl pap, an expression reserved for prtncipales and older respected 

fceople, but many fear and dislike him and feel that he is out to acquire 

kheir lands or to denounce them to the government. 

I      His attitude towards Indian "costumbre" or beliefs- and-practices 
• 

• s one of intense reserve at least <t<v all non-Indians. As an informant at 

•irst he was full of guile and assumed either a manner of telling all in a 

•precating way without giving away anything, or of denying the existence of 

•ndian religious custom and belief other than that which centred about the 

•hurch. Since other Indians as well as ladinos had informed me that he knew 

•ore of costumbre than anybody else, I kept at him until I gradually extracted 
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pieces of information by collecting material from other sources and getting 

him to enlarge or check on it. When he saw I had genuine information, he 

became really interested in my researches on the native calendar which is 

still the central force of Indian life.and belief, and he assisted me in 

every way to make contacts with the professional keepers of the day counts, 

and acted as interpreter for them. He rode with me to other towns and 

aldeas to hunt up these calendar priests. 

With regard to the oalendar, he admitted it had "mucho contenido" 

and religious truth to it, but whenever I brought up folk beliefs such 

as nagualism, origin of the world stories, birth, marriage, or death 

customs, he generally roared with laughter and said, "son mentiras". 

Finally I got him to the point of telling me some of these beliefs and 

customs (which I always checked later with other informants) while admit- 

ting that of course they were just lies and the fantasies of ignorant 

people. Since outwardly he has to keep up his position of practical 

equality with ladinos he cannot afford to risk their ridicule or hostility 

by admitting his knowledge or part in Indian costumbre. Most ladinos much 

to the annoyance of the Indians do everything to ridicule and suppress 

native religious worship, destroy the latter's shrines and outdoor crosses 

if they interfere with some civic project, and call all non-church native 

worship brujería. Since there is a national law against non-medical curers, 

such an attitude causes most native worship to be relatively secret and 

to take place mostly outside of town in the mountains and aldeas or late 

at night in town where there are many fixed sacred ceremonial shrines or 

crosses. 

Gaspar believes that all who profess and call themselves brujos 

by 
are merely exploiters and liers who are out to make money deceiving people: 

he does not believe that there is such a thing as a sincere brujo.  He is, 
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nevertheless not free from superstition about them, and on another occasion 

he told me that he knew a man a "nagual" who claimed he could draw blood 

from his arm, throw it in the air, and instantly cause an animal such as 

a wolf or a lion to appear and flee into the mountains. 

On one of our riding trips to Chajul where we were always hospitably 

received in the house of an Indian principal and friend of his, he began 

to recite folk tales in very fluent Spanish. Most of these were moral 

allegories of Christian-Spanish origin mixed with many local features and 

used to illustrate points in our conversation. Away from town and ladinos 

he always became less reserved and would volunteer information and ask me 

many questions about my country. 

"Was the Sun in my" country just the Sun or was it also God?" 

"What was God called in my' country?" 

To the latter I replied that God in my country was sometimes called 

"Luz del mundo", and Gaspar said, "That's just what we call him here, Dios 

Mundo". 

He believes that in a pure state of mind dreams can be a message 

from God.and said he had dreamed it was all right for us to go on a trip , 

that a God appeared and the day was favorable. 

At the time of the 5 day unlucky end of year period followed by the 

annual change of Yearbearer and beginning of a new year, Gaspar was out 

of town and 1 could not get hold of him although he had promised to take 

me to some of the new year ceremonies. He returned the 2ndy day of the 

native year with many excuses, saying that he had been held up because a 

mozo of his had been badly burned at his panela finca. I suspected that 

he had been observing the native custom of this period of the year as all 

Indians had been doing, but he was excessively reserwd and would admit 

nothing. At that time 1 wanted to get in touch with a zahorin of the type 
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who specialized in matchmaking and marriage customs of whom I knew there 

were several in Nebaj, but Gaspar said there were no zahorines of any 

kind in town. I brought up the fact that 1 had been working with one who 

could read and write and was writing down native prayers for me, and he 

instantly said that this man was entirely unreliable and would give me a 

lot of false information and to be sure and bring everything to him to 

be checked on. In this case there was a real jealousy because of his not 

being able to write, and Gaspar was being secret Indian rather than ladino. 

He would not even discuss the calendar on which we had worked so many 

times before. 
had 

A week later his mood/changed . ^e knew that I was collecting 

information from other sources and was curious to know what this was. I 

went to see him in his ladino house where he often stayed during the day, 

and he volunteered a lot of information about himself. Prior to this I 

had been in contact with a young ladino, the gpandson of Doña J, the first 

ladina to come to Nebaj, both of whom were the only ones in town to have 

any real understanding or affection for the Indians. As a consequence the 

latter were very fond of them. Doña J and her drandson had been of the 

greatest helper telling me  of her  first experiences with  the  Indians  and 

the activities of the ladinos. They had told Gaspar that he could have 

complete confidence In me as a friend of the natives. One reason he had 

been so secretive and reserved was his constant fear that I would discuss 

costumbre with ladinos and he might be ridiculez. I had finally proved to 

him that all information was in confidence and was never discussed with 

those uninterested or hostile to it. At all events on this day when asked 

if he knew his ancestry, he sald,"Yes", that he was descended from the 

old Reyes and knew his ancestors names for 1000 years back. He gave vent 

to a really aristocratic philosophy, about the importance of respecting 
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elders, about the continuity of truth throughout the ages, of learning 

the ancient teaching from his father and grandfather, of money not really 

counting, of simplicity and justice, about educated upstarts with no 

background, of keeping one's cultural heritage in the narrow path, and 

adhering to it as a force against the encroachment of corrupt nobodies 

with a scattered an<£ flashy education. 

He said he would some day tell me his ancestry and what they taught 

him, but a-s~-yet this has not been forthcoming. Formerly he admitted that 

Indians were divided into the four classes of warriors, priests, merchants 

and workers and even today the class divisions were strong. 

?JIost of the above seemed to me quite inconsistent with his well-known 

highly commercial ways which did not fit into the philosophy as stated. 

He several times had justified in conversation/ the former ladino methods 

of lending money and acquiring lands. If people could not pay up their 

debts it was perfectly just to take their landSjhe believed. 

In religion,Gaspar like all Indians, claims to be a Christian and 

a Catholic, but does not like evangelism. He believes in 5od, Jesus Christ, 

Saints and Angels, but he never goes to mass or confession or attendsa 

church sacrament. He and his children were baptized, but he was not 

married in the church. His excuse for the latter was not the usual one 

that it was too expensive, but, "imagine having to stick to only one 

woman for life". I told him about divorces in the U.S.A. and he thought 

that a very sensible system. Evangelists, of whom there is an American one 

who occasionally visits Nebaj and has a chapel and about ten ladino 

At present class distinctions are observable between principales 
who are former or present government officials and larger landowners 
who live in special streets, zahorines or professional priests who 
specialize in pagan religious and social ceremony, and workers who 
own little or no land and in many cases dress differently. Salquilito 
a barrio of Nebaj was formerly and is mostly inhabited by workers 
who wear blue and grey woolen jackets instead of the usual red onej 
and the blue skirt. Have nuat been able to determine if merchants 
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converts, he regards as not having the truth. At the same time he is out- 

wardly friendly with the evangelist, got him to send him a gold watch chain 

from Guatemala, and allowed him to put up a poster of the American Bible 

Society in his shop. 

Lik?; other Indians, Gaspar sees no inconsistency in accepting native 

calendar and mountain worship. He believes this ancient Indian inheritance 

contains great truth.according to his own statement. I was first told by 

D.S., the zahorin who could write, that Gaspar being rich, had his own 

private z_ahorines whom he payed to worship for him and burn pom and candles, 

and sent to all the mountain shrines and crosses of the region including 

the most sacred stjrine of Huyi at Chajul. His zahorines observed all the 

Yearbearer rites every five days, every 20 days for the Alcalde Mayor or 

Main Yearbearer, 260 days after the opening of the year, and for the 

entrance of the new Yearbearer at the opening of the year, as well as all 

the native worship that exists. 

Much of this statement was confirmed by an incident which occurred 

later. The Jefe Politico came to Nebaj on his annual visit and while there 

told Gaspar to be sure to take me anywhere I wanted to go. Gaspar took 

this as an order although he wanted to go with the General to other towns 

of the region. He appeared the next morning to ride with me over to a 

sacred cave to which he had formerly promised to accompany me. We left at 

5 A.M. by moonlight and rode up in the mountains for five hours through 

narrow steep trails with many difficult ascents and descents to a small 

caserío called Birramos. We left our horses and walked about 3 kilometres 

and came to a large cave in the hillside whose entrance was quite hidden 

by trees. Inside was a great stone altar about 6 feet high and ten feet 

long. In the centre of this altar was an opening containing an upright 

are still regarded as a special group. Doña J. told me that this 
caste system was in existence when she first came to Nebaj in 1887. 
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white stone like a stalactite, and the usual two or three wooden crosses 

and flowers. The whole altar was covered with a whitewashed stucco, and 

carved in relief along the top face was a very archaic looking animal head 

with two paws like a lion, on the left another beast of the same kind, 

and on the right a monkey. In front was another table-shaped stone about 

two feet high covered with a pile of pom ashes. 

After «hewing me the cave, Gaspar spoke for practically the first 

time during the trip. He was intensely emotional and serious, and said 

the cave was called Xetish, which meané-d"; "where formerly there dwelt a 

God". He said he had now fulfilled the General's orders although he would 

much preferred to have gone with him instead. No ladinos had ever been to 

this very sacred spot or knew of it, only natives. He himself sent 

zahorines here to pray and offer pom and candles on the Alcalde or Year- 

bearer days. He hoped I would report to the General and tell him that his 

orders had been fulfilled, 

I was very grateful to him because the whole situation had been a 

misunderstanding and I could have gone on any other day, and I promised 

to have pom and candles sent up by his zahorin on the next Main Yearbearer 

day, which would occur in three days, in gratitude for having been able 

to visit such a sacred spot. Gaspar was appreciative of this because it 

was, he said, his main centre of worship and he came there himself on 

"romerías" to pray. 

The situation was a rather pathetic conflict between appearing as 

the General's ladino assistant, -wiiic-h'hé" regards himself, and trying to 

1 Prayers are to God, Jesus Christ, Saints, Angels, Day-Lords, 
Mountains, Sun, Corn, and Animas. 
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act objective .about his own native Indian, largely pagan, centre of        I 

worship, which had always been kept a secret from prying ladinos. I 

On the way home from the cave we found that the bushes and trees I 

had been felled across a large piece of the trail by Indians who Gaspar I 

said were angry because we had visited Xetish. It took an hour's chopping I 

with machetes before we could get through with our horses. I 

After this trip, back in town, Gaspar instantly became very commercialJ 

ly minded. He was obviously annoyed about not having oone with the 

General, and he gave vent to his feelings by trying to sell me an old 

horse and a broken saddle, to overcharge for a bag of coffee, and to 

refuse to pay for a gold ring which he had asked my wife to order for 

him in Guatemala. On all previous occasions he had consistently refused 

payment for his services to me saying that all he wanted to do was to 

carry out the General's orders. Previously I had brought him a gold ring 

from Guatemala which he had wanted. He had expected to pay for this and 

was most surprised when it v/as offered as a present, and not particularly 

appreciative. He later ordered another one, but when I tried to collect    | 

for it, he became suspicious and wanted to know if the rings were really 

gold and thought them very expensive. He thought I was trying to pawn 

off false gold rings on him and charge for real ones. Later he asked me 

if when he came to Guatemala to see a Doctor he could stay with me and 

pay me board. 

It is obvious that Gaspar is~an interesting study of individual 

adjustment to two different cultural patterns. Brought up as a child and 

conditioned in the pre-ladino Indian culture, he later took advantage througl 

his official government office of Alcalde of the newly arrived ladino 

methods of getting rich at the expense of Indians. Because of his wealth 

he was thrown more and more with ladinos who in most cases were better off 
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financially than the Indians, and he acquired some of their outward ways 

and manners, but largely he remained an Indian in temperament, way of 

living at home, in dress, in not learning to read and write, and in keeping 

the pagan religion. He regarded himself mainly as an Indian principal and 

at heart disliked the ladinos. In recent years he suddenly decided, 

however, to appear more ladino, to abandon Indian dress,1 and to build a 

ladino house, and to depreciate and denounce a large part of Indian 

costumbre. Factors which caused this change were probably close association 

with the General, the desire to marry a ladina woman brought on by jealousy 

of his successful (in this respect) rival and fellow principal,, who lives, 
is       to 

dresses, and married/HKlx<x a ladino^ and finally commercial reasons. He 

probably realized after several trips to Guatemala and a knowledge that 

when the proposed motor highway and electric light plant come to webaj it 

will be more profitable to be a ladino. 

With only slight information as yet on the old Indian caste system 

and its present influence, it is still impossible to say conclusively 

wheteher Gaspar's ability to adopt ladino commercial and exploiting 

methods is an extension of the old upper caste methods or just the change 

of one individual to new and alien ways. Observation of other principal 

families in Nebaj and Chajul who are pure Indian, shows that they employ 

labor, live ¿h certain sections of the towns in better houses, are greeted 

.^special'Ay, often assume government office, and often but not always own 

relatively more land/ than other Indians. Mayordomos of cofradías are 

chosen from these families. Gaspar and one other (to be described) are 

the two most important principales in Nebaj who have assumed in different 

proportions ladino patterns of behavior. 

1 
In July 1940 he ordered his first complete woolen tailor made 
sack suit. 
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Z)  Diego B. 

Diego B. is also supposed to be descended from one of the old 

top caste families and he is about the same age as Gaspar and was brought 

up in the same Indian manner. His later experience was, however, different. 

At the time Gaspar was acquiring experience with local ladinos in Nebaj, 

Digego was in Guatemala as a soldier where he learned to read and write 

very fluently. When he returned to Nebaj he never reverted to Indian ways. 

He has always dressed completely as a well-to-do ladino, lived in ladino 

houses, and married ladina women. At present he is married to one and at 

the same time has two ladina mistresses in separate houses in tüwn. He 
a 

became/habilitador and also acquired lands from Indians. He has a reputation 

for being very ruthless both among Indians and ladinosjand for not being 

entirely trustworthy. He became involved in law suits and today he is not 

particularly well off. He has one small finca in an aldea, and a good 

sized house in town which contains a pottery and vegetable shop. 

He also served as Alcalde at one time, and because of his ability 

to read and write both his native language and Spanish he is constantly 

in attendance at the Intendencia as interpreter. Ladinos treat him as one 

of themselves and he takes great pride in admitting  that he knows nothing 

of Indian costumbre. He ridicules it and has been known to take the side 

of ladinos in questions involving the removal of native shrines or other 

changes in custom. For pay he will collect information from native 
it 

zahorines  and write/fciiaoi down  in Ixil  and Spanish.   Several   times he  brought 

me false information, but when his attention was called to it he would 

occasionally bring valuable material. The Priest in town had hitherto 

never been able to get any information from the Indians because they know 

he is trying to suppress pagan worship. One day Diego came in when I was 

talking to the priest and brought me some information on the calendar. 

The priest jumped on it and said, "Why don't they tell me these things?" 



Diego became very emotional and could hardly speak or even breathe at 

being caught revealing or even knowing Indian lore. Later the priest took 

lessons in the native language with him and Diego gave him a false native 

calendar. Diego always says that of course he knows personally none of 

the native"costumbre" but must collect the information from others. 

From a zahorin I found out that the only Indian worship observed by 

Diego was the cult of the Alcalde Mayor or main Yearbearer of a current 

year that occurs every 20 days. He hired a zahorin to pray and burn pom 

for him at the mountain crosses only for this one Yearbearer. "Costumbre" 

for the other three Yearbearers and all other pagan rites are ignored. 

A rather ironic situation occurred on the feast of the Immaculate 

Conception, when the only ladino Cofradía, that of the Concepción has its 

annual ceremony. The Image of the Virgin is carried in procession by 

ladino "virgins" dressed in white from the church to the Cofradía house, 

which is a ladino house chosen every year to take charge of the Image. The 

only Indian element in this celebration is the accompaniment of Indian 
r 

drummer and chirimía player in the procession. On the occasion in which 

I took part in this procession the "ladino" Cofradía house chosen was that 

of Diego Brito. When the Virgin reached the house a young man came out and 

gave an awkward speech in Spanish to the effect that we should all keep 

our minds on pure things at a time like this. The Virgin, symbolizing 

absolute purity, was then enthroned in a bower of roses in this house of 

a notorious Indian who was at that time, known to all, keeping two lading» 

mistresses in town. This occasion also showed how high was his prestige • 

among ladinos. 

Diego's greatest disappointment is his inability to have children, 

and to compensate for this he often adopts ladino babies of poor families 
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and he and his wife bring them up until they are seven years old, a situat- 

ion showing a less ruthless strain of character than his other traits. 

On the whole, 1 should say that Biego is 90 %  ladino, and is a case 
the 

of acculturation by acceptance. In spite of being brought up in,Indian 

manner, his Guatemalan experience caused him to change largely to an alien 

culture pattern at an early age. He retains only a very small part of 

Indian pagan belief, and has the distinction even more than Gaspar, of 

being the only Indian who is completely accepted as one of themselves by 

ladinos. ^e has accepted the behavior pattern and inner values or (lack 

of values) of an alien attenuated culture at the expense of»and largely 

the loss of the old Indian-Spanish-Caiholic cultural heritage. 

Again it is still impossible to state how far the fact of his being 

the descendant of an old Indian upper caste family is responsible for his 

change to a way of life having possible parallel elements. 

Both Gaspar and Diego are the last two Indians who together with 

Diego de Leon,  did not have to pay tribute to the government, although 

they were both used to extracting payment of tribute to themselves from 

lower caste Indians. Up till recently under the present administration 

which forbids collecting of tribute Gaspar is supposed to have had 50 or 

more laborees who worked free for him as payment of tribute to an Upper 

caste Indian. Doña J. says that there was endogamy am&n.&_th-e-ca«.tes and 

no intermarriage between them. Especially none of the three top castes of 

Nebaj would marry or mix socially with the blue-shirted workers, who 

lived and still live in Salquilito, a large barrio or canton on the edge 

of Nebaj. 

From Doña J.B. first non-Indian to settle in Nebaj in 1867. 
See notes on ladinos. 
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Part III Religion. 

A. Th« Calendar. 

B. Th« Church and the Cofradías, 



AN OLD MAYAN CALENDAR IN USE 

AMONG THE 1XIL SPEAKING PEOPLE .- 

103 

In living use among the 25, 000 or so Ixil speaking Indians1 who 

comprise the municipios of Nebaj, Chajul, and Cotzal, with their central 

towns and aldeas and caseríos or rural district§.is found an ancient 

unwritten calendar which 1 have been recording since August 1939, after 

visiting all the towns and many of the rural districts of this highland 

region of Guatemala, and after consulting at least 25 divinator-calendar 

priests. This calendar has a 365 day year called uallab in Ixil; 20 day 

names; 13 repeating numbers; 12, 14, or 13 uinal-s^ or month names which 

vary in name  and order in each town and with each calendar priest; a 

260 day tzolkin cycle which dates from the opening day of the native 

year; a 360 day period identical to the old Maya tun; 5 end of year 

supernumerary days called O'ki, identical with Old Maya uayeb; and 4 

Yearbearer days called Alcaldes del Mundo or ij yab  , which succeed 

each other every five days in regular order in the 20 day count, and 

every year as opening days of the year. 

Termer is the only one to mention the Ixil calendaribut his one 

statement is that the tzolkin is probably in use in the Ixil district 

of Nebaj and Chajul, but he has no information on the subject.'3 With 

regard to the ancient uinals^he states that he was unable to discover 

anything relating to the uinals of the past, and future travellers should 

give their attention to the subject.* 

1 
Official but unpublished census of Nebaj and Chajul of April 1940. 
There are approximately 1,200 ladinos centred mainly in the 3 
towns of the municipios. Even after a year of visiting the region 
I could not find one who knew anything of the Indian calendar. 

^ The Old Maya word ulnal is used for the month which strictly should 
be only 20 days. 

3 Termer - op. cit. p. 382. 
4 Termer - op cit. p. 394. 
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He records a list of uinals claiming to be Chuj from Santa Eulalia , but 

La Farge found no corroboration for these in his study of Santa Eulalia^, 

and 1 found that these names were completely unknown to two calendar 

priests among a large colony of Santa Eulalians living at a finca near 
3 

I lorn . The Ixil at 1 lorn, when I read these names to them knew what they 

were but said they belonged to another language which they did not know, 

with the exception of two names, mol and huatzikin, which are almost 
4 

identical in their ov/n partial list of uinals. Mol of course is also old 
a 

Maya. Tap_, one of the names on the listáis also the name of^present day 

Indian place of worship on an archaeological mound in the centre of Nebaj. 

The calendar is not only an accurate measurer of annual solar time, 

with the exception of leap year calculations, but is a religious, cerem- 
5 

onial, and divinatory director of man's destiny.  It controls his daily 

life in the spheres of worship, agriculture, domestic and social life, 

and influences his behaviour in connection with birth, love, marriage, 

social etiquette, and earning his living from the earth, and death. The 

days.which are also divinities to whom he prays, exert favorable and 

unfavourable influences on all his activities.0 Although some of the 

features cf^ this ancient calendar are beginning to be lost, it still 

endures as the core of Indian religion after 400 years of Spanish and 

Christian influence and efforts to suppress native custom, and in spite 

1 Termer -op. cit. pp.390-391. The 18 ulnal or 20 day month names 
listed as Chuj from Santa Eulalia are, 1. Mol, 2. Mak, 3. Onen, 
4. Sivil, 5. Tap, 6. Oyobin, 7. Bex, 8. Sacmay, 9. Nabich, 10. Mo, 
11. Bac, 12. Tarn, 13. Huatzikin, 14. Kanal, 15. Yaxaquil, 16. 
Yaxul, 17. Savul, 18. Xujim. 

2 La Farge - op. cit. 
3 Finca La Perla Nov. 1939. 
4 Seepp, 7-9 
5 See p¿. 22   on divination. 
6 See pp. 12-14. 
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of the use of the Gregorian calendar as well to date Catholic holidays, 

and for secular life that centres in relations with ladinos, and commercial 

2 
and market activities. 

Information on the calendar was collected from and checked by 25 or 

more leading Indian principales  and professional divinator-calendar priests'*, 

some of whom were special keepers of the day and number counts in the town 

of Nebaj with its remoter rural districts of Sumal, Acul, Salquil Grande, 

and Tzalbal, and the town of Chajul with its hamlets of Tzotzil, 1 lorn, and 

Cher . Only professional divinator calendar priests know the calendar 

¡r 
thoroughly, and the sacred prayers, divination and rites connected with it . 

Principales and other laymen may have considerable knowledge of it, but 

for any serious occasion v/hen the calendar must be consulted or special 

rites must be performed, a professional must be called in, payed a fee and 

given offerings for prayers of pom incense, candles, rockets, and aguardiente. 

* These are observed throughout the year and follow a separate cycle 
from native calendar celebrations. 

2 The bi-weekly market in Nebaj was begun only 16 years ago by Indians. 
Prior to this there was only one large annual market for the fiesta 

. of the patron Saint, Santa Maria on August 15, and Indians used to come 
into Nebaj from the rural districts singly and in groups at any 

time when they had something to sell. (Information from D.C., who 
was Indian Alcalde at the time the market was started, and from Don 
P.B. pioneer ladino of the region). 

^ Principales mean all Indians who have or have had a part in the 
1oca.1 government. A calendar priest may or may not be a principal. 
In Xlom the lst/ Regidor in the government was also 1st/ Rezador or 

. prayerrnaker. 
In Spanish rezador and zahorin are used for shaman-calendar priest 
divinator. 1 shall use calendar priest for short. This type of 
professional is a shaman in that he is in direct touch with and an 
interpreter of the supernatural through his dreams and through 
divinatory inspiration from his sacred red pito beans, and he is a 
priest when he officiates at ceremonial acts which result from the 
interpretation of the sacred calendar. 

Spanish Ixil 
C< Rezador (used by Indians) Balvashteesh (Father before God- 

Nebaj). 
Zahorin (used mostly by Indians, 

the term they prefer       Mama  (Grandfather or ancestor- 
Chajul).      rb tk/> 

Brujo  (1. used by ladinos mostly   Nagual (used by Indians»who can 
in contempt for all types   send out his souiyf and take pos- 
of Indian religious session of another's, and can 
professionals. change into an animal. 
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As a method of getting the investigation started, I began by showing 

a knowledge of the day names from other sections, and the Indians instantly 

became interested and would correct me v/hen there were differences between 

their own day names and those of another group. The quiche day names and 

meanings from Momostenango v;ere nearest to their own.* I started with the 

assumption that the day names with numbers when identical with Momoste- 

nango, v/ould occur at the same time in both places. After I had learned the 

Ixil day names with numbers, I would recite the whole count to new indiv- 

iduals and get them to date the current day without suggesting it to them 

first. After doing this repeatedly in several widely scattered villages, 

it was possible to correlate their calendar  exactly with current Gregorian 

dates. In all villages, the day names and numbers were identical for a 

given Gregorian day and all of them always correlated with the Momostenan- 

go day names and numbers for any particular day. Th'is adds one more proof 

to the fact that all Mayan 260 day count calendars, both ancient and modern 

correlated with each other and with the Gregorian in both days and numbers/ 
an 

including old Maya one recorded in 1722, a quiche one in 1854, the Momos- 

tenango one recorded in 1871 and later in 1928, and one  from Santa Eulalia 

and Jacaltenango in 1928, and one collected by rnyfelf in Santa Maria 

Chiquimula in October 1940.3 Sa&&&SQQM&M£^^ 

Brujo cont. 
2. used by Indians for witches who 

supernaturally attempt to do harm to 
others.) 

Among informants were Gaspar C. and Diego B., leading Indian prin- 
cipales of Nebaj. 

* Lothrop, S.K. - op. cit. Gives names and meanings of Momostenango 
calendar. 

z  Only one day off with Landa's 12 Kan 1 Pop, July 25 or 26, 1553. 
3 

See pp. 11-12 
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All of the above again  shows that the count of days has been maintained 

in widely separated sections without error since the conquest. 

By assuming that there were Yearbearers, I asked directly for their 

names and was instantly given the four days, IS, No j, I 'q and I che, and from 

the information that followed, I found the real resemblances to and 

differences from present day Quiche calendars, which in Momostenango^, Santa 

Maria Chiquimula^, and Naguala , have the identical Yearbearers with 

linguistic differences. Chichicastenango probably formerly had these same 

Yearbearers^. In Nebaj and Chajul and in Cotzal, the four Yearbearer days 

are called Alcaldes del Mundo in Spanish and i,1 yab in Ixil and they are 

the same ones listed as Old Quiche Yearbearers6, and they do not occur as 

Thompson, J.E. - A Correlation of the Mayan and Gregorian Calendars. 
Field Museum of Natural History, Anthropological Series. Vol.XVI I, 

z  N° 2, 1930. (See below-::-) 
In w'omostenango a few of the remoter rural professional calendar 
priests or tchuchka.jau have knowledge of the 4 Alcaldes del Mundo 
which are 1 'K, Quiej, E, iN>oJ. They speak of the"4 Alcaldes del 
Mundo en el mam". Mam means grandfather or ancestor. (Information 
from Don Ernesto Lang of Momostenango, and Don Abel de Leon, ladino 

2 Intendente of S.M. Chi .¡uimula). 
In Santa Maria Chiquimula, a pure Indian town of 9,836 Quiche 
speaking inhabitants, the identical 20 day names and 4 Yearbearers 
are found only much more widespread than in Momostenango. I spent 
Oct. 24-25, 1940 here and collected the calendar with day names and 
Yearbearers. (Don Abel de Leon informant, and assembled regidores 

4 and cofrades). 
I visited Naguala on October 22, 1940 and amongst the cofrades of 
the Cofradía de la Cruz got an admission from 3 of them that the 4 
Yearbearers, I 'g, Quiej, E, and Noj were in use there. 

5 In Chichicastenango there may be a few who observe these Yearbearer 
days, but this feature has practically disappeared. I noticed that 
on the Yearbearer day 2 wuiej, October 27, 1940, that the important 
ceremony of raising the volador pole took place. 
La Farge and Byers - op. cit., p. 176, see pf//./¿ahead. 

# Maya Chronology - The Correlation Question. Carnegie Institution of 
Washington. 1937. Publication 456, N° 14, pp. 53-104. 
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such in any other native Maya calendars past or present, according to 

the literature. They appear as ordinary days in many other Maya calendars 

that have other days for Yearbearers . 

It v/as very difficult at first to get any information about the exist- 

ence of the uinals or Old Maya 20 day month names. I tried in several 

villages with no results until 1 reached I lorn and read to the first 

Regi dor who was also a prayermaker and a group of principales, Termer's 

list of alleged uinals from Santa Eulalia. When they came to the word 

mol they said immediately that this word was in their language (Ixil).and 

represented one of their costumbres having to do with the year. The other 

words belonged to a language they did not understand, but they knew what 

they represented. Afterwards they gave me a list of G names which they 

called the toj amak or time of the year, but soon became confused and 

s~id that most of the names were now lost and the order of them no longer 

known except to a few old mamas or calendar priests who still keep track 

of them. They said that these costumbres  of the year were not observed 

any more, but they gave the name of an old calendar priest in Chajul who 

would probably know more about them. After this experience I knew what 

to ask for and in other villages was able to get further information. 

At Chel I got a list of 14 names, 7 of which were the same as at 

llom, but in a different order. The calendar priest who gave them to me, 

however, made some of the month names begin on the day of the Main Year- 

bearer or Alcalde Mayor for the current year which turns up every 20 

days. The names, therefore, represent true uinals or 20 day periods. 

1 Listed in ibid. Yucatan Maya Yearbearers are Kan, Muluc, Ix, Cauac, 
and Jacaltenango ones are watan, K'ani 1, ah, tcinax. In the latter 
calendar the same 4 Ixil names occur one day ahead of the Year- 
bearers as ordinary days. Lowland old Empire Maya calendar probably 
used Akbal, Lamat, Ben, Eznab for Yearbearers.(See E. Thompson - 
The Correlation Question, pp. 101-102. Sec pr- 1 !•-> Noto 1.). 
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In Nebaj, three calendar priests had the same consecutive list of 12 

month names, or uinals called the tachbal amak or "time of the year of 

the ancients", which occurred in a definite order correlated with the 

Gregorian year. Twelve names covered the 360 day period, and left room 

for the 5 day supernumerary end of year O'ki period. Five of these names 

were the same as found in other Ixil villages, five were the same or 

similar to Old Maya (Yax 'kl, Mo 1, Chentemak, Muenchin and Kajab)1, and 

two were the same as on Termer's unknown list claiming to be from Santa 

Eulalia* (mol and Tzikin'ki). 

In all villages it was said that there were still old men who knew 

that 18 names existed for the 20 day periods of the year, and later I 

found one in Nebaj who knew this in generajj?, and another in Chajul* who 

gave me a lis t of 18 month names and the extra 5 day period, but as usual 

with the exact order uncertain. 

IXIL MONTH NAMES OF THE TOJ AMAK (Nov. - Dec. 1939) (H-M*- [   /7*et ' '^^ 

ILOM (An aldea of Chajul) 

1. Chentemak (Old Maya Chen) (Kekchi)* 
2. Mol Masat (Old Maya Mol) 
3. Nol 
4. Muenchin (Old Maya Muan) 
5. Tchochol 
6. Talcho 
7. Nimcho 
8. Tchotzcho (Old Maya 2ots?) 

O'ki - five day end of year period with date certain. 

CHEL (An aldea of Chajul) 

1. Tzu'ki (7 E to 4 Batz or Nov. 11 to Nov. ¿6.  A true uinal of 20 days 
beginning with the Main Yearbearer). 

2. Tzunun'ki (5 E to 11 Batz or Nov.27 to Dec. 16. Also a true ulnal). 

3. Chentemak (Old Maya Chen) (Kekchi)5 

1 See p¿.9   ahead. 
\  See P & Note / 
^•Vicente C. 
4 Sebastian C. 
5, Thompson, J.E. - A Maya Calendar from the Alta Verapaz, Guatemala. 
American Anthropologist - Vol 34, pp. 449-454, 1932. 

1939) {1**1**1    /7"-M--- | 
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4. Muenchin (Old Maya Muan) 
5. Och'ki 
6. Koj'ki 
7. Talcho 
8. Nimcho 
9. Tchoochcho 
10. Avax'ki 
11. Petzetz'ki 
12. Yowal 
13. Nol'ki 
14. Mol Tche (Old Maya Mol) 

O'ki - five day end of year period with date certain 

Tel callab - end of year 
Toke bal lab - entry of new year 

CHAJUL (1st. list collected Dec. 1939)1 

1. Mol Tche 
2. Nol'ki 
3. Xet'ki 
4. Talcho 
5. Nimcho 
6. Metch'ki 
7. Yax'ki 
8. Hui'ki 
9. Tzil'ki 

O'ki - five day end of year period with date certain, 

CHAJUL UINALS (given on Nov. 24 and 27, 1940) 
Order of first 7 same on both Nov. 24 and Nov. 27). 

1. Mol Tche - 12 Noj to 5 Amak (Nov. 6 to 25) 
2. Och'ki - 6 No,i to 12 Amak (Nov. 26 to Dec. 15). 
3. Mek'aj - 13 Noj to 6 Amak (Dec. 16 to Jan. 4) 
4. Koj'ki - 7 Noj to 13 Amak (Jan. 5 to Jan. 24) 
5. Talcho - 1 Noj to 7 Amak (Jan. 25 to Feb. 13) 
6. Nimcho - 8 Noj to 1 Amak (Feb. 14 to March 5) 

O'ki  - 2 Noj to 6 Imux (March 6-10) 
New Year opens with  I'q (March 11, 1941) 

November   24   list 

7. A'ki 
8. Tchojtcho 
9. Kucham 
10. Petzetz'ki 
11. Xukul'ki 
12. Yowal 
13. Muen 
14. Chentemak 
15. Pactzi 
16. Nol'ki 
17. Zil'ki 
18. Zoj'ki 

* rn «on i fví -  or Tek Tus 

November 27 list 

7. Tchojtcho 
8. Kucham 
9. Yowal 
10. Muen 
11. Chentemak 
12. Pactzi 
13. A'ki 
lé. Nol'ki 
15. Petzetz'ki 
16. Xukul 
17. Zil'ki 
18. Zoj'ki 
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NEBAJ 

1. Muenchin - Shadows from the straw. March 11 to April 13 
Time of sowing.   (Old Maya Muan) (Kekchi Muen)^ 

2. Mu •• April 14 to May 13 
3. Mol or    When the clarineros   May 14 to to June 12 

Molchu     assemble (Old Maya Mol and Termer's^ Santa Eulalia) 
4. Tzanakbai - Little green animals    June 13 to July 12 
5. Tzikin'ki - Plantings that people   July 13 to August 11 

6. Chen temak 

7. Lajab'ki  - 
&.  Cajab'ki  - 

9.   Onchi1  - 

10. Pactzi 

11. Talcho 

12. Nimcho 

O'ki 

used to make 
- Little is lacking 

before the harvest 

Time when little 
animals come out of the 
earth 
Kind of bird 

Time when the corn is 
little. 
Time of large animals 

- 5 days 

August 12 to September 10 
(Kekchi) z   (Tzeltal chan) 
Sept. 11 to Oct.10 
Oct. 11 to Nov. 9 
(Old Maya Cayab) 
Nov. 10 to Dec. 9 

Dec. 10 to Jan. 8 
(Old Maya Pax ? and Old Quiche 
Pach?) 4 

Jan. 9 to Feb. 7 

Feb. 8 to March 5 

March 6 to 10 

13. Tzijep5 

14. Mama'ki3 

Names and dates from Diego B and Nicolas B 2, meanings 
from Vicente C. Gregorian dates do not fit exactly L, 
opening of Native Year and do not take account of leap years. 
An attempt on the part of one or two calendar priests to freeze 
some of the month names into the Gregorian year, 

Thompson, J.E.- A Maya Calendar from the Alta Verapaz, Guate- 
mala. Amer. Anthrop. Vol 34, N° 3, 1932,p.452. 

3 See p. £_  Note. ) 

4 Old Quiche uinals weee, 1. Nabe tzih, 2.Ucak tzih, 3. Rox Tzih, 
4. Che, 5. Tecoxepual, 6. Tzibe, Pop, 7. Zak, 8. Chab, 9. Huno 
Bixgih, 10. Nabe Mam, 11. Ucab Mam, 12. Nabe Liginga, 13. 
Ucab Liginga, 14. Nabe Pach, 15. Ucab Pach, 16. Tzikin Gi, 
17 Tzizi lagan, 18. Cakam (Brinton- Annals of the Cakchiquel p.) 

5 
Given later by old calendar priest Nicolas B, 

6 Redfield and Villa- Ethnography of Tzoltal Communities of 
Chiapas. Carnegie Publication N° 509 (Contributions to 
American Anthropology and History), 1939, N° 28, pp.107 seq. 
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The whole year of 365 days is called uallab which is almost identical 

with Old Maya Uayeb for the 5 day end of year period. The days with their 

respective numbers are believed by some to begin at sun dov/n of the prece- 

eding Gregorian day given in the list. Others think the day begins at mid- 

night at the same time as a Gregorian day. Ceremonies for the entering day 

nevertheless, often begin at sundown, hence 1 shall adhere to to the Old 

Maya custom of regarding the day as beginning at this time.* For instance 

the day 5 E , the beginning of the year, entered on the evening of '"arch 

11, 1939 but it is listed as March 12. The calendar is made up of two counts) 

the count of 13 numbers and the count of 20 days, each count being official- 

ly kept by different calendar priests (in Chajul) who specialize in their 

respective counts. The 13 numbers and the 20 days are both regarded as 

2 
sacred beings or deities who are worshipped and petitioned in prayer.  The 

13 numbers with their days are referred to as the Thirteen Kings, and one 

old calendar priest in Nebaj said to me, "The twenty days is the King".3 

The Ixil number count which keeps repeating ad.infinitum is: 

1. Umvwal, 2. Káwal, 3. Oxwal, 4. Kajwal, 5. Owal, 6. Vwajil, 7. Bujwal, 

8. Vwashakil, 9. Belúwal, 10. Láwal, 11. Hunláwal, 12. Capláwal, 13.0xláwal. 

In connection with numbers, the Ixil have no knowledge of the concept 

of zero, as did the Old Mayas. This is to be expected because the keepers 

of the counts carry them in their heads and no longer have any system of 

writing, and zero has never been known among illiterate peoples. 

The 20 days with their meanings, beginning with the Main Yearbearer 

4 
or Alcalde Mayor del Mundo which opened the year on March 12, 1939 ; are 

Spinden, H.J.Ancient Civilizations of Mexico and Central America, 
pp. 11-145, 1928. 

For instance, on July 14, 1940 at sun-down 1 saw a man praying at 
a cross near the lake at Nebaj. I looked on my calendar and found 
that the Yearbearer day 1'q should enter at this time. 
On July 23, 1940 Nicolas B., calendar priest of Nebaj told me a £ 
an hour before sun-down that in i,an hour he was going out to pray 
at the 4th. Yearbearer cross for the entry of the Yearbearer E. 

Tove r) 
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Main 
Yearbearer 

as follows compared with Old- Quiche, and modern yuiche from Santa Maria 

Chiquimula, and Momostenango. 

- teeth 

- cane 

1XIL 

for 1939-'40 Aj 

I 'x 

OLD QUlCH.v1 

EE & Ci-teeth 
& balam -tigre 
ah - cane 

CHIQU1MUU-. 

Yearbearer 
for 1940-'41 

Yearbearer 
fbr 1941-'42 

- to remove balam - tigre 
grain from and i tz-brujo 
corn. 

 Z MOMOSTENANGO3 

'E - roads    E- departure 

aj - cane     ach - staff 

1'x -You (pl)Iirz- thorn 

Tzikin - bird 

A'mak - sinner 

MOJ - Alcalde 

Tijax  - Day of 
sacri fice 

Kauok  -Guardian 
of the World 

Hunahpu-A God 

I mux -The World2   nomoc-sword 

tkikin - bird  Tzikin-bird Tzikin - bird 

ahmak- sinner  Ajmak -sinner Achmak-sinner 

Noh-temperature Noj- idea Noch-living 
and idea 

tihac-flint &  Tijax-devils Tijax-ti.jax 
obsidian knife       flesh draw out 

kaok-rain      Kauok-2 meals Cauac-eater 

hunahpu- a blow Hunajpu- Junajpu 
jun shooter    branches of 

flowers 

Imox-crazy 

1 'Q - air 

Akbal -night 

Katch - net 

Kan - snake 

Kamel - death 

IK - spirit 

agbal-house 

k'at -lizard 

kan- snake 

kame- death 

I'q - anger 

akabal-dark- 
ness 

"Kat -net 

Kan-walking 

Kamel-death 

Imox-advancer 

Irsk-shaman 

Akabal-noct- 
urnal 

Kat-rte¡t 

Kan-walker 

Kame - death 

(contd. from page 10) 
Yearbearer ceremonies began at Huyl at sun-down the day before. 

2 See prayer at end of article. 
3 "El veinte dias es el Rey". 

"7 Date repeatedly checked with informants and by being present for 
opening of year March 11, 1940, and many calendar celebrations through- 

„ out a year. 
' "a-iao n-ante—oX—t-he—earfh. 
* Sources Ximenez and Brasseur de Bourbourg in J. Milla op. cit. p.LXII 
and V.H. Spina in A Villacorta -Manuscrito de Chichicastenango (Popol 
Buj). 

2 Recorded by myself in Chiquimula on October 24, 1940. Informant the 
Intendente Don Abel de L. and assembled Indian cofrades. 

3 Lothrop, S.K.- op. cit. The same 4 Yearbearers. exist here in weakened 
form - See p.   Notes 



IX1L 
Yearbearer 
for 1942-'43 TCHE &- horse 2 

(Tje)    deer 

Kani 1 - corn 

Tcho - payed 

Tchii -dog 

Batz - monkey 

- 12 - 

OLD gUICHE 

KEH - deer 

CHIQUIMULA 

•wfule,]-horse, 
deer 

kanel - rabbit K'anil-ripe 

toh-rain storm Toj -pay 

tzi   -  dog Tzi-dog 

bats - monkey  Batz -thread, 
monkey 
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MOMOSTENANGO 

Quiej-horse 

Kan i1-ripe 

Toh 

Tzie- dog 

íats - thread, 
Monkey 

From the comparison, it is readily seen that the Ixil Yearbearers 

are identical with Old quiche and with modern wuiche from Santa fiarla 

Chicuimula and Mornostenango* as are many of the day names and meanings. As 

mentioned before there are no other calendars in the literature and in 

existencejexcept those from the so-called xuiche speaking peoples .which 

have these particular days as Yearbearers. 

The following are the favorable and unfavorable influences of the 

Ixil days in controlling man's destiny as learned and handed down by 

professional calendar priest, and av used by brujos in divination and for 

harmful practices to others. All the days are deities, but the main L0rds 

are the 4 Yearbearers and especially the Alcalde Mayor del Mundo or Main 

Yearbearer or opening day of a current year. The influences of the days 

go in pairs, with each pair having the same influence, whether good or bad. 

E - Alcalde Mayor for 1939 - '40. The Main Yearbearer for the year. 

A day of justice and of prayer. Favorable. (Preceeding day Batz has same 

influence). 

Aj - A day for asking God to favor children. In Chel, observances to 

protect weapons and guns, by sending up rockets. A day protective to animals 

in general. 

I'x - a day of the mountain, of sheep. Lord of the goat. A day for 

the increase of animals. Favorable. 
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Tzikin - A day favoring chickens, and for praying for money and other 

benefits. Favorable. 

A'mak - A day favorable for cornfields, for the "milpa blanca". 

NOJ - Alcalde del Mundo or Yearbearer. Day of prayer for little domestic 

animals. 

Tijax - A day favorable for pigs and cows. The Day of the Pastor 

Caporal Vaquero . A day for sacrificing animals. 

Kauok - Guardian of the World^. A day to pay for all injuries done 

by animals. Favorable. 

Hunahpu - The name of a God. A Saint's day, and a day of the Holy 

Virgin. A day for burning candles. 

Imux.- A name of the earth. The World. A day to pray for the house 

and the family, that the World will not punish them. Favorable. 

1'q - Alcalde del Mundo or Yearbearer. Lord of the air. Day of the 

wind. Favorable for sowing corn. 

Akba1 - A bad day. A day for doing harm to others. The day of witches 

or brujos. 

Katch - A bad day. A day for doing harm to others, and to pray for 

harm to others. 

Kan. A good day, favorable for asking for material profit. 

Kamel - A favorable day for the "mllpa amar i lia". 

TCHS - Alcalde del Mundo - or Yearbearer. Very favorable. 

Kani1 - Day of the holy milpa, favorable for all other seeds and 

planting. 

Tcho. - A day for calling down evils and troubles on others, used 

especially by witches. When there are sins and faults^this is the day of 

payment and reckoning for them. 

A deity mentioned in most prayers. Possibly a name for Christ, 
2 See p.?3 for note on the World as 3od, and a World conception. 
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Tchii - a bad day enjoyed by witches. 

Batz - A day of celebration. Very favorable for increase In all things. 

(Influence goes with E.) 

Three days are addressed by other names as well. Imux is called ikabal, 

TIjax is called kivitz meaning sun on the mountain, and Hunahpu is called 

'kitish, the God of the Sun or Day. 

The 20 day names keep repeating in conjuctipn with the 13 repeating 

numbers, hence it takes exactly 13 x 20 or 260 days for any day name to 

recur with the same number. The tzolkin or 260 day celebration differs at 

Nebaj and Chajul from those of Momostenango and Santa Maria Chiquimula. 

In Momostenango* the chief celebration is made every 260 days when 8 Bats 

recurs, and in Santa Maria Chiquimula 8 Bats is observed but not so strongly 

as 8 Quiej v/hich is the main calendar celebration for this town.2 In Nebaj 

one or two calendar professionals celebrate 3 Bats having learned the custom 

in Momostenango^ but this isa borrowed cultural feature and not in the 

main Ixil calendar pattern. In Nebaj4 and in Santa Maria Chiquimula^ each 

calendar professional has his ov/n special day which he celebrates on its 

recurrence every 260 days. In Chiquimula this day is determined by divin- 

ation witu the sacred red pito beans  and v/hen 1 visited  this town, a 

divinator worked out my own special day in this manner and arrived at 

the day 8 Kamel, which, he said, would be my day for the rest of my life 

and should be celebrated every time it recurred. In Nebaj an individual's 

Lothrop - op. cit. & Goubaud -Quaxaquip Bats. The latter has errors 
in his calculations for the return of 8 Bats in his Gregorian dates. 
For instance: Dec. 2, 1938 to Aug. 18, 1939 Is only 259 days, as is 
the period from May 4, 1940 to Jan.18, 1941. 8 Bats falls on Jan.19 
1941 not Jan. 18. 

^ Information from Don Abel de L., Intendente of Santa María de Chiqui- 
3 mula, while I was there on Oct. 24, 1940. 

Information from Nicolas B. and Vicente C. of Nebaj. 
4 Diego C. and Nicolas B. of Nebaj. 
5 Divinator in Chiquimula on edge of church wall. Oct. 24, 1940. 
6—-STs-c—p-r a-frea-d. 
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special day is determined  either by divination or dreams, or by taking the 

person's birthday when this is known. 

In Nebaj and Chajul 260 days after a new Yearbearer opens the year, 

there is celebrated the recurrence of this Yearbearer with the same number. 

The latter happens only once in every year. Every year, 260 days after the 

opening of the year at the same date in the uregorian calendar i(with the 

exception of leap years when it slips back a day) occurs the tzolkin celeb- 

ration. 

For instance: 

In 1939 5 E which opened the year on March 12 recurred Nov.27 

2 In 1940 6 Noj opened the year March 11 and recurred Nov. 26.' 

In 1941 7 l'q will open the year March 11 and return Nov. 26. 

In 1942 8 Tche will open the year March 11 and return Nov. 26. 

The Ixil speaking people also celebrate the Yearbearer days E, Noj, 

l'q, and Tche which are regarded a: deities or Day-Lords. These days return 

every five days in this order, but they celebrate especially the 20 day 

recurrence of the Alcalde Mayor or Main Yearbearer which opened the year. 

Because of the 5 day end of year period and the change of the Main Yearbearer 

every year, the tzolkin starts^ every year five days further on in the 

native count. 

Ixil day names and numbers keep repeating in regular order throughout 

the whole solar year, and the measure of the beginning and ending of a year 

is the entry of a new Yearbearer after the 5 day supernumerary end of year 

period. The year strictly speaking ends with the 360 day period which among 

the Old Mayas originally represented the end of 18 uinals or months of 20 

days each. With the Ixil after the 360 days come 5 supernumerary days called 

O'ki (0, abbrev. of Owal (5) and ki. (day)) which correspond exactly to the 

1 JAterS" at Chel, aldea of Chajul Nov. 27, 1939 ami witnessed some of the 
Yearbearer ceremony on this occasion. See P, 

^ ... 2jia-rat the sacred all-lxil shrine of Huyl near Chajul for the Year- 
-'I "'""  /bearer ceremony of Nov. 26, iQan.wnii uvz¡  or v»*»^^ qy i»n^ .^H^»^ 

1      tho ceremony i4i-inuUon and lUlür» 
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old Maya uayeb.* During these days the 13 number and 20 day counts keep 

going without a break. 

It is the adding of these five days to the 360 day period that changes 

the Main Yearbearer every year, The Main Yearbearer occurs, therefore, at 

the opening of the year, every 20 days throughout the year (i.e. at the 

beginning of each uina1 when these exist), 260 days after the opening of 

the year with the same number, and at the beginning of the 5 day O'ki 

period. Each year would begin with the same day name if it were not for the 

addition of the 5 day O'ki which brings up the next successive Yearbearer 

5 days in advance in the 20 day name sequence. Hence, with these extra 5 

days it is mathematically impossible for any but one of the four reguiarly 

ordered Yearbearere to begin a year,'or for a year not to begin with a 

Yearbearer 5 days in advance of the preceeding one. 

The O'ki 5 day end of year period is regarded as being very unlucky and 

dangerous by the Ixil speaking people. During this period everyone fasts and 

nothing is eaten save a little meat with pulik, a chile sauce on a very small 

piece of tortilla. No greens, frijoles, or vegetables are eaten. One inform- 

2 
ant, an old brujo, told me that sacrifices of chickens, turkeys, and bulls, 

were made during these days at the mountain crosses. Another said that 

incense was burned at all the crosses and marimbas were ceremonially carried 

to the mountains, and the chirimia^was played. Oonfessions of sin are made 

within the family, and it is believed that children born at this time will 

grow up impotent and sterile, and boys will grow to be like women, 

Diego C. was very reticent about discussing the unlucky 5 day end of 

1 Spinden, H.J. Ancient Civilizations of Mexico and Central America.p.115. — r-- 7    — - -      —         

*• Tomas M. at San Francisco. He himself used tljre word brujo. 
-3-A-wooden pipe played on many ceremonial occasions. 
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year period or O'ki which was current at the time of our conversations 

from March 6 through 10, 1940. He did admit that children born during 

these days v/ould be born without molars and would, grow up impotent. He 

also admitted that ¡'sacri ficer-i »£ .anima l;p were made as an offering to God, 

of the best that they had, and occurred among other days, on the day 

ti.lax, which fits the meaning of this day in Old Quiche and modern Momost- 

enango calendars, where in the former it meant an obsidian knife, and in 

the latter "to draw out flesh". 

While in Nebaj during the 5 day end of year period, I noticed that 

the town was completely dead. Absolutely no work or any activities were 

in evidence among the Indians, and in the houses 1 visited nobody was 

eating. There was a general atmosphere of anxiety and stagnation. 

While visiting a well-known calendar priest of Nebaj at his rancho 

at Vikucham in the aldea of Xonca about 4 hour's ride up in the mountains, 

I went with him to visit the sacred cave of Coxtum Campanil. Within the 

cave was an altar made of natural limestone formation draped with the 

sacred plants of ek  and alamek . I offered candles and pom incense while 

Diego prayed and made offerings in my name. His prayer in the mainy was 

similar to ones we had previously written down, and included the General 

Confession, the Christian doctrina, the Mountains, the Day-Lords, Saints, 

Angels, prayer for all members of his family by name, and the teachers who 

had taught him how to pray. Afterwards we climbed from the cave to the top 

of the hill of the same name, and sat down by the cross. Diego recited in 

Spanish the story of the origin of the tachbal amak or month names of the 

native calendar, which had been told to us the day before in native language 

by Nicolas B., an old calendar priest who was reputed to be a hunflred 

Another example of the widespread association of teeth with sexual 
potency. See J.S. Lincoln - The Dream in Primitive Cultures p. /3o 

2 See p. (( 
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years old. The story is a natve, Christianized, fantasy rationalization of 

the origin of the centuriesLold uinals, and goes as follows: 

1, When the world began, a man went to Sacapulas to buy his salt and 
there was stationed at the cross of Vilajam^a gentleman. A ladino gentleman 
was stationed there and he asked the traveller where he was going, and the 
latter answered that he was going to get his salt at Sacapulas. "Good^l^ 
said the ladino, "Please do me the favor of taking this little paper and' 
leaving it on the hands of the cross of Xabap^ The man left to leave the 
paper there. The ladino asked if he v/ould return the same day, and the man 
said,"Yes", that he would return today, and he went to take the little 
paper but he was held up in Sacapulas and there he remained. The following 
day when he went to leave the paper at the cross of Xabap, the paper had 
turned green. When the ladino gave it to him it was white. 

The ladino gentleman was always stationed at Vila jam, and he said to 
the man when he got there, "Why didn't you come yesterday?" The man 
answered, "I was suddenly held up in the evening and my paper, here it is. 
Now it has turned green'^'."! 

The ladino said to the man from Nebaj that he was very grateful to 
him for returning the paper. "1 shall give you some advice. All the people 
of the town are ignorant of the times for sowing and harvesting. You must 
teech them the names of the times of the year(Tachbal amak) in order that 
they v/i 11 not forget them. They are written on the green paper. 

For ever afterward the man never failed in his times for sowing and 
harvesting. 

The ladino may have been an angel or maybe Jesus Christ. 
The people of the town were astounded that the man never lacked corn 

at any time. They went to verify the situation with the priest, and the 
priest sent for the man because he never lacked food. He told the priest 
what had happened at Vilajam. The priest sent a copy of what had happened 
to the Bishop. 

Everyone in the town began to study the tachbal amak or times of the 
year. 

With regard to the Tachbal amak it is interesting that after consulting 

a great many calendar priests in Nebaj, Chajul and the aldeas of both, that 

only three of them knew that the months should contain only twenty days. 

D.B.,the ladinoized principal of Nebaj who gave me the first list of 12 

month names oif 30 days each, which he had collected from a calendar priest, 

said that these were sufficient and fitted in perfectly with the annual 

agricultural round regardless of whether there were formerly 1G month 

names or not. The additional two month names mentioned above which if used 

would bring the total number of uinals for Nebaj up to 14, he admitted 

1 All Indians .of  Nebaj get their salt from the hereditary salt works 
of Sacapulas. 

2 Vilajam is the shrine on the highest point of the divide on the road 
to Sacapulas. 
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were old month names, but he considered them entirely superfluous. In 

other words, in Nebaj at least, where among a few calendar priests, there 

exirts a definite order in the year for 12 month names, these have been 

"frozen" into the Gregorian calendar1 and no longer have any relation to 

the 20 day recurrence of the Main Yearbearer or to the 20 day count or 

other rounds of the native year. All the rest of the native calendar has 

not been so frozen and follows its unchanging day and number count with 

annual change of Yearbearers, without relation to the Gregorian calendar. 

Of special interest is the fact that the day names and Yearbearers 

are Old Quiche whereas the month names2 with one exception3 are not. It 

might be that the non-relationship of the two counts is explained, not 

only by the attempt to adjust the months bo the Christian year, but also 

%s having been derived from different peoples. Many of the month names are 

the same or similar to Old Maya, arid may have come from the Chol-Lacandones 

who formerly adjoined the Ixil speaking territory and into which the Ixiles 

moved after the conquest. 

A query which m^y have bearing on the correlation problem is here 

thrown out. If in three widely scattered regions of distinct cultural 

features with little contact between them, the native calendar has been 

kept with the same opening day of the tKKtive year, which correlates in 

each of the three instances with the same Gregorian day, may this not have 

significance for the whole problem of Maya and Gregorian correlations? The 

native New Year occurred on March 12, 1939 with the entry of the Yearbearer 

5 E in Nebaj and Chajul, (Ixil) and in Santa Maria Chiquimula^ (Quiche), 

Thomspon, J.E. - A Mayan Calendar from the Alta Verapaz- Amer. Anthrop, 
Vol. 34, N° 3, 1932 - (i'.ionth names here are frozen into the Christian 

_ Year). 
* Listed on pf. 1- ? 
3 Tzikin'ki 
4"5«e -p-i—.—Wtyfce- 
^ See p. t\ 
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and the New Year occurred on this same day with Yearbearer ceremony (name 

of Yearbearer unknown to me) in San ¡Vague 1 Acatan in the remote Cuohumatanes 

mountains.* These three regions are linguistically and culturally separate 

and geographically far apart and communicate hardly at all. It does not, 

therefore, seem likely that with such accuracy in the independent keeping 

of the day counts and the New Year change of Yearbearers, that any change 

or slip in the opening day of the year can have taken place since pre- 

Columbian days, any more than there has been in the unbroken record of the 

2 20 day and 13 number counts , for 400 years. 

This situation could be true with regard to the opening date of the 

native year, even if the names and orders of the uinals have been largely 

lost. Although the order and number of Ixil uinaIs  are uncertain and no 

longer have any relation to the rest of the native calendar, this situation 

has no influence on tie annual change of Yearbearer and opening day of 

the year, or the 20 day recurrence of the I.Iain Yearbearer throughout the 

year. 

If the above is true, it v/ould be a simple matter to project any one 

of these calendars back to conquest and pre-conquest days, and establish 

an exaaT correlation between present day and ^id Maya Yearbearers and the 

opening of the native year at any time in the past, as based on present- 

day known dates in the Gregorian calendar. It would of course simplify 

matters, if the exact order in the year of at least two or three living 

uinals could be established as unchanged and their names correlated with 

Old Maya. 

The problem is a.l-stf complicated by the fact that in the three examples 

1 
Siegel  - Amer. Anthrop.  Vol.   43,  Jan,-March   1941.   p.   73. 

See  p. 5- />*/>/• 
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of living calendars just mentioned, in one of the regions (San Miguel 

Acatan) the Yearbearers may not be the same1 as in the other two, although 

in all three regions, the native year opens on the same Gregorian date. 

This is naturally a problem for the Maya correlation specialist, and 

one which 1 am in no way competent or trained to handle; nevertheless, on 

the basis of the new material presented in this article, I put forth these 

suggestions which may prove of use for further research. 

1 „ Cuchumatanes Yearbearers known to me are the Jacalteca Watan, K'anil, 
Ah, and Tcinax or ^huj Woton, Lambat, 3een, and Tcinac, both sets 
of which are one day after the Ixil and Quiche l'q, Tche, E, and Noj. 
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DIVINATION 

D.C., one of my main calendar priest informants was very upset by the 

attitude of the ladinos because they refuse to distinguish between a brujo, 

who does supernatural harm to others and a zahorin who is a priest of the 

old calendar days and a "Christian". Both of them perform divination with 

sacred red Xpi to beans, but from different motives. In Chajui, he saidy 

the Christian doctrina is not so often included in the prayers, which are 

mainly to Mountains, the Corn, the Sun, and the Day-Lords. 

All calendar priests are professionals. If a man does not know how to 

pray, he hires a professional to teach him, or he pays for one to pray for 

him in substitute. G.C^the leading partially ladinoized Principal of 

Nebaj is supposed to know more of native custom than anybody else, but he 

himself hardly ever prays at the mountain crosses. Because he is rich he 

hires four private calendar priests who observe all rites for him, and burn 

for him at least 100 pounds of pom incense a month. Each of his calendar 

priests are devoted to the cult of a Yearbearer,and on the appropriate 

days they go to the right mountain crosses, and perform all costumbre for 

him in substitute. They also go to Huyl and all the sacred shrines. Occasion- 

al women learn to pray, but generally they merely accompany their husbands 

to the crosses and offer candles. 

Before becoming a calendar priest a man has to have an urgent dream 

or series of dreams which determine his fate. He cannot ignore them under 

pain of death. 

Divinators are called in by Indians for advice on almost all aspects 

of life. Specifically I have divination information for the following 

occasions: in Nebaj: the birth of a child to establish his day and his 

nagual animal1; the times to plant and to harvest; the time to marry; when 

Nagual is used for spirit; for the animal double of a person; for 
the witch who has the power to metamorphose into his animal double. 
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to undertake journeys; and when there is an illness, a divinator is called 

in to pray and through pi to divination, to find a favorable day for confes- 

sion in the family.1 

All witchcraft is also tied up with the calendar. Certain days are 

especially favorable for those who want to harm others by supernatural 

means. On days numbered 9 and 13fthose who know how and want to harm another, 

lie face down in a hammock and let their spirits (espíritu or nagual)out. 

These can go into another person's body and take possession of him. To get 

rid of the possession, the person must burn candles at his house altar and 

undergo a novena for nine nights. To catch a wandering nagual a lighted 

candle must be placed in a jar and the mouth must be sealed with wax. 

Prayers must be read from the Catholic breviary, and a prayer said to 

Angel Pusnawal (The World) . When the nagual enters the house tha wax is 

taken off the mouth of the jar, the nagual enters it and is sealed up. Some 

people know what animal form their nagual takes, but not all. 

1 Nov/adays there is little intra-fami ly confession, but formerly this 
took place on every Main Yearbearer day. (V.C. and D.C.) 

& It is often asked if Indians have a real world conception. In 
prayers of Nebaj and Chajul.the World (Mundo) is one of the principle* 
deities addressed. In Nebaj the Spanish word Mundo is rtTse"d"mb>i-i.ly,¿.,!;,:.liv 
and in Chajul they use more the native word Pusnawal, but they also" *;<s*; 
use Mundo. In both towns the word for earth is chaya. Nicolas B.     / 
calendar priest of Nebaj says that Angel Pusnawal is the World.'^'The 
World is what carries us all. It floats in water or is set in rock. 
God created it. It Is God. How it was formed nobody knows." According 
to Nicolas the World is a man. 

The above is a definit 
be said, although in a mo 
I listened at a cross out 
village of San Andres Xec 

"When I saw an old Indi 
a cross surrounded with b 
for me and sat down and 1 
was in Spanish and 1 was 
addressing the 7 days of 
name, and the 20 days of 

e conception of the world and the same can 
re localized form, of a long prayer to which 
side the faU/lf^Q Pf the Quiche''-speaking 
ul near Momostsnango on January 11, 1941. 
an priest or tchuchq'ajau start to pray at 
roken pots, I asked him to offer a candle 
istened to the prayer. Almost half of it 
able to understand much of it. Besides 
our week and the 12 months of our year by 
the native calendar and the 4 Yearbearers 
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(a.lawap) he mentioned by name a long list of .<uiche--speaking towns 
of Guatemala which included Momostenango, San Francisco El Alto, 
Totonicapan, Naguaia, Santa Maria Chiquimula, Santo Tomas Chichicas- 
tenango; and non-Quiché-speaking towns such as Solóla and Santiago 
Atitlan, and many others whose names I did not know. The countries 
oi Chiapas, Honduras and Salvador were also mentioned. He repeatedly 
addressed the Mundo and all that it contained including mines of 
salt and silver. The whole prayer seeméito be an itemized list of 
all that his local world contained which extended nevertheless way.i'a. 
beyond the boundaries of his municipio, and it certainly could be ' 
placed in the category of a world conception. 
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CHURCH, COFRADÍAS, NATIVE RELIGION. 

There is one priest for the Ixil region, the Zona Reina, and Sacapulas, 

a pure Spaniard who has had his headquarters at Nebaj for the last two years. 

He is an ardent, sincere, orthodox, well educated Catholic whose aim is to 

spread the Christian religion according to his lights and to do away with 

Indian pagan custom as quickly as possible. Before being able to do this, 

he believes in the importance of studying Indian language and costumbre in 

order to get his message across and make the Indians mend their erroneous 

ways.At present he rants and scolds them, tells them how sinful it is to 

worship mountains, sun, corn or hidden beans, gives them sermons not only 

about the necessity of performing the rites and>duties of church attendance, 

but concerning high theological problems and explanations. After-all is 

said and done, the Indians go to baptism and to mass, say responses and 

pray in the church to their own as well as to Christian Gods, observe a 

few outward forms of the Christian faith, believe in Saints, Angels, pilgrim- 

mages, and go their own way with regard to beliefs without in the least 

understanding or caring what is said by the priest. In the village of Chel, 

the reaction of the first Regidor to the annual visit of the priest was, 

nes bueno que el Padre haya venido aquí para hacer su costumbre" (It is 

good that the priest has come here to perform his own religious rites). 

In the last year a protestant evangelical chapel was opened in Nebaj 

with an American evangelist in charge. He travelled to every town and rural 

district in the region and so far has about 10 converts,most of whom are 

ladinos. The Indians regard him as of the devil and not of the true faith. 

They consider themselves as pure Orthodox Christians. One special reason 

that they dislike the evangelists is because they say it is wrong to drink 

or smoke, and try to prevent them from worshipping the Saints, saying that 

Jesus Christ is the only one to believe in, according to Luis S. 
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The priest strongly believes that the evangelists have an ulterior 

motive other than just spreading their doctrine, and are agents for American 

commercial enterprises, which of course is not the true situation. 

The Ixil region was initially converted in part in the loth^ century 

shortly after the conquest. Las Casas founded the church of Sacapulas just 

below the Ixil region, and the Dominican fathers were sent all through the 

region as missionaries. They amalgamated many groups of scattered rural dist- 

ricts and formed the present towns of Nebaj, Chajul, and Cotzal on their 

old town sitesiand later large and impressive churches were built in each 

town. The earliest parish register in the district now in existence is 

dated 1676. There must have been a long period when the priests did not 

visit the region or when their influence was slight^because Father Valdivia 

wrote on the covers of the oldest Chajul register in the middle  19th/ 

century: 

"Que aguanten los misioneros apostólicos en estas poblaciones, que 

después de trescientos años de evangelizadas se hallan en peor estado que 

en el primer siglo marchando atrás hasta la antigua barbarie mezclada de 
y 

los vicios e irreligión de otras castas". 

The church building and convent of NebajvrebuiIt in 1850 and added to 

10 years ago, at the present time belong to the municipio. The priest's 

main assistants are the fi seal who is his chief manager and mozo, and has 

charge of all the Padre's errands and the business of the church, and 6 

sacristans who are more or less permanent. All of these are voluntary 

employees of the municipio who receive no pay. The fiscal gets payed and 

tipped by the priest for personal services to himself. None of these are 

mayordomos of the cofradías. 

The cofradías are brotherhoods and sisterhoods, each one y£  in charge 

/, 
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of the image of some particular saint. The saint is kept at the cofradía 

clubhouse and brought to the church on that particular saint,'s day in the 

Roman Catholic calendar by the Mayordomos or members of the cofradía. After 

mass in the church on the day of fiesta, the saint is carried in procession 

back to the Cofradía house, accompanied by drum and chirimía, -a—me-s-t-plaint- 

ive wooden flute or horn^and the sending up of rockets. The Mayordomos 

of whom there are 10 for each cofradía, ranking in order from first to 

10th, have charge of all fiesta ceremonies and buy candles, rockets, incense 

and aguardiente for the processions and celebrations at the clubhouse. 

Mayordomos are elected by the members and change a few at a time every 

year. Each one is in office for a year only. Since there are 12 cofradías 

there are 120 Mayordomos, some of whom are women. 

Besides their religious and ceremonial functions the Mayordomos are 

called on to perform work on the highways and to act as mozos for the 

municipio. The cofradías only superficially resemble the purely catholic 

brotherhoods of the same name which are found in Seville and other parts 

of Spain. Throughout Guatemala they have many of the features of the prim- 

itive men's house, the clubhouse serving as a festive and recreational 

ceremonial centre for the men. At fiestas, MXKKKX and at planting and 

harvesting^dances with marimba are held in the clubhouse where the men 

dance with each other all night in a highly advanced state of drunkenness. 

All cofrades or members of the cofradías are Indians chosen from principal 

families with the exception of the single Cofradía de la Concepción, which 

is all ladino. 

Five of the twelve cofradías have women's branches with their own 

club houses and Mayordomos. These women are called cumale or comadre and 

all are wives of Mayordomos. 
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During a Saint's day after celebration of mass, the Saint is carried 

ceremonially in procession back to the Cofradía house. In the evening there 

is a big fiesta. The house is decorated with colored paper streamers, and 

bananas hung in strings. The Saint, gaudily dressed, is set up in a highly 

decorated shrine with many burning candles, and solo dances are performed 

in front of it, the dancer being literally "stewed to the gills". A 

marimba plays inside and the men all dance together in one room. The women 

remain in another room tending fires and preparing food. Crowds assemble 

in the grounds of the clubhouse consisting of guests and onlookers. Usually 

there is a celebration for only one night, but the highest ranking Cofradía, 

that of Santa Maria Virgen, with a women's branch, celebrates every night 

for two weeks before the big fiesta of August 15 which 1 witnessed. 

The Cofradía de la Cruz which has a woman's branch with its own club 

house ranks equally with the Cofradía de Santa Maria Virgen. The Mayordomos 

of both give the rules and tone for all the others. During the August 15 

fiesta, 1 saw the women's branch of the Santa Maria Virgen Cofradía dres- 

sed in gorgeous ceremonial red and figured huipiles, in procession with 

marimba, drinking aguardiente ceremonially in the street, while handing 

the ceremonial bunches of rockets wrapped in figured hand-woven cloths 

which they were carrying, to the men to be sent up to the Virgin. Most of 

these women were howling drunk and some were Boiling in the street. 

During the fiesta of August 15 the Baile de la Conquista and the 

Baile de los Toritos is given. The dancers/drawn from the populace at large 

and not from the Cofradias, dress in the usual Guatemalan costume of the 

Conquistadores with golden wigs and caricature masks of Alvarado and Cortez. 

Others vi#re bull masks. They dance on and off, day and nightfall over the 

town accompanied by a small processional marimba and at night with ocote 
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torches. To protect the costumes which are rented from one of the big 

Indian costume houses at Totonicapan.they generally dance with umbrellas 

over their heads. The dance is an endless repetition of a kind of morris 

dance step, time being kept with jourd rattles which each dancer carries. 

Every day the costumes are taken up to a cross  in the mountain, incense 

is burned and prayers said over them, and all the dancers take a temascal 

ceremonial and hygienic sweat bath. 

The fiesta of Santa Maria Virgen begins on August 12 and culminates 

on the 15th. Gorgeous color marks the scene ofi the final day. Women from 

Cotzal and Chajul in their brilliant red and colored huípiles, Indians from 

Santa Maria Chiquimula in their long trailing blue striped skirts with 

black silk headdress and gold necklaces (really Czechoslovakian glass) and 

crvtttis of men and women from the monte make a brilliant and animated scene 

on the plaza and at the market. At night there are many marimbas and parties 

at the ^'ofradia houses, and a large public ball in a tent, at both of 

which only Indian men dance together. Occasionally wives or other women 

stand around to drag their men home in case they become so drunk that they 

cannot stand up. Large numbers of drunks are in evidence, including women 

and children, and many are rolling in the street roaring and yelling. 

Hovering over all like z"OT>Hotres- or vultures are the ladinos, some of them 

drunk, but most coining money aJtd  selling drinks, rockets, candles, and 

incense to the Indians. Others)including the old style habili tador (one 

who rounds up labor for a finca) are advancing them money and drinks to get 

them into debt and waiting for the end of the fiesta when their money is 

all gone and they can ensnare them to distant fincas on the coast for work, 

although such activity is no longer allowed by law. The pId custom prior to 

the law cancelling the Indian debt was to get them in /debt and keep them 

there by new advances thus virtually forcing them into slavery. At present 
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only a small sum of money can be advanced to them and they cannot be forced 

to pay it back or to work if they do not want to. Many of them, however, will 

go to work on the fincas voluntarily in order to earn some cash, but prob- 

ably would not do so if they hadn't first spent all their money at the 

fiesta. 

In the church on the afternoon of this same fiesta day was a remarkable 

scene. Sacristans carrying beautifully wrought colonial silver crosses on 

staffs wrapped in red huípiles were tottering about the church dead drunk. 

Drunken Indians were praying out loud and falling about on the altar steps. 

In the front half of the church toward the altar were lined up all the images 

of the Saints dressed up in garish silk dresses and jeweIsjcarried into the 

church by their respective Cofradía guardians. All the Gofradia women in 

magnificent ceremonial attire knelt in rows and were praying holding hundreds 

of lighted candles. In the other half of the church a marimba was playing 

while the conquistadores and toritos danced, most of them thoroughly drunk. 

One of them was so intoxicated that he was taken out by a tottering sacristan 

who reprimanded him for being drunk in the church. The whole scene was an 

astounding cultural hodgepodge showing a condensed history of Guatemala in 

a flash. The combination of Roman Catholic setting, pagan worship since they 

pray to their own native Gods as wel 1-,—-festive gaiety, drunkenness, a satire 

of the conquest by the dancers, and an expression of indestructible Indian 

religiosity/ in the ardent prayecs of the worshipers, was something to 

be remembered*especially impressed on the mind by the astounding beauty of 

color in the gorgeous red costumes. 

In the morning the church was equally crowded and at all times not a 

ladino was present. Mass baptisms of babies went on practically all day^and 

when I entered the church,the women rushed up to me in droves bringing me 

their children to bless. I had a hard time dissuading them that I was not 

a priest. 
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NEBAJ (Parish Register) (if?***/***» ) 

8thv Book - 1835-1856 

"The first Baptism Book appearing in this Archive, which belongs to 
this church, begins on the year 1760. The previous ones are missing." 

275 

Baltazar Baldivia 

Costumbre for Holy Thursday 

From the means1 col lee 
give 10 pesos to the priest 
Ires (?), mayordomos, prose 
at the convent, 12 dishes f 
Quezaltenango and Totonicap 
and the rest he spends in ( 
bringing new corn and beans 
of the Choir Master, the co 
on Holy Thursday; now they 
by the village to buy. food. 

etéd in the village for wax and expenses, they 
to buy the food for the apostles, justicias, 

cutor, singers, sexton, etc., which is cooked 
or each one, and the priest pays mozos to go to 
an to buy i arroba^ of fish, rice, chickpeas 
buying) dulcet, bread, pacayas, lard, etc., 
* According to the quadrant (?) in possession 
fradias must give a contribution of 10 pesos 
deny it and say that this 10 pesos are given 

For tlpre Holy Week celebrations all contributions amount to 24 pesos. 

No alms are given for the adoration of the cross on Holy Friday. 

12 Cofradías 

Rosario winah 
Rosario ixo 
Santa Cruz winah 
Santa Cruz ixo 
Concepción winah 
Concepción ixo 
Ntra. Sra. de Guadalupe 
Jesus de la caída 
San Pedro Martyr 
San Sebastian Martyr 
San Antonio de Padua 
Retablo Todos Santos 

Each one has its own book and is divided into two groups to facilitate 
the management and payment by the principales. 

In every year's accounts 4 reales are entered, which are paid by the 
mayordomos leaving office and 4 reales paid by the ones taking office, as 
in Cotzal and Chaul. 

1 money. 
25 pounds. 

0  candy. Also it may be rapadura or panela (molasses) which the Indians 
use to sweeten drinks. 
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Multiplying by 20 the mean figure (average) of the christenings 
performed during a period of five years, which is the lowest figure used 
by the statisticians to calculate the population of the countries when the 
increase is counteracted by several obstacles preventing longevity, such 
as are in those mountains the inclemency of the climate, the epidemic 
diseases, the lack of medicines, the abandonment of many families exposed 
to the dampness of the forests; all of which brings as a result the fol- 
lowing number of souls: 

Useful young and adult persons 

Nebah - 3,220 
Cotzal - 1,620 
Chaul   - 1,830 

800 
370 
500 

Total souls'  - 6,700 
Working men - 1670 

Remains of ancient churches(found) in these territories. 

In Zalquil 5 leagues, in Magdalena 6 leagues, in Acul 1 league, in 
Ancana 2 leagues, in Chichel 4 leagues from Cotzal, in I lorn at three 
days on the rod from Chaul, in the hot country, where once lived the old 
tribe wMch emigrated in two groups: one which came to Chaul and brought 
the Saviour's altar; the other one which went to Santa Eulalia and 
took along the hells. 

I lorn is situated in a straight line with and nearer to Nebaj; some 12 
leagues if the roads were strighter (L.D.M.G. aff.). Natives from Nebaj go 
as far as the 1 lorn hills to plant corn and they praise highly the rough- 
ness and distance (of the site). 

At Cotzal and Chaul the Patron Saints John the Baptist and the Saint 
Kings have their respective cofradías, but at this <?nd the Patron Mary 
S.S. (N.S.? Our Lady) of the Assumption has no cofradía and only the 
Mayordomo of the Men's Rosary (religious association) carries the Patron's 
silver bar and does not pay anything at the Ti tuiar to increase the 
show (?). 

The natives call their village "Naba". The barrio of Zalquil is formed 
by the remains of the old people, and the 2nd. alcalde always comes from 
this barrio op-from the other small village of Xolacul. 

1&53 

[ C i .vuiy' Baltasar Bal di vi a 

Copied by J. Steward Lincoln, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 

October 30, 1940 

In the church archives is a 1702 edition of Nuñez de la Vega - 
Historia dé Chiapas. 
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To return to the Cofradías, their names and dates of celebrations 

have not changed since 1730 according to a list given in an old Nebaj 

parish register and are as follows: 

Dec. 12 Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe with men's and women's branches. 

Jan. 20 San Sebastian 

Apr. 29 San Pedro Martyr 

May 3   De la Cruz - men 
De la Cruz - women 

June 13  San Antonio de Padua 

Aug. 15 Santa Maria Virgen - men 

Sept. 8 Natividad - Same men and organization as Santa Maria Virgen 

Oct. 1  Del Ros*ario - men 
Del Rosario - women 

Nov. 1   Santiago or Retablo Todos Santos - On all Saints Day, the 
fiesta de las animas y muertos. 

Dec. 8  Concepción - men 
Concepción - wc/men 

The ladinos have one cofradía of their own, that of the Concepción 

which celebrates on Dec. 8. Prior to this is an evening" novena (for nine 

nights) in the church with women singing. Their own image of the Virgin 

of the Immaculate Conception is carried all over town in the evenings for 

two nights accompanied by marimba and sending off rockets. Ihe first night 

it is carried by young men and on the second night it is carried to the 

ladinos' temporary Cofradía house which changes every year, by girls who 

have just had their first communion and are dressed in white. Indians accomp- 

any the second procession with drum and chirimía. At the door of the house 

a young man gfiveJ an awkward speech saying that at this time we should all 

put our minds on spiritual things. Afterwards a rather sedate modern dance 

t£#li*place in the house with men and women dancing together in one room 

and the Virgin beautifully enthroned in another. 

On the same day in the morning 1 saw the Indian procession carrying 
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their smaller and different image of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception 

back to their cofradía house. It was accompanied by sacristans burning 

incense, and drum and chirimia players. In the courtyard of the club house 

men and women knelt reverently to the image. There was much ceremonial 

greeting and drinking of aguardiente. Rockets were sent up. 

During Maundy Thursday in Holy Week the priest in the church washes and 

kisses the feet of 12 Indian Mayordomos of Cofradias who have attended mass 

every day for a year kneeling. First the tv/e lve representing the disciples 

warm their feet in front of a fire in the church. At night there is a 

torchlight procession around town with the image of the Christ carrying 

his cross. It stops at the seven stations of the cross. The torches are 

15 feet high, consisting of a bundle of pine (ocote) splinters tied to a 

long bamboo pole. 

On Good Friday a supposedly three hour service is held, but when I 

attended.the Padre talked for four hours until everyone dropped from 

exhaustion. The image of the Christ is nailed to the Cross in the church 

by Mayordomos dressed in white. Muffled wooden clapper bells are beaten 

from jLhnrsday to the hour of ijlory on Saturday when the regular bells peal 

out again. After the Good Friday service there is a procession to the 

(calvario which carries a coffin with the clothes of the crucified Christ 

and wreaths. Underneath the coffin are 12 little children representing the 

twelve disciples with flower crowns. In the evening another torch procession 

wanders around town with the image of the Virgin. She is supposed to be 

looking for her lost son. 

On Saturday Holy Office and Mass is performed, ending with the Hour 

of Glory when the bells peal out again. Drums and chirimias are rlayed, 

and rockets are sent up. The priest is supposed to come out at this moment 

and bless the comunity and to turn the fountain  into Holy Water. Crowds 
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of women had been waiting with their jars for several hours, but he refused 

to come out and uphold an old custom. The second year that 1 was there, 

however, he did so. In the afternoon was another procession to the Calvario 

with the Virgin and all the Saints. 

On Easter Sunday morning at 4 A.M. two processions start out, one from 

the church with the Virgin,and one from the Calvario with the risen Christ. 

They meet and there is great rejoicing with drums, chirimía, marimbas, and 

rockets. Processions with all the Saints come in from other streets and 

join the culminating ceremony of Holy Week. 

All curing Easter Sunday there are many parties with marimbas and 

guitars at the Cofradía houses and much dancing and drinking of aguardiente. 

Throughout the whole of Holy Week practically no ladinos tadfíe part in any 

of the ceremonies except to attend mass on 3ood Friday. All ceremonies in 

the church, in the Calvario, in the cofradía houses, and in the processions 

*$re conducted entirely by Indians under the direction of the Mayordomos 

ofl the cofradiasC and during the entire week even at the most sacred timesi 

there was much consuming of aguardiente, to such an extent that the sacrist- 

ans in the procession could hardly walk in a straight line. 

Throughout the year each cofradía in honor of the saint in its charge* 

must give a party with lots of tamales and aguardiente. 

Mayordomos are chosen from the top families. 

In the season before sowing the corn.only men dance together at 

cofradía parties^ at other times men and women may dance together if they ch 

choose. 

Indian cofradía houses change every year, because the principales 

like to have them in their houses in order to be able to sell liquor. Diego 

B who now has the only ladino cofradía in his house^used to get Indian ones 

for this purpose. 
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The Indians are past masters at 'conforming outwardly to the church 

ceremonies. All try to have their children baptized. A government birth 

certificate or boleta is first required. Baptism is merely the official 

entrance to the community at large,' it is the acceptance of the temporal 

power of the church (see Bunzel). At mass and responses only Indians are 

present.with women predominating, and occasionally a ladino or two. Com- 

munion, confirmation, marriage, burial, and all other sacrements of the 

church are completely ignored. During Saint's days pertaining to the 

Cofradias, all go to mass paid by the Cofradias. The Indians pay about $10 

a month to the priest for masses. The only mass largely attended by ladinos 

is on the day of the Concepción on Dec. 8. Although a large number turned 

up they only paid $   1.00 between all of them. 

In the outlying all Indian districts,the situation is different. Former- 

ly there was a church at I lorn but for some reason several centuries ago it 

was abandoned and the bells and other parts were transferred to other 

villages. (See p.    ) On an 11 day tour with the priest, who incidentally 

is very lenient about the price of baptism and mass, and often will accept 

the Indian's price which is below the official price, there was difficulty 

in raising money for mass, three dollars at Che 1, and $ 4.50 at 1 lorn. Only 

a few of the population attended and mostly women. The priest would baptize 

free only if the child was ill or in danger of dying. He says he is not 

permitted to do so by the church. 

The Padre was furious because his Indian assistants wouldn't tell him 

what prayers are said at the church door outside. Are they pagan or Christian? 

Although they claim that they are pure Christians and have a loathing for 

evangelistSjI believe that this is only partly sincere. In part it is a 

pose to fool the Padre about their native beliefs and practices. They 

accept outward Roman Catholic Christian form and faith as far as they 
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understand them , but 1 believe that they regard them mainly as an extension 

of their own native religion which centers around Dios Mundo, the Day Lords 

of their Sacred Calendar (See Ch. on Calendar), "Los Reyes", the corn as 

deity, the sacred mountains, the Sun, the Animas or souls of the dead and 

the Gods of Los Antiguos as represented by stone idols, to which are added 

the Saints, Angels and Jesus Christ. 

Ga-jpar C. asked me if in my religion the sun was just the sun or whether 

it was god as well. He also asked what God was called in my religion. 1 

said that in my religion, God was called "luz del mundo"; and he replied, 

"That is just what we call him, Dios Mundo". 

The natives feel comfortable in this amaltjam of Christian and pagan, 

but will fight to the last any attempt to interfere with their natural 

ancient religion which comes first. Even the Padre's right hand assistant, 

Diego L. the fiscal, who attends all masses and church ceremonies, who 

knows all the responses in Latin, and who reads daily his breviary in Latin 

and Spanish, will not give the Padre any information about th#—rea-l religious 

costumbre.  Unless the Indians feel that a person is sympathetic towards 

their costumbre, they close up completely. All that can be got out of them 

Is "A saber, no sé, no hay, quién sabe." Diego knows that sacrifices of 

animals are made at the mountain crosses but tells the Padre that they.are 

made no longer. 

Crosses 

Cross in Nebaj is called taljunlk. In I lorn the Sahta Cruz is called 

tankojtechtlal, and the "Cruz en Su Gloria en el Mundo" is known as lutush. 

Only a few old men use the last two words. 

In Nebaj, all the 105 crosses where religious rites are performed have 

names. These crosses are found throughout town, generally on the tops of 

1 In a prayer I recorded from Zotzil it is called tantechtlal. 
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archaeological mounds, all through the milpas and on hill and mountain 

tops outside of town and scattered about the country side either at the 

bottom of a valley, near a sacred tree, in grofotos, caves, or on important 

mountain passes. At these crosses prayers are said, incense burned, sacrif- 

ices of animals (chickens, turkeys and bulls)? are made and ceremonial 

events take place. 

Of the main crosses, one of the most important is the one in a grotto 

.called Vi la jam, the first one encountered on the top of the cumbre or.pass 

overlooking Nebaj on the long ride over from Sacapulas. Whenever any rite 

is performed at one of the crosses in or near town, a delegation of people 

make the steep climb up to VIlajam about 3 miles outside and pray with 

offerings of incense and rose leaves which are scattered at the foot of 

the cross. (Inf. Luis S.) 

On December 9 I went with Diego L. the Fi seal of the church to look for 

ruins outside of town. There are many mounds with crosses on them. About 

1 kilometre outside in a cornfield on the property of Gaspar C. is one of 

the important crosses or lugares de costumbre. Diego tells me that this is 

one of the four main crosses dedicated to the Alcaldes del Mundo or Year- 

bearer days of the year. This one was called Chaxbats, and the others Tlicaj- 

ai, Ti icuishal and Koochoochim, the latter meaning "Donde se juntaron los 

Reyes de antes". Prayers are offered every five days at sundown when the 

native day enters at all these crosses when the Alcalde days turn up. 

Prayers are said at the crosses for Cubal (or Lord) Tje, Cubal E, Cubal 

Noj, and Cubal 1'q the four Yearbearer days and an especially important 

ceremony is observed every 20 days when the Alcalde Mayor or main Year- 

bearer for the current year turns up. This also holds true at the beginning 

of the 260 day cycle. 

Although I speak of each one of these sites as a cross they consist 
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often of two, three or more crosses, generally one large one and two smaller 

ones all in a row. They are usually made of wood, although occasionally 

one encounters stone ones. The crosses at the hamlet of Zotzil are all 

wrapped in banana leaves and 1 was not able to determine what the material 

was underneath. The three crosses in a row are of course the traditional 

highland crosses often referred to in the literature as brujos' crosses. . 

The same wooden crosses are also found on the house altars of every single 

house in Nebaj and all the Ixil villages. At these also, prayers are offered 

and incense burned on the entry of each Yearbearer day. 

While at the cross or crosses of Chaxbats with Diego discussing the 

prayer to Dios '.'"undo given to me at Zotzil, he told me a story which his 

uncle told him. Formerly, according to his uncle, next to Chaxbats grew a 

remarkable tree, which bore many different kinds of fruit, apples, oranges, 
bananas, guavas, and many oth^r kinds, all on the same tree. If, however, a 
leaf blew av/ay from this tree and fell on a distant village in Chiapas, all 
the inhabitants of that town would die. The people decided that the tree 
should be cut down, and many went and cut and chopped, but the tree would 
not be felled. Finally a mass had to be held at the tree before it was 
possible to cut it down. Afterwards the tree was felled with ease. 

Diego swears that his uncle told him that this was a true story. 

In corroboration of the story Gaspar C. later told me that when a leaf 

of the tree fell on the distant town in Chiapas, only one inhabitant of 

that town would die, not all the inhabitants. This apparently happened 

several times until people from Chiapas came to Nebaj to investigate. It 

was then decided to fell the tree. 

V     I-ft-eedmex: I i "oil wri-ttt—r^e-i-i^-laa.^ there are supposed to be albino Indians 

born with white hair and blue eyes (not Germans) who are known as hijos 

or hi.) as del sol or mei sh In Ixil, and are treated with great veneration 

as semi-sacred persons. They are supposed to do no work and to remain 

virgins. All food is brought to them and their housesr^ built for them, 

and all the leading brujos and zahorins consult them on sacred matters. 
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The word of an hijo del sol is rejarded as law not to be disobeyed. 

1 have not seen an hijo del sol but was told at a finca at Chamac 

near 1 lorn that there were two in the latter place, a brother and a sister 

who lived together. The wife of the finquero, a ladina from Quezaltenango 

told me that the woman of this couple guarded a cave full of old idols, 

gold, and jade at Las Pilas above I lorn, but 1 believe this to be largely 

fantasy; She also told me that the young Germans who entered a sacred cave 

at Pie de Volcan about 10 years ago and were murdered, were killed at the 

orders of an hija del sol who was consulted by the brujos as to what should 

be done for the violation of their sacred customs.. 

Gaspar C. says that there is an hija del sol at Chajul and he knows of 

the couple at I lorn whom he says are married and are not brother and sister. 

He is inclined to scoff at the idea that there is anything sacred or special 

about them, but 1 think that there is more to the subject than he will 

admit. All other Indians whom 1 consulted, however, claim that such sacred 

persons exist and are called meish as well, and of course the fair haired 

Spanish conquistadores were known as hijos del sol. 

Note. An amusing example of hasty and inaccurate ethnological field 
work occurs in Stoll (p.7i" ) in connection with the word mel sh. It is very 
difficult to get a list of pronouns from the Ixil as I can testify along 
with Padre Jordan Fernandez who has tried repeatedly and always gets a 
different list. In Stoll's vocabulary a list of personal pronouns is 
given and when he gets to vosotros or "you" (plural) he gives the Ixil 
word meish which means hijo del sol.Lt would seem, therefore, that Stoll 
and his companions must have been fair-haired "Nordics", and when they were 
taking down the Ixil vocabulary they asked "What is "You" in your language?" 
and the answer must have been, "You are meish" or fair haired hi jos del sol. 
Hence he records the word meish for the 2ndy person plural pronoun "you". 
3/»// j?t**Ji   $r>étl%   VKJ "Ane't  V 7 

Other ladinos say that this is where the hidden treasure of Utatlan 
is buried. 
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Fart IV Land, Occupation, Economic States, Family Lift. 

A. Occupation,and Economic Status Illustrated by Visits 
to Aldeas, 

B. Education, Hygiene, and Justice, 

C. Family Life; Birth, Marriage .and Death. 
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Aldea Sumal -198 families- 1310 inhab. 

On April 15 I left for a three days visit to the all-Indian aldea 

of Sumal with the aim of looking over the landscape on the slopes of the 

mountain of Sumal Grande from which,Indians of Chajul still believe, a 

view of the aforementioned, white towered, pre-Columbian city is visible. 

I rode for five and a half hours over steep mountain trails accompanied 

by Jacinto T-.y     the 2nd^ Regidor of Sumal as mozo. Before leaving 

Nebaj, I had been warned at the Intendencia that it was impossible to 

reach the summit of Sumal; there were no trails; and 1 would have to go 

for at least two days on foot through virgin forest and climb an unscale- 

able rim rock. Termer, in his travels through this region^made several 

attempts to climb Sumal from different directions but each attempt was 

defeated by either bad weather, superstition or desertion of Indiansi 

After a long descent to cross the Rio Chel there was a three hours' 

ascent to the top of the divide. Across a valley on the way up we could 

see the caserío of Cotzdl which consisted of a few thatched roofed farms 

with surrounding milpas.  Near the top of the divide which leads on up 

to the mountain of Sumal,we turned off to the house of the Mayor who 

assisted Jacinto in his duties as Regidor. He invited us into his pathetic 

dirty, little, thatched-roofed house to eat our lunch. Inside were his 

wife and three filthy children wrapped in rags and torn shawls over their 

naked bodies. Both the Mayor and his wife were extremely hospitable, and 

offered us atole to drink out of a gourd and tortillas. Before eating.a 

cup of dirty water was passed around for us all to wash out our mouths 

and to pour over our hands. We all ate in silence. Afterwards each one in 

turn said "tantix" or "thanks" to the host and the cup of muddy water 

was again passed around. 

1 Termer, cit. p. 13, Note 1. 
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Under the raised wooden bed on which the children sat huddled together 

1 found what 1 first thought was a bull roarer made of an armadillo shell 

with a pi ta string attached. I bought it for five cents although the host 

wanted to give it to me. No one would say for what it was used. Later v/hen 

I showed it to Jacinto T's      father, he crossed himself, and said 

"Jesus, Maria". I found out afterwards that the larger sized ones were 

used as bolsas or containers  for sowing corn. 

The house was typical of all houses in the rural districts with open 

board and pole walls, an upper l#ft, and a house altar with flowers and 

a pottery censor. 

After lunch we continued to the top of the cumbre or divide and 

climbed down on the other side for an hour on foot, leading.-.nQiLjnu.le.». until 

we reached Jacinto T's      own house, which was larger and cleaner than 

the preceding one. We went in and sat dov/n on little wooden stools while 

his wife was preparing atole, greens, tamales, and tortillas  squatting on 

the floor next to the open fire. Although Jacinto had been away from home 

for a week or more.there was no greeting or effusiveness of any kind 

between him and his wife. Even his five children seeméVonly mildly inter- 

ested in his return. Without a word his wife set to work feeding us. She 

brought a gourd bowl of warm water to pour over our hands, and a cup of 

clean water to wash out our mouths. We again ate in complete silence except 

when Jacinto complained to his wife that there were no poxwoles^ to eat. 

1 
See Don Gh.'s story about bull roarer noises in the woods. Chap, 
on Folklore. 

A dish consisting of a thin layer of chopped meat wrapped in a 
kind of spinach leaf envelope, all boiled together and served with 
hot chile sauce. A usual dish much liked. 
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In a few minutes in came four mozos and the first Regidor of Sumal, Jacin- 

to M.   . All bowed formally to me and to Jacinto and sat down. The Regidor 

was fed first and the mozos in turn. They ate in silence and when finished 

each said "tantix" to the wife, to Jacinto, and to me, and went out. 

All the Indians went into a huddle to discuss getting mozos for me 

to climb Sumal in a day or two. Jacinto explained to them that it was the 

Comandante's orders. He suddenly asked me if I would like to spend a day 

at his father's house and attend the corn sowing celebrations in the house 

and at the mllpa. 1 accepted with great pleasure and we started off almost 

immediately on a very difficult foot trail down a steep slope to his father's| 

house. The houses and mllpas of the aldea of Sumal are scattered over steep 

slopes with only foot trails connecting them. It was very difficult to— 

even lead a mule through them. There are absolutely no ladinos in this 

section of the aldea. 

The Regidor's father was also Jacinto T,     and he greeted me in 

Spanish outside his unusually large, one-roomed, thatched house, very 

kindly, but with surprise. He exclaimed how exhausted I must be after 

travelling across zo  much rough country, and said I was welcome to his 

house although most naturales would not allow ladinos or foreigners to 

stay in their houses. He said that to reach the top of Sumal it would 

take two days hard climbing on foot,and the country was full of mala gente. 

These were Indians hiding because of non-payment of road taxes or other 

offenses. There was a large colony of them, he said, who would cut my 

throat if given a chance. He wanted to know why I was travelling alone. I 

explained to him that I was a writer, studying native costumbre, and 

began to recite to him the count of days. He seemed quite surprised and 

worried and hoped that I did not talk to the Comandante of Nebaj about what 

I knew, because people believe that he will kill them if they burn pom 
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and candles at mountain crosses. 1 told him that the Comandante had no 

offi'cial right to suppress native custom, and to write directly to the 

Jefe Politico or the President if the Comandante should interfere with it. 

He also asked me if 1 would like to join the fiesta for the sowing 

of the milpa. 

His house was very large and all one room. Inside was a big fire in 

the centre surrounded by numerous cooking pots. There was the usual upper 

loft for storage. The thatched roof was very high and although there was 

a lot of  smoke it all went to the top of the roof and the room below 

was left with pleasant air and no insects. About 12 women were grinding 

corn on stone metates  in preparation for the feast. Over the fire was 

stretched a long pole with strips of meat hung over it being smoked. 

Along the sides of the walls were 6 large double or triple raised board 

beds covered with reed petates and woolen blankets. The altar had a large 

cross, a pottery censor and many flowers. Many pots were on the fire and 

others were hung up on poles. In the corner was a v/ooden trough into 

which all the water for cooking and washing was poured from jars brought 

up by the women from a small water hole way down in the bottom of a 

steep barranco. 

I was given a wooden bed in one corner all to myself after it had 

first been swept and all objects had been removed. 

In the house lived Jacinto T " .'•.-•. ..;« and his wife, four of his sons 

with their wives and five children. One son Juan seemed to be particularly 

fond of his baby about a year old and kept playing with him and throwing 

him around all the time. 

At meal time was the usual hand and mouth washing ceremony. All but 

the v/omen grinding (many of whom were relatives and friends called in to 
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prepare for the feast), sat around the fire on little stools, and we 

were offered hot meat soup full of kidneys and other internal organs and 

very strong chili, fat corn mash tamales with no meat in them, gourds of 

atole, and coffee with chili in it. Out of politeness I tried to eat as 

much as I could, which was not much. Courtesy and concern for my welfare 

marked every gesture of my hosts. 

After dinner 1 talked for a while with the father of the house and 

went to my bed in the corner very early because the trip over had tired 

me considerably. My host came over to me and said he hoped that 1 would 

feel perfectly at home, that this was my house and everything would be 

provided for me. Would I mind if they played the chirimía for the fiesta 

or would it disturb me? A woman would be provided for me if I wanted one. 

1 expressed appreciation for the latter courtesy, but excused myself on 

the grounds of being married. 

The events of the night were interesting but not conducive to sleep. 

At least 15 women all dressed in their best ceremonial red huiplles and 

skirts rythmically ground corn the whole night. The plaintive chirimía 

played on and off until dawn. Candles and incense were burned at the altar 

and the head of the house prayed from time to time. Children went to sleep 

and got up alternately all night. People sat around the fire and ate 
s 

snacks whenever the spirit moved them. Through it all the chirimía 

accompanied by drum played air after air including the one so often heard 
f 

in ceremonial processions in Nebaj. 

I actually dozed off and woke up at 5.30 and found everyone ready to 

leave for the milpa. About 25 men amono the neighbours had come over and 

joined the men of the house. We all started off for the milpa, which 

turned out to be at least an hour's walk away, down and up a steep barranco 

Atlefoo    Chi&**»'*•   fi***T a?T¿h   utt-d »'+ 
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along a new trail, cut through first growth forest. The milpa was a newly- 

cleared and burned piece of land about 10 acres in area, covered with 

fallen charred trees, which were left where they had fallen. On arrival 

at the field the men went off into the woods and cut themselves wooden 

poles with their machetes and sharpened the ends to a long point. All 

lined up at the top of the field, and each one poked a hole in the ground 

with the pole and dropped in 7 grains of corn and one frijol which they 

took from pita bags  slung on their shoulders. They worked across the field 

and back again with great speed dropping their equally spaced grains of 

seed and pressing them down in the ground with bare feet. The whole ten 

acres field was planted by one o'clock. 

In the middle of the field an altar of stones covered with red 

geranium petals was set up and green boughs were strewn on it. Copal was 

burned and Jacinto Jr. who is a rezador as well as a Regidor prayed for 

most of the time the planting went on. One of the prayers he said was 

similar to the one  I had collected at Zotzil and included invocations 

to the local Mountain and Day deities, as well as to the World, the Sun, 

the Corn, Jesus Christ, Saints and Angels. 

Towards the bottom of the field a bough rancho or shelter had been 

erected, and two women, who had ground corn all night in the house, one 

of whom carried a baby on her back, had walked over from the house with 

heavy pots of water on their heads carrying bags of corn masa to this 

shelter. They lit a fire and started boiling water and putting the masa 

in it until a large pot of atole was ready. 

At noon the men who had worked down to the shelter were served the 

atole. 

Still being exhausted after the day before and the festive night I 

went back to the house. There 1 found fifteen or more women still grinding. 

They were getting ready to feed the 30 or more men when they came in from 

the communal planting. Only women and children were left in the house. 
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The children were all very respectful and polite with me, quite in contrast 

to the fresh,jeering ways of the ladino children of Nebaj, and ran up 

addresing me with chalaxj pap (buenos dias to principales and elders) and 

put their heads down to be blessed. The women were most reserved and court- 

eous and offered me food all the time, and were very worried if I did not 

accept it.'') 

1 1 tried to rest a bit on my bed in the corner and observe what was 

going on, but the yelping half-starved dogs who kept rushing in one of 

the two doors to be hit on the head with a stick of wood made any repose 

A-   impossible. 4--ie_gan.-thinking about the economic stratus of-the,se people. 

¡'Although this was the house of the former Regidor who was father of the 

present Regidor they were all poor except in food. The father had told me 

that the annual corn planting feast was always given in his house and 

the food was all contributed by himself although the neighbours assisted 

in the work both in the milpa and in the house. The day before the feast 

all the men were engaged in mending their newly washed shirts whichwere 

torn and ragged. Many of them laughed and said they had no others. I gave 

Jacinto Jr. an old tennis shirt of mine which made him the envy of his 

brothers. Corn was the one thing of which there was an abundance. Every- 

thing centres around corn, their religion, their ceremonies, their com- 

munal assistance in planting and harvesting. These people are made of 

corn and no wonder corn is worshipped along with the earth as a deity.' 

Their entire subsistence is based on it; people break contracts, run 

away from fincas in order to be home for planting the corn. People will 

go to jail and die for corn, and the ladinos and finqueros have no under- 

standing whatsoever of this trait of the Indians. 

On this day 1 cooked my own food and pretended to have a stomach 

ache in order not to have to eat any more of my hosts' food. About two 
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o'clock all the men came in from the milpa and in a short time thay had 

eaten up all the tamales  and meat over which the women had been working 

for so many days. Many were curious about me and some worried whether 1 

was in leaoue with the Comandante. 1 gave presents of pom and aguardiente 

which seemed to allay their suspicions and they shortly left for their 

home s. 

One noticeable feature of this feast was the complete absence of 

drinking, quite in contrast to most feasts given in Nebaj. Jacinto Sr. who 

sat down to talk with me after the men had gone home, told me how poor 

they were, and could no longer afford to buy drink for the feast. There 

no longer was any opportunity to earn any extra cash for clothes and 

aguardiente which they need to perform "costumbre". He told me that two 

old zahorlnes or calendar priests lived nearby but at present were in town. 

I asked if the turkey being fattened was to be eaten on the celebration 

of the Main Yearbearer day 7 Noj which would occur the following Sunday, 

and he answered, "Talvez, si". He said that alj the people from the aldea 

who could, were going in on Saturday to worship at the first Alcalde cross 

of Cajai, and asked me if it was good or bad for Christians to burn pom 

and sacrifice turkeys. 

In the evening we all felt very much at home with one another. I 

offered them a cooked chicken which 1 had kept in reserve and was given 

any of thsir food that I wanted. All decided to go to bed early. The women 

stopped grinding and cleaned up the house, and prepared the temascal sweat 

bath whose entrance was on one side from within the house. A fire was lit 

to heat the rocks and was eventually put out with water which caused 

clouds of steam to ^rlse and come into the room. First the women started 

to undress in the open. They took off their huípiles but crawled into the 

opening of the sweat bath with their skirts on and threw them out the door 

afterwards. Two or three went in at a time taking babies and children who 
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screamed and cried a lot beforehand and when inside. They were obviously 

terrified of the bath. 1 have been told that children often die from being 

exposed to cold air after one of these sweat baths. A few men went in 

with the v/omen. They removed their trousers inside and threw them out the 

door. The whole performance was done with perfect modesty which is a 

characteristic of Indians at all times. While the bath was going on the 

chirimía and drum played and candles and pom was burned at the house altar. 

After all had emerged and sat around  the fire drying themselves they went 

to their beds. Jacinto Sr. got into bed with two women and others doubled 

and tripled up around the room. Jacinto Jr., whose wife was at his house 

asked if one of the women present was going to sleep with him or v/ith 

one of the other boys. In no time, all had fallen asleep, exhausted from 

the day's work and many were snoring. 

1 v/as up at sunrise and my mule was fed corn and watered. 1 asked the 

head of the house how much 1 owed him for my lodging. He was very offen- 

ded and said that we were all Christians and it was not his modo to ask 

guests to pay. He said, "The World carries us and v/hy should we make one 

another pay? The World doesn't charge'1. 1 offered him a half a litre of 

aguardiente and some packages of pom incense and invited him to come and 

see me in Nebaj on Saturday and 1 would give him a new shirt which he 

wanted very much. He said he wished 1 would stay longer. The attempt to 

ascend Sumal on this occasion was abandoned partly because of bad weather 

and partly because 1 did not feel up to walking for two days through very 

rough country. 

Jacinto Jr. accompanied me carrying my baggage back to Nebaj. On the 

way over the top of the divide I noticed again how in all these remoter 

aldeas a profusion of red geraniums, blue hydrangeas, and roses were 

grown around the houses to be used for ceremonial offerings at the house 

and outdoor crosses. 
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Visit to Diego S---*s Rancho in caserio of Vlkucham in aldea of Xonca 

Aldea Xonca - 141 families, 811 inhabitants. 

On July 12 1 rode from Nebaj 4 leagues to stay with Diego S--~ who 

had invited me to visit his Monte and see a sacred cave where he often 

went to pray. 1 started off with one of Diego's sons as mozo on the old 

road to Chajul and branched off to the left beyond The fork to Xonca and 

Chajul. We went on narrow trails through milpas, past a small colony of 

Santa Maria Chiquimula, up a steep hill where there was a magnificent 

view of the mountain of Sumal, across a green sheep pasture, and down through| 

a piece of first growth forest to Diego's land. 

His milpa consisting of about 20 acres of land was on a steep slope 

near the top of the mountain and his house was small with open board walls 

and a speecial shingled roof, hand carved by himself. Next to it was the 

pole frame work of a new larger house with outside verandah, partially 

shingled with his own handiwork. Besides being a zahorln he is an expert 

carpenter and house builder. The old smaller house was shortly to be 

converted into a special kitchen separate from the new living quarters. 

The temascal was in a separate outhouse, and there was another small corn 

storage house with an upper loft. During the corn planting, and harvesting 

seasons as well as in the cultivating summer season, Diego, his wife, and 

over half of his 12 children live for many months ai a time at this farm 

and don't return to his large house in town. 

Diego arrived on foot from Nebaj about a half an hour after we 

arrived, carrying a cacaxte containing a baby and a turkey crowded together. 

The baby had an ulcer on its head, and Diego said his little girl had 

sores on her leg, his son Cristobal had a sore toe, and Diego had a bad 

headache. 1 prescribed aspirin and iodex and treated them all. 

Diego, his wife, and 8 of his children were living at that time in 
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the old small house in which was only one board bed , and the usual fire 

in the centre, grinding stones, and pots. Their hospitality to me was 

more than generous and the formalities !^fore and after each meal were 

the same as described for other houses.  There were five daughters aged, 

16, 14, 6, 4, and Z,   and three sons which included my mozo who came over 

with me, and two boys aged 3, and 1. They were all there at this season 

in order to weed and clean the milpa and to continue the construction of 

the new house. Diego was planning to stay there until the August 15 

annual fiesta to return to town only once beforehand on July 29 for the next 

Yearbearer celebration at Cajai, but a call from the Intendencia four days 

later forced him to return to town to round up road labor. As soon as 

this task was accomplished he returned straight to his country house. 

Three of his sons in the meanwhile were living in his large town house. 

1 put up my hammock on the framework of the new house, and while the 

little girl dressed exactly like her mother in red huipil and skirt , 

cleared the ground with a machete in a skillful and masterful way, and the 

girl aged six looked after the other younger children, Diego sat down and 

conversed and imparted much information of which the high points were as 

follows: 

1) There is intra-family confession of sins on the days of the main 

Yearbearer, he thought about 12 times a year. 

Z)  Previously he had admitt-e"<T that there were sacrifices of animals 

on Alcalde days, but he now said that meat was only bought or killed in 

the house and eaten on days of celebration. He said that real sacrifice 

was done only by brujos and he never had witnessed such an event. He 

said it was done in other villages. Again he brought up how frightened 
the 

Indians were of^ladino attitude at the Intendencia towards costumbre» 
/* 

which they persist in calling brujería. 
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3) There were only three official cantones to the pueblo of Nebaj . /._*:..l7kj 

called calpul wh4-eh are in a ranked order, the first being Vitzal, the 

second Batzbaca, and the third Salquilito, (or Xo- Salchil in native 
V->< (.• .'•'-¿- *s*¿ 

language),, &&pter-' subdivisions of these ,-have—be-en added. 

4) He did not know anything of a former caste division of society or 

if the calpules formerly had chiefs. 

5) The planting and harvesting rites and techniques in Nebaj, Chajul, 

and Cotzal are the same. Prayers in Chajul generally omit the Christian 

Doctrina which is always included in Nebaj. 

6) Marriage and courting customs differ in Chajul. There a zahorln 

appears at a little window especially made for the purpose in the houses, 

and negotiates with the woman. 

7) He refused to admit the knowledge of a nagual animal being given 

to a child after birth. 

8) He said there were aptrto be disputes about land among sons whose 

father had not divided the land before his death. 

9) There are no official women rezadores. 

10) Regidores may or may not be rezadores. There is no fixed rule 

about this. 

11) The  government  formerly had  first  and second alcaldes  and   12 

Regidores,  all  of whom were  Indians.   Later  the^Sirst Alcalde was  a   ladino. 

12) Again he told me that Gaspar performed all worship in substitute, 

but hid his activities from the ladinos, **ive years ago Gaspar had joined 

with the priest and the Comandante in the removal of the great cross at 

which Zahorines worshipped in front of the church. 

13) He said he lived in his country house just as much as in town, 

but was in the country mainly for planting, weeding, and harvesting, and °< r 

other times to worship at the local caves and shrines. 
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14) His grown up sons won't work for him unless they v/ant to and he 

cannot force them to do so. They have their ov/n ml lpas and loaned lands 

which they work. 

Within the family group there is no atmosphere of tenseness, yet 
->v>&..i.;> 

politeness and formality e-nter-Xn all their relations. There was much 

joking and laughing among themselves especially in the evening when they 

jointly with all the children took temascal baths. 
j 

During this three days visit Diego took me over to visit a 100 

year old calendar priest where we collected more information on the month 

names, and on the next day we went to pray at a sacred cave. We walked 

for about two hours down to the bottom of a barranco to a hidden cave 

near the river. Within the cave was an altar made of natural limestone 

formation draped with the usual sacred plants of Ek and alamek. 1 offered 

candles and pom incense while Diego prayed and made offerings in my name. 

His prayer in the main was similar to the one we had previously written 

down which included the General confession, the Christian Doctrina, the 

mountain-Lords, the day-Lords, Saints, Angels, prayer for all members of 

his family by name, and the teachers who had taught him to pray. The cave 

was calledCoxtum Campanil because of the bell shaped, natural, watermade 

holes in the ceiling. 

Climbing from the cave to the top of the hill of the same name we 

,,) 
came to a cross and sat down and Diego recited in Spanish the story of 

/*       /- 
the origin of the Tachbal amak or month names of the native calendar. 

This had been told to us the day before in native language by Nicolas B 

the old calendar priest who was reputed to be a hundred years old. The 

story Is a nal've, Christianized, fantasy rationalization of the origin of 

the centuries old Uinals. 

Before leaving I gave Diego presents of aguardiente, pom, and candles, 
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and $  1.00 which he accepted gladly. Again as in Sumal the poverty in 

cash was evident with no extra money for clothes, although as in nearly 

all the houses I have visited there is an abundance of food. This was 

partially explainable because Diego was a heavy drinker and spent most 

of what he earned on drink which was not always  for ceremonial occasions, 

Diego had formerly been Alcalde in the Government at the time when Don 

Pancho (Spaniard) was First Alcalde. He was an expert carpenter and a man 

of considerable property, a principal and a zahorin. While Alcalde he 

stole some money from the town treasury and served a term in jail. 
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LAND, FOOD, OCCUPATION, ECONOMIC  STATUS, EDUCATION, HYGIENE, JUSTICE. 

The main source of 1x11 subsistence is the land which is owned Individ- 

ually not only by the male heads of families but by every son when the father 

is well off and has divided his lands among his sons. Land formerly descended 

to the elder son but now is divided equally between sons and daughters 

(Gaspar). In prayer the Holy Earth is petitioned directly. (Santa Rey Tierra).] 

Corn is the main staple and nearly every family has its milpa in their 

own s
ritlo in town if not in the monte as well. Beans, squash of various 

kinds, apples which are the main export product of NebaJ, bananas, oranges, 

coffee, panela, emotes and chlles comprise the chief: products raised on 

the land. 

Chickens, turkeys, ducks, pigs, sheep and cattle are raised in large 

quantities. 
uXtAty 

The market  Is a regular biweekly event  In Nebaj. The Cotzal Sat. market 

only began a year ago, but the Nebaj Sunday market has been going for 15 

years. The big annual fiesta market on August 15 has probably been in 

existence a long time. It is the only other occasion^with the Chajul 

pilgrimmage,when Indians come from other regions. Most visitors, at this 

time are from the Quiche towns of 'vlomostenango, San Francisco El Alto, 

Sacapulas and CUnen, and many from Santa Maria Chiquimula,whose women seem 

to be great travellers and marry into foreign villages, although there are 

some from Aguacatan, and San Miguel USpantan. 

The Ixil.prior to the coming of ladinos in the last 25 years, must 

have been largely self-sufficient and rafsed all their own food and were 

not much dependent on the outside world; otherwise the market would have 

been In existence long before. Under Barrios and Cabrera, the leading Indian 

principal was Diego de L. He had such^power and prestige that he had an 

arrangement with the President for Nebaj not to pay tribute to the govern- 
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ment¿although he collected personal tribute for himself from the natives, 

and he also had the privilodge of bringing in contraband goods from Mexico. 

Today they export their apples, carrying them on their backs to Coban, 

Quiche, and Huehuetenango. Pita nets from Cotzal 1 saw at the fiesta of 

Santo Tomas at Chichicastenango. Salt is imported from the ancient Indian 

salt works at Sacapulas, blankets from Momostenango, and earthenware red 

pots from San Pedro Jocopilas. No pottery is made In the region today, 

although fragments abound in the archaeological sites of the region. 

Women's cofradía white shawls with bird designs come from Totonicapaih, 

their foot loomed red skirts with yellow stripes from Huehuetenango, and 

the cotton thread and silk for weaving hulplles, fajas, and cintas are 

imported machine made goods. With a good food supply, a fairly healthy 

climate, a little land, and a house, an Indian in this district can be 

practically self-sufficient, and his needs are very little until he gets 

used to aguardiente, and is required to earn extra cash in order to buy it. 

For several months after the apple picking season large numbers liked 

to go to the coast to work on the fincas £or eevoral months, where most 

finqueros say that they make the most inefficient and stubborn laborers 

(one flnguero of the district says that they are excellent workers). At 

present many prefer to work on the coast rather than at Don Pedro B.'s 

finca near Cotzal because they pay more cash on the coast, although he 

gives more in land, housing, and produce from the finca provided they settle 

down and live there permanently. 

Many work as mozos or porters and carry up to one quintal, or 100 

pound loads, on their backs with a tump line strap around their foreheads, 

up and down the steep mountain trails for days on end. Often when riding 

a fast mule, my mozo with a heavy load would arrive ahead of rae. 

Indian principales employ mozos and labor and do not work manually 
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themselves. 

Contrary to expectations, I find that the natives of NebaJ are all 

extremely money conscious. They are always discussing the price of every- 

thing. Centavo and medio centavo are words constantly heard. Most of the 

time they say that they have no pisto or change, yet there generally seems 

to be an abundance of corn, tortillas, coffee, eggs and more than a minimum 

subsistence worth of food. The only thing that they have to buy is cotton, 

thread for weaving their clothes and a few cents worth of pottery and 

paraphernalia for prayer - rockets, pom, and candles. When they do earn 

any extra cash they generally spend it on aguardiente. Still many say, 

"Yo soy pobre", and complaints are heard all the time. Though poor in 

cash there is an abundance of food, yet it is rare to hear a conversation 

without a mention of the need to "buscar la comida". In conversation, in 

prayer, and in stories, looking for food plays a large part. "Mira al pájaro 

que busca la comida"; "Trece Reyes que buscan la comida"; "No dan de 

comer", are typical phrases in speech, story, and prayer. None of this 

seems to bear any relation to the reality of the food supply which appears 

abundant in the region, and fairly evenly divided among the population, 

although there are a certain number of rich principales with lots of land, 

small panela fincas, tiendas, and several houses in town and In the monte 

(Gaspar), 

In Chajul there Is ipuch resistance to selling huiplles, food or 

anything else. Here and In the outlying hamlets of Ilom and Chel, even visit- 

ing Indians of their own language but from other towns, have a difficult 

time buying food to eat. In these places there is no interest in making 

money especially among the women who don't want to part with their handiwork. 

In Cotzal where the best weaving is done, they have become tourist 

conscious and prices are exorbitant. 
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With regard to food and price, Luis S. says that the exorbitant price 

of marriage is enhanced by having to give at least 130 tamales with meat 

to the bride's family and guests. Thiv brings the price up to $  30. On a 

week's trip to San Miguel Uspantan with the Padre, Luis kept complaining 

of not being jiven enough food, especially in ladino houses. This was not 

entirely true because 1 generally saw to it that enough was given. Without 

this presure, however, ladinos are stingy to mozos and ladinos In general, 

and have no consideration for a mozo who has been carrying heavy loads all 

day over steep mountain trails. 

Possibly the money consciousness comes from the influence of the 

ladinos who have encouraged it through stimulating a desire for aguardiente , 

and from working on fincas where sometimes they earn up to 25 cents a 

day on special jobs. 

The food preocupation Is a separate trait, and since it is reflected 

in prayers to the corn and the earth, its source is much deeper than an 

immediate economic lack oK ladino influence. This may turn out to be 

an important clue in understanding their cultural dynamics. 

In spite of the constant preoccupation of the Ixil Indian with money, 

and with fcod, his hospitality in his own house once his confidence is 

won, is generous and unlimited. I have tried to bring this out in the first 

part of this chapter, when relating my experience In the aldea of Sumal. 

Money consciousness 

X TRet an Indian at the cross of Vilajam who said the antiguos whose 

ruined buildings are found all around.must have been very rich to have 

built such large places. 

The commercial spirit is one of the most marked characteristics of 

Indians as well as ladinos. With Indians it is especially noticeable in 

the constant bargaining and bickering about prices. It Is also carried Into 
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prayers which are often a kind of business deal with the World God. You 

pay for candles, pom» and aguardiente,ami- rockets, and prayermakers and you 

get so much return In corn and produce provided you have done nothing bad. 

The commercial spirit is not in evidence at first with the most generous 

Indian hospitality, but Jacinto T. my host at Sumal, when he refused payment 

for lodging said, "Who knows when some day 1 might want to stay in your 

house". There is always the expectancy of return for value given, if not 

at present, in the future. This spirit is not I think caused entirely by 

ladinos. Ladinos merely have increased or accentuated what may turn out 

to be a native Guatemalan Indian trait, 

Indians are bargainers, traders, salesmen. Even Gaspar on occasions 

tried to overcharge me for a horse and saddle and for a bag of coffee. 

Gaspar fits In with exploiting ladino ways. Does that trait apply mostly to 

principales?, and Is this an easy channel of acculturation for them? Is it 

religion which Is the main division betwean ladinos and Indians? Other 

Indian classes do not become ladinoized, although intensive commercialism 

seems to have permeated all classes of Indian In the •jv.lchi  village of 

Santa Maria Chiquimula. 

Neba.l  does not fit exactly Into the categories of vacant town, town 

nucleous or combination types of municipios. The pueblo itself is never 

vacant of its Indian population, and at the same time, three quarters of 

the inhabitants of the municipio are permanent rural dwellers with no houses 

in town. 

It has a permanent Indian urban population of approximately 725 house- 

holds, and a permanent rural Indian population of 1,660 households or 

families scattered among 8 aldeas which contain 69 caseríos. This means 

an urban population of 3,500 and a rural population of approx. 9,300 
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excluding ladinos, who number about 5GO, all of whom, with a few Individual 

exceptions, live in town. 

The urban Indian Inhabitants have, 1) milpas in town, Z)  milpas Just 

outside town, 3) milpas further afield in aldeas. 

Those with milpas in and near town, have their houses and live entirely 

in town; those further afield have milpas and real farms with ranchos in 

which they may occasionally spend a night, but generally they return every 

night to their town houses; those still further afield have real houses in 

aldeas in which they may live almost as much as in town. The latter spend 

months at a time in the country, returning to town for market, and on 

Yearbearer days, but their main house is in town and they are classified in 

the census as urban and not rural dwellers. 

The permanent rural inhabitants have their houses in which they live 

exclusively in aldeas, which are fairly closely assembled and fenced groups 

of farms, centring around a town hall (and one with a church, Salquil Gran- 

de) or in caseríos which are more scattered groups of farms subsidiary to 

aldeas.  (Three aldeas of Chajul are really small villages). A few rich 

Indians have large houses In two or three aldeas, as well as in town, but 

the great majority of the Inhabitants of the aldeas and caseríos live rural- 

ly and only go to town for market, Yearbearer ceremonies, to serve at the 

Intendencia, for road service, and for fiestas, and they have no houses In 

town In which to stay. 

Mebaj is the bi-weekly (Th., Sun) market nucleus for the municipios 

of Chajul and Cotzal, although Cotzal started a Saturday market a year ago. 

There is no market in Chajul. The August 15 fiesta in Nebaj Is the fiesta 

nucleus for all three municipios. 

Chajul is a pilgrimmage nucleus the 2nd. Friday In Lent for the whole 

region, and at all times of year at the most sacred shrine of Huyl. 
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Education 

Very few Indians from Nebaj and the aldeas are able to read or write. 

Even Gaspar C. the richest and most influential principal, can only sign 

his name and cannot read. Diego B. can read and write but though classed 

as a natural , he is largely ladinoized, has a ladino wife and several 

ladino mistresses, and moreover everything he says is highly unreliable. 

1 knov of one important zahorln who can read and write, both lengua and 

Spanish, and several of the younjer men such as Gaspar's son and Diego the 

fiscal, are educated in this respect. There is a ladino school with a ladino 

schoolmaster at Nebaj to which all the ladino children and a few Indians 

go, whereas in Chlchicastenango there isa ladino school and an Indian 

school with an Indian master quite distinct from the former. Gaspar C. 

says that the school* in the region at Chajul and at Cotzal are very bad and 

nobody learns anything. The schoolmaster whom I met at Chajul is constantly 

drunk and rarely shows up for classes. Caspar says that the principales 

are very anxious for their children to attend school and to learn to 

write and read, and want good teachers to be sent to them or to have some 

of themselves trained to be teachers. 

At Chel, the Indian regidor said about the inhabitants of his village, 

"son todos puros tontos, no saben nada aquí". Here and In the hamlets of 

Zotzil and 1 lorn there are no schools. 

Hyg1ene 

Sanitary conditions are bad. The streets are much used as toilets 

although a few Indian houses have excusados. Where there is no excusado, 

the sitio or cornfield is used. Women and children are often seen performing 

natural functions in the street. I saw a little girl, aged 2 run to the 

sltlo and she screamed and waved to me while performing. 
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There is no knowledge at all about contagion or infection. Fleas and 

lice in the hair are prevalent. Clean pine needle floors are often swept 

and changed but instantly all is spoiled by spitting on the floor. Bare 

feet are the rule, and people walk about through manure and muddy streets. 

Worms, and goitre seem to be prevailing diseases. There is no malaria 

unless brought back from the coast, until you get to the low lying hamlet 

of Chel. There are a fair number of crippled and deformed people and a 

number of dwarves. 

There is a constant craving for medicines, and the Indians will take 

anything as long as it is a pill, and regard all medicines as cure-alls 

regardless of ailment. "Mi hijo come tierra, Mi niño no quiere comer, etc.H 

Clothes are often dirty and in rags and clean ones will be put on 

over the dirty ones. Some say that a temascal sweat bath is taken every 

day, and some say only every eight days. All have an aversion to bathing 

In rivers or cold water. 1 finally made Luis scrub with soap in the river, 

and he afterwards said that it made him feel much better. 

Epidemics 

Every day for weeks the bell at the church tolled for one or more 

deaths. An epidemic had been going on for some time and 1 had thought it 

was a kind of severe flu. Two of Diego C's sons, Jacinto, and Felipe de L. 

were all down with it. All had high fevers, aches and pains but took no 

care of themselves, and went out to work in the fields every day. I visited 

them and gave them all aspirin, a laxative, and lemon juice, and advised 

them to stay in bed for a week. Jacinto was afraid he was going to die. 

I gave him three "entoral" tablets, an oral innoculation against pneumo- 

coccus, streptococcus, and other Influenza germs. After a week in bed he 

recovered. 

Dr. 0. from Quiche was summoned by the Intendente, and I took him 
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around to the houses where 1 knew there were cases of Illness. He diagnosed 

the- disease as typhus (tifus not tifoidea) and said 1 had better leave the 

district because no white man ever recovered if they once got it. It was 

carried by lice and fleas. 

Later when in Guatemala, 1 reported the epidemic to the Sanidad. They 

sent up two men to investigate who decided that it was not typhus, and 

was subsiding. For a while an Isolation hospital was set up and the 

numerous cases cared for there. When the disease was receding in Intensity 

and the number of new cases became fewer, this project was abandoned. At 

the height of the epidemic, so many deaths occurred daily, that it was 

forbidden to toll the church bell for a death. 

Administration of Justice 

Three scenes which 1 witnessed illustrate the administration of Justice 

in the remoter villages of the Ixil region. At Chajul 1 went into the 

ladino intendente *s office with Gaspar C., leading principal from WebaJ 

who was travelling w:th me. An Indian was standing In front of the Inten- 

dente *s desk guarded by two soldiers. He was talking and gesticulating 

wildly In a high pitched voice. The intendente explained to us that the 

Indian had sold some land belonging to a boy 18 years old for $ 20, and 

had kept the money. The Intendente who Is also judgejhad ordered him to 

get off the land and to return the money. Since he had spent the money and 

had nothing else, the intendente ordered the man to be kept In Jail until 

an investigation could be made to determine what property of his was on 

hand that could be used to repay the victim for the theft. Gaspar C., who 

was pure Indian, praised the Intendente, a ladino from Guatemala City, for 

his action, and told him that that was what he was there for, to see that 

order and justice was maintained and that he had done very well. 

At Chel, a pure Indian hamlet with only a single ladino, a husband and 
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wife had been quarrelling, because the husband had been going around with 

other women» They began hitting each other with fire wood. The neighbours 

reported this to the juzgado (town hall with jail attached where officials 

and regidores have their headquarters) and man and woman were thrown 

into jail in separate jails for 24 hours to yive them time to cool off. 

Relatives and friends came to talk with them all day through the wooden 

grills. 

At I lorn, a long day's ride beyond Chajul a woman was robbed in her 

house and severely cut up with a machete by an Indian who worked on a 

nearby finca. The man was thrown in jail by the Indian regidores; the 

military captain at the next village of Zotzil rode over as soon as 

informed to report on the situation; a messenger was sent to report the 

situation to the Intendente of Chajul who took the long ride over in 

person through the mud and rain accompanied by a secretary and an armed 

soldier, arriving 24 hours later. An official investigation was made, the 

secretary typed an official report; and official photographs of the woman, 

the criminal, the machete, and all the government representatives present 

were taken by myself. The following corning the prisoner, shaking all 

over from head to foot, was marched off guarded by the armed soldier to 

wr> Ik the two or three days Journey to Santa Cruz Quiche and eventually 

on to Guatemala City where he would either be shot if the woman died, or 

get ten years in prison if she lived . Although this incident has already 

been related at length In the Introduction, it demonstrates the speed and 

efficiency with which Justice was administered even in this remote town. 

Elections for the national legislative assembly were held in NebaJ 

while I was there and all Indians were entitled to vote for two deputies 

from the Departamento de Quiche, although most of them can neither read 

nor write, and do not know anything about the deputies or have any clear 

idea as to their functions. 1 told Diego about the elections and he said 
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that rnayba he vould go to the Intendencia to vote just for the fun of It, 

but he had no idea as to who or what to vote for. 

Family life, children, birth, marriage, death. 

Beo. 4-» Diego L., the Padre's fiscal. A fiscal is a voluntary office 

which is officially under the municipio but receives no pay. The duties 

of the job are to act as mozo to the priest and to learn all the rites 

of the church in order to assist the priest as altar boy or a kind of 

emergency sacristan. 

Diego reads and writes Spanish, knov;s his Latin breviary and is 

educated above the average Indian or natural as they prefer to be called. 

His appearance is not that of a pure Indian, but he is definitely not a 

ladino. Diego though probably of mixed blood, Is an Indian culturally, 

because his life since birth has been conditioned entirely by present day 

Indian culture. 

Although he Is more educated than other naturales and is quick and 

astute in learning the teachings of the church, he, nevertheless, guards 

nis Indian costumbre and beliefs tightly. When in his house I bought from 

him a small ^í faced idol from his house altar. He readily agreed to sell 

It, but had a sudden fit of conscience and said that maybe it was wrong to 

sell it because it might be a god of "los antiguos". 
hi*. "If 

His house, built by himself, which is typical of^NebaJ Indian houses, 

has two rooms, a tiled roof, board walls with open cracks between the 

boards vnlch are not lime plastered and whitewashed as are many Nebaj and 

Chajul houses. In one room is an upper loft stretching half way across the 

room used as a kind of storage attic. On the altar are a small image of 

1 According to his statement he has never been further away from the 
Ixil region than Santa Cruz Quiche. He is about 27 years old. 
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the black Saint of £squipulas, a couple of small pottery idols, 3 modern 

vases filled with pine branches, a pottery censor, some candles and knick- 

knacks. Whenever a guest comes into the house, anything of value that he 

brings such as a flashlight or a thermos bottle is placed on the altar for 

safety. In back of the altar are 3 small wooden crosses placed in the same 

way as the ones in the outdoor places of worship. In one corner of the 

room is a raised wooden bed covered with petates and blankets (from '.flomos- 

tenango), and several home woven woman's huipiles. Other articles in the 

room are two stone metates, a hand loom, a pita hammock, a rough wooden 

bench and a table, several large full red clay water Jars, a turkey in 

a nest under the bench sitting on 1^  eg-js. The dirt floor was strewn with 

fresh aromatic pine needles. A basket of yellow corn kernels, a small 

wooden chest with iron bars with lock and key for valuables, a set of 

modern carpentry tools and a locally made pottery brazier made up the 

remaining items. This room was used as a dining, sitting, and sleeping 

room. 

The second room which had an entrance only from the outside w s used 

as a kitchen. It contained a stone metate for grinding cornfra comal or 

pottery griddle for cooking tortilla, piany ollas and tinajas or water 

Jars, corn In baskets, a few modern pot's and a frying pan. The fire was 

in the middle of the floor, there was no smoke hole, and one half of the 

room was taken up by a large temascal for taking steam sweat bath». 

Outside was an overhanging porch with a pile of cut wood. Beyond the 

house was a clean W.C. out^Kise which Is unusual for an Indian house, the 

sitlo or cornfield in back of the house generally being the family dump 

for all purposes. Wandering about outside are turkeys, chickens, 1 small 

pig, and a dog. Some of the livestock belongs to Diego and some to his 

wife. He says that a woman's property is rigidly hers and the husband has 
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no rights over it, which is quite distinct from the statement of Gaspar 

C who maintains that husband and wife own all property Jointly. Gaspar 

told me that in the old days only sons inherited land and property, but 

today all sons and daughters inherit equally. He has 15 children 9 of 

whom are sons and he will leave his property to them equally divided. 

The old idea was that a woman did not need to inherit lane1, because when 

she married she would go to her husband's land which he had inheri ted. and 

there was no need for both to have land. 

Outside isa wooden work bench with a wooden screw vice. The sitio 

or land belonging to the property consists of about 20 cuerdas* of 

mostly mi lpa where corn is grown.^ Vegetables such as huisquiles and 

chilacayote squashes are also grown. The whole property is fenced with 

a wooden bar fence. 

Water is carried from a natural spring pi la across the road, wood is 

cut by Diego and brought in fron outside town ?very few days. 

His wife is pretty and pale skinned, and was dressed in a beautiful 

white huipil with purple animal designs, woven by herself, a red and white 

fa.)a or sash 4 inches wide around her waist, and a similarly colored 

cinta or band wound in coronet fashion through her hair, both home woven. 

Her wrap-around skirt, manufactured in Huehuetenango and bought in the 

market, is the conventional tomato red one with yellow stripes, as worn 

by all Nebaj women. 

There are three little girls aged 3 years, 2 years, and 6 months, all 

dressed exactly like their mother. They are very sweet and friendly. The 

baby sits in a little home made high chair with table attached. She has a 

rash on her forehead for which I prescribe camphor ice. Diego thinks she 

has worms which is a common Nebaj complaint, since the children often eat 

dirt. The baby cries a lot and teeths on a hard ear of yellow corn. Flies 

1 
A cuerda is about 1200 sq. yards. They vary in size - cuerdas of 
30 and 40 varas square. A vara is 2.8 feet. 

2 Corn fields of milpas are all through the town with each house 
 having its own field.  
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on her face are not brushed off. She is afraid of me at first but gets 

used to me after the first few visits. The father is very affec-tionate 

with her. He and I both feed hefbits of boiled green hui squi1 (a type of 

squash). 1 advise garlic boiled in milk for worms. Diego says that up 

until a few days ago she had had only mother's ml Ik,but is now getting 

raw cow's milk in addition to being nursed by the mother. 

While Diego and I discuss the functions of the Cofradías, his wife 

makes coTfee and boils hulsgulles for us. Before eating, a cup of water 

is brought to pour over our hands. 

The little girl, aged 2, Juana, is particularly sweet and friendly. 

She look^ after and kisses the baby. She talks a lot to her father and 

calls him tata. She calls to him to look when the turkey sitting on the 

14 eggs, walks out of the room to take the air for a while. The mother 

goes off with the oldest girl, a3ed 3, on errands and leaves us. V.'e leave 

Juana, aged 2, to guard the baby, aged G months, while we go across the 

street to see the water spring and talk to an old man aliout the Tachbal 

amak or months of the calendar. When we return, Juana is standing up by 

the gate singing to herself, perfectly self-reliant, and not at all 

afraid to be alone. She throws acorns at me and smiles sweetly. 

The oldest girl looks very husky and strong. She has the beginnings 

of a coin necklace around her neck, like anMadd-a-pearlw necklace given 

to young girls at home. Diego has added to several old Spanish silver 

reales, two lead discs from my film cases which 1 had thrown away on our 

trip with the Padre. This girl, aged 3, takes her father's cigarette and 

draws in 2 or 3 strong puffs of smoke and spits on the floor very profes- 

sionally. Her father says she likes to take swigs of aguardiente, which he 

apparently has no objection to. These seemed to me rather startling habits 

for such a polite and otherwise well-mannered little girl, at least accord- 
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Ing to the mores of our own undoubtedly irrational culture. .Aguardiente 

Is drunk by assembled relatives shortly after the birth of a child. 

The wife says that for a dollar (Quetzal) she will buy cotton thread 

and weave nc a huípil for -ny daughter aged Z  and a half. 

I noticed that Nebaj children are in general very uninhibited. They 

are constantly in evidence running and play!ng with loud screams of 

laughter. They are often seen playing urinating an£ defecating games 

together in the middle of the street. 

Diego has no mother or father who are living. From hit uncle he 

inherited his breviary v/hlch he uses constantly In his office of f i seal 

for the church. He is always seen praying and chanting in processions. 

His wife has a living mother and a father, as well as a young brother 

and sister. When Diego Is away on trips with the priest, the wife's 

younger brother looks after her so that she will not be alone. She is "->fraid 

to stay alone In the house, which is not to be wondered at, after W  disc- 

overed the ways of the ladinos of Mebaj, who spend a lnrge part of their 

time visiting the Indian women when their husbands are away, "'any boast 

of being able to get an Indian woman any time they want for 10 cents. 

Diego says that when a baby Is about to be born, a midwife comes in 

to help, and gets paid 25 cents. 

We talk about how angry the Padre is because no one gets married in 

the church, neither naturales nor ladi nos. He says that the reason the 

former do not marry in the church is because it costs $ 3.00 as well as 

an extra sum for obtaining a civil certificate from the intendencia. This 

adds up because the Indians have their own elaborate ceremonies for 

m&TTf^a§ which cost  the groom or his father at least $ 15 which must be 

1 
According to Diego and Gaspar. There is the ceremony of finding 
out the child's nagual. Don Q. says that a zahorln is called in 
for the naming. 
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paid to the bride's father. 

Gaspar C., wh has had two or mor^ wives and 15 children told me that 

he saw no reason for marryin^ in tho church because if you wanted to 

separate or change wives later on, the church would not allow it. 

Luis S. whose father Is a zahorin, yet has been married in the church, 

said that the exorbitant price of Marriage is enhanced by having to give 

at least 1?0 tamales with meat in then to the bride's family and guests. 

This would briiv; the price up to * 30 for the bride. 

In NebaJ when a young man wants to marry a girl ha grabs the corner 

of her rebozo. If she dislikes him she breaks away from him, but if she 

likes Mn she  will only pretend to do so. He puts a few pesos down her 

neck. If she refuses him, the money is returned by her father to the man's 

father. If she accepts him, she keens the money and in a few days a 

zahorin calls as matchmaker to arrange the details of the marriage. 

According to the economic status of the parties Involved, feasting and 

presents are exchanged back and forth between the families and proceedings 

may go on for several months. Payment is made to the bride's father and 

the zahorin is paid one quetzal for every conference or visit. On the wed- 

ding day the groom arrives at the bride's father's house with presents of 

clothes for her. There Is much feasting, drinking of aguardiente and 

marimba playing. The couple go home afterwards to live either in their own 

house or else at the groom's father's. 

If a couple are very poor they may merely start living together with- 

out any ceremonies or payments of any kind. 

The bride can leave and return to her parents any time she feels like 

It, but in that case the bride price and all presents must be returned to 

the groom's family. The price Is to enable her to make and purchase a 

trousseaux which she must supply. 
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In Zotzll and Ilom, aldeas of Chajul, courtln: custom differs. The 

young man when he Is courting stands outside the girl's house at night 

and plays a plaintive little tune by blowing through a piece of banana 

leaf (Tocar la hoja). It sounds very much like the monotonous airs played 

on the ceremonial chirimía. If the girl likes the man she may invite him 

Into the house. 

In Chajul the suitor, when courting, will go with his zahorin and 

cry In front of the girl's house until she lets them in. 

Marriage (Gh.) 

After a girl has accepted a suitor for marriage, he must ?o to a 

zahorin and learn a formal petition which he must repeat to the bride's 

parents at their house. On some occasions the man must work for a period 

of time at her father's house to prove himself. The bride must work In 

return, at his father's house, and must go through the ordeal of taking 

tamales out of boiling water without burning herself. 

On the wedding day the man and woman must drink a special posóle 

without spilling a drop. If they don't spill, it means good augury for 

their future life together; if a drop or two is spilled it means their 

marriage will be a failure. 

Petition of a suitor said to his fiancee's father after she has 

Indicated that she was willing to accept him. 

(July 25, 1940 Nebaj, Informant Sebastian R, a zahorin and a specialist 
In marriage ceremonies and matchmaking. He speaks very little Spanish. 
Vicente C, mestizo in blood, but culturally a complete Indian acted as 
Interpreter. He writes In lengua and Spanish. He wrote down the petition 
In Ixil as Sebastian spoke, and afterward translated it into Spanish and 
wrote it below the native language). 

If the woman keeps the money which the suitor has dropped down the 
back of her neck, Indicating that she Is willing to accept him, he learns 
the following petition from a specialist and goes to the girl's father's 
house and says It to her p rents. He does this three times before he gets 
a reply. 
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PEDIDO D'£L PRETENDIENTE OH FAJO?.- TI CONSIENTA 

ULIN 5AXE CrílJH TUüéí.021 

Vengo hacer uti mandado a l'sted en nuestra casa 

XEBAS CÚBALE TU COZOZE 
Ante su padre en nuestra casa 

IN ACÓL  CI-ttP-ÍUN  CAT  OKULIN 
Yo vsngo a ponerle una tristeza cuando yo vengo 

IN CAY BISANAL CAT OKULIN 
Yo vengo con una palabra amarga (cuando rntro en la casa) 

CAK CAT P1LORZAN ABAX CAT B1LQKZAK 
Porque vf a una niña y vine a verla 

CA'N CAJÍX SAJ CAJÍX 
A una guacamaya amarilla, a una guacamaya blanca 

CA'N PARfex, SAJ PAHÓ'-íAX 
A una paloma amarilla, a una paloma blanca 

EX COLPULE UCCO 
Por eso vine a buscarla 

ATCAN TIAL KES-CJPAL, TUC KES-KOOCHOOCH 
Siempre han dejado la sersilla nuestros abuelos y abuelas 

LOCOLCÓJBETIN TZALCÓJBETIN 
Aquí que rae hiciera favor de recibirme bien 

CAT U?íCin.*!LA C;!EL ELLEN P.ET 
Aquf me voy a pasar la vida y morir en poder de Usted 

IZBA ZiZA ELLEN BET 'V-CAXTICHILE 
Aquf voy a vivir y aquf voy a acabar 

BIABOJ BlÁCAP, CAT TAL CRISTO 
En tus pies, en tus manos, como ordenó" Cristo 

UMBAL XAC tJÍ.ÍBAL VUAC,  CAT TAL CRISTO 
Un hombre y una mujer, como ordenó Cristo 

English translation 

I come to make a request to you In this our house, before our father 
in this house, 

I come to bring you tidings of sadness when I come; 

I come with bitter words when 1 enter this house. 

Because I saw a maiden, 1 have come to seek her, 

A yellow macaw, a white macaw, 

1 6 like Irish brogue. 
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A yellow dove, a white dove, 

For this 1 have come to seek her. 

Always my fathers and mothers have sown their seed. 

Here may you grant me the favor of receiving me well, 

Here shall I pass my life, and here in your power shall I die;* 

Here shall 1 live, and here shall 1 end my days. 

At thy feet and at thy hands, as Christ hath commanded, 

One man and one woman, as Christ hath commanded. 

Rearing and Treatment of Children. (From 0.1.1.) and 'Carriage Customs 

After a child is born, for four days it is fed by the comadrona or 

midwife with honey, ma 1zena and atol ralo before It is put to the mother's 

breast. 

It is nursed by the mother for 6 months and nursed whenever it cries. 

At 6 months it is given atol and frijoles along with Its nursing. It Is 

nursed until it Is 2 or until another child is born. Other foods are given 

to it and it is weaned gradually. 

Observation of three or four families and the opinion of an Intelligent 

ladino woman who often looks after Indian children,shows no evidence of 

finger or hand sucking at any age. Children are often seen teething on 

on ears of hard roasted corn. 

A baby is often put In a hammock to sleep and Is carried everywhere 

on its mother's back. For many years parents and children sleep In the same 

bed unless they belong to one of a few well off principal families. Babies 

sleep on their mother's backs. When a baby can sit up, It sleeps generally 

only at night. 

After birth, a child is washed and never bathed again except for pour- 

ing water on its hands and face occasionally before eating.until It Is five 

years old. Young babies are often taken Into the temascal sweat baths with 
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their parents. They are generally greatly afraid of this and scream a 

great deal before being taken in and when inside. 

No attention is paid to a girl's looks until she is at least 15 years 

old. 

As soon as a child can walk, boys and jlrls are dreseed like their par- 

ents. Clothes are only occasionally removed and washed. 

' r ¡» 
A child is never coerced to eat. When It wonft eat Mray takeMif to a 

shop for medicine, generally a worm medicine. 

yfrqy learn to walk by putfc**rg ttuuu. in «* caña carrizo walker:» I a home 

made article very like the modern walkers. They learn at about a year and 

a half. 

There is no baby talk. Parents talk to children like adults. They 

rear with laughter at them if they mispronounce a word or are frightened. 

Play is not organized by elders. Children play together. 

When really annoyed at the children, which is seldom, parents have 

been known to whip them with chichicastes or switches which have thorns. 

At 7 year-fold or even younger jchi ldren are made to work. Boys carry 

small loads of wood, and the girls little jars of water. Doth are sent out 

to tend sheep and often play games together in the pastures. Play is 

mostly after work. 

The native name and nagual animal is given by a zahorin at birth. He 

makes a mark on the back with a piece of charred ocote, or pine, the 
t 

animal that the design resembles is the childjp»* nagual or animal double. 

(Gaspar). The Christian name given at baptism as soon as a priest can be 

found. The child Is generally brought into the church for this purpose. 

airls of 13 are taught to weave. Children are taught pita making 

in Cotzal. 

* In the aldea of Sumal - J.T's house, a boy about 5 carried about and 
looked after a baby about 2. If the baby cries he amused him by 
rolling a stick down hill. The baby grabbed and refused to return It. 
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Children don't fiyht with each other. 

Pain and injury are ignored by parents. No treatment is given. 

Indian children generally don't lie. 

Their manners are respectful and deferent towards elders and foreign 

visitors which cannot be said for ladino children. 

If children climb a tree or are in danger they may be beaten. 

If a child is very ill the parents tell him that he will probably die. 

Children are forbidden to attend mountain crosses for rites. Babies 

are taken to church on their mothers' backs, and later accompany parents 

to all church ceremonies. 

Death1 

When a person dies, relatives shave and wash the body. The body is 

put in a coffin and carried to each of the four cardinal points and turned 

around, to keep the spirit from following. 

Women wailing ceremonially, follow the corpse to the cemetery. The 

relatives all get drunk, starting before going to the cemetery, and contin- 

uing afterwards. Formerly-relatives had a marimba at the house, but now 

this is regarded as "mala costumbre". For three days after burial, prayers 

are said, and copal incense burned, and ceremonial acts performed in the 

house, In the church, and in the monte, to set the spirit on the right 

road and keep It from hanging around. 

When a death occurs, the bell is tolled at the church, and as soon 

as possible the body is taken to the cemetery. A burial takes place with 

great speed. At many that I have witnessed, no ceremony occurs at the 

cemetery at the time of burial, but afterwards relatives come out, light 

candles and burn pom before the small wooden grave crosses. Small adobe, 

whitewashed oven or cradle shaped constructions.bulIt on the graves in 

1 Have as yet little information on the Animas cult which contains 
more than the catholic cult of the same name. 
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which the incense is burned. Before these, professional prayermakers come 

to perform their rites and cult of "las ánimas" or departed spirits. The 

priest Is rarely at the cemetery at the time of burial, although he often 

goes later and says responses at the request of relatives who pay him a 

few cents. 

During an epidemic of typhus and flu which broke out in NebaJ and 

several aldeas, four or five deaths occurred daily. In the midst of this 

epidemic 1 accompanied the priest to his annual mass at the aldea of Acul. 

During the previous months, many deaths had occurred in this rural district, 

and all had been buried without the assistance of the priest. After mass 

he marched to the cemetery accompanied by drum add chirimía for the 

purpose of saying responses over the graves, and the following scene took 

place. 

About 80 or more people dressed in their best coloured hulpiIs and 

red jackets were scattered in groups around the cemetery engaged in a 

variety of activities. In the centre, was a group crowded near the main 

pagan cross listening to two men playing the guitar. Several groups of 

women and children were lighting candles and putting red geraniums and 

red gladioli on grave crosses. The Padre was In one corner dressed in full 

mass regalia saying responses at graves at a cost of two cents per person. 

In another section the drum and chirimía were playing. Many men and women 

were kneeling and crying at graves. A marimba struck up In another corner. 

Nearby, an Indian and one of the three ladinos of the aldea were discussing 

a business contract about building a house, completely oblivious to their 

surroundings. Two little girls whose father had just died came up and asked 

the ladino and myself to come and look at their father's grave. We went 

over, took off our hats while the girls giggled then cried. Two young 

drunks staggered about, holding hands with their eyes full of tears. The 
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Padre waved at us and called out that he would soon join us for lunch. 

An-old Indian came to me and said he would come to see me in Nebaj the 

next day for some eye medicine and offered me 10 cents. After an hour or 

so of this mixed scene of grief, festivity, and utilitarianism, in which 

death was taken in its stride as part of the day's work, I rode back to 

Nebaj. 
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Appendix .Natira Praytrs; Taxt» in Ixil, Spanish» 

and English. 

fd Wlofe note 
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A System of Transcription, with corrections by J.P. Harrington of the B.A.E, 

a as in father 

a as in French la 

e" as in French fete 

e as in English met 

E as in French je 

t as in French i 1 

Y as in English it 

o as in French donne 

b as in German b 

o as in Irish brogue 

oo as in English boot 

u as in Spanish tu 

u as in English up 

ü as in German ü 

ñ as in Spanish or French gn 

h as in English hat 

j as in Spanish reloj 

x same as sh 

tz as in German zu 

' glottal stop 

n over a vowel nasal as French un 

w as in water 

/ over  a   letter  accent 

ch as   in  German  Ich 

ch as   in English chap 
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Prayer in Spanish of Tomas, a Brujo from Nebaj who lives on the 

Finca San Francisco, and has lived there for 30 years. 

Salvador mundo. Ay Dios, mi Padre, Jesu-Cristo. Como soy pobre. Aqj í 
estoy en el mundo, en el San Francisco estoy, comiendo con los mis fami- 
lias. Que.   lo regala en mi bastimiento. Ay Dios Mundo me arrepiento en mi 
castigos. Sobre mí con mis coches, con mis gallinas siembre. Me arrepiento 
que voy morir. Regale mis días. Siembre, voy a morir hasta que llegue a 
mis tiempos. Señor Ángel Josefino, Señor Ángel, San Miguel Ángel y San 
Rafael Ángel, Ángel San Felice, /Ángel Maestro, Maestro San Pedro, Maestro 
Jan Miguel Ángel. Avasallar de a mi con los mundos porque soy sucio. AHuí 
estoy en el Mundo que me busque solo por mis vidas porque estoy atento y 
arrepentido y voy a contar unas malas. Ay Dios que me lo pide, me presentes 
Señor Huyl*, Señor Andres, quemo, pido, Señor Andrés, es que me pido mis 
vidas, porque me arrepiento me voy a hachar mis canillas. Es mejor no 
Señor Mundo, porque aquí hay todo gente en todo justicia, por aquí están 
todas cosas. Es mejor me das conmigo, como soy pobre. 

Literal translation. 

Saviour world. Oh, 
1 am in the world, in i 
I be presented with my 
Over me with my pigs, w 
going to die. May he pr 
until my time comes. Lo 
Angel and Saint Raphael 
Saint Peter, Master Sai 
because I am filthy. He 
onlv ^r my lly-es becau 
count some ban nnp-s. O, 
Lord Andrew. I burn, I 
because I repent 1 am g 
not to, Lord World, bee 
here are all things. It 

God, mL Father, Jesus Christ. A«. I am poor. Here 
t,Saint'Francis I am, eating with my family. May 
food. 0,3od World I repent in my punishments, 
ith my chickens, always. I repent because I am 
esent me with my days. Always, 1 am going to die 
rd Angel Josephssrs, Lord Angel, Saint Michael 
Angel, Angel Saint Phillip, Master Angel, Master 
nt Michael Angel. Enslaved must 1 be to the world 
re I am in the World and may they look for me 
se I am attentive and repented and I am going to. 
Lord who asks me, may Thou present me Lord Huyl 

beg, Lord Andrew, it is that I beg my lives, 
oing to strike mv legs with an axe. it is best 
ause here thcro*"40 people^m all justice^kround 
is best you give me wj%,fi*nfe, as 1 am poor. 

Huyl is the same name as the Cumbre de Huyl, a mountain near 
Chajul which is a main centre of costumbre. 
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Nebaj. 'larch 7, 1940 

Prayer in ^iego S's Note Book. He is a zahorin. 

Perdone mi alma yo soy pobre, el que estoy en el mundo, no me dejas 

por el mal. Siempre me depientes por el malo por que yo soy pobre Señor 

San Serrafina, San roresefina y San Sevastian pabvian gloria. Siempre me 

ayudarme por la pobresco, Señor San Pedro rurn San Pedro ortimal para que 

me reponesla caña de mi Siembra, mientras no me dejas rola, me paboresca 

déla anga de mi Santa ^aiz, Solo hesolnos Jesucristo, San Gaspar Rey. Si 

teños mal Suerto pero me perdone Señor Huyl. 

Literal translation (the Spanish text is very awkward and the words 

are sometimes unrecognizable). 

Forgive my soul 1 am poor, the ono—1 am in the world, do not leave 

me to the evil. Thou always defendest me from the evil because I am 

poor Lord San Serrafina, San Roresefina and Saint Sebastian pabvian g-lory. 

Always help me in my poverty, Lord Saint Peter gar. Saint Peter art i mal a 

may the cane in my sown land be replaced, do not leave me alone, and 

may I be favoured with the water on my Holy Corn. Only hog-olnoc^Jesus 

Christ, San Gaspar King. If we have bad luck -hut may we be forgiven by 

Lord Huyl. 

Huyl is the cumbre outside Chajul. Diego says it is Huyl that holds 
all the world together. This cumire is the centre for all the most import- 
ant costumbre of the Ixil region. 
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IXIL,   SPANISH AND  ENGLISH   TEXTS 

Costumbre versions of the Lords Prayer 

CUBAL ÁLFICA TZA1CO SHATI LA C»AVI SANCO 
Padre del Cielo, siempre estoy aquí a pedir. 
Father of Heaven, 1 am always here to beg. 

BANLISAOM SIVATZ CHAVA NIKIBANLE ÁLFICA 
Hace1 favor de ser bueno  aquí en el mundo como está en el Cielo. 
Please be as good here in the world as in Heaven. 

TAJAK TZANKOJSKE CGNCHIL CHIX 
No nos hace mal al maíz, a la comida. 
Do not do any evil to corn nor food. 

KATZOTZ3E CAPAB CASA CHI LO TULPAV 
Perdóname de pecado y de mal 
Forgive me for my sin and evil 

CHAT2IBALPAV Y CÓLÓKÓ CHIFANE JESÚS 
Tengo pecado. Defendéme y perdóname Jesús. Amén. 
I have sin. Defend me and forgive me, Jesús. Amen. 

CUBAL ÁLFICA ESHETILA BANIKO I SAO/1 T2AICO BALAL SOTZVILPAV 
Padre del Cielo venga a nos tu reina 
Father of Heaven, may your Wueen come to us 

COLOKO TULPAV ECKOSITCHI . AF£M JESUS. 
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IX1L,   SPANISH AND  ENGLISH TEXTS  -  PRAYER TO  DIOS  T:HJNDO AN'.    DAY LORDS 

Chajul   dialsct. 

SANTA CRUZ, HOY COLORO ESH CABALAL, CRISTO MUNDO 
Santa Cruz, por la señal de la Cruz, Cristo Mundo 
Holy Cross, by the sign of the Cross, God World. 

EL COSTUMBRE, DIOS MUNDO ESU DIOS MUNDO, ILOX (Nombre de Cerros) 
El costumbre, Dios Mundo a Dios Mundo,   Dios 
The costumbre, God World to God World,   God 

GLORIA, GLORIA DEL CIELO Y DEL MUNDO, AWGEL DEL MUNDO 
Gloria, Gloria del Cielo y del "undo, Angel del Mundo 
Glory, Glory of Heaven and of the World, Angel of the World 

CUBAL CRISTO TZEJOL, BITOL ITZIABAL IBATZIBAL 
Dueño Cristo (mode of address   ) representante de Dios 

(a los pies y manos) 
Master Christ (mode of address     ) representative of God. 
(Our Father)   (at thy hands and feet) 

CRUZ PASIÓN, CUBAL JESU CRISTO TZSJOL BÍTOL 
Cruz Pasión, Dueño «Jesucristo (mode of address) 
Cross Passion, .Master Jesus Christ (mode of address) 

(Our Father) 

ACHELA AKLECENCIA CU3AK KOOCHOOCH JESU CRISTO ECHKOJI'BSNA 
Ahora nos das licencia Padre-Madre Jesu Cristo, si quieres así *•><? fuera 
Now Thou givest/your permission Our Father-Our Mother, if thou wishest it so, 

us 
TZAJBIKA U'KAIKA TZAJ8IKA 
Y hablarás y contestarás a este poco costumbre 
And Thou shallst speak and reply to this little costumbre. 

,     (answer ) 
ACHELA AK3AANIL TCHEICHIL, CUBAL CRISTO, AKBAANIL UV1TZ1L CU'CHAKALAL 
Ahora háganos favor y bondad Badre Cristo, háganos favor nuestro Monte y 
la Joya. 
Now do us the favor and the kindness Our Father Christ, bestow thy favours 
(upon our)Mountain and the Joya (small valley or river bank). 

TIIMIMBAL TZ1JBAL TITOJ TICAB 
Donde se esconden, donde se pierden, de sus pies y manos 
Where they hide, where they get lost, from Ja±-s (Thy?) feet and hands. 

AKBAANIL TCHEICHIL KANLASSAKBAY SAKLASSAKBAY 
Háganos favor y bondad Maíz Amarillo y Mafs Blanco 
Bestow favor and goodness upon us, Yellow Corn and White Corn. 

K'ÁANICH TI LULU BAANIL  I'KOELUL TU CUEMBAL 
Como nos hace favor.   Saquele de tu cofre. 
As Thoui dost ns favor.  Take it out from thy chest (trunk). 
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K'AANICH T1LULU BAANIL, K'AANICH TELULI BAANIL ESHIKCNILULI D10SHIL 
Como nos hace favor   Corno nos has de socorrer Dios de donde viene la 
vida de corazón. 
As Thou shallst favour us As Thou shallst help us God     where the 

life of the heart comes from 

SAJ RATON HUPEMBAL 
Que los ratones no entren a la troja 
May the mice -etc not enter the barn 

SAJ LA NEGRO CAJ LA NEGRO VALEJUAN 
Que dejan los cuervos y el gato de monte 
Which the crows and the fox leave 

OXLAVAL  REY TICHESHCHISH AY TZD.JOL  CUBAL  REY [¿UNDO 
Trece Reyes que buscan la comida, Compañero Padre Rey Mundo 
Thirteen kings looking for food, Companion Our Father King World 

UPAMZURUK KAT-áINCHA'KAM UPANZURUK (Upanturuk in Nebaj) 
Pájaro Carpintero que me vas a regalar, Pájaro Carpintero. 
Woodpecker, what art Thou going to give me, Woodpecker 

AJCHA'CAM CAJ SOMBRERO SAJ SOBRERO 
Que te voy a regalar un sombrero colorado o blanco 
Because I am going to give thee a red or white hat 

ASHTÜKTZÁN U ANGEL SAN MIGUEL PUJPAKPUKWHOl 
Por eso vino el Angel de San Miguel para abrir la troja 
That is why Saint Michael's Angel came to open the barn 

ACHELA CAT AK3AANIL TETZMEAL TETZKAUL 
Ahora le da favor a los hijos % hijas 
Now he bestows favors upon the sons and daughters 

AKBÁANIL TCHS 1CHIL T1TOJ TICAB SOLOL :,ATZOL Y CUEBAL I JAI BAL 
Hágame el favor Día Tche en los manos y en los pies, donde se siembra el 
tamo de maiz y Santa Rey Tierra donde le levantaron 
Do me the favor Day Tche in the hands and in the feet, where the corn is 
planted  and Saint King Earth where   it was   HJIJBJU fáfHHÁfJ 

I»Q ACHELA TOK ICUCHUNSA UMWAL CANDELA EL KAUL 
Día 1'q ahora va a mostrar una candela el hijo 
Day I'q now the son is going to show a candle 

ESH UMWAL KAN ESH KAWAL KAMEL  (Ixil text lacking) 
Es el día 1 Kan, es el dia Z  Kame 1. A ustedes dos dias _te_ vengo a regalar 
It is the day 1 Kan, it is the day Z  Kame1. To you two days I come to bring 
a present. 

ACHELA KOOI SOTZENPAV TREICH1LA TOOCH MEAL KAUL 
Ahora perdóneme Monte Sotzempav perdone a todos mis hijos ^ hijas 
Now forgive me Mount Sotzempav forgive all mi/ ~ons and daughters 
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ACHELA TOKA'KAP CUBAL REY MONTE  (Ixil text not given) 
Ahora _te vengo a adorarte Padre Rey Monte, te vengo a dejar un ramo de flores 
a tus pies Padre Rey Monte. 
Now I come to worship thee Father King Mountain, I come to place a bouquet 
of flowers at thy f<?et Father King Mountain. 

ACHELA TOK MUNOK HAUL MEAL   (Ixil lacking) 
Ahora vamos a sembrar el maíz para el Hijo (Cristo y San Joáe) 
Now we are going to plant the corn for the Son (Christ and Saint Joseph). 

ACHELA TOKBAK UMWAL CANDELA 
Ahora te voy a rezar y ofrlr una candela 
Now I am going to pray to Thee and to offer a candle 

ECHKOKATZAJBE VE CIJBAL  REY AJ BAANIL 
Gracias a Usted perdóneme Padre Rey AJ , Hágame favor. 
Thanks to You, forgive me Father King AJ, do me the favour. 

KOOYA ACHELA TOK MUHOK KU HAUL MEAL 
Perdóneme ahora va a sembrar nuestros hijos %  hijas. 
Forgive me now our sons and daughters are going to sow. 

CHEL  QU1    (Kool)   KAWAL  A'MAK UV1TZIL   ZOTZ1L 
Hoy el día 2  A'mak en el monte de Zotzil (voy ?. rezar) 
Today (is) the day Z  A'mak in the Zotzil Mountain (I am going to pray). 

VITZ MUNDO CALVARIO TZAKBIN 
Monte Mundo Calvario contéstame 
World Calvary Mountain answer me 

CUBAL VITZ1L SHETCHEVETCH, CUBAL SHATSVITZ, CIJBAL SHEKASH 
Padre Monte Shetchevetch, Padre Shatsvitz, Padre Shekash 
Father Mount Shetchevetch, Father Shatsvitz, Father Shekash (pine tree). 

CUBAL SHEKAJTZE, CUBAL JAKTENAM, REY VICOMA 
Padre Shekajtze, Padre Jaktenam, Rey Vi coma 
Father Shekajtze (red tree), Father Jaktenam (mountain near Zotzil), King 
Vicoma (Jhl) 

ACHELA CUBAL OXLAWAL I'X, UMWAL T21 KIN, KAWAL AMAK, OXWAL NOJ 
Ahora Padres Trece I 'x, uno Tzikin, dos amak, tres noj 
Now Fathers Thirteen I'x, one Tzikin,  two amak, three noj 

KAJWAL TIJAX, OWAL KAUOK, VAJIL HUNAHPU, B1JJWAL I MUX, VASHAKIL I 'Q 
cuatro tijax, cinco kau&k, seis hunáhpu, siete imux, ocho Ifq 
four  tijax, five kaubk, six  hunáhpu, seven imux, eight    I'q 

BELÚWAL AKBAL , l.'.WAL KATCH, HUNLAWAL KAN, KAPLÁWAL KAMÉL, OXLAWAL TCHÉ 
nueve Akbal, diez Katch, once Kan, doce Kamél, trece Tché 
nine  Akbal, ten   Katch, eleven  Kan,  twelve Kamél, thirteen Tché 

AKLECENCIA OXLAWAL REY TICHEISHCH1SH 
Té pido licencia trece Reyes que buscan la comida 
I request thy permission thirteen Kings looking for the food. 
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AJ, TODOS SANTOS, CUBAL CRISTO, ECHKOKULATA 
Aj, Todos Santos, Padre Cristo, así nos vinieras a dejar 
Aj, All Saints, Father Christ, may Thou bring us 

KUKANEBAL RUNDIOS HI VAL CUBAL CRISTO 
Así nos prestaras candelas y copal a í->ios 
May Thou lend us candles and copal "jfeirGod 

CUBAL CRISTO AJMUKCHI KITZLEBAL SOLOL MATZOL 
Perdóneme Padre Cristo, nunca te vaya a esconder nuestra comida y tamo de maíz 
Forgive me Father Christ, may I never hide from you our food and ocrn . „ (?) 

Pft/iT/'cA * oFforth. 
Y CUfiVAL IJAEVAL 
Y donde estaba y donde le levantaron 
And where he was and where he was lifted 

»KI, ACHELA TZAKBEN, CRUZ PASIÓN, ACHELA IT2IABAL IRATZIBAL 
Sol, ahora contéstame, Cruz Pasión, Ahora (Rey) Representante de Dios 
(orilla y_  imagen)? 
Sun, now answer me, Cross Passion, Now (King) Representative of God 
(•&é§e  and image)? 
/#Át,f7"~ 

TOJEAKBEN 1TZ1A5AL IBATZIEAL, CUBAL CRISTO 
Te voy a mandar, representante de Dios, Padre Cristo 
I am going to send Thee, representative of God, Father Christ. 

TOJBAKBEN DIOSHIL TZACBAMBE TU ALMICA 
Te voy a mandar, Dios, cohuete colorado al Cielo 
I am going to send Thee, God ,a red rocket to Heaven, tüEnsfestír) 

GLORIA, GLORIA DEL CIELO, CUBAL CRISTO 
Gloria, Gloria del Cielo, Padre Cristo 
Glory, Glory of Heaven, Father Christ 

TU r-.OJNDO, TU GLORIA, ACHALA KATMOCHLA COSTU. BRE 
Tu Mundo, tu Gloria, ahora se acabó e_l costumbre (a rezar) 
Thy World, thy Glory, now the costumbre Is ended-(to pray) 

TOKINASA A DIOSHIL AVINKILAL 
Pecador de Dios, voy a terminar los 20 días 
God's sinner, I am going to end the 20 days 

CUBAL CRISTO, TANTECHTLAL, HOY COLOKO TULIK AP INDIVILIOSH BALASHI 
Padre Cristo, Santa Cruz, por la señal de la Santa Cruz, Tu Gloria. 
Father Christ, Holy Cross, by the sign of the Holy Cross, Thy Glory. 

KATMOCHLA BATSKUNIMABAL INDIVILIOSHBALASHI INDIVILIOSH KAULASHI 
Se acabó nuestra costumbre, Padre Sancti ssimo. Dios Padre, Dios hijo. Amén. 
Our costumbre is ended, Most Holy Father, God the Father, God the Son. Amen. 
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Texts in Ixil and Spanish written by Diego B, ladinoized principal  of 
Nebaj. Prayers and petition from Pedro B, zahorin. 

LORD'S PRAYER 

CUBAL ALMICA EXATILA CAHIZANKOJ TZAIKO IBAL1NK0 IZAHOM 
Padre del cielo que estás,, vénganos echar tu vendí ción 
Our Father in Heaven who art^ come to give us thy blessing 

BATZCHABA CONCHA IL CH1X TULCHAJCH13AL PAB COLOCO ECHA UMENA JESUS 
En la tierra y darnos nuestra tortilla perdónanos nuestros pecados, 
Amén Jesús. 
On the Earth and to give us our torti1 la forgive our sins, Amen, Jesus. 

EXN1MBLAJ SANTA MARIA EX NONALE GRACIA EXATILA YIOX 
Usted poderosa Santa María yena eres de gracia que estás con Dios 
You Almighty Saint Mary,full art Thou of grace because Thou art with God 

EXICAX CÓMALE SANTA I/ARIA ES NIEBLA BALE EX IXOJ 
Piadosísima Santa María toda poderosa entre las mujeres 
Most Pious Saint Mary almighty amongst the women 

EXYJLA'iOPOJ EX CHUCHU YIOX KILAKO YIOX SICLEKOJ YIOX 
Así verdadera Virgen y madre de Dios te ruego Dios, te pido Dios 
So, true Virgin and mother of God I beg thee God, I ask thee God 

CAH1 HO APAB ECHA UMENA JESUS 
por nuestros pecados. Amen Jesus, 
for our sins. Amen Jesus. 

EX NIMALE CHUCHU EX CACHUPE EX OTAL EX EVAN 
Tu eres nuestra madre, nuestra abogada, existes desde nuestra madre Eva; 
Thou art our mother, our mediatrix, thou exists since our mother Eve; 

NICUCHUMCHUCHÉ N1CUTZIKINE CHAVIL OKEL ABANTEZ 
vivimos tristes vivimos llorando en este valle de lágrimas, cuidas 
we live sad, we live weeping in this valley of tears, Thou protectst 

CABAJ KILABATZRÓ HA ALLÁ A MALLÍ EXCHÍ EX BUCÚ nuestra esperanza 
nuestras siembras, cuidas nuestras familias porque eres nuestra dulsura/ 
our sown fields, thou protectest our families because Thou art our sweetness, 
our hope; 

EXCUCHUCH EX SANTA MARLLA TALEKO CUBALAL JESUCRISTO 
eres nuestra madre Santa María, madre de nuestro Señor Jesucristo 
Thou art our mother Saint Mary, mother of our Lord Jesus Christ 

ECHA UMENA JESUS 
Amén Jesus. 
Amen Jesus. 

NIMLA APAB SULBANCUL SAN PEDRO, SAN PABLÚ, SANTO DOMINGO 
Grandes pecados manifestamos a San Pedro, a San Pablo, a Santo Domingo, 
Great sins we confess to Saint Peter, to Saint Paul, to Saint Domingo, 
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SAN FRANCISCO CAJALLIL EX PECH1CA EX CHEJEMPALTEZ UMBI 
A San Francisco y a todos los Santos le pedimos perdón en nuestro nombre 
To Saint Francis and to all the Saints we ask forgiveness in our behalf 

UNPAB UN P NETENCIA TAXCOJBEJ NIM SACHIXCOJ M01 UNPAB 
por nuestra culpa hacemos nuestra penetencia para santificar rni nombre 
y mi s pecados 
for our guilt^we are doing penance to sanctify my name and mlysins, 

TANTIOX CAJILLILA NIMA SULPA UNCUL SIBATZ PADRE 
Ante Dios todod nosotros nos confesamos ante el padre 
Before God we all confess before the priest 

EX CHEXEL Y10X NI VOCTZA SANTA IGLESIA COOJ ECHA UMENA JESUS 
Que está por Dios en la Santa Iglesia Católica por los siglos, Amén Jesús. 
Who is by God in the Holy catholic Church for all the centuries,Amen Jesus, 

VOCTZA YIOX BALAXI BANITZANTEZ ALMICA ATI ALANTEZ  a 
Creo en Dios padre creador del cielo hay quien dio/luz        .±3? 
I believe in God the Father creator of Heaven to which He gave^light, 

MAL ICAHOL TIOX CACHIOL IBANIL ESPÍRITU SANTO CONCELA 
un hijo de Dios por obra del Espíritu Santo y fué 
a son of God by means of the Holy Ghost and was 

TZA SIVATZ CRUZ TAN STZI P0NC10 PI LATO CAM *'UJLI 
crucificado en la Cruz por orden de Poncio Pi lato, murió, le sepultaron, 
crucified on the Cross under orders of Pontius Pilatus, died, was buried, 

TAXKI ISLELE SIXOL TZACHIL TEZ CHULLULTZI NI VACTZA 
al tercer dia resucitó entre los muertos y alabo 
the third day he *&f£&d  from the dead and I praise 

SANTA IGLESIA CATÓLICA COOJ ECHAMENA JESUS 
Santa Iglesia Católica de los siglos, Amén Jesás. 
Holy Catholic Church for all the centuries, Amen Jesus. 
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The following according to Diego B is a long petition learned by the 
bridegroom and said on his wedding before the assembled families. I 
believe, however, it is also said on other occasions. 

Pedida y están de pie 
Petition. Standing up. 

CUMPALE ECHCOJ TZAI ECHCOJ UL1 OXVAL 1M1MAL OXVAL 
Compadre así traiga:así venga tres personas tres 
Compadre may they bring,may they come^three persons three 

BALAL OXVAL CACAL OXVAL TE. E 1NYIOX 3ALAX1 1NYIOX KAULAX1. AMEN 
Padres, tres favores, tres pedidos, Dios Padre, Dios hijo. Amen. 
Fathers, three favours, three petitions, God the Father, God the son. Amen, 

Ahora se síeTít-aen la sala 
Now he  sits in the living room 

CUMPALE YlOX COJ BAN ATINE TU SANTOS SILLA SANTOS 
Compadre Dios quiera estés bien en \u Santa Silla tu Santa 
Compadre May God wish Thou art well oí"Thy.holy Cha in*thy Holy 

MESA YIOX COJ AK1LA UlOX COJ AS1CLE ECHCOJ XEBANE 
mesa en nombre de Dios te hablo, en nombre de Dios te llamo que así sea 
table in the name of God I speak to thee, in the name of God 1 call thee, 
may i t be 

ECHCOJ XUBINE UN JAJUL UN CAMABAL Sl'dATZ 
que así logre una parte mi deseo. Ante 
may 1 so attain a part of my wish. Before 

LOCOLAHAMA UMCAMABAL PAXAJCOJTZ1TZA SIBATZ 
Usted a proponerle aquí y ante 
You to propose here and before 

CRISTO CABAJCOJ SI BAT2 ALOCÓLAHAMA CUMPALE HAY YIOX 
Cristo ojalá que ante Usted  compadre hoy (ay! ?) Dios. 
Christ 1 hope that you  ompadre today Sad ok Q»J 

CUMPALE MA TIJCHAJLE MA PAMHOCHNAJLE ALLA MALLI 
Compadre está? bueno est¿o sin novedad con vuestros hijos 
Compadre Thou art we 11.thou are all right with thy children 

SHUN SACRAMENTO MA ATBAN1 KITZEL MA ATBAN1 CALEL YIJLATZI 
con vuestra señora porque hay quien nos amare hay quien nos castigue. Es 
cierto 
with thy wife,because there is somebody to love us there is somebody to 
punish us. It is true 

YIJLAYAL YECOTZA CAT TZANACAT MANDAMIENTO TAN CRISTO 
o es falso no sabemos de donde vienen los mandamientos de Cristo. 
or it is false we do not know where the commandments of Christ come from. 

TAN YIJLATZI JUNPACH JUN CABAL CATINE JUN PATRON 
Es cierto que en cada rancho en cada casa estamos como patron 
It is true that in every rancho (thatched roofed house) in every house we 
are the masters 
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CAT I NT A TUC LOCALAHAMA LOCÓLA GRACIA HOY YIOX 
en esta con Ustedes por la gracia hoy Dios. 
in  this  one with You  by the   grace   tryday God7ó«^*Y' 

MOJ  MAT   HORA  iv'OJ   CABAT  HORA TOC  IBAT21BAL  SAM TO PURGATORIO 
Entre de una hora o entre dos horas entrará la noche (image of the holy 
purgatory) 
Within one hour or within two hours night will come 

AJ CAHLABAL HORA AJ VINAJCAL HORA CATPAL 
o entre doce horas o veinticuatro horas pasa a __ . 
or within twelve hours or twenty-four hours it passes tíQl'i 

TILBATO NIMAL BALAL AJ CAHLABAT HORA AJ VINAJCAT HORA 
vemos el padre eterno (Sol) cada doce horas cada veinticuatro horas 
we see the eternal father (Sun) every twelve hours every twenty-four hours 

CATBAL T1BATOJ (CAUTO PURGATORIO) ETZAÍ/AL CHAJANIUIAL TICHAJIL 
Nos pasa a ver la Santa Noche estamos esperando nuestro bien 
The Holy Night comes to see us we are waiting for our welfare 

BAU-BOCHIL HAY YIOX 
y tu voluntad hay Dios. 
and thy goodwill today God. 

UAT COL HORA TELCATCHUL NIVAL BALAL OXVAL COL WOJ 
Talvez dentro una hora saldrá a iluminarnos el Sol (Padre eterno) como tres o| 
Perhaps within one hour the Sun (eternal father)will come out to illuminate 
us like three or 

CAJVAL ANGEL, CHI, CATBEX, JELEN T2ULIN N1MAL BALAL ATCAJ 
cuatro angeles. Dicen que fueron (a) abrazarte, alabarte, Padre Eterno 
(Sol), no hay embrace 
four angels. They say they went to/-h-u-g thee, to praise thee, Eternal Father 
(Sun), there is no 

YECAT 1LONCAT AT COL YECAT APONICAT CHALACHAIX1K1N 
lugar que no alumbres, no hay lugar donde no Íléones ?n los oídos 
place that Thou dost not light, there is no place Thou dost not reach 

Mffi ^iMflears 

AMAC, CUMPALE ATCOL UNATE BAXACUCHUCH BAXA CUBAL 
de los cerros. Compadre hay otra que es nuestra primera madre, nuestro 
primer padre, 
¿I) the hills. Compadre  there is another one who is our first mother, our 
first father, 

SAJVI SAJ JOLOM NACHALTETZ CRISTO CAT TALA LABALTAXCAL 
blanca faz, blanca cabeza nos acordamos Cristo que crio cincuenta 
white face, white head we remember Christ who created fifty 

SANTOS MIXTERIO. 
Santos misterios. 
Holy masteries. 
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N1MLAJ CAJALLILOSTE TUCUPALSA TICUL TIXEB CUWIPALE I 
Millares de nosotros pasamos por tu cuerpo por tu aliento compadre I 
Thousands of us pass through thy body through thy breath compadre I 

JITCUXO CAT ClJTvlALO AXOCHITA IvilL HACIEKTO TEXCHAJ I 
no salv nosotros compadramos. También mil haciendas de nuestro I 

•rt 5ti/f i'íjí'we became godfathers. Also a thousand farms of our I 

CUBAL ANGEL COC TZ1K1N COC CHOCOP CAft/ICAT I CANA I 
padre angel breves pájaros breves animales que fue los que toco I 
father angel,brief birds brief animals were v/hat he touched I 

ILKJCH1X CAT ILSJCHABAL CHAUUULVITZ CHAXLACHALCHO I 
que encontró espinas encontró espiritus, verdes cimas del cerro, (montañas)  I 
verdes valles I 
t&al found thorns found spirits, green tops of the hill, (mountains) I 
green valleys I 

CHAXLABEYA                                  _ I 
verde camino de agua.      - I 
green road of water. I 

CUMPALE ATZA IPALK1 UCU VIRGEN UCU CONFESOR TAN CAT BALKI I 
Compadre cuando pasó el día de la virgen de nuestro confesor y cuando pasó I 
el (padre) día I 
Compadre when the day of the virgin of our confessor had passed and when I 
the (father) day I 

SAN SEBASTIAN PABIAN GLORIA ANEJ CALABATCHANKI IPALKI I 
de San Sebastian Favian Gloria entonces a los doce días de haber pasado I 
el día I 
of San Sebastian Kavian Glory had oassed, then twelve days after the day I 

CANDELARIA DE CH1ANTAN ATCOJ YECAT ONCAT ULAVINAJ  (Ula= Chiquimula?) I 
de Candelaria de Chiantla acaso no llegaron de Chiquimula hombres I 
of Candlemas of Chiantla had passed, did not Chiquimula men I 

ULAIXOJ BEX TAC TALITZI TAL1BATZ AX UN APARCO ACOTZ1J 
de Chiquimula mujeres, a dejar agua de su vaca (boca?), lágrimas de sus I 
ojos con incense i o y copal I 
and Chiquimula women come to bring water from their cow (mouth?), tears I 
from their eyes with incense and copal? I 

CATPALCHAN KI CANDELARIA DE CHANTAN AXCHAN IPALKI 
cuando pasó el día de Candelaria de Chiantla y cuando pasó ese día 
when the day of Candlemas of Chiantla had passed and when that day had 
passed 

LA BANCHICATOJ SEÑAL TAN CRISTO CAT KIKO CUTZAIL 
nos hacen la señal de Cristo fuimos a traer nuestra senisa 
they make on us the sign of Christ#»we went to bring our ashes • 

CAT KIKO CUPOJOIL TAN POJOX TINALO CAT, TAL YlOX 
fuimos a traer nuestro polvo porque somos de polvo porque así dijo Dios, 
we went to bring our dust because me are made of dust because God said so, 
TAN CAT TALNIMBLABALE CAT TAL YIOX ECHCABI MAL 
porque así dijo el padre eterno y así dijo Dios como pasado mañana un 
because the eternal father said so and God said so-as the day after tomorrow 
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VERNIX VUJBAL TAXCALKI VUJBAL VERNIX CATIJELE 
Viernes y a lo(s) 47 dias son siete Viernes entonces abrazo 
(is) Friday and after 47 days seven Fridays will have passed then 1 embrace 

CUBAL NASARENO 1CRUZ CAT OC SANTOS LA CURASMA 
padre nasareno tu Cruz entré la Santa Cuaresma 
father Nazarene thy Cross*the Holy Lent(began) came y 

CAT OC PAXION KI CAT OC PAXION TZAJ VUJLABAT KI 
entró pasión día entró pasión tiempo a los 17 días 
passion dayjcame passion time came after 17 days- 

CAT CUGEP1 CAP LAVAL SANTOS APÓSTOL SATI CUYA IPLiCHUL 
prepararon doce santos apóstales  aguantaron sufrimientos 
"JRvelve saints apostles were prepared'they endured sufferings 

CAXCfrL DOMINGO RAivlUX, DOMINGO DOLOR LUNEX SANTO 
y penas domingo de Ramos, domingo de Dolor, lunes Santo, 
and punishments* Palm Sunday, Pain Sunday, Holy Monday, 

MARTIX SAWTO, MIERCCL1X SANTO JUEVIS SANTO VERNIX SANTO 
Martes santo, Miércoles Santo, Jueves Santo, Viernes Santo, 
Holy Tuesday, Holy Wednesday,  Holy Thursday, Holy Friday, 

CABLAVAL COL HORA TELCHUL NIMAL BALAL CATCHAKEPI 
de docs horas saldrá nuestro Sol (great father) lo subirán 
at the twelfth hour our Sun will come out.Jie will be raised 

ALABANA CRUZ TINKAJ SABTA IGLESIA ANE CAT ELCHUL 
a la divina Cruz en dedio de la Santa Iglesia entonces saldrá 
upon the Divine Cross in middle of the Holy Church-then will go out 

CUBALAL TÚSATE 1CAXAJIL TUBATZ IMUCANIL PITZAMAL 
nuestro señor en su caja y lo llevaron a su tumba  con alabanzas 
Our i-ord in His coffin and^vS&'^tc «aken to His tomb with praisings 

TELCHUL TANCHAJ MESTRO CORO í/iESTRC FISCAL CAT JALTO 
sale por los maestros de corro maestros fiscales fueron abiertos sus pies 
He goes out (is cairiedoutT) by the choir masters and the fiscal masters. 
His feet were oporrod-^wounded} • 

CAT JALIKAP CAT OC I SANTO CLAVO CAT OC I SANTO POTENTE 
sus manos le pusieron Santo clabos le pusieron la santa corona 
His hands they nail Him with holy nails-they put the holy crown 

TUL IVI TUL IJOLOM CAT COCCOPILI TAN MARTILLO GLORIA 
en su cabeza en sus oídos le pagaron con martillo glorLa 
on His headfon His ears'they stroke Him with a hammer.yiory 

ECHCOL MAT HORA CHEBEL ICUCHUL TAN CABLAVAL APÓSTOL 
como dentro de una hora esperan bajar con doce apóstoles 
as within one hour they expect to descend with twelve apostles 
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CAT CUT1IBATZ 1CAX1L CAT BEX ECHBACH1L0J1 IMUJLE 
le pusieron en su caja que le fueron amenazar en su sepulcro 

"Ttney laid Him in His coffin which they went to menace^ to his sepulchre 

VI MUNDO CALVARIO YATEBAL VIRGEN CABLABAT ANXEL 
en el monte calvario terminadón Ae   la virgen y doce angeles 
in the Calvary L'ountain*c$ferng-*<$i   the Virgin and twelve angels 

CAT LEJEN CAT PACUN CAT CALASUCH1LI TU CU TENAM 
lo levantaron lo llevaron lo pasearon en el pueblo 
raised Himi'carried Him and walked up and down the village 

TICCU CIVI DAD CAMTZIQUE CAT IMACHU CAMTZ1ÜJJE CAT TELCA 
y nuestra ciudad, que fue lo que tocó que fue lo que robó 
and our city. MviGh wao U/hat He touched wka*. He stole "pF^ 

SIBAT2 CYCOL BEXE BATZ USUBAL, BATZ UMAOL, SÁBADO GLORIA 
ante nuestra defensa ante los espiritus ante los malvados. Sábado de Gloria 
before our defense before the spirits before the wicked. Glory Saturday 

CAT PIRCUCUTZI CAT PIRCUCUBATZ CAT PANCHU PARTIR 
nos libraron nuestra voca nos libraron nugstra casa entonces _se partieron 
our mouth was saved our house was saved«Then parted 

TINCAJ VIRGENE VAJIL CAT CAICAN TU SANTA IGLESIA 
todas las vírgenes seis se quedaron en la Santa Iglesia 
all the virgins»six remained in the Holy Church 

; 

VAJIL VI MUNDO CALVARIO ECHCOL MAT HORA ECHCOL 
y seis en el monte calvario como a la hora o como 
and six in the Calvary Mountain.lifter one hour or after 

CAT HORA TSLCHUL NIMAL BALAL CAT T1NCAT DOMINGO DE PASCUA 
a las dos horas salió nuestro grande redentor entonces sonó el Domingo 
de Pascua 
two hours our great redeemer went out'then Easter Sunday sounded. 
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Prayers from Vicente C, written by him about 1880 and given to him by an 
old rezador now dead. They are mostly for the purpose of defending oneself 
from enemies, mad dogs, and pestilence. 

Santa Isabel Se.íor a mi favor y ampara Madre atiende mis enemigos me 
de puede alabarse del nombre de María ni corre de son ftejkbre noche y día* 
nuestro nombré es del cielo prometido pero ig supremo en todo escogido. 
Gloria al Padre eterno por siglos infinitos Gloria al Espíritu Santo. 
Amen Jesús María Y josé. 

Translation {.The Spanish is very awkward and sometimes it does not make 
any sense.Hence the translation was done literally). 

Saint Isobel Lord Of my favour and protects/Motherj pay attention to my 
enemies S»7h*f>the name of Mary can be prai sedtCtU/fftwnight and day<^*r 
name is 6¿$¡p"romised heaven bmkjf ... i£ supreme dfi all*ihosen. Glory to the 
Eternal Father for infinite centuries,Glory to the holy Ghost. Amen Jesus 
Mary and Joseph. 

Para pelear 

¿lia padre'mío Santiago darme valor aunque venga aquel gran atredebi- 
miento muy ignosado salgan luego en bocas me acompañe a Ud. Puede ser you 
primero para kiás Sangre 1. 

Ella Padre mió Santiago así que mueves que me pasas una cama tendido 
a Dios misano rispreso si una mar estare en el cuerpo donde Santiago a 
Cristo es ti a, vino Santiste y fie dice asiste nombre nuestra animales 
rabiososas desearlos venir que viene con los ojos debendosa los abrazos 
ellas tazos las piernas ellas tazos el que venció y vencerá a mi Santicimo 
Cruz. Yo le .defenderé sea a de Padua. El Santisimo Sacramento del Altar. 

Translation. 
When fighting. 

T^Mifmy Father Saint James 3lYe me courage even-though that great 
audacs, tyJ*Comes'Síe^^i^nored theyjjcome'-but at once °L£7mouth$-may you 
accompany me. 1 may be first for more San^reS (bloodf). £# 

y    "J5hfS my Father Saint James thus Thou movestjthou passest a bed^God 
"^-ta^d down./VUtt. &%&¥*&-    a sea were in the .body where Saint James to Christ 
it is to you wine  and he says assist £e&ff*our mad animals to wish 
them to come because he .comes with the eyes blindfold>the embraces she 

¿tflkCM* the legs she */j^<MM*the one that vanquished and shall vanquish my 
Most Holy Cross. I will defend him Saint Anthony (?) of Padua. The Most 
Holy Sacrement of the Altar. 

Para abrir las puertas del cielo. 

Señor San Antonio Paduano Ella Rey Amante Gloriocisimo Señor San 
Antonio ven conmigo, hollé (oye) las plegarias de mi corazón Colaba 
Santa conbensistez las puertas females con esa misma benisais las puertas 
de estas casas or cárceles donde entre mi cuerpo y salga libremente sin 
que ninguno me sientan ni las de adentro ni las de afuera sus cuerpos van 
difuntos y sea perdurable la Santicima Trinidad me acompañe y me faboresca 
ye dormesca a todos estos perros y los que adentro para que ningún me 
siente ni los d adentro  sus cuerpos sea difuntos $r sea perdurable ye algu- 
nos viniere furiosamente para contra mi sea vencido y en torpecido por 
divino Santicimo Sacremento Amen. Jesús. 
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Translation. 

To open the gates of Heaven. 

Lord Saint Anthony the Paduanfhe Loving King,Most Glorious Lord £*. 
Saint Anthony come with me, listen to the prayers of my heart C^rfrf*aint " 
Thou convinceth the infernal gates with that same one»may Thou bless (?) 
the doors of these houses or prisons where my body may come in and go out 
freely without anybody noticing from inside nor from outside»Their bodies 
are dead and may it be everlastingjtoy the Most Holy Trinity accompany me 
and favour rne and may she put to sleep all these dogs and those from inside, 
so that no one notices me,nor those from inside their bodies be dead and 
may it be ever lasting^ and if anybody comes furiously against me.may he be 
vanquished and benumbed by the divine Most Holy Sacrement. Amen Jesus. 

Oración de la mágica blanca. 

Orac 
en muerte 
cuerpos s 
cristo 11 
tierra af 
gos aunqu 
Sacrament 
Sacrosant 
tu Sagrar 
dichoso d 
estado se 

ion de 1 
jesucri 

ea libre, 
a (ya) e 
avore ser 
e espada 
o del Al 
o relica 
io toca 
e auqel 
refunde 

a majica Jesucristo en 
sto crucificado en el 
do o divina hostia San 
s timepo ya en hora ya 
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Translation 

Prayer of the white magic 

Prayer of the white magic Jesus Christ alive and living Jesus Christ, 
dead Jesus Christ, crucified Jesus Christ.by the great might of God and 
Saint Cornelius may my body be saved O Most Holy and Divine Wafer the just$«7 
1 love.1t is timei it is the hour, it is the hour for you to descend from 
Heaven to the Earth,to favour this unfortunate body and if my furious 
enemies come^even if they bring swords and ropes to take me prisoner, may 
the Most Holy Sacrement of the Altar and Saint Cornelius permit and with 
them Most Holy Mary, Sacrosanct Locket with great humbleness we offer Thee 
the Holy Rosary.1 bless  thy Sacrarium touch with thy sane mtsteries 1 must 
not be condemned^ltrcky place^that one where they pray the rosary*the demon 
flees'four statesffeunited. 

I * 
Para quitar el mal que hacen los enemigos 

Santísima Trinidad la sentencias de la dea hacer abogado la Cruz de 
Cristo en Peligro ye me hace puso en tigo de la virjen Maria de los pies 
y manos gobado y espinas coronado y librar mi alma del.pecado por que es 
fuerte mi peligro ye fuerte mi enemigo pero mas fuerte es mi Dios. Amo 
a Dios espero en Dios, y me libra de todos peligros mas fuerte venis pero 
mas fuerte es mi Dios y la Santisima trinidad me libre de todo mal. Amen, 
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Translation 

Virgen encarnación v'adre del Verbo ("ivino, échame tu gran bendición 
defenderme de este mi enemigo. Sálgalo malo de aquí venga lo bueno y entre 
tu divina Majestad le Cru? de Cristo me valga y la Santicissima Trinidad 
el gran poder de Dios i la fuerza y la fe purificación de í'aria me estierre 
de -ui todo cuanto maligno hubiere tentador y es antador en el nombre del 
padre en e1 nombre del hijo y en e1 nombre del espíritu Santo habíame con 
la..grande fuerza de la fe me encomiendo a Uv grande fuerza de la fe i la 
purificación de I.'aria que cuando yo me encomiendo a todo genero humano. 
í'e libre Jssús, Jeus que fuerte venis mas fuerte mi dios y la Santocoso , 
a tromodad ,e ;onre de Vos para venser cuanto enemigo hayga. Amen Jesús 
".'aria v José. 
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0, Virgin Incarnation of the DlvineWeri/, send Thy great benediction 
upon me, defend me from my enemy. May the evil go out of here and. may 
the good come in, and may Thyudivlne majesty come in, may the Cross 
of Christ save me and^the most Holy Trinity/all God's might and the 
strength and the faithApurification of Mary may banish all that is 
evil, temptingjand frightening^in the name of the Father, in the name of 
the son and in the name of the Holy Ghost speak to me with the great 
strength of faith.I commeiid myself to the great strength of faith 
and the purification of Mary that when 1 commend myself to all mankind. 
May Jesus save me, Jesus how mighty Thou comest, my*god is mightier, 
and may the most Holy Trinity save me w6£ta Thee to conquer as many 
enemies as there may be. Ame/n Jesus, Mary and Joseph. 

O Lord of Chajul save me from all evil from all the temptations from 
all my enemies who want to infect me with different things; may Thou 
defeat them and make them retreat in those moments of my dangers. 
Jesus and Most Holy Mary may save me. 

Señor de Chajul líbrame de todo mal de todas las tentaciones de mis 
enemigos que quieren pegarme de distintas cosas los derrotáis y los 
retiráis en aquellos momentos de mis peligros. Jesús y María Santísima 
me libre. 

Arcángel San Miguel defendednos en el combate y se ded nuestro amparo 
contra la maldad y asi chanzas del demonio que lo reprima Dios. Rogamos 
suplientes y vos principe de la milicia celestial arrojad con el poder 
divino en el infierno a Satanás y de mas espíritus malignos que para 
perdición de las almas discurren por el mundo. Amen. 

O archangel Saint Michael defend us in tlje fight and be our protection 
against the evil and the waylaying of the deviltmay God stop him. 
We supplicantly beg Thee O prince of the celestial army, with the 
Divine power throw Satan into Hell and with him the other evil 
spirits which for the ruin of the souls.ramble about in the world. 
Amen. 

Oración a la Santísima Trinidad contra enemigos. 

En el nombre de Dios Padre por la leche que mamaste en pecho Santo de 
Nuestra Madre Santísima Aunque venga la justicia contra mi todos dormi- 
dos y calambrados, sus armas sean cortas y romas, la mía sea larga y 
cortadora por el nombre de Dios y de la Santísima Trinidad en el nombre 
de Dios Todopoderoso que you pueda pasar contra mis enemigos, ojos 
tengan y no memiren, manos tengan y no me tienten, .oídos tengan y 
no me oigan, pies tengan y no me alcancen por el nombre de Dios y la 
Santísima Trinidad, Chapa llave candado todo despedasado y que yo me 
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me vuelva polvo arenal o pajas por el nombre de Dios y la Santísima 
Trinidad, en el nombre de Dios y la Santísima Trinidad que yo pueda pasar 
contra mis enemigos vengan cor armas de fuego o armas blancas, vengan 
palos o piedras contra mi, todo despedazado por el nombre de Dios y 
la Santísima Trinidad, que me ayude y acompañe hasta en la hora de mi 
muerte. Amen, Jesús. 

PRAYER TO THE MOST HOLY TRINITY JLGAIHST ALL ENEMIES". 

W*i 

In the name of God Father and the milk which Thou sucketh from the holy 
breast of Our Most Holy Mother«Even if the JusMce-^the police) should 
come against me may all fall asleep <M£3 cramped^ may' their weapons be 
short and blunt and mine long and sharp in the name of God and the Most 
Holy Trinity, in the name of almighty God may I go through my enemies', 
may they have eyes and not see me; may they have hands and not touch me/ 
may they have ears and not hear mej may they have feet and not reach 
me, In the name of God and the Most Holy Trinity, Lock key padlock all 
broken up may I turn into dust sand or straw in the name of God and 
the Most Holy Trinity} in the name of God and the Most Holy Trinity 
may I go through my enemies should they carry fire weapons or white weapo| 
ons (knives), should there be sticks or stones being thrown against me¿ 

kail broken up; in the name of God and the Most Holy Trinity may  help me 
and accompany me until the hour of my death. Amen. Jesus. 

En lengua de Cotzal. Diciendo esto el enemigo se cae y muere, y se 
levanta solamente cuando se dice la oración que está escrita después. 

"El idioma es muy delicado". (Tucu yolbal i caxcol) 

Jesus Maria i Josefa y Balal almica i Balal 
Jesús María i Josefa y Padre del cielo y de la 

Chaba cajal toj cajal i kap 
(tierra, sangre de tus pies y manos) 

Maria Santísima ijtez belubal ich belubal chumll 
(de María SantÜIma que carga nueve meses y nueve estrellas) 

María Santísima at xamlel itzi 
(Maria Santísima hay unos que hablan muy malos) 

At xamlel i batz, oxwal viblnaj zaj frlnaj bit 
(su cara, 3o cuando lo en penetraron bien) 

un cul baziq coj xamleli xamlelibaz oxwal 
(que no me vaye caer en los manos de el) 

oxwal chel unbal caolama1 
(3 hoy un hijo) 
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culch coj un'qulbalale ca 
(que no rae vaye caer en los manos de el) 

es chel oxwal chel 
(hoy otros tres) 

mil animas bendito purgatorio 
(habrá mil animas purgatorio) 

Kan zutzcum, saj sutzcum, kaj zutzcum 
(Aires amarillo, aires blanco y colorado,aires amarillo, aires blanco y 
colorado) 

se benbete sije cho 
(cuando se va por las orillas de la mar están Ustedes en su milagro) 

sije palab, atexte puzil, te nabalil, te kajical 
(tienen sus aires y sus remolinos, remolinas amarillas, remolinas blanca, 
remolina colorado) 

te suchcumil kansuchcum ell. Sajsuchcumell, kajsuchcumel1, 
(te voy a necesitar el dia de su nacimiento, 3 paesencia, 3 antes su padre)| 

tuc un sab saex'kl estalale, oxwal nimal, ouwal balal 
tuc un bensa vip, oxwal kan zuz 
(me voy volver 3 nubes amarillos y nubes colorados en su vista) 

Caj zuz tuc un iziambal y bazimibal 
(pongan cuidado descanza en su lfcgar, en su casa) 

tuxo estile tu tilambal, tu tatimbal tixila 
(pongan cuidado descanza en su lugar en su casa y en su silla) 

timesa laccoj demonio lac coj Diablo 
(en la mesa levante Demonio) 
tuc ben un choc tu be le chax 
(levante Diablo porque lo voy a mandar en e1 otro camino mal) 

y por algo Mayor Diablo y Mayor demonio con todo el Diablo 
(  « w w\ 

con todo el demonio tuc un paxi ibaz 
(con todo el demonio te voy a romper su cara) 

N.N. y N.N. tuc un paxi kan marco saj marco del Diablo marco del demonio 
(N.N. y N.N. voy a romper Marco amarillo, marco blanco del Diablo, marco 
del Demonio). 

tuc un paxi izianibal ibazienibal 
(te voy a romper su vista y su cara nueve veces) 

tuc un be le suti tuc box la sutl 
(lo chingo treces veces, lo sumbo nueve veces, 
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tuc be le a cuenllex cuellacat 
(lo meto el camalion a su vista y en su cara) 

tu tilonibal tibazinibal tu coj ben ila noj unbal hora cabal hora 
(que vaya a descansar una hora, dos horas en S. purgatorio 

oxwal purgatorio tu silal i chibulal N.N. 
(va descansar N.N.) 

intebal oxwal chel ey, kan caoj, saj caoj, kaj caoj, 
(Ahora 3 habrá truenos amarillos, truenos blancos, truenos colorados) 

bele coquines el beleco'quin acat ell 
(nueve tortugas habro y nueve habraanimal que lo asusta) 

ex chel abahiza aba coquines 
coquinacat bil bal um bazinibal 
(asústalo en su vista y en su cara) 

Para que el enemigo se levanta y no muere 
(la vulza tamina) 

Madre Maria Sma. tuc bulsa tanima 
(Gracia Madre Maria Sma. voy a levantar otra vez) 

un pajte tuc bac cajicul ich 
(voy a dar dos laticos para levantar en su pellejo) 

umbal ulsap tanima 
(Ven su cuerpo, Gloria al padre, Gloria al Hijo, Gloria al Espiritu Santo 

ichioll un Dios balaxi 
un Dios cablaxl, un Dios Espíritu Santo. 
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English translation of prayer to call down the powers of evil and knock 
out an enemy either permanently or to be raised up later by saying a 
following prayer. To be said out loud at a house or,outdoor cross while 
burning pom and candles. 

Jesus, Mary and Joseph and Father of Heaven and Earth. By the blood of 
your hands and feet. Holiest Mary who bears the nine moons and nine stars 
Holiest Mary there is one whose mouth burns like fire, who is talking 
very evilly. His face burns like fire. His mouth burns like fire. May 1 
not fall into his hands. For three times twenty days the man has been 
talking against me. To today three times, but the father is greater 
he created the son. It is today, three times today. There are a thousand 
souls in purgatory. You are witnesses Oht yellow winds, white winds, 
and red winds, white and red winds, when you go by the shores of the 
sea, there you are In your miraculous power. You have your winds and 
your whirlwinds, yellow whirlwinds, white whirlwinds, red whirlwinds. 
I shall call down the winds. I shall need the day of his birth. Three 
times, Great Father from whom cometh the Sun. First 1 shall wrap his 
vision in three yellow clouds and in red clouds. Place him carefully, 
let him rest in his place, in his house, In his chair, on his table. 
Raise up Oh! Demonl Raise up Oh! Devil! I am going to send him into 
another evil road. With all the demons I am going to smash his face. 

N.N. I shall mark you with a yellow mark, with the white mark of the 
Devil, the mark of the Demon. I am going to smash your sight and your 
face nine times. 1 shit on you 13 times, I piss on you 9 times. I place 
a chamaeleon on your sight and face. Go and rest for an hour or two 
hours or three in purgatory. Go rest N.N. Now there are 3 there are 
yellow thunders, white thunders, red thunders. Now there are nine turtles 
and nine animals to tertify him in his sight and face. 

In order that the enemy can get up and not die: 

Thank you Holy Mother Wary. I shall raise him up again. I shall give 
him two blows to^raise him up In his skin. May his body come up. Glory 
to the Father, to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 
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Folklore,  Nagual dreams. 

The following notes on folklore and dreams are very scanty and had 

just been begun. They are included because they shed a little more light 
v\\, 

on the Ixil psychology. 
t\ 

On the old road to Chajul are two man sized flat stones called 

"the compadres", and next to them is a shrine for burning pom. Their story 

is that two compadres, man and woman, sinned on this spot and for their 

sin they were turned into stone. Indians stop here and pray to avoid 

such a sin. Pilgrims on the way to Chajul all stop here. 

Nobody should hunt animals on any mountain withour first 

praying, making offerings, and asking permission of the mountain, other- 

wise the hunter will have no success. Besides it is a sacrilege to the 

mountain which Is a God (G.G.), 

Indians believe that the spirit of the village lives in abird, 

a kind of a black swan (cisne). According to Don G. (ladino) there are 

supposed to be a few of these up in the mountains towards the cross of 

Vilajam . He once decided to set out with some ladinos and a few Indians 

to look for these birds. The Indians were frightened and didn't want 

him to go. When they got up in the woods it got very dark and all through 

the woods in different directions loud roaring noises were heard, first 

on the right and then on the left. It sounded like trees rubbing together. 

The ground shook and the Indians prayed. Suddenly a large black animal 

emerged from the woods, Don G. shot in the general direction; there was a 

screech and a dog was found shot. The Indians stopped praying and were 

generally relieved and said, "Thank God", because something had to die 

I have heard these same woods full of the roars of 
saraguates or howling monkeys. 
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at this point to appease the offended spirit» All went home perfectly contented.Don G. 

trying to figure out the source of the roaring noises in the woods came to the conclusion 

that the Indians must have been using bull roarers, and mentioned a passage in Juarros 

which stated that the first conquistadores were very much puzzled by the roaring in 

the woods» I have not been able to find the passage. 

Indians believe that before the new electric light plant can be installed in 

Nebaj somebody or something will have to die first.(P.B.) 

After a bad hail and thunder storm on the way back to> Nebaj from Tzalbal, I 

saw an Indian carrying a dead lamb over his should er which ha d been struck by lightning* 

He said he was going home to perform costumbre which was always done anyhow after a bgg 

storm. 

Indians and a few lower grade ladinos believe in the evil eye. New babies 

are kept covered for 4 0 days when carried outside to prevent their being contaminated. 

To cure the evil eye, a whole egg is rubbed all over the child's body. The egg is broken 

into a basin of water containing an herb, JDlds> The shell is thrown away • A basin is £ut 

under the bed and sleeping ohild. The child is left ions and is cured while it sleeps. 

When it awakes, the egg is thrown out on the street corner and the spirit has removed 

the evil eye. A bracelet with a pearl on it is put on the ohild to avert the disaster 

in the future. 

The Pajaro Carpintero is an important spirit invoked in praytrs. He is the 

llave del mundo. He carries in his bask a grain otjuún   and wherever this falls 

abundanoe springs up. He symbolizes abundance and good luck. He was sent by God and 

Jesus Christ for increase and plenitude. He counteracts the evil influence of the Crow 

and the Gato de Monte who harm the milpas. (Also mentioned in Burkitt's The Hill and 

the Corn"). (G.C.) 

On April 8 at the Finca San Francisco de Cotzal occurred an eolipse of the 

sun. S.L. asked me if it really meaned the end of the world as some thoight. Was the 

Sun also a spirit in my country! During the day the Indians went through a day of 
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mild apprehension. After the eclipse was over rockets were sent up. 3. thought that 

maybemaybe it wouldn't rain anymore and nothing would grow. 

While riding up in the mountain above San Francisco with S. we ssw a red 

striped coral snake on the ground. We got off our horses to kill it. He advanced with 

our machetes to kill it, but suddenly it disappeared and we could not find it anywhere» 

He was astounded and said it was a bru.io¿   He thought a minute and said that the day 

was Kan which meaned"snake", and therefore, it was a good sign. 

On April •-" in Nebaj a full moon came up all red in a haze of smoke from the 

burning of milpas in all parts of the valley. Immediately Indians all over town b gan 

to beat on the bottom of gomales,, on metal, on drums to keep the moon from going out. 

P.C. said that the clamour was to help the moon and to keep it from being burned* 

Chajul Dee. 6.- G.C. who accompanied me to Chajul, where we stayed in an 

Indian house, at night burning candles and pom incense at the house altar crosses for 

the entry of Yearbearer Cub^l I'q , believes that in a pure state of mind dreams can be 

a message from God. He says that he dreamed that it was all right for us to go on the 

trip, that the day was favorable. A god appeared and told him* 

He scys that bad bru.los or nagualea do a lot of harm exploiting people. He 

knows of one who draws blood from his arm, throws it in the air with his right hftád, and 

instantly an aniaal, like a tiger or a wolf, appears and flees into the mountains. 

Nov. £7 Chel. 

P.A. the naott or rezador  who gave me 14 uinal or month names of the calendar 

believes that a person can be influenced by dreaming about them. He claims that when a 

man is learning to be a rezador or MBUk or studying the count of days, he will often get 

a dream that will tell him to pray to Dios Mundo, to offer candles and burn incense* He 

himself had a dream while studying his profession in whioh a Spaniard or ladino appeared 

and offered him a yare, or staff* This was the sign of office and meant he was to be 

an Alcalde, 

G.G. (ladino) says that ther are lots of ""HP'ftlftj in Nebaj who believe that 

they can change into animals at night. Only principals have higher animals such as 
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such as lions and tigers for their nagual animals. Lower classes have animals such as 

ant eaters or wild pigs. He told a story that an Indian had told him of a man who had 

a lion for a nagual, and another who had an ant eater. Both men changed into their 

respective animals and the lion chased the ant eater and wounded it with his claws* 

In the morning when both had changed back to their human selves one man had the marks 

of lion claws on him. 

G,C. later confirmed to me on a trip to the hidden cave of Xetish near the aldea of 

Birramos that he did send his zaharlg  to this shrine on Main Yearbearer days. 

Besides Huyl (see p. ) the sacred crosses and shrines which I have visited 

are the Third ranking Yearbearer cross of Kooohoolehim which has a special story about 

it» the most sacred all-Ixil shrine of Huyl near Chajul, and another hidden cave called 

Cuxtum Campanil near the caserío of Tuchum. 

At Kooohoolehim Diego L. said he saw a great blue fire come out of the 

ground about 10 or 15 years ago. It burned tpje cross» At the spot are two charred cros- 

ses, the large one being only a charred upright pole with the burned cross piece on 

the ground beside it. Nearby in a little grotto were grouped together 1 to 14 little 

crosses about four inches high. The main crosses have never been r paired because the 

fire is regarded as a supernatural event according to Diego. 
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April 5, 1940 

Dr. Robert Redfield 
Dean of the Dirision of Social Sciences 
University of Chicago 
Illinois 

Chalet Elvira 
3a Calle de Tivoli 
7a Arenida Prolongación 
Guatemala 
C.A. 

Dear Dr. Redfield: 
Many thanks for your letter of March 12, and for 

the articles by you and Dr. Tax.  I shall do my best to cover the 
points mentioned in the letter. 

With regard to ladinos in Nebaj and Ixil speaking region» I hare 
been covering thisrubject right along.  Here it is relatively easy 
because the number of ladinos is proportionately small ( 500 to 13, 
000 Indians), and the first ones to come to Nebaj beginning in 1387 
are still here and I have been getting the history of their activitiei 
since that time.  Prior to their coming, the region had 3 municipios 
(Nebaj, Cotzal, Chajul) with many aldeas and caseríos.  The municip- 
ios do not seem to be separate cultural units.  Nebaj has always been 
the main market centre, Chajul the Indian "costumbre" centre, and 
Cotzal the handicraft centre for the entire Ixil speaking region. 

The pueblos of the municipios, prior to the coming of ladinos, 
seem to have been Spanish colonial^ecclesiastical, political and 
social formations, founded on the sites of pre-Columbian ceremonial 
centres, as attested by the archaelogical ruins at each town. 
According to early history Nebaj and Chajul were founded or reTorined 
by Dominican missionaries just after their conquest as amalganfations 
of many small hamlets or caseríos scattered In the monte.  At the 
time of the conquest in 1530 Nebaj, and Chajul are mentioned as towns 
already in existence, and many caseríos and hamlets today have the 
same names as first mentioned. 

Today all of the three pueblos are of the same organization. 
They are mainly of the type where natives live in town and go out 
to the field every day for work, but they are of a mixed type of 
organization ^tfBpsj|Bj|éM if aldeas and caseríos are taken into 
consideration. Many natives own more or less distant montes in 
aldeas and the richer ones live in them as well as in town.  There 
are also large groups who live in aldeas and caseríos who come into t 
town only occasionally for market and fiesta. 

If you equate folk and culture as opposed to city and civiliz- 
ation, it seems to me you would have to distinguish first between 
Spanish colonial, ecclesiastical city forms and mod;~n ladino 
city.  Nebij was given its municipal for-viby Spanish colonial 
nriests and army officers who left their mark in a new social org- 
anization, a church as religious e^ntre, an initial and^rudimentary 
conversion to Christianity, Spanish type houses, and «£f leers!. .^¡;:j 
uniforms as men's costume.  They arroarently did not stay lnng in the 
region for there is no record of any but Ixil speaking Indians 
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li-ri^p, n the towns until 1887 when the first ladino settled in 
Nebaj.  The ladino ann«ars to me 'at least in this region) as 
degenerated Srw.nish gone slighlty machine age, and their influence OB| 
the muncicipio which they found in existence is not only oarasitie 
but of quite a different «tnd recent order from the older colonials- 
form j\ 

Since the nre-ladino pueblo wae entirely illiterate (   ^ith 
the exception of the priest) and all the inhabitants sooke only 
Ixil, traded mostly in the region (outside contacts being largely 
with Q.uiohe sneaking peoples. Ixil not great commercial travellers) 
and had a religion that was an incorporation of a few Christian 
elements into their own native Indian worship, it seem3 to me that 
fflMfm the post-conquest period to the coming of the ladinos in 1887 
represented a definite "recent Indian culture" which includes both 
folk and municipio in a real cultural integration. 

Possibly I view the 
more data, but it seems t 
city takes on a<real oppo 
age civilization with the 
The opposition appears to 
colonial municiV-3 form a. 
versus modern machine age 
a new integration at the 

situation wrongly and of course I need much 
o me that the distinction between folk and 
sition of simple culture versus machine 
recent coming of ladinos to this region. 
be largely illiterate folk in a Spanish 

a a long lived sociological integration, 
ladino civilization which is JUEMT'forming| 

expense of old ^nd'^recent In^l H' elements. 

These are just the ideas that come to me after hearing from you»| 
and I hone to be able to develop them more fully by the time you get 
here in the fall. 

I have written Dr. Benedict again to be sure to forward you the 
article on the Txil calendar.  In case she is not at Columbia it 
might be a good idea for yo^to write the Secretary of the Department 
to forward it to you. 

Have been back in Nebaj another month and plan to be here for 
a three month stretch this time. 

Please also thank Dr. Tax for me for sending his articles. 

Yours very sincerely, 
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May 3, 1940 

Dr. J. Steward Lincoln 
Chalet Elvira 
3a Calle de Tivoli 
7a Avenida Prolongación 
Guatemala, C. A. 

Dear Dr. Lincoln: 

Tax and I were greatly interested by the letter which you wrote concern- 
ing the situation in the three Ixil communities. After talking it over 
with Tax, I asked him to prepare a memorandum expressing our understand- 
ing of your view of the situation and interpolating some auestions as to 
matters which are not clear to us. I do not want to put you to too much 
trouble, but; if the subject is at all on your mind, we should be helped in 
our work if you would look over our statement and tell us where we have 
misunderstood you or been misled . 

Those paragraphs on the second page of your letter which deal with the 
folk-civilization distinction I find that I do not fully understand. 
Perhaps I oould set down briefly what those words mean to me. 

It seems to me that a smell, isolated homogeneous community tends to have 
a well integrated, local culture. Such a society may be perhaps referred 
to as a folk society. It also seems to me that in a great many such so- 
cieties, and probably in most of them, familial institutions are important, 
personal rather than impersonal controls are emphasized, and sacred sanc- 
tions are relatively effective as compared with secular and lmoeraonal 
sanctions.  This of course is the statement of an ideal situation whioh 
is more or less approximated in the communities we know. In so far as 
the opposite of these characteristics is present, we might speak of the 
situation as one in which civilization ooours. In fact what we probably 
will find is that there are various combinations of these and other char- 
acteristics of society, and matters for investigation are the extent to 
which oertain of these characteristics tend to be normally or causally 
connected. My impression is that even before the Conquest, these Ixil 
communities represented some sort of departure from the theoretical ideal 
"folkness" in that there was probably a ceremonial center In whioh a 
specialized group oarried on esoteric knowledge whioh not everybody fully 
shared, and in oertain other respects. 

You oertalnly make me feel that the invasion of the first oonouerors, 
both military and clerioal did not make a very great difference in the 
kind of sooiety that characterized the region, and that the recent in- 
vasion of Ladinos is a more disorganizing influenoe. If I misunder- 
stand you again, I should appreciate being oorrected. 

(tr****) 
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Dr.  J. Steward Lincoln page 2 May 3, 1940 

Dr. Benedict wrote me sometime ago that she was returning to Columbia 
in May. I have never seen the article on the Ixll Calendar, and should 
like very muoh to_see it. 

It now seems that we are not likely to be able to bring together enough 
of the field workers in Guatemalan ethnology to justify a conference this 
spring. I am proposing, therefore, that those of us who are interested 
prepare a short paper or memorandum summarizing the state of knowledge 
or ignorance on some tonic, and thnt these papers be distributed among us 
all to serve as a basis for a conference to be held later. If this would 
interest you, I should be glad to hear on what tooio you will be willing 
to prepare such a paper. 

Yours cordially. 

BR:cl Robert R«dfield 
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This memorandum was prepared by Mr. Tax, at Mr. Redfield's 

reauest to express their understanding of Mr. Lincoln's views 

as represented in his letter of [April  . date not given] 

and interpolating pome questions as to matters which are not 

clear to them. 
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At the time of the Conquest, there were three "ceremonial centers" 

at the sites of present-day Nebaj, Chajul and Cotzal; presumably .the gener- 

al population lived dispersed on their farms or in small settlements, and 

these were priestly (and governmental?) centers. The Dominicans came in 

in 1530 and (a) built churches in each of the three places, (b) drew in 

part of the scattered population to live in the towns, and (c) organized 

or helped the soldiers and administrators to organize the three towns as 

municipalities after the Spanish pattern. The Spanish priests and soldiers 

stayed long enough to convert the Indians to Christianity, to organize the 

towns, and to introduce changes in house-tyoe and costume. 

During the two or three centuries that elapsed from the time the 

priests and soldiers left to the time when the Ladinos came, in 1887, there 

were no non-Indians in the region except the priest (in which town?); 

(were there no Ladino secretaries?). The Indians were not literate (ex- 

ceot for a few taught by the priest?). The Ladinos began to come into the 

region in 1887, establishing themselves as "parasites" (i.e., habilltadores 

and business men and land-owning non-laborers?). The census of 1893 gives 

Total        Ladino        Indian 

Nebaj 5,945 66 5,879 

Chajul 3,329 11 3,318 

Cotzal 2,825 21 2,804 

-1- 
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The census of 1921 gives 

Total Ladino Indian 

Nebaj 10,857 421 10,436 

Chajul 4,968 108 4,860 

Cotzal 4,590 280 4,310 

Today there are some 500 Ladinos and 13,000 Indians (In Nebaj, or among the 

three towns?). These presumably live in the towns and on the fincas, while 

the Indians live in the towns, on the finoas, and in the rural areas. In 

1921 the whole population was distributed as follows according to the census'. 

Total Town Aldeas- 
caseríos 

Fincas 

Nebaj 10,857 2,557 8,013 267 

Chajul 4,968 1,678 3,142 148 

Cotzal 4,590 1,249 1,289 2,052 

It is apparent that from one-fourth to one-third of the Indians live in the 

towns, and the remainder in other Darts of the municipios. Nebaj and Cha- 

jul, having fewer fincas, reoresent more typically pre-Ladino conditions, 

in which large majorities of the Indians lived in "aldeas" and "caseríos." 

(To what extent are aldeas and caseríos conglomerations of households, and 

to what extent are they comparable to cantones elsewhere, in which the 

households are separated and surrounded by their fields?). The Indians liv- 

ing in town are farmers whose fields are outside the town; those living rurally 

are farmers who fields are near to or surrounding their houses; some of the 

latter also keep up houses in town (and some of the former have houses nearer 

their fields for temporary use?). Those who live outside the towns come 
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into them on occasion for markets and fiestas (end for servicio and 

political-business purposes?). 

All of this sounds familiar enough to one knowing the region to 

the South. If the "caseríos" and "aldeas" are rural districts rather than 

towns, even if the rural districts occasionally have centers (such as has 

the aldea of Chímente of the municipio of Totonicapán), the Ixil municipios 

seem to be normal mixed-type municipios, as Lincoln indicates. 

What may be peculiar of the three Ixil municipios, from the point 

of view of the Midwestern highlands, is the fact (?) that in some sense 

they are less independent of each other than are those to the south. "The 

municipios do not seem to be separate cultural units. Nebaj has always been 

the main market center, Chajul the Indian 'costumbre' center, and Cotzal 

the handicraft center for the entire Ixil speaking region." Questions: 

are the Indians of each municioio distinguished by costume? Do they inter- 

marry in significant numbers? Do they all call themselves and each other 

Ixiles or are there separate names for each group, or if both, which names 

are more important? Do the Indians of these three municipios distinguish 

themselves from other municipios in any ways more than from one another? 

To what degree do the three municipios differ from each other in dialect, 

folklore and beliefs, and general cultural practices such as marriage cus- 

toms, agricultural techniques and rites, etiquette, etc? 

Obviously there is no surprise occasioned by the statement that 

Nebaj is the market center; in every region reported, one or two towns are 

market centers for large areas. Nor is it surprising that Cotzal is the 

handicraft center. The latter statement suggests that the three municipios 

are to some extent economically specialized, and henoe economically inter- 

dependent. (Question: taking the three Ixil municipios together, are they 
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relatively self-sufficient and hence independent of the rest of the country? 

If so, the situation is different from that elsewhere; it is probably not so, 

however, since Lincoln says that "outside contacts . . . (were) largely with 

Quiche. . .", even though outsiders came to the Ixil to trade rather than 

vice-versa.) 

Especially noteworthy is the statement that Chajul is the Indian 

costumbre center. Does this mean that Chajul, perhaps, has a monopoly of 

shamans and/or of shrines? Or does it mean that there is only one ceremon- 

ial organization for the three municipios? If the first, that is nothing 

new in Guatemala, since shamans commonly practice inter-municipally and 

particular shrines are often used by Indians of different towns. If the 

second, or something like it, then the Ixiles certainly vary from the pattern 

obtaining among the Chorti, the Quiché-groups I know, and the Mam. 

Apparently Lincoln has not caught the Doint of your folk-urban dis- 

tinction, and its application to Guatemala. At least I cannot reconcile my 

understanding of the problem with his statement that the Indian culture 

"includes both folk and municipio in a real cultural integration"; in fact 

that doesn't make any kind of sense to me. The paragraph that follows 

makes sense, but the point seems to be a different one: that a second accul- 

turation of the Indians is setting in with the recent contaot with Ladinos. 

Sol Tax. 



May 6,1940 Chalet Elvira 
3a Calla do Tivoli 
7a Avenida Prolongación 
Guatemala 

Dr, Robert Redfield, Dean 
Division of the Social Sciences 
University of Chicago 
Chicago 
Illinois 

Dear Dr. Redfield: 

I have yours of May 3 with elaboration of my 
letter by Dr. Tax.  I obviously had not clearly grasped yeur 
folk-urban distinction when I wrote the letter, and I am glad te 
get the clarification from you and I apologize for being so hasty. 
The letter was not intended to be more than an impression and was 
in no way a formal or final statement.  Please realize that I am 
still in the process of collecting and revising my field material, 
and that nothing so far is completed or ready to be quoted. 

I enclose Dr. Tax's memorandum and have added my revision 
based on latest field experience.  I have numbered his paragraphs 
and those of my revision the same.  These notes are subject to 
change as I get deeper in my field and are only preliminary. 

Prom your definition of follc and civilization, the Ixil 
communities undoubtedly could be characterized as in part 
"civilized", both before the conquest, more so with the coming of 
the Spaniards and throughout the period until the coming of the 
ladinos, and now in a new sense with a new type of civilized 
influence. It seems to me important to distinguish between 
1) Pre-conquest Indian culture, 2) Post-conquest Indian culture, 
a new integration with incorporated Christian and Spanish elements, 
and 3) Present day Indian-Ladine culture dating from 1887.  These 
distinctions appear to have a sound historical and functional basis 

From your definition, in all three periods in different prop- 
ortions, would be elements of both folk and civilization, of person 
al and impersonal controls. Hitherto I have not been used to think* 
ing in terms of equating folk with culture, and urban with civil- 
ization.  To me civilization has generally raeanM the urban and 
literate ^art of a culture which may also include a large folk 
element, a culture being the total traditional body of custom of 
a given seoial group. 

I hope the above raaVes more sefc^e than my last letter and I 
shall be grateful if you will correct me at all times. 

With regard to the fourth paragraph of your letter, I should 
say on the basis of aroha£j.ogical sites and a few brief statements 
of early history» that the first Spaniards changed the social org- 
anization to the extent of enlarging the urban centres, establish- 
ing a military government, adding elements of Christian religion te 
the native religion, and probably altering the form of the family 
system.  What the Spaniards brought was in large na^t incorporated 
by the natives without altering a large part of native costumbre. 
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Tha present ladino invasion is I believe a different kind of :•   . 
influence.  Though not based on initial violent conquest, its 
influence will eventually be completely disorganizing to the cultur- 
al compromise reached in the preceding period.  In the - Ixil region.. 
there is definite hostility between the two groups and when accult- 
uration takes place it means a total shift fro» one group to the 
other.  For instance» when an Indian becomes ladino he drops all of 
his Indian costumbre and belief, acts ashamed of it, and tries to 
disown it completely.  Two pure Indian principales of Nebaj who 
hare changed to ladino ways eren adopted ladino methods of getting 
away Indian lands, of habilitación, and suppression of costumbre. 
Undoubtedly this was an easy pattern of beharior to adopt because 
they were descendents of the old Indian warrior caste who were used 
to treating their own people in a high-handed way. Until rery reconP** 
ly and in some measure today th3 Indians were divided into strong 
castes of warriors, priests, traders, and workers. 
The aim of the ladino since his arrival in Nebaj. is to make money 
out ef the Indian*ñslave him, and to get his la-nds away , and to 
make him fed! an inferior being. In exchange no social benefits 
such as medicine, hygiene, or education ar* brought.  His main 
contribution han been a few machine ma&e «oo.ds and a certain amount 
of cash to snend when in good times th 
fincas. A needed as laborers on 

I heard fro1? "rv~, Benedict and she said 3he would send you the 
calendar article.  ahe was away on her sabbatical in California. 

I should be glad to complete my paper on the Ixil calendar 
for your grout).  It seems to me an especially imoortant feature of 
this region, and of historical interest as well.  I hare some new 
material not included in the article and I should be glad to have 
the copy back a" soon as you hare read it, because it is far from 
finished. 

I have never received the literature on the Ixil language that 
you asked somebody to look up .  I should be very grateful if I 
could have this. 

Dr. Kidder tells me you will be down here in November, and T 
look forward to discussing my material with you. 

Yours very sincerely, 

>5oü«U.X- (f+AAlrl** .  , 
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May 10, 1940 

VT'  SO1 Tax Anthrooology 

Robert Redfield Division of the Social Sciences 

May 6, 1940 letter from J. Steward Lincoln ' 

Will you look this over nnd Rive me your advice before 
I answer it? 

RR: ci 



1) At the time of the Conquest there were at least two " 

ceremonial centres" at the sites of present day Nebaj in town, and 

at Ghajul both in town and at the Cumbre de Huyl an hour's ride from 

Chajul.  Huyl has we11-preserred remains of rare-Conquest ceremonial 

site close to the nresent place of worship, which is considered the 

most sacred st>ot in the world by all Ixil speaking peoole. During 

the romeria the 2nd Thursday in lent to the Christ of Golgotha in ' 

the ohurch at Chajul Indians come from all over Guatemala and even 

from Oaxaca and Salvador.  Some ladinos attend the romería at the 

church but only the Indians go on to worship at Huyl.  Tn floostumbre" 

prayers from Nebaj, Chajul, and Cotzal, Angel Huyl is worshipped. 

"Huyl is what hoIdsthe world together". 

T do not know if Cotzal was a ceremonial centre or town at the 

time of the Conquest.  Hiere is no literature that T know on the 

subject and I have not found any archaeological site. 

T c-).-: ~in* no record of non-Indians living in the region after 

th« early priests and soldiers left to the time the first ladinos 

came in 1887. Only one came this year and a few others came in 1894 

2) The resident priest lived in Nebaj and was priest for all 

three towns.According to Don P., 1st habilitador and now big finquero 

of the region» there were no ladino secretaries, only Indian alcaldes, 

from my point of view, the first ladinos of this region, 
A 

practically all of whom I know became decidedly parasites on the 

«xistant Indian body politic.  Thettp were habilitadores, land grabbed 

and estanco owners.  The first group of Indians from Nebaj to be put 

in debt and sent to a finca as laborera;-went to the Finca Chocóla in 

1894.  There is definite culture conflict and hostility between 

Indians and ladinos in this rescion. 
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3)  The 1940 census of the region took placo whon I was in Nebaj and 

aldeas.  Sereral caseríos were missed and many figures were guesses. 

Preliminary figures prior to publication of census are as follows! 

Nebaj i      &MLV 

Urban Population 

Barrios ^        Tamiliea   Inhabitants 

1^i ui- -    III 9   Co$]~<Mi»*J*A 

Batzbaoa 
Salquilito 
Xolacul 
Vitzal 
Jactzal 

Total 

134 
190 
205 
128 
101 
758 

597 
941 
988 
624 
486 

3,636 

Rural Population Families    Inhabitants 

8 aldeas or hamlets who have jurisdiction over 69 casorios 

1660        9,353 

Fincas (of which there are only 9) 

112 555 

Total Nebaj population Urban and Rural with no distinction between 
Indian and Ladino is 2,530 families or 13, 552 inhabitants. 

Figures for Chajul and Cotzal not yet available, but consensus of 
opinion at Nebaj intendencia are that there about 650 ladinos in 
Nebaj, 300 in Chajul, and 400 in Cotzal, Estimated popoulation of 
Chajul 8,000, and Cetzal 6,000. Roughly the region has 25,000 
Indians and 1200 ladinos. 

ff)    Your figures for fincas taken from 1921 census are obviously 
wrong.n There are only 9 in Nebaj, probably no more in Chajul, and 
nothing like the number given for Cetzal. I think these may be figures 
for numbers of families. 
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5) Aldeas are  small towns or hamlets with juzgadop and in one 

instance a church. (Sálquil Grande) 

Caseríos are scattered households surrounded by fields, ISaoh 

aldea has jurisdiction over a certain number of caserios.  MS are 

under the jurisdiction of municipio to which they belong. 

6) Those living outside of town come in not only for market and 

fiesta, but for road service (except a colony of evaders who are 

hiding in the mountains) and occasional political business. 

7) The municipios of Nebaj, Chajul and Gotzal are independent 

of each other as far as having separate Intendencias.  The Commandancij 

has jurisdiction over all three towns and municipios.  There is little 

intermarriage between the three.  The costumes differ only slightly» 

but are variations of the same pattern.  *Wr wear the same red with 

yellow vertical striped skirt.  Workers caste in Nebaj and Gotzal 

wear a blue skirt.  Some of the red animl* figured huípiles of 

Cotzal and Nebaj are almost identical, but Cotzal has 2 or 3 more kindo| 

of huipiles/ Their huípiles are more elaborate in design and richer, 

Chajul huipiles are simple white with a red vertical stripe and red 

colar band.  They resembá¡£ the Nebaj working huípil.  The men of all 

three towns wear the red black braided jacket copied from Spanish 

officers of the 17th oentury .  In Chajul they occasionally add 

embroidered figures on the jacket.  Aldeas and caserios follow 

the costumes of the municipios to which they belong. Hen in all three 

also wear broad brimmed straw Spanish hat. 

All three towns regard their language as identieal with slight 

local differences in vocabulary and intonation.  All call the language 

"cuy olbal" or "mi lenguaH. None know the word Ixil as applied to 

their language.  Ixil is what they oall the shapes of their mountains 
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which in JSnglish might bo described as aawtoothod.  In Spanish they 

say Ixil means "barbas de chamara" or the wWl«« ¿surfaee of a 

blanket. 
worship 

Religious outside the churches centres around the local crosses 

on mounds and mountains . Each town has its own group where the 

professional prayermakers and those learning the profession go to 

pray.  Nebaj has 105 crosses on mounds or mountains or ¿asses which 

are oslled Angels and are worshipped as deities. Mountain worship 

is amalgamated with native calendar day worship.  In the same prayer 

mountain and day deities are mentioned.  This applies to all three 

towns.  Huyl, the mountian near Ghajul is worshipped by all three. 

Nebaj, Ghajul, and Cotzal, have the same religious calendar as 

the integrating factor of their lives, with same day names and 

Yearbearers.  The cult of the main- Yearbearer (Alcalde Mayor) for 

a particular year every 20 days occurs in all three.  The calendar 

for the whole region differs in its main features from all surround- 

ing native calendars in the Cuchumatanes, and among present day 

Quiche and Kekchi Speaking peoples. 

The three towns ragard themselves as related to each other and 

and as jointly different from any surrounding peoples, although 

there are slight differences in marriage customs and etiquette. 

( „a man courting in Nebaj does not play a tune on a leaf (tocar la 
hoja) to call the attention of his girl as in Chajfiklaand Horn,  In 
Ghajul, a man will often go with the zahorin and cry ceremonially in 
front of the girl*s house, which is not done in Nebaj) 

Agricultural techniques and customs for planting and harvesting 

follow the same patterns in all three towns, according to Gaspar 

a leading Indian principal of Nebaj. (To be checked further) ? 

8) The bi-weekly markets, (Sunday and Thursday)in Nebaj is * verj 

recent institution.  It has only been in existence for,15 years. 

When the first ladinos came the only market was the annual one on 
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August 15 fiesta.  Chajul today has no market, and Gotzal has a 

Saturday market started a year ago. 

Gotzal is the handicraft centre only for pita rope and nets 

which they sell in Nebaj and occasionally as far away as Chichicast- 

enango.  Their elaborate weaving of huipiles, fajaa, cintas, etc. ars 

is for local use and now occasional tourists.  Nebaj has no crafts 

save tile making, house construction, and locally used pottery 

braziers, and weaving for home use, 

Chajul has its own local mountain deities , but is costumbre 

centre for the Ixil region at the Cumbre de Huyl shrine at all times 
Indian 

Í of the year, and for" all Guatemala at the pilgrimmage to the Christ of 

j $^       J   Golgotha the 2nd Thursday in lent. Every 20 days, on tJis recurrence 

of the Main Yearbearer for the current year, those who can afford it 
A 

in Nabaj send zahorines to worship for them at the Cumbre de Hujrjt 

next to Chajul. 

The three Ixil municipios jointly were and are geographically 

set off, and are largely self aúffiéientland independent of the rest 

of the country for food, clothing, and housing. Exceptions! Pottery 

from Rabinal, San Pedro Jocopilas, San Bartolomé, and Huehuetenango. 

Imported red cotton thread through ladinos from Germany. 

Exports are mainly pita and apples which go as far as Coban and 

Huehuetenango. These people do not seam to have been extensive 

commercial travellers» u¡*  jllorn Ir.-ve 11 . 

At the great annual market during the Fiesta of S„nta Ifaria on 

August 15 there is a very small minority of natives from municipios 

outside of the region. Only a few from Sacapulas, Quiche, Santa raaria 

Chiquimula, and Hu^ tie nango.  This same situation also applied to the 

annual market in the 18904according to first ladinos. 
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From 1894 when the first group of laborers from Nebaj erar to w 

work on a finca went to the finca chócala, until the recent slump 

in coffee, labor was the main product of the region. What with the 

new law and practically no labor gointo to the fincas, poverty in 

cash is very evident. Little money is available for fiestas, 

clothes or drink, but practically all have houses and the products of 

their lands to fall back on.  The two primal factors of their life is 

a rich fertile corn, vegetable, and fruit land, and a strong relig- 

ious life centreing in the Sacred Calendar, mountain, corn and 

aarth worship. 

9)  Chajul has n« monopoly of shamans.  Tt haR its one great 

shrine of Huyl, an all Ixil deity and a place of worship for all 

highland Indians, both professionals and laymen. 

ach Txil municipio has its own shamans and ceremonial org- 

anization.  Formerly professional prayermakers had strong influence 

in government.  This situation is now broken up by the present stovern- 

ment organization which «insists of a mixed grouo of ladinos and 

Indiana.  The sohere of the zahorines or orofassional prayermakers 

is now relegated to purely Indian religious, family, social 

and eoonomic (milpa and housebuilding) activities.  In aldeas of 

b^th Nebaj and Chajul the 1st Regidor is still the 1st Rezador for 

the district, which is undoubtedly a survival of the old theocratic 

control of Government, 

Each town has its set of cofradías honoring different Saints. 

People in aldeas «Mfr belong to cofradías pertaining to the main 

town of their municipio. 

The religious organizations^ each town aopear to parallel 
1 

each other. 
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10)  I obviously misunderstood Dr. Redfield's folk-urban 

distinction.  My letter was hastily written and in the phrase 

not understood, I meaned to say that the Indian culture, "includes 

both folk and civilization in its cultural integration".  By a slip 

I used the word"municipio".  I am used to using th# word "culture" 

in a sense that could include both folk and urban in the samengiven 

social unit. 

( The above notes drawn from my field material are merely in correctio 

of Dr. Tax's memorandum.  They are in no way final and are subject 

to revision.  mhey are believed to be correct, but ar« not ready 

for auotation or i.ny formal use. ^ 

J.S.LINCOLN 

M  tJuX •<v/ 
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June 19, 1940 

Mr. J. Steward Linooln 
Chalet Elvira 
3a Calle de Tivoli 
Guatemala, C.A. 

Dear Mr. Lincoln: 

Tax and I hare read with great interest your memorandum on the 
principales of Nebaj. The acoount of Gaspar C clears up the 
question we had in mind. Your earlier letter somehow gave us 
the impression t hat there was an Indian who had become a Ladino, 
while remaining a principal. This is of course not the case 
with Gaspar C, who remains a member of the Indian community 
r>nd is still regarded as Indian. He has simply taken over some 
of the Ladino ways, apparently because of their practical advan- 
tage to him. Nevertheless Indians such as Gaspar C are not un- 
common in the Lake AtitIan region. 

We are wondering if we have understood correctly what you mean by 
the statement that "since the present administration has been 
in existence, the office of alcalde has been abolished and that 
of regidor substituted." To make this aocord with the facts as 
v.e know them in our nart of Guatemala, we will understand this to 
mean that "the functionary known as alcalde, according to the 
traditional governmental organization of Indians, is known as 
regidor by the formal Guatemalan government." I wonder if we 
have understood you? 

There is a very interesting statement in the last paragraph of 
your memorandum on Gaspar and Diego. We are wondering what are 
the facts as to payment of tribute to the government by Indians, 
both formerly, and today. This is a subjeot on whioh we have 
no information from the AtitIan region, and we would be glad to 
learn something of it. I am still trying to find publications on 
the Ixil language to send you. 

Tours sinoerely, 

RR:ol Robert Redfield 
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May 13, 1940 

Dr. 7. Steward Lincoln' 
Chalet Elvira 
3a Calle de TíTOIí 
7a Avenida Prolongación 
Guatemala, C.A. 

Dear Dr. Lincoln: 

Tax and I are greatly obliged to you for the pains you have taken 
in replying to our inquiries concerning your memorandum as to the 
social organization of the Ixll communities. Tou have made the 
situation much clearer to us. There are now so many special Ques- 
tions which could be pursued that I think it would become a great 
burden on you if I should attempt to do so by letter. I hope 
that I shall have an opportunity before too long to meet you and 
dlsouss the problems with you. 

I venture, nevertheless, to write a little something here about 
' «hat you have to say in your letter on the relations between the 
Indians and the Ladinos. Tou refer to two Indian principales of 
Nebaj who have changed to Ladino ways. I would like to know more 
about this, because in the part of Guatemala where I have been 
it is hard for me to to imagine a man who has attained the dignity 
of what it is there to be a Principal, becoming, late in life, a 
Ladino. I am wondering if the Prlnolpal in Nebaj is the important 
fellow in an Indian community that it is in that part of Guatemala 
that I know. I wonder just what was involved in the ohange to 
Ladino ways in these two oases. I am also interested in what you 
say about the probable influence of the patterns of behavior in- 
volved in the old ancient warrior oastes on the recent situation. 
Tour letter suggests that such oastes are in exlstenoe or haye been 
in existence so reoently that tradition of then affects ourrent be- 
havior. I shall look foaward to hearing what evldenoe you have as 
to the existence of these oastes. 

¿a 
>* Within a few days I shall send you a eopy of a memorandum I wrote 
'  on the Indlan-Ladino relations in the settlement last of Lake AtitIan 

In which I lived last year, 
for comparative purposes. 

Perhaps you might find this useful 

I am sorry that we have not yet sent you information on the publica- 
tions in the Ixil language. The principal difficulty arises out of 
the reoent death of Gates, the publisher of one of the publications 
you incmired about. I have not ytt been able to find out who, slnoe 

j-v-2^) 
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his death, knows whether copies of this publication are still arali- 
able for sale. I hope to write you later about this. 

Tours sincerely. 

Robert Redfleld 



May 22, 1940 

Dr. Robert Redfield, Dean 
Division of Social Science 
University of Chicago 
Chicago 
Illinois 

¿Lf ? 

Dear Dr. Redfield: 

I enclose a copy of my notes on the two more or less 

ladinoized principales of Nebaj.  Iherword principal is used for all 

Indians who have or have had a posii ion of authority in the civil government 

such as all former Alcaldes and present and past Regidores»  Of course 

since the present administration has been in existence the office of 

Alcalde has been abolished and that of Regidor substituted,  A Zahorin, 

shaman or prayermaker may or may not be a principal, but only because 

of his government post and not because of his prestige as a zahorin» 

Formerly the zahorines had considerable control in government but this 

situation has been broken up by the admixture of ladinos who today are 

the controlling factor in the government, but there are several zahorines 

who today are regarded as principales because thsy had formerly boom 

alcaldes. 

With regard to the- hooks on tho Ixil language, I had thought that 

it might b« possible for some library to lend them for a while to tho 

office of the Carnegie Institution down here. 

Yours very sincerely, 

The enclosure referred 
to is included in pages 
87-101 of manuscript 

p6- OJÜtLwX cÜL 

, StewardT Lincoln 

AAtM        „ 

Wt L*JU- Y~ 
^^  ir- 



Juma 20» 1940 Chalet Elvira 
3a Calle de Tireli 
Guatemala C.A. 

M X 

Dr, Robert RedfieM> Dean 
Division ef Seeial Selenees 
University of Chlcage 
Illinois 

Dear Dr. Redfieldj 

líany thanks for your artiele en the ladinos of 

Agua Escondida which I have read with the grearest care. I hate just 

completed «y preliminary draft of a chapter on the ladinos of Hebaj 

in which I hare compared my material with yours, Obriously the situation 

in my region is totally different. Here is one of the communities where 

the Indians retain mere "primitive? traditions and the ladinos are 

commercial chanclea rather than agricultural workers. 

I happened to go through Agua Escondida the other day on the way 

to the Finca Panama, and it certainly looks like an ideal spot in which 

to work. Am planning to go back to my field in another fortnight 

for another two or three mentis stretch, Hope to get mere on the 

Indian social organisation with whatever survivals of *£* nn*c*amjLa 

old castt system taoro may be •>'' Indians in tnis region are peculiarly 

reserved but I now have a few excellent informants. Por the purely 

f$t$á 

\ +V* 

Indian side, of things it is «sí£.;*e work lathe ¿Idea, away from town ^fj 

and ladinos. Indians are afraid te talk when th« l*t"t«* M* *rou*d,V 

Yours very sina.tr.eiy> 

B$i&$: 
'&> 
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July 3, 1940 

Or. 7. Steward Lincoln 
Chalet ELTira 
Teroera Call» de Tifoll 
Prolongación 7a Arenlda 
Guatemala* C.A. 

Sear Dr. Lincolnj 

Semitic and 

I hare road with a great daal of interest your paper on 
the Ixil Calendar.    It haa come to me fron Dy. Boazel 
who says that Dr. Benedict haa seen it, and aa Z  see 
Irlo Thompson's name on the first sheet* I wr, BOW send- 
ing it to kiffl./- 

Tou are to ha congratulated upon having secured -these ex- 
cellent data. 

May I mention a trifling matter whioh ooourred to me aa I 
read page nine?   You say that "The days with their xcspeo- 
tirc numbers begin after sun-down of the prsoeedlag Oregorian 
day given in the Hat, since the natlres count in elapsed time 
as did the Old Mayaa."   I wonder if the fact that they recog- 
nize the day aa beginning after sundown eomes from the old baya 
ouatom of counting in elapsed time.    Do the preaejnt-aay Xxll 
count oonaiatently la elapsed time?   Tou probably know that 
the beginning of a religious day »t reapers was ohanoterls- 
tia of people of early/ Catholic cultures.   Doeaa*t it amj 
la Oeneaia (Xtl) "And the evening and the «óralas ware the 
flrat day."? 

Tours slnosirely, 

RRiel lobert Radíiela 

"//. 



July 21,   1940 

-%•**-]& 

" >." 

Dr.  Robert" Redfi'eld» Dean 
Division of Social Sciences 
university of Chicago : 

Chicago 
tÜL-linol* ¿'-:':' i-1-'        ''•••1' 

25/ 
Nebaj / 
Quiche 

Dear Dr. Redfield: 

In your letter of 'June^ 19 you Taring up various questions qú 

jMlfcout my notes on Neb^j  principales»  In reply to ih*se I should say that 
 \,  _^   %     <V 

Gaspar C, has par tí álíy'become'a' ladino while remaining a principal and a 

member of the Indian community. Diego B, has beoome at least three quarters 

a ladino, yet still retains a foothold in the Indian community and costumbre. 

The statement that reads, " since the present administration has been 

in existence, the office of alcalde has been abolished and that of regidor 

substituted", is a stupid slip.  It should read, " and that of Intendente 

•sttbjstituted",  Formerly there were two Alcaldes and six or more-Regidores; 

today there is the ladino Intendente# and six Regidores half of whom are 

Indians. 

,       According to the statement of J^aquin Pardo of the Guatemalan 

National Archives, throughout Colonial times tributo was payed twice a year 

by all towns to the Royal government; this was payed in money and effectlvo , %s 

In later times tributo was changed, to impuestos or taxes, but remained practio#| 

ally the same thing. Today in Nebaj, Indians and some ladinos still refer to 

taxes as tributo. 

In your letter of July 3V I think your 3jué*|rQ»aiirtábwaether the presen 
'HI 

day Ixil speaking people oount consistently in elapsed time is quite justified.^ 

"Kwxadietroó - \a»y«ofi4e£ft$mg£Jtiurther the counting of the day from sundown of the, 

day before is old Haya or Catholio. They do not oount in elapsed time for 

anything else that I am aware of. liy hunch is, however, that although they 

£v*0 
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have no conception of elapsed time, the counting of the day from sundown of 

the day "before is pr.ob&bly meuaMáriaa-ttaditional. survival from "old'MayaS 

days, a merely routine repition of the day count which has never "been broken 
/V 

rather than a later catholic religious day "beginning: a£; vespers,._->•• ., (v t..rj 

I am "back in the field for another session and .think I am making-, progress 

I should like to know when you are planning to "be down here in; <9r<lpj 

that I can surely "be in Guatemala when you arrive. 

••;.! •      iY.bttrsj.very.r Siincerely» 

?,.$'.M 

."iv,.     Vi   ¡A, 

«<*A •*&••*> Xf 

rr/c.r-ví'iüv1'•'.>''   '.•..••••   ".LO. c!'.'"-< •."''•'   "i.;;   ^7  V."   i •;••'• \\-.r   .-:-.   ••>;•'"   : •'   ;•.!.'..!•"•;or7, 
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